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Preface. 

 I have been an avid reader of short fiction since secondary school. I still remember 

how I was struck by the curious atmosphere in a short story we had to read for general culture 

as part of the programme Dutch, Mother Tongue. The fiction was Brazilian, the writer 

Guimarães Rosa and the translation was—as I know now very well—a magnificent one, by 

no one less than August Willemsen.* Little did I then know that one day I would write about 

the short story in Portuguese, be it not based on Brazilian stories. 

 The curious estrangement I had felt after reading many a short story kept me 

wondering at the why of the unease after the reading process. In the eighties on a trip to 

London, in one of the many second hand bookstores, I picked up a copy of Charles May’s 

Short Story Theories, a collection of essays written in the seventies. It was the beginning of 

my theoretical reflection on the genre and a start to read more and better. I soon found out that 

my discovery was already a poetics of the short story in itself. For a long time indeed, the 

short story has been considered as second hand (compared to the novel) and its criticism 

comes like the genre itself: in collections. 

 When I decided to study Portuguese in the nineties, I was struck by the singularity of 

the short story in Portuguese. None, or few, of the American theory I had studied, seemed to 

be really applicable although the few Portuguese theorists I knew, seemed to be intriguingly 

familiar with American short story theory. The present dissertation is the result of a long 

process of questioning the short story and aims at uniting the reading experience acquired 

over the years in both theory (American) and practice (Portuguese). It is also the result of an 

obsession I share with American scholars in the field, namely to define the genre.

                                                 
*  It was a translation of the stories Primeiras Estórias which had been published in the Netherlandic under the 
title De Derde Oever van de Rivier in a Meulenhoff Edition in 1977, translated by August Willemsen with a 
postscript by the translator. 
 



0. Introduction 

 In Portuguese literary criticism, the short story or the conto literário moderno occupies 

a peculiar position within the hierarchy of genres, standing immediately beneath poetry; for 

these are two branches of literature in which Portuguese writers have excelled. In the words 

Andrée Crabbé Rocha, the conto literário moderno is intrinsically embedded in the 

Portuguese way of life, to the extent that its structure mimics Portuguese character: “pronta 

emoção e rápida catarse” (213). Paradoxically, no substantial critical work on the nature of 

the genre has yet appeared. Armando Moreno’s Biologia do Conto (1987) is for the most part 

a mere assemblage of existing theory and not considered serious genre criticism. Moreno 

draws upon Eça de Queirós’ remarks on the genre—his preface to Os Azulejos of the Conde 

de Arnoso (1886), Trindade Coelho (to a lesser extent), and at times on the writings of E. A. 

Poe. Likewise, João Gaspar Simões' theory is merely a partial history of Portuguese prose 

fiction, centred on Paganino’s Os Contos do Tio Joaquim (1861). The discovery of the 

American (Modernist) short story made short work of his carefully constructed, tripartite 

division of prose: novel – novella – short-story. This forced him to concede that Poe was the 

founder of the modern short story, which was thus the first open manifestation of the 

confrontation between the Portuguese practice of writing the conto literário moderno, and the 

American critical tradition. 

 On the whole, the concept of the genre conto literário moderno as a mediating 

category between the individual artwork and literature as such, has been peripheral to 

Portuguese criticism. Only recently has a real line of investigation emerged concerning 

narrativa breve.1 This began with conferences held during 2001 by Maria Jesus de Saraiva at 

                                                 
1  For completeness’ sake it should be mentioned that earlier pioneering work on the Portuguese short story had 
been done in France, but curiously enough without the impact it had deserved. Anne Marie Quint published four 
volumes of short story criticism at the Presses de la Sorbonne Nouvelle, starting in 1998 with the collection of 
critical articles Le Conte en Ville (Cahier 5), containing the contribution by Roxana Eminescu (University of 
Brest), “Un Récit peut cacher un Autre, pour une Typologie du Conte Portugais Contemporain.” Here, Eminescu 
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the University of Aveiro which gave rise to the journal Forma Breve, under the auspices of 

Manuel Ferreira and Paulo Pereira. In Forma Breve, studies have been published on a variety 

of aspects of short fiction. However, articles displaying interest in the nature of the genre are 

rather rare. One exception is Rosa Goulart’s contribution (2003) which opens the first volume 

of the journal with a short but significant title: O conto. Goulart’s essay can be read as the 

status questionis for Portuguese short story criticism. It tells us that behind the analyses and 

commentaries, American short prose criticism, particularly concerning the nature of the genre, 

has been pervasive in Portuguese critical writing. 

 Besides the aforementioned lines of research, some other documents have played an 

important role in Portuguese Short Story Criticism. The entry conto in Carlos Reis’ 

Dicionário de Narratologia (1987), one of the most influential genre descriptions in the 

Portuguese language, reflects the formation of a distinct field of study, providing a point of 

departure for two important studies on the nature of the short story: the introduction to the 

Antologia do Conto Realista e Naturalista (Jesus Saraiva, 2004) and the introduction to a 

doctoral dissertation on the Conto Moçambicano, by Maria Fernanda Afonso (2004). From 

Reis’ verbete, it becomes clear that through a series of mediations—Massaud Moisés, 

Bonheim, Pratt—Portuguese criticism on the conto literário moderno, is bound to the 

tradition of Anglo-Saxon short story theory. Due to this entanglement, we must analyse both 

the basic texts of Anglo-American short story theory and subsequent theoretical 
                                                                                                                                                         
relying on Argentenian writer Ricardo Piglia (Crítca e Ficción, Siglo Veinte. Universidad Nacional de Literal: 
Collección Entrevistas, 1990), states that the Portuguese short story contains actually two stories. The one we 
read and the one which is deleted. This is as much as to say that there is the short story and its interpretation, or 
the reconstruction of what has been left out. This contribution on theory, or rather, on the nature of the conto 
literário moderno in the series of Anne Marie Quint confirms, once again, what has been said in this 
introduction, namely that Portuguese critics or, in this case, critics dealing with a description of the nature of 
Portuguese short stories, get their theory in Latin America which in its turn was influenced by Poe, and the 
critics after Poe, relying on his basic texts on the nature of the genre. The other published numbers in the series 
are: Cahier 6, Le Conte en Langue Portugaise: Etudes de Cas. (1999), Cahier 7, Les Vois du Conte dans l’Espace 
Lusophone. (2000), Cahier 8 Le Conte et La Lettre dans l’Espace Lusophone. (2000). What is equally a 
characteristic of the series is that the studies—most of them monographs—have not been restricted to continental 
Portuguese, but equally deal with Brazilian and Luso-African literature. Moreover, there are studies on 
contemporary topics as well as on important topics in literary history. In the present dissertation e.g. we have 
used “Conto, Novela. D’un Mot à l’Autre” by Anne Marie Quint herself and an article by Barbara Spaggiari “La 
Poétique Naturaliste chez Quelques Conteurs au Début des Années 1880” in Cahier 6. 
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developments, so as to obtain an understanding of their importance within the milieu of the 

Portuguese literary and critical tradition. Only by such an approach is it possible to achieve a 

measure of success in the elusive task of defining a justifiably unified corpus, and a 

corresponding and consistent method of analysis. Recourse has been made to the divergent 

concepts of genre and mode, as well as to the analytical methods of narratology in order to 

supplement this dual approach, so as not to fall prey to the very same theoretical impasse 

experienced in Anglo-American short story theory, in which the generic definition is so 

minimal as to state that the short story is merely a story in the prose mode, written 

deliberately as fiction, and having shortness as its main defining feature. 

 The present dissertation is thus concerned with the nature of modern short prose 

fiction, in particular with the Portuguese short story and the establishment of a justifiable 

corpus for analysis. The placement of “Portuguese” within square brackets is not to imply “of 

less importance,” but rather to indicate, at the very outset, that this essay concerns neither the 

history of the short story, nor Portuguese short stories of a particular period, even though it 

makes use of both, to propose a theoretical and practical study of the genre. The present study 

seeks to find, as it were, “the figure in the carpet” within the corpus of continental Portuguese 

short stories, from the time of Realism to writers of the late twentieth century, through the 

analysis of short stories from the period of Second Modernism, a period during which the 

genre allegedly reached its zenith, in an effort to confront what theory tells us with what 

practice is able to show.2  

                                                 
2  The present dissertation is written in compliance with the documentation system of the Modern Language 
Association. Therefore the MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers (sixth edition) by Joseph Gibaldi has 
been used. However there is one considerable deviation. For the sake of clearness, I have not underlined the 
words from a foreign language as is recommended (94), but used italics. In this sense, confusion between titles 
and names or words used from titles and kept in Portuguese has hopefully been avoided. 
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 Chapter I. Generic Labels for Short Prose Fiction.  

1.0. Introduction. 

 In this chapter, generic labels for short fiction in short story criticism and especially in 

criticism in the Portuguese language are under scrutiny. In the course of the study of a 

substantial sample of scholarly articles and book reviews in newspapers and magazines and 

from titles and subtitles given to short prose fictions, a strong tendency towards quasi-

synonymy between conto (tale) and narrativa breve (short fiction) emerged. Conto has 

absorbed such labels as história (story), esboço (sketch) etc., from which it differed 

considerably in the past and only rarely does it enter in competition with novela. It is then, 

that conto loses its connotation of an all embracing term for short fiction, thus assuming the 

status of sub-genre to be contrasted with other sub-genres of prose. In contrast to the 

emergence of the term “short-story” in the last decade of the nineteenth century in the United 

States, no new term in the second half of the nineteenth century signals the birth of the conto 

literário moderno, conto consagrado or conto de autor, terms coined by specialists in the 

field to avoid confusion with the more “timeless” conto popular and conto tradicional.  

However, the heightened frequency with which the term conto occurs in the latter half 

of the nineteenth century, particularly in the last decades of the nineteenth century, is a strong 

indication that a new genre in short fiction was slowly coming into being, without provoking 

the theoretical turmoil it would cause in the United States, where Short-story came to 

substitute for older terminology. The persistence in the use of the word conto, thus might well 

be an indication that the oral communication pattern is still present today and is considered, 

albeit in some different and obscured form, as a defining feature. In this very process of 

definition, due importance is to be given to the role and functioning of anthologies in the 

process of baptising a genre. More so than literary criticism as such, anthologies do not only 
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propose a canon, they also give it a name to which the informed reader will attach his or her 

expectations of the genre. 

 It will also be necessary to briefly discuss the topic of length in short fiction. At a 

certain point in time, essentially the first half of the twentieth century, criticism has 

persistently increased the number of subcategories of short fiction by various means, leading 

to insurmountable problems for definition and especially for translation. Additionally, 

studying the vocabulary pertaining to genre, other substantial results are bound to emerge. In 

particular, pieces of history arise, as well as names and works, past innovators who may 

reveal what short fiction criticism has ignored for decades: the fact that like the genre 

category itself, its own nature is determined by its history, particularly that moment in history 

which is its present. In this sense, this first chapter will inform and prefigure those still to 

come, serving as that most recent part of their history. 

 1.1. A New Label in Literary Criticism. 

 The Philosophy of the Short-story, published in the United States by Brander 

Matthews in 1901, offers for the first time in the history of Western literature and in the 

history of (short fiction) criticism, a genre description of short narrative accompanied by a 

new term, construed for the occasion and to be read as a programme. By writing Short with a 

capital letter and linking it with story through a hyphen, the author emphatically 

communicated that something more was at stake than just a description of fiction which was 

short. In the appendix to his 1901 publication, Matthews argued that as far as he knew he had 

no precursor who had stated that: 

The Short-story differs from the novel essentially, and not merely in the matter 

of length. So far as he [i.e. Matthews] knows, it was in the present paper that 

the suggestion was made that the Short-story is in reality a genre, a separate 

kind, a genus by itself. (Philosophy 77) 
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 At the moment that the term short story or even the more trendy Short-story starts 

invading criticism as a useful and more modern genre label, the predominant European form 

of short fiction, the novella, is passing through a profound crisis. This is especially the case in 

Germany where the genre had received considerable attention. Between 1830 and 1900 

Germany failed to develop a social novel comparable in scope and artistry to that of France 

and England (Good 157). It is thus unsurprising that it was in Germany that theory first came 

to bear on this object of study in the nineteenth century, before the same would occur in the 

United States (Flora 45-46).  

 One of the most profound and at the same time flexible insights regarding the theory 

of short fiction is contained within one line spoken by Goethe, nearing the end of his life, to 

Johann Peter Eckermann (27 January 1827). This, now well-known sentence is as follows: 

“Denn was ist eine Novelle anders als seine sich ereignete unerhörte Begebenheit” [Then 

what else is a Novella than an unheard of event which is being concretized (my translation)]. 

Goethe's broad understanding of the formal aspects of the Novella, during the second 

half of the nineteenth century, can only be understood if we take into account that the form 

was a dominant and high brow genre in short fiction. On the other hand, in part due to the 

broadness of its definition, the form was slowly becoming contaminated with other forms of 

short fiction in German literature such as the Anekdote, the Kunstmärchen, the 

Kalendergeschichte and the Skizze. As a consequence of, and as a reaction against this 

Misschung der Formen (von Wiese 50), the genre was continuously being re-defined in the 

sense that definitions had become structurally rigorous and eventually balanced on the very 

edge of the prescriptive.3 It was at this historical moment that the English term short story 

                                                 
3  Donald Locicero has studied four of the most prominent Novelletheorien in the latter half of nineteenth century 
Germany, namely the already cited one-liner by Goethe, the Wendepunkttheorie (Ludwig Tieck), Heysse’s 
Falkentheorie and the prescriptive poetics by Adalbert Stifter. The principal thesis contained in Locicero’s study 
is that in spite of constant re-definition of the prestigious form of short fiction, none of the theoretical proposals 
were able to constitute a genre theory that could account for all short fiction, as such. Short fiction, according to 
this line of thought, has become so variegated that it simply escaped definition (49). 
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was already known by criticism and probably also understood as a new concept of short 

fiction (Kuipers 27-28). In Das Litterarisches Echo of the year 1903-1904, but two years after 

Matthews’ publication of The Philosophy of the Short Story, Karl Bienestein uses the term 

Kurzgeschichte. Bienestein was not very favourable to the new form as we can derive from 

his explication: 

Kurzgeschichte, wie der unausstehliche, technische Ausdruck für jene Prosa 

lautet, die gewöhnlich in der Unterhaltungsbeilagen unserer Tages und 

Wochenblätter oder in den künstlerischen Teile mancher unserer Zeitschriften 

ihren Platz findet, ist ein Erzeugnis der neueren Zeit.” (qtd. in Rohner, 197) 

 To paraphrase: the short story was something new, the term had negative connotations, 

and it was restricted to the magazines, newspapers and written by journalists.4 By implication, 

this means that the novella was considered highbrow and the short story lowbrow, a recent 

phenomenon of the new times and, if we read the entry well, a consequence of an ever 

growing reading public and of the transformation of culture into forms suitable for mass 

consumption. On the other hand, important for this chapter, it means that German literary 

criticism had coined a new term: Kurzgeschichte.5 From then on, at least that is what we 

derive from a literary dictionary in 1910, both Short story and Kurzgeschichte had acquired a 

place in literary criticism. In the Jahressuplement Band of Meyers Grossem Konversation 

Lexicon we can read: “Short story (Kurzgeschichte), ein Ausdruck, der seit 1890 in 

                                                 
4  As early as in 1886 Anton E. Schönbach had made a comparison between the novelette, the short story and the 
novella in the Deutscher Rundschauband. In a small and tersely written article, he was convinced that the short 
story differed considerably from the Novella and that German literature did not have a comparable discursive 
form: “In wesentlichen ist doch die Amerikanische Art Short Story etwas ganz Eigenartiges. Unsere Novellen 
sind viel umfangreicher und häufig nur kondensierte Romane. . . . Die kurze Magazinegeschichte der 
Amerikaner ist gegenwärtig meist ein kleines Realistisches Lebensbild, ein Ausschnitt aus einem wirklichen 
Stück Leben, ein einzelner, oft an sich unbedeutender, aber charakteristischer Vorfall wird beschrieben. . . .” 
(qtd. in Rohner 80) 
5  Morphologically speaking, Kurzgeschichte is quite a literal translation of Short-story, i.e. the variant with a 
hyphen and capital letter to signal qualitative features. Kurzgeschichte is a substantive made out of the adjective 
Kurz (short) and the substantive Geschichte (story). Kurze Geschichte or simply Geschichte as is more common 
in the practice of the days, would then refer to just any prose fiction which is considered short. 
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Deutschland stark verbreitet ist und eine Novelette mit stärkerer Handlung bei knappen 

Diktion bezeichnet. . . .” (qtd. in Rohner 80).6 

Romance languages, unlike English and German, have not produced a new term to 

account for the changes taking place in short fiction in the latter half of the nineteenth century. 

In French criticism the situation is rather confusing, particularly as far as short fiction 

terminology is concerned. In the eighteenth century it was possible to draw neat lines between 

the two dominant sub-genres of short fiction, conte and nouvelle: 

Au XIIe siècle, “conte” est un terme qui s’oppose à nouvelle parce qu’il 

renvoie principalement à des types de narrations distincts: soit une aventure 

fondée sur des incidents d’une autre nature (le conte des fées, le conte oriental, 

le conte allégorique), soit une aventure reposant sur un propos d’un autre ordre 

(le conte philosophique) (Godenne 54-55). 

 More recently, Grojnowski has developed a similar theory concerning the difference 

between conte and nouvelle. Conte according to the author belongs to the realm of children’s 

literature and is governed by the magical formula “Once upon a time. . . .” (Il était une fois). 

Even if labels, Gronjowski claims, are at times confused, and even if they are interchangeable 

in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, it is necessary to underscore that what he calls the 

“merveilleux enfantin” as in Perault, Grimm, La Comtesse d’Aulnoy, is not the kind of short 

story destined for adult readers (7). In Atelier de Littérature, Cristina Robalo Cordeiro 

suggests that the confusion in terminology between conte and nouvelle is in the first place a 

matter of history, although she openly admits that such confusion took place well before the 

nineteenth century. 

                                                 
6  Although information on the topic is rather scarce, relative importance should also be given to guest lectures of 
American professors at German Universities. Dr. Alphonso Smith e.g. gave lectures as an exchange professor; he 
published them in 1912: The American Short Story (Boston: Gin and Co.) (Pattee 365). 
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Não é possível ignorar as importantes conexões que estas duas formas possuem 

e que determinam, desde logo, a confusão terminológica que entre ambas se 

estabelece e que pode decorrer do facto de a demarcação dos dois universos, 

parecendo não oferecer dúvidas para a grande maioria dos textos do século 

XIX, nem sempre ser facilmente realizável ao longo dos séculos. E se a 

interpretação das duas formas ocorre na maioria dos textos “antepassados” da 

novela, na literatura contemporânea as suas fronteiras apresentam-se, por 

vezes, igualmente, problemáticas. . . . (30) 

 Cordeiro is convinced that from the nineteenth century onwards, it is possible 

distinguish clearly between nouvelle and conto in terms of character, time and space and in 

terms of enunciation and compositional units. As to enunciation in the conto, there is a 

predominance of the proxemic code which has almost totally disappeared in the nouvelle 

showing a rather complex field of possibilities (Cordeiro, A Lógica 31). It is especially this 

proxemic code which we will find back when analysing a corpus of carefully selected 

Portuguese short stories in Chapter V. 

 The situation on generic labels becomes even more complicated as we study the 

various designations for prose fiction categories used in England. From the sixteenth until the 

eighteenth centuries, genre labels containing the root novel had the same significance as the 

French nouvelle, Spanish novella and Italian novella. The novella in England contrasted with 

and reacted against the old-fashioned “romance.” By the end of the eighteenth century, 

romance and novella had, practically the same meaning (Gillespie 118). In The Spectator of 

1711 (N°254, page 3) Steele writes: “I am afraid thy brains are a little disordered with 

romances and novels” (qtd. in Gillespie 118). There is however a difference in length. 

Chesterfield in his Letters (Vol I, 130) describes the novella as a kind of abbreviated romance 

(Gillespie 118). When in the nineteenth century romance as a genre was on its way back, the 
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concept novel was broadened to fill up the now free vacuum in terminology. At that very 

moment, in the English language, the word novel looses its original denotation and signifies 

what on the European continent will be called Roman (German), roman (French), romance 

(Portuguese). In those labels the original root “romance” was still noticeable.  

 In Europe, with the notable exception of Spain the Novelle, Nouvelle, or Novela was 

still very much seen a post-renaissance form associated with either the Decameron or with the 

Novelas Ejemplares. The terminological scheme European criticism could use, from 

Romanticism onwards can be seen as quoted in Gillespie and taken over without alterations 

by Graham Good (149): 

English (hi) story Tale  novel 

Spanish historia Cuento novela novela 

Italian storia Racconto novella romanzo 

French histoire Conte nouvelle roman 

German Geschichte Erzählung Novelle Roman 

 

 Short story and Kurzgeschichte came to distort the neatly lined out diagram. The 

generic label used for novella in the continental European sense of the word in English is then 

novella, echoing the Italian origin, or novelette, in which the French sounding diminutive 

suffix -ette can also be equated with a novel counting considerably less pages, without having 

overtones which question the structure. That is why novella sometimes is considered a short 

novel, while at the same time it also implies that short novel and novelette are synonyms. On 

the other hand, short novel can be considered a subcategory of prose in between the novella 

(qualitative and quantitative) and novelette (merely quantitative). When Short story, the new 

genre label, entered the scene, the situation became complicated, for if viewed merely 

quantitatively, short story can read both as a synonym for novelette and for the continental 

short prose form called novella.  
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To survive the terminological quandary, criticism, and especially English and German 

short story criticism, has tried a way out by counting pages, lines and words. The short story 

writer William Saroyan e.g. proposed that the short story is in between 2,500 words and 

10,000 words. A fiction less than 2,500 is than a short short-story; more than 10,000 words, 

still according to Saroyan, is a novelette (505). The German critic Kilchenmann in her 

contribution Die Kurzgeschichte: Formen und Entwicklung, was convinced that in the United 

States a short story is a prose fiction between 2000 and 3000 words. A short short story has 

less than 2000 words and a novelette, consequently more than 3000 words (10).7  

The immediate result was that such criticism triggered yet a further sub-division of the 

sub-genres of prose, so much so, that Ian Reid in the first modern primer on the short story 

would ask: “What length can a story reach without becoming a short novel? Is there indeed an 

intermediary category, as the increasing frequent use in English criticism of the Italian word 

novella appears to suggest?” (The Short Story 10). The original differences between short 

story, novella and or novelette sometimes completed by short novel had now been extended 

with an extra label: short short story. Short short story, at times used and confused with 

minimal short story in America, has in its turn led to the creation of the word long short story. 

Long short story then is a synonym for novella, novelette and hence also for short novel. In 

translations from English to German and especially to Romance languages, this can lead to 

problems. French nouvelle, German Novelle e.g. can be translated in novella, novelette, short 

story or long short story depending on the criterion the critic uses or the literary dictionary or 

encyclopaedia on which he or she relies. 

 Finally and in conclusion, it should be mentioned that this method of counting words, 

lines and pages became outdated after Cleanth Brooks, J. T. Purser and R. P. Warren launched 

                                                 
7  This method of quantitative definition is now outdated and therefore it has been restricted to only two 
examples by two critics from a different country, just to indicate the universality the method had some time ago. 
Additionally, any literary dictionary sets its own limits for short forms and suggests its own frontiers between 
short fictions. 
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the term “short fiction” in An Approach to Literature. Due to the influence of New Criticism 

in America and especially in the field of the short story (cp. Chapter IV) short story and short 

fiction are now the most used generic labels in the Anglo-American tradition, although the 

word “tale” could count with a come back8. In Portuguese, this is reflected in the use of 

narrativa breve. Brevity, critics tell us, is a relative concept, something felt by the critic as 

agreed upon by the “learned community” for whose benefit such fiction is published. 

 1.2. Portugal. 

In an article in Poétique, Marielle Macé states that generic labels function as trace 

elements in that they possess an innate capacity to indicate changes—slow or abrupt—in the 

evolution of a genre. Well versed in recent genre theory, especially French, and writing about 

yet another volatile genre, the essay, Macé writes: 

Etudier le fonctionnement d'un label générique, ce sera savoir comment agit le 

recours aux genres dans l'engendrement et dans la réception des textes. Ce sera 

déterminer ce qui, du genre est actualisé, valorisé, pointé par son baptême et 

par l’usage de son nom. Ce sera aussi permettre de définir les moments de 

pertinence historique d'une catégorie générique, et les transformations dans 

l'espace littéraire que la variabilité de cette pertinence implique. (402) 

                                                 
8  This does not imply a mere return to an oral way of telling the story. Something more is at stake as will 
become clear in Chapter IV. For now, it suffices to mention that it signals the advent the poetics of identity in 
Short story studies, in which telling tales is seen as part of both exploring and explaining one’s otherness and 
origin, relying on the form closest to one’s roots: the (oral) tale. As far as Lusophone short fiction is concerned, 
this phenomenon can be clearly seen at work in the doctoral dissertation by Afonso, O Conto Moçambicano. The 
so-called post-colonial short story or tale is often seen as the linking device between the oral tradition and 
modernity. Significant in this respect is the following citation by Afonso: “Conscientes da modernidade da 
escrita do conto, os autores querem explorer todos os caminhos da criatividade: em alguns, há uma vontade 
explícita de reatar laços com o conto oral, noutros, a de se afastarem, situando-se muitas vezes na esfera da 
poesia. Todo este entrelaçar de liguagens, que pertencem a diferentes géneros, confere ao conto grande 
originalidade e liberdade, mas sobretudo dá-lhe a possibilidade de participar no que Tchicaya U Tam’Si chama 
‘a grande revolução’: l’arrivée de l’écriture aux mains des gens qui n’avaient que la parole”(75). 
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As became clear in the previous paragraphs, American and German short story 

criticism produced new labels, short story (originally even Short-story) and Kurzgeschichte 

which came to substitute older terminology (tale and Novelle) and by doing so signalled what 

R. F. Marler has called “the emergence of a new genre in the 1850s” (153). Macé’s 

suggestion to use genre labels is an intriguing, if not an intimidating one which was perfectly 

applicable so far. However, after a first skimming of Portuguese short fiction criticism, 

nothing seems to suggest a sudden change somewhere in the latter half nineteenth century, 

although the very few critics who have paid attention to the study of the conto will affirm that 

such is definitely the case. To give only one recent example, João de Melo in the “Prólogo” to 

his best selling anthology O Conto em Português, states that: 

Tal como concebemos hoje, o conto chegou à literatura portuguesa só no 

século XIX, e pela mão dos escritores românticos. Ainda que tardiamente, 

tanto bastou para que assumisse entre nós uma identidade e uma idiossincrasia 

eminentemente próprias. (11) 

Back, then, to Macé, for the second part of the quotation is as interesting and appealing as the 

first half: 

Même lorsqu' une telle catégorie est non pas forgée mais héritée, ses moments 

de métamorphose et de réappropriation exercent ainsi une véritable force de 

reclassement sur le système. (402) 

In the case of the Portuguese short story, this would mean that, contrary to what 

happens in Germanic languages, the progression of the sub-genre takes place by 

appropriation: the word conto remains, although the contents change. In its turn, such a 

process means that the emergence of the new genre in the latter half of the nineteenth century 

did not engender much theoretical discussion, so much so that Portuguese criticism is rather at 

ease with the genre as is very well reflected in twentieth century criticism. Indeed, most 
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Portuguese theoreticians, mainly writers of prefaces and entries for literary dictionaries, are 

quite confident that Portuguese writers excel in the art of short fiction. In the words of the 

most often cited critic Crabbé Rocha, the conto is a reflection of the Portuguese way of being: 

a prompt emotion followed by a rapid catharsis (“pronta emoção e rápida catarse”) (213). 

Guilherme de Castilho, in his preface to the anthology Os Melhores Contos Portugueses, 

writes that: “O Português é, duma maneira geral, mais contista que romancista, em obediência 

a um pendor acentuadamente subjectivo que se coaduna melhor com a natureza do conto que 

com a do romance” (16). 

On the other hand, apparent peacefulness equally calls for a widening in scope. 

Therefore, a study of genre vocabulary indicating /short/ and /fiction/ in contemporary 

Portuguese criticism is aimed at in order to better investigate its diversity in time, for as one 

of the prominent sources of Mace’s article, namely Fowler, states that: “The criticism of every 

period yields some discriminating and many casual genre terms. And always the generic label 

needs to be distinguished from the genre itself. Both change, if not necessarily in step with 

one another” (148). In Portuguese short fiction studies, this results is the following: the 

discriminating genres conto, novela and história, tell us about genre, the casual ones, lendas 

(Romanticism), esboços, phototypias etc. (Realism and Naturalism), gouaches (Fin-de-Siècle) 

are a function of the literary current they are integral part of as will presently become clear. 

 1.3. Label stretching. 

From a considerable sample of book reviews and scholarly articles in major literary 

magazines (Colóquio/Letras, Ler, Jornal de Letras and Vértice) and from prefaces to short 

story collections, the use of labels has been traced, looking especially at what critics might 

mean when they use conto, novela, história. The results offer no clear cut solutions, since 

every critic and author suggests his or her own set of genre vocabulary to the reader. 

Nevertheless, it has not been impossible to detect some interesting trends. First of all, there 
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seems to be a tendency towards label stretching. The word conto which in essence refers to a 

historical genre like the novela and the novel is more and more being used as a synonym for 

short fiction in general. This means that present day reviewers and critics distinguish the same 

features appearing in the conto as in short fiction, implying that shortness per se seems to be 

the very defining feature of the genre. Two recent anthologies, which will be discussed later, 

are actually the best example of what is at stake: conto is the predominant terminology for a 

fiction of a few pages. Novela is also used for short fiction but for slightly longer pieces. Only 

rarely do critics define what is meant with conto and novela in reviews of collections of short 

stories. If such is not the case, two factors are at play. One is the author’s idiosyncratic use of 

labels which does not reflect on genre. In order not to repeat the same word e.g. conto all the 

time, the reviewer opens all registers of possible synonyms equating: conto, novela, novela 

breve, narrativa breve, lenda moderna, ficção curta, prosa breve, prosa de narrativa breve, 

exhausting all the stylistic variants.9 

The second reason is that the reviewed short prose fiction defies any genre or sub-

genre definition. This almost always happens in times of vanguards or when allegedly 

postmodern fictions are under scrutiny. A very nice example of a (past) vanguard is the 

novellas by Mário Sá Carneiro. In a review of the re-edition of Sá Carneiro’s Novelas in the 

magazine Ler, the critic Pires—although the original work has for a subtitle novella—

carefully evades pinning down the meaning of novela (110). An even better example is 

Cristina Cordeiro’s review of Luísa Costa Gomes’ Império do Amor. While trying to classify 

the prose fiction by Luísa Costa Gomes, Cordeiro10 uses indiscriminately a whole array of 

short fiction terminology, as if the continuously turning around of labels might yield meaning 

to the reader (“Luísa Costa Gomes” 457). A third and rather important trend is that most 

                                                 
9  This practice is very present in the reviews written by Galhoz and Pires in the magazine Ler. 
10  This case is especially interesting, because Cordeiro is someone who is very much aware of genre distinctions 
certainly when it comes to short fiction. She is the writer of Atelier de Littérature and A Lógica do Incerto, two 
academic essays on the French nouvelle. 
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critics when evaluating newly published collections of short fiction in book reviews, or re-

editions of older ones in scholarly articles, they are almost never concerned with genre or 

genre qualities or with the defining features thereof. This very practice has been restricted to 

the editors of anthologies and writers of entries for literary dictionaries.  

The synonymy in terminology is at its clearest between história and conto. Critics 

carefully avoid novela or short novela. Also in titles of anthologies there seems to be no clear 

distinction between história and conto. One prominent example is Histórias para Ler à 

Sombra a Dom Quixote product celebrating the summer of 2003. The subtitle significantly 

reads contos. This blurring of distinctions between conto and história however, has not 

always been the case. The impopularity of the label novela till the advent of first generation 

romantics is not such a new phenomenon. 

 1.4. História – Conto – Novella. 

In the already discussed Gillespie diagram it became clear that in various languages 

prose fiction smaller than the novel seems to be dominated by three possible terms: novella, 

história and conto. As for the Portuguese situation, Anne Marie Quint informs that the label 

novella had a hard time to get into literary consciousness on the Iberian Peninsula. Both 

Spanish and Portuguese writers and critics avant la lettre avoided the use of the label novella 

before Cervantes’ publication of the renowned Novelas Ejemplares (1613). Whereas in 

France and in Burgundy, in the wake of Boccaccio’s publication Decameron (1353), the label 

novela was bon ton, this did not seem the case on the Iberian Peninsula. Spanish authors 

preferred tratado. Juan Timoneda for instance, opted for the genre labels patrañas and 

rondellas (as they called it in his hometown Valencia). One of the surviving and still popular 

pieces in short fiction, Menina e Moça, written by Bernadim Ribeiro, and considered as a 

prototypical example of the novela sentimental, is an a posteriori designation. In a later 

Spanish version, the novella sentimental is called, significantly, tratado. In a later Portuguese 
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version, the long title contains the word hystoria (Quint 17). The work which is held to be the 

Portuguese Decameron, namely Contos e Histórias de Proveito e Exemplo (1575-76?), used 

both conto and história. By juxtaposing the two terms but binding them together by proveito e 

exemplo the desired effect of the fictions, education and moral edification, is underscored. 

Taking thus into account the etymology of novella, it appears that short fiction writers 

before Cervantes on the peninsula used história to discuss a prose fiction in the realistic-

mimetic code, not so much because it had a historic content, but rather because of its 

verisimilar character often written by an eyewitness. In short: it was presented as very 

probable to have happened. For conto the stress was on the oral reporting of the fiction. 

Only with the publication of Novelas Ejemplares (1613) the term finally was accepted. 

The first short story poetics in the history of western literature, Dialogue X and XI in Corte na 

Aldeia (1619), Francisco Lobo Rodrigues refuses again to adopt the term novela and the 

participants in the genteel conversations only talk about the nature of the conto and the 

história, although it becomes clear that the história (which is told) is just an adaptation of a 

novela by Bandello. The sub-genre história, we can easily derive is a piece of literature to be 

written whereas the conto is to be told (Quint 23). 

In their account of the state of affairs of novela-writing during Baroque and 

Mannerism, Gonçalves Pires and Carvalho subdivide the novela production according to 

theme, or rather sub-mode, suggesting that the novela they were discussing, was in transit, 

slowly moving into the novel and was not so much a manifestation of short fiction in the first 

place. They left out the conto or short prose fiction for this period on the basis of non- 

autonomy of the genre:  

São textos que se identificam como exempla retóricos na sua natureza e 

função; além disso, raramente são apresentados como narrativas de ficção (tal 

só acontece quando assumem o carácter de fábulas ou apólogos), pois o 
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exemplum colhe grande parte da sua força persuasiva no facto de ser 

apresentado como relato de factos realmente ocorridos. O pacto que preside à 

leitura da narrativa ficcional não funciona em relação ao exemplum, sob pena 

de este perder a sua capacidade de persuasão. (339) 

Novela only enters into Portuguese terminology in 1650 due to a work written by 

Gaspar Pires Rebelo, namely Novelas Exemplares. The title is clear reference to Cervantes’ 

Novelas Ejemplares but in the words of João Gaspar Simões, the Portuguese version is more 

exemplar than it contains novelas, meaning that there was a considerable difference both in 

theme and technique between the novellas published in Italy and Spain and those rather short 

prose fictions named novela in Portugal (J. Simões História do Romance 223). The same 

holds true for other similar works such as: Aventuras de Diofanes (1752) by Teresa Margarida 

da Silva e Orta, O Feliz Independente do Mundo e da Fortuna (1779) by Padre Teodoro de 

Almeida and Doze Novelas (1674) by Gerardo Escobar. 

 1.5. Romance – Novella – Conto. 

  In contrast to what took place in Germany, where famous men of letters like Goethe, 

Tieck and Kleist provided definitions of the Novela, in Portugal, writers took little interest in 

genre theory. As a new literary communication system was being built on the ruins of neo-

classicist tratados and dynamism of prose (both long and short) constituted the essence of 

fiction, writers and critics alike used both novelística and produção romanesca to refer to 

their works, not taking into account the tri-partite subdivision (conto, novella, romance): 

O romantismo, processo social múltiplo e complexo, gerou um novo sistema 

literário que a partir dos anos 30 se foi consolidando e que implicou uma 

dinâmica nova na interacção entre produção e recepção. A Novelística, como 

realização romântica, constituiu uma força motriz neste sistema que, por seu 

lado, potenciou a eclosão e desenvolvimento dela. (Rocheta 375) 
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Herculano normally hailed, especially in recent anthologies, as the first writer of 

contos in the sense of a modern short prose fiction, used Lendas e Narrativas (1851). By 

doing so, he gave a dual tendency to his short fiction which originally had been published in 

folhetins. Probably aware when publishing his narratives in book form that the heyday of 

historically inspired fiction suffering from a strong intertextuality with Sir Walter Scott’s 

oeuvre were over, Herculano opted, besides lendas, also for the more neutral narrativa, as 

Helena Buescu suggests in her introduction to the Lendas e Narrativas (26). Rebelo da Silva, 

Herculano’s follower and contemporary, had all sorts of labels to propose as a title or subtitle 

for his fictions. In his introduction to Contos e Lendas (1873) (note the difference with 

Herculano) explaining how the “editor” of the contos and the lendas came to get them, 

namely from an old deeply religious man (4-5), he uses romance, conto, lenda, história. But 

the selection of conto in the title is indicative for the changing mood. 

Rodrigo Paganino, for João Gaspar Simões, and for most short fiction critics who 

copied Simões, the turning point in the history of short fiction (J. Simões, História do 

Romance 545), talking about Os Contos de Tio Joaquim (1861), does not leave us a 

satisfactory genre introduction. Nevertheless, it is fascinating that the main protagonist who 

gave his name to the collection, Tio Joaquim, never learned how to write relegating 

programmatically contos to the sphere of the oral. The dichotomy between conto and história 

as elaborated by Anne Marie Quint seems to persist. Tio Joaquim supposedly told the stories 

to the editor of the collection of tales who wrote them down, underscoring their original oral 

character. The short stories were both fabulous and invented, about adventures, however 

morally inspired. The reader, or rather the listeners, should draw a lesson from each case. At 

the end however, the last conto is called “A História do Narrador” which means that when 

concerned more with veracity than verisimilitude, the term história is bound to appear as an 

adequate designation for the genre. 
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Looking at the titles of short fiction production, we see thus conto coming in at a 

certain frequency in the time of Romanticism. If Alexandre Herculano still used the words 

lendas and narrativas in his title, his disciple already opted for conto. Pereira da Cunha 

(1819-1890), for Fidelino de Figueiredo the first of the great modern contistas, echoing 

Garrett’s Viagens na Minha Terra wrote Contos da Minha Terra (1846), Paganini (1835-

1863) wrote the famous collection Contos de Tio Joaquim in 1861. Júlio César Machado 

(1835-1890) Contos ao Luar (1861), Cenas da minha Terra (1862), Histórias para Gente 

Moça (1863), Contos a Vapor (1864) and À Lareira (1872) (Moisés, “O Conto” 15). From the 

titles Machado, a person very well aware of the signs of the time, gave to his short prose 

fictions, we can derive that the term conto was a well established generic term at the time of 

Second Wave Romanticism, but also that the casual titles are an indication about the genre 

and the kind of prose fiction possible readers could expect. The words lareira, minha terra, 

refer to the homeliness and the regional character of the conto rústico as the typical 

Portuguese term goes. At the same time words like vapor underscore the ephemeral lifecycle 

most contos would live, namely the duration of a train trip. It is well known that the 

inauguration of the railway line between Lisboa and Cáceres offered a market for magazines 

and short stories to be read on the train (Rodrigues, “No Tempo” 13). 

In contrast to developments in England, France and Germany, the adjective fantástico 

in combination with conto occurs with a rather low frequency, nor do we have words which 

are a clear indication to the “otherworldly” or “gothic” in titles and subtitles. The gothic 

movement in high brow literature was indeed a restricted phenomenon. As will be seen in the 

next chapter, in Portuguese ultra-romantic literature, only two representatives namely Teófilo 

Braga, Contos Fantásticos (1865) and Álvaro de Carvalhal Contos (1868) can be found in the 

official literary history on short fiction. 
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 The conto “Singularidades de uma Rapariga Loira” initiated Realism and Naturalism 

in the nineteenth century Portuguese short story. From the title we cannot infer very much 

with respect to genre. The word “Singularidades,” while it refers to a character trait, rather 

than to the genre, points at a literary current: namely, to Realism. This is already different 

with Eça de Queirós’s epigones. As is well known, Realists and Naturalists alike were 

notoriously selective when it came to giving names to their prose fictions. Besides conto, a 

label which definitely persisted, names referring to scientific study of natural phenomena or to 

pathological situations surge in titles of short prose fictions (Spaggiari 36). Teixeira de 

Queirós whose (short) prose is inserted in two cycles Comédia Burguesa and Comédia do 

Campo uses besides Arvoredos, the term conto: Os Meus Primeiros Contos, Novos Contos. 

Abel Botelho well known for A Patologia Social gave his Contos the name Mulheres da 

Beira, suggesting that each conto would study a series of case studies of women from the 

province of the Beiras. In this sense the title informs that there is no plotted story to be 

expected but rather a description of particular people or events. In Anglo-Saxon short story 

criticism the common term used for a plotless fiction is a sketch. Not surprisingly, Júlio 

Lourenço Pinto will use the very word sketch (esboço) in his title: Esboços do Natural. José 

Agusto Vieira goes even further, and being a reflexion of Naturalism at its most orthodox 

stage, his collection of short fictions is named Phototypias do Minho. The contrast with 

Camilo, paragon of Second Wave Romanticism, could not be better underscored: not Novelas 

do Minho but Phototypias do Minho.  

In conclusion, there is no specific term like Short-story or Kurzgeschichte which 

indicates the change in genre in Portugal. Conto as a label is kept, but we can clearly see how 

just around the time of Second Wave Romanticism, the use of the label becomes very 

popular. At the same time titles and subtitles of short stories also reflect on literary aesthetics: 

lendas –saraus—cenas—phototypias and very often reference is made to a region: Beiras, 
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Minho etc., indicating that short fiction would be very much concerned with depicting 

regional scenes and with describing local problems.  

After Camilo, the word novela as a specific term and as a generic label covering a 

specific concept of prose writing almost disappeared from titles in short fiction. Eça de 

Queirós in the second edition of Primo Bazílio, did not leave any doubts as to the 

denomination of genres: romance was Realistic and new, novela belonged to the past, to 

Romanticism. The term novela will forever be reserved to the type of prose fictions Camilo 

wrote. In the recent anthologies by Vasco Graça Moura and João de Melo, the wide profusion 

of subtitles like esboço, phototypias etc. will be absorbed by the all embracing term conto. It 

is once again a clear illustration of the already mentioned principle of label stretching. 

1.6. Golden Years.  

If the term novela was only occasionally used as a reference to genre as in Novelas 

Eróticas by Teixeira Gomes or in Novelas by Almada de Negreiros, it certainly returned to 

prominence by the nineteen-forties and fifties. What had happened was the discovery of the 

American Short story. Mário Dionísio would confess in the preface of his short story 

collection O Dia Cinzento that besides the works of Dos Passos, Hemingway and Steinbeck, it 

was the American short story which exerted a strong influence on his short fictions: 

[C]ortados da França por efeitos da guerra e em tudo se operando modificações 

que tornavam obsoleta a descrição lírico-sentimental, o meu interesse pela 

linguagem do Jorge Amado, do Lins de Rego e mesmo do velho e sempre 

grande Graciliano foi subitamente substituído pela da Dos Passos, do 

Hemingway, do Steinbeck . . . e pela descoberta da Short-story. (14) 

The forties and the fifties of the twentieth century constitute a real Golden Age for the 

Portuguese short story. It is not without coincidence that at the beginning of these decades 
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Adolfo Casais Monteiro and José Bacelar complain about the deplorable level of novel 

writing in Portugal, theories which incidentally go back to no one less than Camilo Castelo 

Branco in his Esboços de Apreciações Literárias (Prado Coelho 48-49). It is also about this 

time that criticism starts forging the semi-myth that Portuguese authors are bad novel writers 

but extremely well at ease with the short prose genre conto. The generation of Miguel Torga, 

Branquinho da Fonseca, Irene Lisboa and José Rodrigues Miguéis, would considerably 

contribute to the canonization of the modern short story.11 The hype is best exemplified by 

the numerous collections of short fiction produced by the major publishing houses like e.g. 

Atlântida and Portugália which did not only restrict their publication to Portuguese fiction. 

Most publishers even brought series of anthologies on the market. It is through these 

collections that the American short story makes its entrance in the Portuguese imagination, as 

well as in the book reviews which were written about short story collections. One such 

collection is of special importance for the present dissertation, Mestres do Conto Americano 

by João Gaspar Simões. Interesting to note is that the process of familiarization with the 

American short story led almost inevitably to translation, not only of the fictions themselves, 

but also of the generic designation as well.  

Quite clearly, for the use of genre labels this sudden contact poses some considerable 

problems. For how was one to translate a genre with a name short story (história curta) which 

before was known as “tale” (conto)? What name in Portuguese was one to give to novelette 

and long short story? Was as a short story writer to be called a contista or a novelista? And, 

more down to earth, what if a short story, an American short story, one wanted to anthologise 

had not four but forty pages? Would this be enough reason to leave it out of the collection 

because of length, or should the generic marker novela be inserted in the subtitle? Would the 

                                                 
11  Moreover if we look at a recent anthology, an “a-canonical” one, by Ana Paula Ferreira, A Urgência de 
Contar (2000), it becomes clear that also women took part in this process. The short story, thus, became a 
popular literary form in which innumerable writers participated during the time of Second Modernism. 
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familiar and all embracing genre label conto do for short pieces of fiction which nevertheless 

were different than what was generally understood by conto? One thing however was certain; 

the term novela was back in criticism after a long slumbering existence. For the sake of mere 

illustration, the following citation shows us how João Gaspar Simões had trouble in the use of 

generic labels: 

Entre nós tem-se feito distinção entre conto e novela. Franceses e Ingleses 

estabelecem, também, certas diferenças entre conto e novela. Parece-me no 

entanto, que tais diferenças são sobretudo de ordem quantitativa. O conto é 

mais curto, a novela mais longa. Eis porque se limitam a acrescentar a palavra 

long à designação de conto. Para eles, uma novela é long short story, ou seja, à 

letra: longa história curta. Sou em crer que esta é a única distinção a ponderar. 

(J. Simões, Crítica IV 16) 

And later on, 

Joaquim Paço de Arcos acaba de publicar o seu segundo volume de novelas, 

isto é, de contos extensos, segundo a classificação sugerida. (J. Simões, Crítica 

IV 17) 

Still later, playing already with terminology as if not taking it seriously anymore: 

Afigura-se-me que os seus contos, perdão, as suas novelas são o melhor que 

ele tem escrito, não obstante a grande voga dos seus romances. (J. Simões, 

Crítica IV 17) 

 When writing on Manuel da Fonseca, it became clear that the Presença critic was well 

aware of what was going on in short fiction, especially in Anglo-Saxon literary practices, 

where the advent of modernism reshaped the nature of short fiction, so much so that Charles 

May would later consider Chekhov the forerunner of this new type of fiction and consider it 
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the real modern short story as compared to the older plot-based story as generated by Poe and 

his followers (May, “Chekhov and the Modern Short Story”). João Gaspar Simões felt that the 

difference between conto and novela was not only a mere matter of length alone. Whether he 

understood or was able to fully explain the phenomenon, one can only guess:  

Chama-lhe o autor livro de contos. Não quero desviar-me para novas 

considerações acerca da nomenclatura das obras de ficção. Em todo o caso 

direi que Manuel da Fonseca teria sido mais exacto chamando aos seus 

trabalhos—novelas. Se faço esta observação, é por estar pronto a reconhecer 

em Manuel da Fonseca um dos primeiros escritores da nova geração que 

trataram a short story (isto é a história curta, para traduzir à letra a expressão 

com que os Ingleses classificam). (Crítica IV 32) 

Despite Simões’ observations the first Golden Age was over, basically with the advent 

of Social Realism. This, by no means, implies that no contos were being written, but that 

theory and criticism about the conto had not much success. Poetry and the novel absorbed all 

attention. It is worth citing a part from Virgílio Ferreira’s preface to his collection of short 

stories Contos, for it reads like a pars pro toto for the situation: 

Escrever contos foi-me sempre uma actividade marginal e eles revelam assim 

um pouco da desocupação e do ludismo. E se um conto (como uma cerâmica 

ou uma gravura), bem realizado, excede em importância um mal realizado 

romance . . . será sempre um conto, ao que julgo, de uma dimensão menor que 

a de um romance. (7) 

 It will only be in the last decade of the twentieth century and the first of the new 

millennium, that the conto literário moderno will see a revival, a second Golden Age as it 

were. Ernesto Rodrigues, writing in Vértice about the state of affairs of Portuguese literature 
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for the year 2002, and more specifically for prose fiction, came to an awkward conclusion, 

namely that the conto, in percentage of turnout, had reached the same level of the novel: 

Nas visões do conjunto, devo salientar, desde logo, a apetência sentida pelo 

conto, percentualmente à altura do romance, e que nos trouxe Alexandre 

Perafita com dois volumes de Antologia de contos populares, a Antologia do 

conto português, de João de Melo, e vários em Vésperas de Natal ou no 

igualmente digno Putas—Novo Conto Português e Brasileiro. (“Balanço 

Literário” 11) 

Why suddenly the conto was back on track, both in quality and quantity is a difficult 

question to answer. One explanation, a valid one, but not a new one as will become clear in 

Chapter IV, comes from Rosa Goulart who relying on the philosophy of the “era do 

fragmento” as described by Virgílio Ferreira in Pensar, thinks the conto (literário moderno) is 

the answer on the side of literature to the postmodern fragmentation of life. Her explanation is 

that if fragmentation, especially in the novel, is the most prominent feature of contemporary 

prose fiction, where then to find texts, a class of texts, a genre that is, where lost unity can be 

re-constructed? 

Porque, apesar de tudo, parece-nos que o homem não se resigna a encarar o 

futuro sob a fatalidade de uma irremissível fragmentação, melhor dizendo, a 

viver permanentemente entre os cacos do mundo. E a resposta, pode vir-nos 

ainda, certamente, do lado do conto, segundo as muitas definições que do 

mesmo circulam na actualidade. (9) 

A more visible factor underscoring the healthy state of short fiction in Portugal is 

unquestionably the recent surge in anthologies. Two stand out for what we may call a rather 

generalist approach: Os Melhores Contos e Novelas Portugueses (Vasco Graça Moura) and 

Antologia do Conto Português (João de Melo). After the success of these publications any 
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occasion serves to publish anthologies and collections of contos. Due credit should be 

attributed to the publication of Ficções, a publication by Tinta Permanente under the auspices 

of Luisa Costa Gomes. The term, a nearly concealed allusion to Borges’ Ficciones, is at the 

same time a reflection of the trend to leave behind quantitative distinctions in the study of 

short fiction and to avoid terminological controversy. However, the term Ficções is neatly 

counterbalanced by the sub-title Revista de Contos, which, once again, is an indication that 

conto and short fiction have become synonyms. 

An interesting question is the following: what then do we learn about genre and genre 

labels from the anthologies and from the paratexts which come along with them? What do the 

editors of anthologies say about their choice in labels? Most editors and compilers of 

anthologies will rather slyly complain about the impossibility to define and use suggestive 

terminology when the opposition between conto and novela is addressed. One trend is to 

define by giving a succinct history of the genre, a practice first started by Teófilo Braga in his 

preface to Contos Fantásticos. By doing so, editors rely on their own competence as a 

privileged reader and on conjectured personal reading histories of the possible buyers of the 

anthology.12 In essence however, an anthologist is a genre definer with a power to mould 

genre expectations of the future reader. This is all the more true for the short story which 

always comes as part of something bigger: a magazine, a newspaper, a collection and an 

anthology. As Gary Catalano says: 

Real Criticism . . . occurs not in reviews or in long critical articles but in the 

selection and compilation of anthologies. The influence that these monuments 

                                                 
12  In many respects, the anthologist has a privileged and unique position with respect to both genre definition 
and canon construction. As an editor of a collection of “titles” who has also been given the privilege of giving 
the anthology itself a title, the anthologist is, as it were, a double-destinateur, not entirely an editor (for, often the 
anthologist writes a preface, or includes an essay of his/her own), but at the same time, less an author than the 
authors of the anthology’s contents (Genette, “Structure and Function”). By the same token, anthologies, such as 
the Norton Anthology of English Literature were, and still are, products intended for school-use, and as such are 
agents of canonisation and canon-transmission par excellence (Guillory 238-9). 
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exert has not been sufficiently recognised. One’s first (and often once firmest) 

sense of the tradition is shaped by the first anthology one totally devours. (qtd. 

in Steven Holden 279) 

In collecting, selecting and presenting literary texts that are designated as conto to the 

reader, some anthology compilers see it as a moral obligation to tell that reader what it is they 

present. Most, however, dispense with the theoretical part, leaving it up to the reader to find 

out after having read the selection of texts what for him or her constitutes the conto. 

Indications between the lines suggest that the longer texts are supposed to be the novelas and 

the shorter the contos. Vasco Graça Moura writes the following: 

Sem grandes preocupações de definição e de terminologia portanto, tanto 

“novelas” como “contos” são aqui as narrativas, menos longas e menos 

complexamente elaboradas do que seriam se fossem romances, desde logo 

como tais, regra geral, tomadas pela crítica e pelos leitores. As únicas, e aliás 

muito poucas, excepções correspondem a alguns brevíssimos textos, 

publicados pelos seus autores como simples crónicas, mas em que o 

antologizador viu qualidades narrativas que podem fazê-los “passar” por 

contos e que foram escritos por nomes sem dúvida importantes da nossa língua. 

(Moura 7) 

Clearly an anthology of novelas or of contos equally furthers the laws of the market 

where the mechanism seems to be: the more fictional texts, the better. If already longer texts, 

the novelas, have been included, for the anthology to be representative, contos will have to be 

the short ones and, the shorter, the more possible representative writers. Anthologies as an 

instrument in the build-up of the canon of the genre then actually relegate the term conto to 

the shortest prose fiction possible. The market mechanism of publishing as many fictions by 

as many representative authors as possible is responsible for the fact that all the time shorter 
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narratives are called contos, while they in their turn gradually outmatch the possibility to 

publish novelas. It is a strategy which should not be underestimated in shaping the common 

reader’s notion of the genre conto (literário moderno) and thus also, in shaping his or her 

genre expectations. 

 1.7. Conclusion  

At this point, what sense can we make of this accumulation of information, what 

insights can we come to, aside from the fact that the various and changing labels, not to 

mention their various usages, are, in the first place, indicative for an even more variegated 

short fiction and that lines between prose fictions are difficult to draw? First of all, the most 

obvious: there is a difference between conto popular/ conto tradicional belonging to folklore 

and the conto consagrado or literário moderno. The very fact that the folktale entered in a 

cycle of re-assessment precisely at the time that the high-brow short prose fiction entered in 

the “Republic of Letters” brought confusion. (Both “genres” were called conto, so distinction 

had to be made through adjectival post-modification. Whereas in Portugal (and in France) the 

conto literário/ moderno/ consagrado is commonly understood as synonymous with the term 

nouvelle, in the Anglo-Saxon world the term tale was substituted by short story, because the 

label with the root novel, came to mean what in France and Portugal is called roman and 

romance respectively. It means that translating labels is a difficult enterprise because 

“quantitative” and the “qualitative” standards intermingle. At the same time, something can 

be learned from these translations. If short story, the new English term for short fiction, is 

able to cover both conto and novela, nouvelle in Romance languages, it might mean that the 

two traditions now very close together were once quite apart and that the history of short 

fiction in Western literature, in essence an all American enterprise, is up to a revision. 

On the other hand, the feeling at ease with the label conto in Portugal can be a strong 

indication that the original and primitive communication pattern persists, however hidden, 
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and is to be considered a defining feature of the conto português. Most anthologies on the 

modern short story start with texts from the nineteenth century. So, any study of the 

Portuguese modern short story should look clearly at what exactly was going on in the 

nineteenth century. 

One prediction is that, contrary to what happened in the United States, the short story 

does not enter into an existent hierarchy of genres, but makes its entrance, side by side, with 

what later will be called romance, but which for a long time was simply called novelística or 

narrativa. It means that the genre conto did not have to fight to find its way up against the 

novel as an omnipresent high brow and prestigious product. It came, as it were, at the same 

time, both fought their way up into modernity, and that is why more reflections on mode exist 

than on genre in the nineteenth century. This is also why we witness a relative peacefulness 

and the lack of a combative poetics or of manifestos. 

Finally, the mere study of generic labels and their frequency revealed that the short 

story in Portuguese is writing on the fringes of official literary history its own story, 

apparently pursuing its own agenda, but always less far from the centre of the canon as is 

usually supposed in American and German theory. From the data shown, it would mean that 

in times of a high prose fiction turn out, the short story also gets more chances. This is 

definitely the case at the time of Realism and Naturalism in Portugal. The Reverse is true 

during the Fin-de-Siècle and First Modernism where Poetry is the dominant form of literary 

expression. It is also true for the present day situation as Ernesto Rodrigues has proven. It is 

quite complicated and it depends on one’s viewpoint at the time of Presença. The reason what 

causes at certain times a higher short story production is rather difficult to detect. Probably 

authors use the leftovers of their try-outs for novels to make short stories, a statement 

American short story critics will have difficulty with. One thing is certain: the agenda of the 

novel is not the same as the agenda of the short story even if they are both products of the 
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same literary Aesthetics. The Realistic novel is a better means to propagate the ideas of 

Naturalism and Realism than the short story, the not fully successful and/or not really well 

appreciated psychological novel of the Presença generation is difficult to realize within the 

limited typographical space a short fiction offers to the writer. Therefore it is difficult, 

probably wrong to compare the novel with the short story. We do not need the novel, to talk 

about the short story. We are better off comparing short stories with short stories (of different 

periods) while at the same time accepting that both the novel and the short story belong to the 

realm of prose fiction, implying that both forms will use the same or, at least, similar, 

narrative strategies and techniques.  
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Chapter II. The Rise of the Conto Literário, moderno in Nineteenth 

Century Portugal. 

 2.0. Introduction. 

 The last decades of the nineteenth century and the first decades of the twentieth 

century constituted a significant advance in the development of the short story as a genre of 

modern prose fiction. This boom in production was strongly associated to the rise of the 

periodical press which, more than for the novel, meant in the first place a means of 

publication for short prose. The success of the conto literário moderno is unmistakebly a fact 

in France (Nodier, Merimé, de Maupassant) (Cordeiro, Lógica 45-49), and Russia (Gogol, 

Turgenev, Chekhov) and, to a lesser extent, also in Britain, where critics rather talk about “a 

tardy evolution” due to the status and influence of the Victorian triple-decker novel (Baldwin 

23). In America, however, the short story would be bestowed with an unprecedented triumph. 

The reasons or causes for this sudden explosion of short fiction, unequally distributed 

geographically are manifold and can be summarized with three catchphrases: “lack of time,” 

“periodical press” and theory on brevitas in the United States.13 More than any other form of 

literature, it became a product of economic efficiency14 to a far greater degree than Eça could 

                                                 
13  The recurring argument is that of “lack of time.” It is a universally acknowledged argument which is very 
present in Trindade Coelho’s poetics in late nineteenth century Portugal, but also in studies in the Dutch (Freddy 
Priem, 1966) and in German e.g. in the Reallexicon by Merkler und Stammler. In short story studies this 
argument was first used convincingly by Brett Harte in Cornhill Magazine in July 1899, where Harte wrote in an 
article called “The Rise of the ‘Short Story’”: “. . . the proverbial haste of American Life was some inducement 
to its brevity” (What is the short story 1). For the argument on the invention of a new poetics, we refer to 
Chapter III, which is completely devoted to the fundaments of modern short fiction theory and criticism. Finally, 
it should be noted here, as this chapter deals with the rise of the short story, that Bret Harte still used inverted 
commas for his genre label in the title, an indication that the term had been coined, but was not completely 
accepted two years before Brander Matthew’s publication. 
14  In a broader perspective, the rise of the short story in the U.S.A is indeed an exceptional phenomenon, so 
much so that it became to be seen as the national art form and E. A. Poe, the first to write on the nature of the 
genre, its Patron Saint (Levy 54). For a society living on the frontier (the Wild West), telling stories, spinning 
yarns to use the colloquial term, is of prime importance. Brett Harte, one of the early success writers saw the 
short story as a product of the frontier (Urgo 156). On the East Coast, closer to European Society, the short story 
was the young new republic’s cultural answer to the cheaply imported Victorian Triple-Decker novel. The 
foundation of several magazines (already in 1830s and F1840s such as Knickerbocker, Godey’s and Graham’s) 
which would highly pay for short stories well written with an effect at the end and a railway system where 
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have imagined when writing his “prefácio” to the collection Os Azulejos. In this document 

we find a first effort to devise a tentative definition of the genre category known as the conto 

(literário moderno), while at the same time, the text can also be read as a lament concerning 

the changing of times:  

Esta expressão, “a leitura,” há cem anos, sugeria logo a imagem de uma 

livraria silenciosa, com bustos de Platão e de Séneca, uma ampla poltrona 

almofadada, uma janela aberta sobre os aromas de um jardim: e neste retiro 

austero de paz estudiosa, um homem fino, erudito, saboreando linha a linha o 

seu livro, num recolhimento quase amoroso. A ideia de leitura hoje, lembra 

apenas uma turba folheando páginas à pressa, no rumor de uma praça. (96) 

Clearly, a refined and critical spirit like Eça could not but be very sensitive to this 

tremendous transformation entailing the decline of the writer’s lifestyle and he could be 

expected to do no less than condemn this new “industrialized” communicative schema, one 

according to which writers and readers alike would be held captive by editors of newspapers 

and magazines. It is still necessary to take yet another passage from the “prefácio” into 

consideration for better than any other critical text, it illustrates how, and too what extent, the 

literary practices had changed in Portugal:  

Nos tempos em que Voltaire, já depois de “Candide,” mesmo já depois da 

“Pucelle,” se contentava com cem leitores—tempos que nos devem parecer 

bem incultos, neste ano da graça e de voraz leitura em que o “Petit Journal” 

tira oitocentos mil números, e “Germinal” é traduzido em sete línguas para 

que o bendigam sete povos—esses cem homens que liam e que satisfaziam 

Voltaire, eram tratados pelos escritores com um cerimonial e uma adulação, 

                                                                                                                                                         
passengers would buy stories for their journey, considerably contributed to the success of the new genre. Very 
soon, the first treatises will appear and the short story would emerge in Ivy League academia (Pattee; Cochrane). 
Short story critics will later christen this very period as the first wave short story criticism. The short story in the 
U.S.A. became so prominent and such a marketable product that numerous handbooks and manuals dictating 
how one should write were written and published.  
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que se usavam somente para com príncipes de sangue e as favoritas. Em 

verdade o leitor de então, “o amigo leitor,” pertencia sempre aos altos corpos 

do Estado: o alfabeto ainda não se tinha democratizado: quase apenas sabiam 

ler as académicas, alguns da nobreza, os parlamentos, e Frederico, rei da 

Prússia: e naturalmente o homem de letras. . . . (96) 

 Maria de Lurdes Lima dos Santos in Intelectuais Portugueses na Primeira Metade de 

Oitocentos, explains that the majority of the romances in the first half of the nineteenth 

century were first published serially by the periodical press and were then, at a later time 

edited, assembled and published in the form of a volume or book. While the integral novel 

did not always appear completely in serial form, editors and publishers employed the modern 

market strategy of the trailer (that is, publishing fragments or chapters) to motivate possible 

buyers to purchase the full (and more costly) version of the novel in the bookshop (Santos 

176). It is thus by no means a coincidence that the first description of the nature of the genre, 

a first tentative towards a definition of the conto literário moderno in the Portuguese 

language comes in the aforementioned paratextual apparatus, signalling that 

“democratization” of literature and the rise of the short story go hand in hand.15 

The entrance of conto literário moderno into the “Republic of Letters” (Moisés, “O 

Conto” 21), is a process of only few decades and in stark contrast with the situation in the 

U.S.A., it is not a very spectacular event at all. Due to the lack of a significant novel tradition 

(Buescu, “Actualidade” 344) as was the case in eighteenth century Britain (Defoe, 

                                                 
15  The same process can be seen at work in “recent” post-colonial literatures. In the already mentioned 
dissertation by Afonso, O Conto Moçambicano, we can read the following revealing paragraph: “A opção pela 
narrativa curta aparece condicionada, em África, por vários factores sociais e políticos que desempanharam um 
papel decisivo na prática do conto. Como durante muito tempo, os escritores dispunham apenas da imprensa para 
darem a conhecer a sua produção literária, foi o quadro jornalístico, profundamente implicado na reivindicação 
dos direitos sociais e políticos dos negros, que determinou o sucesso, a forma, o estilo e a temática do conto.” 
And, further and equally interesting: “Não havia editoras que publicassem livros, logo, eram e são ainda revistas, 
páginas literárias de quotidianos nacionais e outras publicações do género que assumem a publicação de 
narrativas curtas” (Afonso 71). One thing differs from nineteenth century Portuguese cultural practices, namely 
the use of the radio as an instrument of diffusion of literature. 
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Richardson, Fielding, Smollett and Sterne) and France or a novella tradition (Goethe, Tieck, 

Kleist) as in Germany, short fiction did not have to fight its way up against a firmly 

established novelistic tradition, neither did it arrive accompanied by theoretical statements, 

treatises or partial poetics explaining the very nature of the genre. Moreover, the study of 

literature as a field of knowledge what we nowadays would call Literary Theory was almost 

inexistent and no one less than Alexandre Herculano himself would deplore the state of affairs 

of the study of literature in Portugal, during the first half of nineteenth century: 

A parte teórica da literatura há vinte anos que é entre nós quase nula: o 

movimento intelectual da Europa não passou a raia de um país onde todas as 

atenções, todos os cuidados estavam aplicados às misérias públicas e aos meios 

de as remover. . . . Contudo, não existindo de um modo mais geral e mais 

filosófico do que possuímos; sem uma só vez se ter levantado contra a 

autoridade de Aristóteles. (qtd. in T. Almeida 212) 

 The situation of the pacific cohabitation of prose subgenres, precisely due to a 

previous publication in the form of folhetim, is perfectly reflected in the recently published 

Dicionário do Romantismo Literário Português (1997), where critics refuse to use the 

traditional tripartite system: romance, novella, conto but have rather opted for a thematic 

approach and write about narrativa de actualidade, histórica, passional and de viagem, etc. A 

careful reading of the various entries on nineteenth century prose fiction makes it possible to 

detect a strong showing for short fiction in all sorts and forms and, once again, especially 

because of the periodical press and due to the folhetim. 

 Looking back now from the point of view of genre, the few Portuguese short story 

critics writing on the subject agree: the short story started its way into modernity at the time 

of romanticism when it initiated a trajectory towards genre status. In his best selling 

anthology, short story writer and critic João de Melo writes: 
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Tal como o concebemos hoje, o conto chegou a literatura portuguesa só no 

século XIX, e pela mão dos escritores românticos. Ainda que tardiamente, 

tanto bastou para que logo ele assumisse entre nós uma identidade e uma 

idiossincrasia eminentemente próprias. (Melo 11) 

However it is only after having passed through Realism and Naturalism that it becomes 

a fully established genre in the confusing last decades of the nineteenth century where various 

literary aesthetics fought for the upper hand. Massaud Moisés in his introduction to the 

anthology of contos in Portuguese writes as follows: 

Em suma, desde o aparecimento do Realismo o conto ganha estatuto próprio e 

impõe-se como expressão literária tão digna quanto as demais. Não causa 

surpresa, por isso, que os estudos teóricos acerca do conto, posto que 

obviamente incipientes, começassem a surgir nessa época, em toda parte. A 

consciência da autonomia da fôrma implicava a necessidade de uma reflexão 

teórica, que a sustentasse e desenvolvesse, ou seja, atingindo o objeto de arte a 

sua maturidade, impunha-se examiná-lo à luz das doutrinas estéticas em moda 

do tempo. (Moisés, “O Conto” 20) 

 Significantly, what is generally understood to be the first timid attempt of a theoretical 

underpinning, Eça de Queirós’ “Prefácio” (1886), from which we cited at the beginning of 

this chapter, are a just few lines in a paratext. Trindade Coelho’s reflections on the conto, 

cannot be seen as a full essay or theoretical description of the genre. Rather is it an 

explanation of his own way of proceeding in writing short stories, which, as will be seen, is 

quite akin to the poetics of E. A. Poe. Alberto Braga’s theory, which essentially consists of 

excerpts from Poe’s critical writings in an introduction of a collection of translated short 

stories by Poe, did not find many followers. It seems that Moisés slightly exaggerated when 

talking about a profusion of doutrinas estéticas (Moisés, “O Conto” 21), for, the search for a 
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definition of short fiction has never been at the centre of Portuguese literary criticism, nor has 

it played an important role in critical assessment and reviews. 

 Nevertheless, if for the time being we follow Charles May’s assertion that a genre only 

comes into being when theoretical writings concerned with the genre proliferate (May, 

Reality of Artifice 21), we may posit that, with the publication of the famous “Preface” to Os 

Azulejos, the genre conto literário moderno came to be a fait accompli. If we can rely on 

what Portuguese short story critics write, we can date the first manifestations of the conto 

literário moderno back to the publication of Alexandre Herculano’s Lendas e Narrativas 

(1851). In between we find a very complex and at times unintelligible reality, sufficient to 

write a new account of the short story in Portuguese, but which will of necessity be here 

reduced to a traditional overview based on existing studies. These studies, like in most other 

literatures, are mostly short, like the genre itself, and belong to the category of the 

introduction, the verbete or the author’s confession by way of preface. The dates are what 

they are: merely stepping stones to give an idea of the evolution. They obviously do not fully 

chart the intermingling of social chronicles and fiction; neither can they replace the complete 

picture of the peculiar situation in Portugal in the first half of the nineteenth century. 

 2.1. Folhetim Crónica – Folhetim Conto. 

Before giving the traditional and indispensable outline of names and dates, facts and 

figures gathered from the various entries and partial literary histories, in their turn paraphrases 

on the quintessential work by João Gaspar Simões, Perspectiva Histórica 1972, one 

phenomenon needs to be studied first in more detail for it is intrinsically related to the rise of 

the short story as a genre in nineteenth century Portugal: the folhetim (the serial) and its writer 

the folhetinista. Of these, Camilo Castello Branco, figurehead of Second Wave Romanticism 

and one of the most prolific writers of novellas and prose fictions in which private life and 

fiction meet has said: “O folhetinista é a essência do século—é a expressão mais simples, 
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quero dizer, é a parte volatil, diáfana, palpitante, que se ergue deste cadinho onde fervem as 

inteligências ao lume da regeneração intellectual” (qtd. in Santana 9). Even though literary 

activity and distribution of literature in the early nineteenth century came in many ways: 

coffee houses, libraries, reading cabinets, almanacs and albums, Ernesto Rodrigues considers 

the folhetim “o pórtico da glória,” since it constituted the material condition, the lifeline for 

prose fiction, in itself an expression of society’s dynamism in the forties and fifties of the 

nineteenth century (Rodrigues, “No Tempo” 11).  

As for the nature of the folhetim16 and its evolution in the first half of the nineteenth 

century, it is generally accepted that two types seemed to have existed: folhetim crónica and 

folhetim série. If the latter was a more adequate means for the novel and contributes to the 

rambling structure (pendor digressivo) of First Wave and Second Wave Romanticism’s 

longer prose (Almeida 214), the former is responsible for the birth of modern short fiction 

(Lima dos Santos 191) a fact which is confirmed by João Gaspar Simões, who in the 

following somewhat long drawn quotation saw the evolution as follows: 

O folhetim assume, a partir de certa altura, duas modalidades típicas. Por um 

lado parece-se com o romance—muitos romances de Camilo vêem a luz 

primeiro em folhetins, e só depois são impressos em livro—por outro adquire 

características peculiares, nem propriamente de romance, nem propriamente de 

novela. Chamar-lhes-emos “conto folhetim.” Assim se abrem as portas ao 

campo narrativo no rodapé dos jornais da época—Revolução de Setembro, 

Gazeta de Portugal, Jornal do Porto, etc.—, forma predilecta do leitor, sempre 

                                                 
16  To fully understand the phenomenon folhetim and consequently how, almost literary, the short story came out 
of the folhetim, we have to take into account a triple relationship: the relationship between the author and the 
public, the relationship between the author and editor and finally the relationship between writer and his text. If 
on the one hand the editor was pressed to sell as much as possible, it is only clear that the reader or the reading 
public could/would have its say in what was being published. In its turn it meant that the writer was instigated to 
succumb to the taste of the time. The fact that the folhetim was published periodically also meant that authors 
were faced with deadlines. 
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mais interessado na ficção que na realidade, na história que na crónica, no que 

poderia ter acontecido que no que realmente aconteceu. O folhetim ganha, 

desta sorte, um desenvolvimento anedótico mais impressivo e sucinto do que 

era da praxe no romance. (J. Simões, Perspectiva História 11) 

The folhetim then slowly moves over into the conto literário moderno or perhaps better, the 

folhetim gets impregnated, influenced and permanently altered, by fiction in the following 

way: “O conto propriamente dito infiltra-se . . . destronando, pouco e pouco, a narrativa 

histórica e o próprio folhetim, os dois géneros mais correntes nas revistas e jornais da época” 

(J. Simões, Perspectiva Histórica 12). 

 2.2. The Romantic Short Story. 

 When turning to Portuguese literary history and to names and works published, the 

first manifestation of short prose from which modern prose would develop can be found in 

Alexandre Herculano’s Lendas e Narrativas (1851). Many of the stories enclosed therein, 

were first published apart in the magazines of the time. Herculano’s hybrid collection contains 

the embryo of the evolution which was to come: stories with a predominantly historical 

backdrop, stories belonging to the strong local colour movement (o conto rústico), some 

stories displaying elements of the horror story (or, the gothic) such as “A Dama Pé de Cabra,” 

and last but not least, an attempt to write modern prose, “De Jersey à Granville.” Most short 

fictions in Lendas e Narrativas however, are primarily written in a historical mode, a mode 

which would soon die out in short prose, but which as far as longer prose (i.e. the novel) is 

concerned, would last till well into the seventies of the nineteenth century. The failure of 

success for short fiction in the historical mode can easily be explained: historical prose needs 

many pages to digress on medieval scenery and to colourfully render the prevalent customs 

and fashion of the epoch under scrutiny: 
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Paradoxalmente, em que pese a incompatibilidade visceral entre a ficção e a 

historiografia, é dessa linhagem [do conto medieval] que resultariam alguns 

exemplares antológicos do conto português romântico, em consequência mais 

das qualidades dos seus cultores que do liame entre veracidade e fantasia. 

(Moisés, “O Conto” 15) 

 The only fiction found worth publishing in present day anthologies besides a few by 

Alexandre Herculano is Rebelo da Silva’s “A Última Corrida de Touros em Salvaterra” 17 

(1848) but published as late as 1873 in Lendas e Contos.  

 João Gaspar Simões, in his standard work on the history of short fiction says the 

following about short fictions published in this epoch: 

[E]m verdade, mais parecem novelas ou romances em miniatura que 

propriamente contos, antiquíssima estrutura narrativa que apenas veremos 

ressuscitada no último quartel do século XIX. Com efeito a ficção histórica 

perdera o contacto com o padrão mais genuíno desse remoto género literário—

o conto oral. . . . Não procura Alexandre Herculano, com a sua Dama Pé de 

Cabra, recolhida dos Nobiliários, ressalvar a genuidade desse género? Talvez, 

mas esse trabalho é esporádico. . . . (Perspectiva Histórica 13) 

                                                 
17  It is my reading of “Singularidades de uma Rapariga Loira” that the short story besides being an intertext with 
Rebelo da Silva’s conto “A Última Corrida de Touros em Salvaterra,” also constitutes what I would like to call 
an “allusive in text poetics” in which Eça—as he usually does—condemns romantic literature. In the present 
case we can see that the romantic short story written by Rebelo da Silva is told by one of the Manas Hilária full 
of exaggerated sentiments and gestures. The first part of Macário’s larger than life romantic itinerary is a 
variation on the same theme. Macário is a romantic hero in the first part of the story while the coda, the ring-
scene where Macário’s suddenly comes to the conclusion that the love of his life is a thief, is a clear move 
towards the modern short story. In this sense, the romantic short story is condemned twice: once in the third 
level text, which is the story told by the mana Hilária and a second time by imitating the romantic short story in 
Macário’s struggle for fortune, for fame and for the hand of Luísa. It is in the last paragraphs that Eça really 
shows us what a real modern short story is about. Using Northrop Frye’s Anatomy of Critcism and using R.F. 
Marler’s article “From Tale to Short story: the Emergence of a New Genre in the 1850’s” we can say that 
Macário’s struggling for the hand of Luísa are an ironic representation of a manifestation of the romance. The 
scene with the stolen ring already shows what R.F. Marler calls a character with an inner consciousness, 
motivation and conduct (Marler 156). 
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 The move towards the narrativa da actualidade can already be sensed in the early 

fifties of the nineteenth century, prepared by the forever nearing of the historical themes and 

scenes towards contemporary times, as explained, while at the same time writing a more 

stylized and compact prose (Saraiva and Lopes 766). Narrative dealing with contemporaneous 

subjects was also present, side by side with the historical prose but with an acceleration from 

the fifties onwards (Buescu, “Histórica” 344). The folhetim willingly admits short pieces of 

writing stuck in the middle between fact and fiction, like impressions of journeys, so dear for 

the romantics, made either in Portugal or abroad, small fictional digressions on fanciful events 

in the capital Lisbon and personal impressions of all sorts and meanings mainly focussing on 

the incompatibility of the writer’s inner feelings and the events of the outer world. 

 At the same time the development of the railroad system seemed to have played also 

in Portugal quite an important role. One of the major distractions on the newly inaugurated 

railway line was beyond doubt the possibility to buy newspapers and the magazines. In this 

sense some collections of short fiction survived remembering these ephemeral events like 

Julio César Machado’s Contos a Vapor, Contos ao Luar, Andrade Corvo Contos em Viagem, 

Pinheiro Chagas’ Contos e Descrições or even more explicit Cenas e Fantasias Portuguesas-

Leituras para Caminhos-de-Ferro, where small episodes deal with all kinds of temporarily 

interesting “stuff” like the physiology of the beard, the phenomenon vapour itself and 

opinions on elections held (Buescu, “Actualidade” 346-346). Consequently, besides prose, 

long and short and in the historic vein, very early and earlier than some would have it, the 

narrativa de actualidade becomes popular. However, texts dealing with contemporaneous 

themes are not always fiction as we understand it today and often intermingle with the 

crónica, what we nowadays probably best understand by column and/or comment describing 

the fashionable events of the season and recounting stylishly, if not ironically, the gossip of 

the day (Santana 11-12).  
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 Of the first writers concerned with the actualidade as a literary matter and still worthy 

of remembering is Perreira da Cunha with Contos da Minha Terra (1843-46) which for some 

modern short story critics echoes Viagens na Minha Terra (1846) by Almeida Garrett (Moisés, 

“Conto” 15). However, it might just have been a title considered both fashionable and to the 

point in those days for a conto de actualidade. Besides the urban frivolities and well written 

gossip the early contemporaneous short story will mainly focus on rural life and create a vogue 

which is generally known in English as the local colour movement and in Portugal as the conto 

rústico. Besides Perreira da Cunha, Augusto Loureiro, a writer from the Azores, wrote a 

collection A Beira Mar (1869). Furthermore names like Alberto Pimentel Contos de Correr da 

Pena (1869), Eduardo Augusto Vidal Contos da Sesta (1870), Amália Vaz de Carvalho with 

Serões no Campo (1877) and Pedro Ivo (Carlos Lopes) with Contos (1874) are often cited in 

short overviews on the history of the conto literário moderno. Although the last two are 

frequently considered realist rather than romantic (taking into account the dates of publication), 

it is an indication that the history of nineteenth century prose fiction—short or long—is very 

often not a matter of “one thing after another” but rather a very dense and complex 

phenomenon where probably the simultaneous presence of different aesthetics and themes is 

more accurate regarding this period than to the reality exposed in the literary history books 

(Almeida 96). Nevertheless, it worth remembering here that the narrativa de actualidade 

during the first decades of Romanticism is at its best in the short story, because of its use of a 

very specific discourse which was quite new and which contained neither the grandiloquence 

nor the rhetorical strategies which make many fictions of those days now so outdated18 

(Buescu, “Actualidade” 346). 

                                                 
18  Two other phenomena came to influence the evolution of prose fiction both long and short, namely import of 
moralist fiction like the writings by Goldsmith, Madame Genlis and the fiction of Feuillet and Balzac. Besides, 
humanitarian Realism like the prose written by Sue, George Sand, Victor Hugo also helped prose move all the 
time further away from “the enredo folhetinesco” (Saraiva and Lopes, 776). 
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 2.3. O Conto de Terror. 

 One of the features of Ultra-Romanticism as far as prose fiction is concerned is the 

conto de terror or the conto de horror. Looking carefully at the scarce short story 

historiography available in Portuguese, we can say that, the gothic mode, so famous in the 

Anglo-Saxon countries (Poe), in Germany (Hoffmann) and to a certain extent in France 

(Eugene Sue) is under-represented in Portuguese prose fictions. Leonor Machado de Sousa, 

who studied Gothic literature in Portugal, concludes that the translators of Gothic literature at 

the time of the romantic generation did not fully understand the spirit behind the real Gothic. 

She even adds that the real and original Gothic novels were only translated as late as the 

twentieth century and that after all, the Portuguese reader felt more inclined to appreciate the 

lyric spirit than the real terrific and horror. On the other hand, there were no national legends 

where the three basic elements of the real Gothic could combine: medieval background, terror 

and the otherworldly. In her original work from which the entry in the Dicionário do 

Romantismo Literário Português is a summary she also writes that basically the conto was 

better in accepting the horrific than other forms of novelística:  

A par dos contos, que aparecem em maior número na década de 1840 e são em 

regra mais “arrepiantes,” começaram a ser divulgadas as nossas lendas, 

sobretudo ligadas a castelos ou torres solitárias, que terminam quase sempre 

com o quadro clássico da alma penada que assombra o cenário da sua tragédia. 

(Sousa 26) 

 The original Portuguese production followed the example of the conto folhetim which 

had its best days in two important magazines of the epoch: O Panorama and A Revista 

Universal Lisbonense but also in regular newspapers. Generally speaking short stories 

inspired by the Gothic were published mostly in O Mosaico and in O Correio das Damas. 

There is a small subclass which deals with resurrection and exhumation after premature 
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burial. On the whole however, great variety is the hallmark of this type of short fiction. What 

is so fundamental is that the gothic mode in these short stories is frightening due to the 

atmosphere, but that it at the same time is visibly mixed with second generation romantics’ 

melancholy and depression rather than with the sensational or the terrific as understood by 

Poe and Hoffman. The supernatural is mostly of a popular kind, i.e. strongly linked to popular 

belief and folklore like the devil and the revenant. 

 Very quickly and in the same magazine, the genre Gothic short fiction will become 

parodied, especially to laugh derisively at the English models. According to Sousa, this 

proves once again that the Portuguese short story writers were working on the fringes of the 

aesthetics and of criticism of those days and profited from whatever type or kind of material 

they could use, here, the Gothic model, without a pre-established critical orientation. Still, 

according to the same short story reviewer, it is more in the short story that the horror and 

terror find their destiny, because short narrative can better condense the otherworldly forces 

and by doing so, produce a better effect than was the case in the novel.  

 Two authors are always cited, when it comes to high brow short story production 

Teófílo Braga (1843-1924) and Álvaro de Carvalhal (1844-1868). Supposedly they wrote 

under the influence of both Poe and Hoffmann (Moisés, 1999; Costa Ideias, 1997; Simões, 

1974). The fact that Teófilo Braga published his Contos Fantásticos in 1865, at the eve of one 

of the fiercest cultural debates during which Realism and Naturalism would become the 

celebrated aesthetics, is yet another sign in what a complex situation the modern short story 

came into being. 

 2.4. O Conto Rústico. 

Many short story critics, following João Gaspar Simões, will argue that the publication 

of Os Contos do Tio Joaquim (1861) by Rodrigo Paganino (1835-1863) is both an extension 
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of the vogue set in by Herculano in “O Paroco na Aldeia” as well as a turning point. Here, the 

short story turns its back to the folhetim and recuperates a basic narrative structure from the 

oral tradition, where a narrator tells a story before a public, basically to moralize. Most critics 

therefore underscore the similarities between Paganino’s contos and Contos e Histórias de 

Proveito e Exemplo (1575) (Trancoso) even though the author himself indicated Émile 

Souvestre’s Au coin du Feu as his principal source of inspiration. At the same time, Os 

Contos do Tio Joaquim is the counterpoint to the high flown romantic literary aesthetics of 

the day and in a sense also the counterweight, as far as short fiction is concerned, for the 

horror stories which appeared in the various magazines of the epoch. In the evocative words 

of João Gaspar Simões, the short stories by Paganino are not romantic anymore without being 

realistic while they indeed do appear at the height of Ultra-Romanticism (1861). The tales are 

also told at the sarau, but, one near the open hearth and for the common people (malteses). 

The success of the book was a symptom for a long and ever lasting type of short story, 

namely the conto rústico (Saraiva and Lopes: 716)  

The idea of telling simple tales having moral edification as their principal purpose, 

according to extremely conservative standards in manners and morality (against anti-religious 

sentiment and against the social progress of the working class) was at the same time a preview 

of an evolution, namely that of the local colour movement or as it is better known in 

Portuguese criticism o conto rústico. Júlio Dinis, supposedly after having read Os Contos do 

Tio Joaquim was inspired to write his Serões na Província (1870), rather long short-stories 

which would in their turn inspire a whole generation of short fiction writers till well into the 

twentieth century, culminating in Trindade Coelho’s Os meus Amores (Saraiva and Lopes 

716) 

The main reasons for the persistent success of the conto rústico can be ascribed to the 

fact that most writers were sons of rich parents leading the life of a gentleman of leisure. 
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Rural property and agriculture with a manorial estate at its centre, constituted the very basis of 

Portuguese society and its institutions even after a series of liberal (civil) wars and upheavals. 

From their ancestral quinta the sons left for the university (Coimbra) or to the seminar to 

become Roman Catholic priest. It was a protected youth very often with money who would 

then later exercise functions in Lisbon but they stayed nevertheless very closely linked to the 

terra natal, a place at the very centre of their stories (Saraiva e Lopes 897). These 

circumstances definitely are part of the success of the phenomenon. On the other hand, the 

reader in the second half of the nineteenth century was probably better able to understand the 

typical protagonists pictured and the small conflicts depicted in these contos rather then new 

phenomena like urbanisation due to the politics of Fontes Pereira de Melo, 

parliamentarianism, political centralization, corrupt administration and similar historical-

political developments. It will be a next generation, namely of the Geração de Setenta and 

models coming from France which will deal with more cosmopolitan society and urban 

problems.  

Very significant for the Portuguese situation is that the vogue of the conto rústico 

progresses clearly as the century draws to a close, continuing to incorporate further elements 

from Realism and Naturalism while at the same time taking up elements from fin-de-siècle 

aesthetics. We can trace the evolution by simply citing some authors and works: À Beira Mar 

(1869) by Augusto Loureiro (1839/1849-1906), Eduardo Augusto Vidal (1841-1907) with 

Contos da Sesta (1870), Contos ao Correr da Pena (1869), written by Alberto Pimentel (1849-

1925) and the Contos (1874) and Serões de Inverno (1880) by Pedro Ivo. Very often also 

Arvoredos (1895) written by Teixeira de Queirós (1849-1919) is held as belonging to the 

heyday of the conto rústico. The trend culminates in the works of Alberto Braga and Trindade 

Coelho and, with some reservation, in Fialho de Almeida. Short story collections belonging to 

Realism are also classified under o conto rústico because short fictions written even by 
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writers considered Realist or Naturalist are often evocations rather then a study of a social 

environment in the Realist, let alone Naturalist way.19  

2.5. Realism and the short story. 

 Looking at the evolution of the conto on its way to conto literário moderno, thus far, 

and not taking into account the short lived and rather restricted escapade into the gothic mode, 

it can be seen that a considerable influx of reality and verisimilitude had taken place from the 

publication of the Contos do Tio Joaquim onwards, even though that reality was a rural one 

with an old fashioned moral at the end meant to instruct the possible reader. The so-called 

contos citadinos of the first half of the century are actually nearer to the crónica (column) 

than to the densely organized short fiction, although also here verisimilitude is at the centre. 

What we now call in modern terminology the derived mode rústico, had penetrated short 

fiction till well into the last decades of the nineteenth century, i.e. till well into Realism and 

Naturalism. On various occasions it was suggested that the conto literário moderno in truth 

became a modern genre at the time of Realism and Naturalism. To cite once more one of the 

few specialists concerned principally with the Realist Portuguese short stories: 

[A] novela e o conto também receberam nesta época um grande 

desenvolvimento, devido às virtualidades da narrativa de estabelecer uma 

conexão estreita com o mundo real conhecido por autores e leitores, permitindo 

a reflexão crítica sobre o homem e a sua inserção no mundo. (Jesus 10) 

In her discussion of the short story production by Eça de Queirós, Maria João Simões states in 

the introduction: 
                                                 
19  Rather often Portuguese criticism as well as literary history is dominated by the view that considers the 
rústico is a typical Portuguese phenomenon. In other literatures similar vogues can be detected. Charles E. May 
writing on the rise of the American short story is convinced that also in the U.S.A. in the last quarter of the 
nineteenth century and beyond, the local colour movement was an important factor in the evolution of the short 
story. Interestingly enough also in the U.S.A., the local colour movement was closely related to the surge of 
Realism and Naturalism. May writes: “One of the first results of this shift in focus to everyday reality in 
American short fiction was the so called local color movement: for the more a writer focused on the external 
world, the more he or she emphasised particular places and people complete with their habits, customs, language 
and idiosyncrasies.” (Reality of Artifice 11) 
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No século XIX, o conto conhece um grande desenvolvimento que não diminui 

durante a vigência do Realismo, pelo facto de este género se adaptar aos 

propósitos desta escola literária. Se, normalmente este tipo de narrativa 

secciona um bocado de vida dentro de um conjunto de eventos 

pressupostamente mais vastos, o conto Realista apresenta esse excerto como 

uma elucidativa amostragem da vida real. (M. Simões 21-22) 

If this is a fact, it will be necessary to study carefully what Realism and Naturalism stand for 

in Portugal and to see the tenets, the scope, and eventually for what reasons these literary 

aesthetics contain qualities which enabled the “maturity” of the short story.  

The first and most important thing to be observed is that in Portugal, Realism and 

Naturalism, imitates the French models (Flaubert, Balzac and Zola) and that besides being 

late, it is forever linked to a more all embracing cultural revolution brought about by the 

Geração de Setenta and is strongly connected to the Questão Coimbrã. However this is not 

the place to rewrite the history of one of the most interesting events in modern Portuguese 

literary history, what is very necessary here is to see how specialists in the field (Carlos Reis 

and Maria Jesus Saraiva, Maria Aparecida Ribeiro and Maria João Simões) describe Realism 

(Naturalism) as a temporally restricted and aesthetically autonomous movement. The scholars 

mentioned define Realism/Naturalism by linking features in three registers: ideology, themes 

used and the literary techniques applied, leading in the end to a particular and new writing 

style. 

 In terms of ideology, it is generally accepted that Realism constitutes a significant 

break with the romantics’perception of reality, in the case of Portuguese literary aesthetics, 

especially with Ultra-Romanticism, by establishing a mutual relationship between fiction and 

the positivist sciences using detailed description and observation. One can easily see that 
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Realism/Naturalism’s first purpose was to describe and by minutely describing, to attack the 

wrongdoings in and of society to further correct and teach, hoping for a considerable change. 

 As far as the panoply of themes in Realist works are concerned, it does not come as a 

surprise that they are cosmopolitan in nature, dealing with the preoccupations of society 

rather than with the passion of the individual: education, adultery, journalism, and politics. 

Especially adultery—taking Flaubert’s novel Madame Bovary as an example to follow—is of 

key importance as a theme and as an element in plot construction during Realism. Besides 

adultery other themes like usury, careers rapidly built and destroyed, haute finance, 

journalism, the economy, drinking, the vicissitudes of the working classes etc. were fully 

articulated in fine detail. 

 In the field of literature, such new aesthetics gave rise to fresh forms which could 

more adequately depict what has just been described. In the field of prose fiction, according 

to Maria Saraiva de Jesus, the genre capable to both integrate and propagate the new tenets 

was beyond doubt the novel molded in the French bestsellers of the epoch as written by 

Balzac, but especially by Flaubert and Zola. The novel, better than drama and poetry, has this 

advantage of the combination of both moments of pure narration in which time can be 

manipulated through omission, summary and/or excessively prolonged by use of external and 

internal analepses, combined with the necessary and detailed descriptions of scenery and 

customs and, last but not least, with the description of a whole army of protagonists which 

populate the Realist/Naturalist novel. In other words, this combination of prolonged action 

and minute description suits the novel very well. As Saraiva Jesus has said: 

Com a amplitude que lhe permite representar num longo período de tempo uma 

acção complexa, com múltiplas vertentes, em que interagem um grande 

número de personagens, susceptíveis de representarem o espaço social através 

da específica tipologia da personagem-tipo, e articulando convenientemente a 
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narração com os diálogos e a descrição minuciosa de espaços, vestimentos e 

comportamentos. (“O Conto Realista e Naturalista” 18) 

 After having read this quotation, it might seem strange that the conto literário 

moderno became a popular genre and finally entered modernity, for, after all, how could the 

usually restricted typographical space of a short story integrate the ideology, the themes and 

techniques just referred to? Returning to the already cited Maria Saraiva de Jesus, namely to 

her introduction to the Antologia do Conto Realista e Naturalista, we learn that in the middle 

of the nineteenth century the conto developed considerably indeed, but that the themes and 

literary strategies pertaining to Realism made its structure almost burst because of the unity of 

time, place and action were heavily strained (19).20  

 If we now look at the short fiction published from the seventies of the nineteenth 

century onwards we can see quite a different picture. Eça de Queirós, does not fully succeed 

in bringing a complete collection of Realist and Naturalist short fictions. Most critics will 

agree, as we understand from the articles by Cristina Mello (“Nótulas”) and Maria João 

Simões (M. Simões, “Conto e Composição”) that Eça only succeeded to be fully Realist in 

“Singularidades de uma Rapariga Loira” and in “No Moínho,” but was unable to “superar o 

fascínio pelo idealismo e pela metafisica, deliberademente repudiados durante a hegemonia 

do positivismo”(M. Simões 22). Most of his other short fictions exhibit a poetic if not 

romantic vision like in “José Matias,” “Um Poeta Lírico” and “Suave Milagre.”  

 What is most interesting now, is to see how the followers of Eça dealt with the Realist 

(Naturalist) heritage in late nineteenth century Portugal. For this purpose we rely on two 

recent essays written on the so-called epigones, i.e. realist and naturalist authors writing after 
                                                 
20  The defintition of the modern short story by means of the Aristotelian three unities has a long history in Short 
Story Theory. It was first suggested by Brander Matthews in his booklet The Philosophy of the Short-story, and 
the idea of the three unitites pervaded first wave short story theories (the handbooks and manuals teaching “how 
to write a short story”) (cp. Chapter III and IV). The concept entered Portugal through Massaud Moisés’ 
publications on the nature of the conto. It is once again a manifestation of how a method to explain short fiction 
at the turn of the nineteenth century in the U.S.A. had entered in present day Portuguese Literary criticism 
concerned with the modern short story as a genre. 
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Eça had cleared the way, rather than take refuge to the traditional overview of names and 

dates and works. At the same time, the essays are part of recent series of official literary 

history, both directed by Carlos Reis and can give us an indication how official historiography 

looks upon short fiction, especially when part of fiction as such in a particular time and under 

the influence of a peculiar literary aesthetics.21 

 Considering the writers discussed and the works described and assessed, the first 

important thing to be noted is that, all in all, only three prolific novel writers are mentioned by 

both essayists: Teixeira de Queirós, Abel Botelho and Júlio Lourenço Pinto. Four of the 

epigones are short story writers in the first place: Amália Vaz de Carvalho (whom certain 

overviews of nineteenth century Portuguese literature would classify as romantic), Alberto 

Braga, Trindade Coelho and Fialho de Almeida. Before going further, it would be best to 

discuss what the writers of both essays understand by epigones. The innovation which was 

provoked by Realism and Naturalism soon gave way to the imitation of literary formulae, 

ideological stereotypes which is now known as epigonismo. According to Ribeiro epigones 

and their literature can be defined in the following way: 

O epigonismo literário reflecte igualmente esta luta pelo poder, esta vitória 

tardia e um revigorar de forças que, para se afirmarem, clamam pela ortodoxia 

ou contaminadas pela convivência usam muitas vezes a estratégia do 

“inimigo,” o que acaba por reafirmar a ideia de mistura, de descendência. 

Assim é que, referindo-se aos autores não participantes da primeira investida 

de uma determinada tendência ético-literária, o epigonismo engloba aqueles 

que aderiram depois, por uma questão de data de nascimento ou de mudança do 

ponto de vista. (263) 

                                                 
21  One essay is written by Carlos Reis et al., in the fifth volume of the of the História da Literatura Portuguesa: 
O Realismo e o Naturalismo entitled “Os Epigones” (Reis et al. 253-292). The other is to be found in the sixth 
volume of the História Crítica da Literatura Portuguesa, edited by Maria Aparecida Ribeiro. It is the introduction 
to a whole chapter devoted to Eça’s epigones and is written by Aparecida Ribeiro herself. 
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We are therefore dealing with latecomers and imitators and their works are 

contaminated by other literary aesthetics than those they try and imitate, leading to an 

amalgation of styles. Carlos Reis et al., argue in the same way, but do go slightly further in 

the sense that they first of all speak about a radicalization and a watering down. At the same 

time the article by Reis et al. is more complete than Ribeiro’s, as a result of the fact that 

critics draw the attention to spin-offs, like in the Portuguese late nineteenth century 

regionalism, o rústico: 

Entre nós, a estética Realista e Naturalista na sua fase epigonal tende quer para 

uma radicalização das orientações teóricas (visível em Júlio Lourenço Pinto) 

ou metodológicas e temáticas (como em Abel Botelho), quer para um 

seguidismo amenizado, mais acentuado, por exemplo, em Trindade Coelho, 

mas também presente em Teixeira de Queirós. Surgem ainda escritores cujas 

obras apresentem temáticas específicas ou tratamentos peculiares, como é o 

caso do regionalismo (e exotismo). . . . (Reis et al. 253) 

 What can be inferred from the essays under discussion is, first of all, that the epigones 

of Realism and Naturalism are in the first place considered for their long fiction: the novel 

and the cycle of novels. One surprising result is that the novel, due to the fact that even the 

hardcore Realist Geração de Setenta still cherished a hardly concealed admiration for first 

generation romantics like Garret and Herculano, and that due to the gradual infiltration of 

Fin- de-Siècle aesthetics like Neo-Romanticism and the Aesthetics of Decadence, short prose 

fiction had it quite difficult to be Realist and Naturalist according to the precepts discussed. 

 When dealing with Lourenço Pinto, Carlos Reis et al. state that this particular writer 

did indeed live up to the Naturalistic theses and that his writings lived up to his very own 

theory. However the critics equally emphasize that “a crueza da descrição, a nota sórdida ou o 

pormenor chocante estão ausentes dos seus romances e apenas de quando em quando alguma 
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cena dá o tom Naturalista, ainda que de uma forma sempre moderada” (258-259). In the same 

sense, Maria Aparecida Ribeiro stresses the positivist and evolutionist vision on life and on 

mankind in Lourenço Pinto’s works but she equally mentions that very often the work suffers 

from the “encarnação do ideal no real” leading to what she calls “Romantismo transformado, 

sem as futilidades de forma” (264). Carlos Reis et al. do not deal with the short stories by 

Lourenço Pinto Esboços do Natural. Maria Aparecida Ribeiro, almost with a sigh of relief, 

completes quite rapidly her paragraph on Lourenço Pinto by saying: “Da sua autoria são ainda 

os Esboços do Natural (1882), narrativas curtas, em que, mais uma vez, é de destacar o gosto 

pela observação” (265). It is a first indication that even when a considerable number of short 

fiction writers belong to the epigones, the most important issue for the essay writers cited is 

their vision on the novel. 

 As to Teixeira Queirós’ fiction, Aparecida Ribeiro is convinced that the author of the 

Comédia do Campo and the Comédia Burguesa was the one who scrupulously executed the 

programme of Realism in Portugal and that like Eça and Julio Lourenço Pinto, also this author 

especially connected adultery to feminine education. Aparecida Ribeiro left behind no 

commentary on the short fiction (265). For Carlos Reis et al., Teixeira de Queirós is strongly 

influenced by Balzac but as far as his fixation of reality is concerned, he belongs more to 

Realism and Naturalism through the use of observation and elements of the natural sciences, 

as he himself declared in the introduction of his short stories Os Meus Primeiros Contos. 

However, the critics admit, “Teixeira de Queirós não cai nunca na ortodoxia de uma análise 

rigorosa dos males sociais que caracteriza as obras de alguns autores Naturalistas. . . . ” (262).  

 Important for our knowledge of short fiction is the comment the essay writers make on 

the Comédia do Campo: “Nesta série [Comédia do Campo], constituída por contos, novelas e 

romances . . . as personagens transitam de umas obras para outras. . . . ” (265). This means 

that during the period of Realism and in fiction at the hands of imitators, short fiction is 
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sometimes not considered as possessing an integral unity in itself, but is to be seen as a part of 

a larger entity: a series of novels or a novel cycle. From a further comment on the Primeiros 

Contos by Carlos Reis et al, namely: “Na vida da aldeia ganham relevo figuras como . . . a 

bruxa da aldeia, a quem se recorre para que, com os seus esconjuros, resolva os casos mais 

intrincados, como acontece num dos primeiros contos do autor intitulado “O Brinco de 

Esmeralda,” we can derive that the short stories are not as citadino as the novels or as one 

might expect but rather rústico (226). 

 Although Abel Botelho is mainly remembered as a novelist, and oftentimes considered 

the most pronounced naturalist in Portuguese literatura, Aparecida Ribeiro writes of his work 

“Mulheres da Beira . . . já prenuncia o exacerbado gosto pela decadência . . . pela degeneração 

com que irá informar a Patologia Social (1891-1910), seu programa de estudo do anómalo” 

(267). Once again we recognize quite some modification, if not hesitation in classifying short 

fiction as Realist or Naturalist. Reis et al. also give an extensive comment on the novel 

production and the prominent themes in Botelho’s fiction, especially on O Barão de Lavos 

seen as a perfect example of Naturalism (271). Botelho in both his choice of themes and in his 

outlook on society is both Realist and Naturalist, although Reis et al. admit that “também o 

Romantismo se faz tardiamente sentir na obra de Abel Botelho, interferindo com temas e 

estratégias inegavelmente Naturalistas,” adding later on that the author was also attracted to 

the decadent themes which is—still according the very same writers—the basic idea behind 

his work A Pathologia Social. As far as the short stories of Abel Botelho are concerned, Reis 

et al. do not have elaborate comments and finish with one single sentence: “Publicou ainda 

um livro de contos, em 1898, com o título Mulheres da Beira.” (270) 

 Besides the three writers principally remembered in official literary history for their 

novels, quite a few of the epigones listed in the two essays are mainly short story writers. One 

is Amália Vaz de Carvalho who was quite a prolific short story writer, but who is only 
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mentioned by Carlos Reis et al. in the essays under discussion. Fundamentally, the value 

attached to her work, from today’s point of view, is one in connection to her efforts to educate 

women and children and to also criticise society in order to promote reform: “No contexto 

português em que surge, a emergência da necessidade de educar a mulher não é alheia à 

lembrança positivo-Naturalista de Taine e Zola, bem como à da sua actualização para a 

situação Portuguesa realizada por Eça, do qual foi leitora atenta e lúcida” (259). Her work 

does fit the literary mould of the epoch by describing particular characters in society, a 

description which very often is nearer to the prototypical than to the real (260). The remark 

we can make here is that the authors (Reis et al.) only comment on the themes and the 

posterior value of her work. They discuss neither the meaning of short fiction, nor a possible 

relationship of short fiction and the themes or whether the stories stand alone or are rather part 

of a short story series or cycle. 

 When dealing with Alberto Braga, Reis et al. focus on the short story production. 

Although Braga was a man of the theatre and the writer of a novel, he seemed to have been a 

prolific short story writer first and foremost. He began with Contos da Minha Lavra (1879), 

Contos da Aldeia (1880) and Novos Contos, and later published the best of his work in a new 

collection entitled Contos Escolhidos (1892). All in all, the tenets and basic aesthetic 

preoccupations of the epigones-novelists seemed have eluded Alberto Braga who:  

Como cultor do conto rústico, a sua produção literária insere-se numa corrente 

de feição regionalista que . . . se caracteriza por uma certa idealização da vida 

rústica. . . . Os seus contos instituem, de facto, um quadro bastante alargado 

dos tipos e personagens do meio rural e das relações sociais que estas 

personagens entre si estabelecem. (Reis et al. 268) 

 This description is once again an indication that for the short story during the time of 

Realism, Naturalism was in the first place rústico and apparently came as a cycle or as part of 
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a cycle. Each story in such a collection only displays its full meaning in the context of the 

other stories with which it is joined in the collection. The various themes and characters are 

only fully detailed by the end of the collection, read as a whole. In this way the collection 

approaches the novel. It might mean that the short story writers at the time of Realism were 

actually less concerned with the structure of the story, but rather focused on fully representing 

society through a variety of stories and thus approaching the effect the Realist or Naturalist 

novel could create. Maria Aparecida Ribeiro does not give much comment on the work by 

Alberto Braga besides saying that he also wrote stories belonging to the local colour 

movement. However, she does give us some citations from an introduction Alberto Braga 

wrote to a translated collection of short stories by E. A. Poe: Histórias Extra-Ordinárias. 

Further on, namely when dealing with the poetics of the short story in the last paragraphs of 

this chapter, the introduction by Braga will be discussed. 

 In the short story production of the last decade of the nineteenth century, Trindade 

Coelho holds a very special place. Not that he was a very prolific short story writer, but he 

happened to be immensely popular and continues to be very popular till today. According to 

Carlos Reis et al. it is one of the most edited books in Portugal (287). His only work Os Meus 

Amores in a finalized and altered version brought on the market in 1901 is normally 

considered as the aegis of the rústico, the line which goes back, as we mentioned a few times, 

to the Herculano’s “O Pároco na Aldeia.” Trindade himself, in what is usually considered his 

short story poetics and to which we will return in the next paragraph, says that his stories are 

saudade and that they are written with a distance in time and place. They bring him back to 

his native Trás-os-Montes and to his youth before becoming a student at the University of 

Coimbra:  

Esta visão utópica da comunidade rural . . . dá muitas vezes aos contos de 

Trindade Coelho a forma poética da evocação de meios, figuras humanas . . . 
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mais ligados a um lirismo idealizante e saudosista do que às tendências 

objectivantes da narrativa. . . . Mesmo nos contos de carácter mais lírico, 

ligados à evocação de emoções ou sentimentos, assomam muitas vezes 

momentos de um Realismo autêntico. Evidencia-se esse Realismo na 

representação convincente da interioridade das personagens, estando as breves 

referências ao mundo exterior directamente subordinadas ao fluir dos seus 

sentimentos e reacções emotivas. . . . (Reis et al. 288) 

 However there are some stories which definitely have a realistic input like “À 

Lareira,” in which the scene is set inside the house of one of the rural workers and from there 

a series of heresies, habits and customs are discussed if not criticised. It is however significant 

that the title is “À Lareira” and recalls the Contos do Tio Joaquim which, as said, were also 

told à lareira, o sarau for the common people. Like in the story “À Lareira,” dialogues play a 

primordial role in the works of Trindade as also will become clear in Chapter V, when “Idílio 

Rústico” will be discussed as part of the corpus of fictions of the time of Realism and 

Naturalism. 

 Not discussed as an epigone by Aparecida Ribeiro, but listed in the discussion on the 

epigones by Reis et al., is yet another author exceptionally difficult to classify, namely Fialho 

de Almeida. He is also principally remembered as a writer of short stories, but more 

specifically as one whose short fiction production is extremely difficult to categorize or sub-

categorize in terms of literary aesthetics. The title of yet another essay we shall here bring in, 

dealing exclusively with the work by Fialho, which is, however in the same literary history 

volume as the essay of Reis et al., and written by José Augusto Bernardes Cardoso. He labels 

Fialho’s work as exhibiting an aesthetics of tensions (“Uma Estética de Tensões”) (Cardoso, 

293). Here, the tensions are mainly explained from the perspective of the aesthetics which 

influenced the writer, not from the format (i.e. the genre short story) in which they were 
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written. Regardless, it becomes clear in the essay by Reis et al. that there are some groups 

with particular types, if not clusters, of short fiction to be considered in Fialho’s oeuvre. There 

is the Realist-Naturalist strand, epitomized perhaps in “A Ruiva,” not without any reason 

listed in the anthology on the Realist short story by Saraiva de Jesus. There is the fantastic-

decadent strain and there are stories dealing with adolescence testifying of a initiation cults in 

rural Portugal so much so that the work by Fialho, in general, is considered a compromise 

between the existing aesthetics in the last decade of the nineteenth century (Reis et al. 296) 

 Concluding now after the discussion of the comments made by Aparecida Ribeiro and 

Carlos Reis et al., we can state that miscegenation is probably the most defining feature 

applicable to the prose fiction output by the epigones. It is certainly the best word to label 

what is generally called conto realista. Applying the tenets of Realism and Naturalism to 

short fiction is almost an impossible case. It can be repeated here that Eça succeeded in 

writing Realist stories such as “Singularidades de uma Rapariga Loira” and that Abel Botelho 

allegedly had a few short fictions that were classified as Naturalist. However, as far as the 

other epigones are concerned, it seems quite disputable that their stories are Realist stories. It 

would be better to opt for “stories from the time of Realism” and we can agree with Moisés 

when he states that:  

Diversamente do romance, que perfilhou as teorias cientificistas em moda com 

o Realismo e o Naturalismo, o conto elaborado em Portugal de 1865 até os fins 

do século, poucas vezes escapou da simbiose meio forçada entre os 

remanescentes românticos, vestidos não raro da roupagem simbolista, e as 

veleidades de uma Arte Objectiva. Nem mesmo os ficcionistas que cultivaram 

as duas fôrmas em prosa conseguiram eximir-se desse como imperativo 

categórico. (“O Conto” 18) 
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 Recalling what was cited in the essays discussed, especially with regard to the nature 

of short fiction, we can also deduce that besides the very few genuine realist and naturalist 

fictions, mainly part of a larger whole like a collection or cycle, two strong trends seem to 

have existed in the stories written at the time of Realism and Naturalism (as far as described 

programmatically). One is the short story in the lyrical vein, a strange and even incompatible 

result, if one takes into account the aesthetics of Realism and Naturalism as it was, or as how 

it can be described programmatically.  

Aguilera de Barros noticed, probably more correctly than any other short story critic, 

that the rústico very often flows over into the telluric. She further characterizes this particular 

type of short fictions as a foreshadow Miguel Torga’s contos. The epigones’ prose fiction 

output also predicted that slowly new literary aesthetics were invading literary production: 

Neo Romanticism, decadent and Fin de Siècle Aesthetics. This means that, all in all, the 

Realist-Naturalist movement produced only a few short fictions which were able to fully 

integrate the tenets of the movement. If one then looks at both “Singularidades” and “A 

Ruiva,” it can be said that, as Saraiva de Jesus has noticed, they de facto tend to be long short 

stories. In other words, the short story does not have the typographical space, i.e. the narration 

time, to fully integrate, or even to adapt the tenets of Realism and Naturalism. What is at stake 

in the work of Teixeira de Queirós e.g. is that the stories are part of a bigger whole called a 

short story cycle. In others, like in the not discussed Arvoredos, what has been said also 

seems to confirm a study on Realist short fiction made by the already cited Brazilian scholar 

Aguilera de Barros in her introduction to an anthology of Portuguese short fiction: 

A agilidade e a condensação que caracterizam o conto chocam com o 

compromisso Realista de análise minuciosa dos antecedentes, que explicam o 

acontecimento actual, o comportamento da personagem. Tal conflito se 

patenteia em vários contos dos autores Realistas e configura uma 
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incompatibilidade básica entre o conto, que exige economia, e a estética 

Realista que, por ser analítica, propõe demorado levantamento de pormenores. 

O desacerto de propósitos gera, em alguns casos, “desvios” em relação à 

estrutura do conto, aproximando-os, ora da crónica, ora do ensaio. (15) 

 In the very same introduction, Aguilera de Barros states: “um lirismo dentro de novas 

formas, novos moldes” shaped the short fiction of the epoch (17). This is especially true 

because of its synthetic thrust; the short story has difficulties integrating evolution into 

character, which is so dear to the Realists and Naturalists, though it is certainly not true that 

the short story only produces flat, non-evolving characters, as will become clear in Chapter V. 

In the Portuguese short story, most protagonists have an almost innate capacity to change due 

to both physical and psychological features that the writers invest them with. The way they do 

so, is remarkably different from the Realist-Naturalist novel where the large number of pages 

creates space for an evolution in time, permitting detailed description of the underlying 

psychological and physiological changes. However, what is very difficult is to integrate a 

large time scheme trough the use of various analepses, conflicts and descriptions of the long 

and winding psychological alterations changing a character under the influence of the 

environment and the hereditary features. Hence the solution very often is the integration of 

the short story into a cycle and a collection of stories like Phototypias do Minho, Mulheres da 

Beira where each conto constitutes an exemplum and is part of a larger interpretative scheme. 

It is generally accepted that the modern short story was a genre by the end of the 

nineteenth century. The short story then hid for some decades to come back at the time of the 

Presença generation. This occasional and at times strong foregrounding of the genre by 

readers, writers and critics alike, does not imply that in other periods the short story is not 

present. As Seabra Pereira has written about the epoch immediately following Realism 

(Naturalism), i.e. during the period of the Decadents: 
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The decadent style is most evident in the poetry of these authors. It found little 

expression in dramatic literature but had a significant presence in fiction and in 

the prose poem, thanks to Fialho de Almeida and Raul Brandão (in his 

“nefalibata” phase), João Barreira and the partisans of his gouaches. . . . But it 

was indisputably lyric poetry that gave fullest expression to Decadent themes 

and formal devices. (Pereira 113) 

 2.6. From History to Theory. 

 The foundation of the new genre, o conto literário moderno, and its acceptance in 

literary criticism is only a gradual process, and in Portugal, this process is only occasionally 

reflected in theoretical writings in the last decades of the nineteenth century and the first years 

of the twentieth century. The adverb “occasionally” here should not be interpreted as 

derogatory toward Portuguese literature or any other European national literature which, with 

the exception of post-war Germany (see Appendix I), have not produced a corpus of critical 

theory on short fiction, let alone a quasi-autonomous field of literary cognition called short 

fiction studies. Short fiction studies is in fact an American enterprise, which is no surprise, as 

what we can see of Portugal, in its early stage of theory making during the last years of the 

nineteenth century, is the clear presence of E. A. Poe. Poe’s nineteenth century writings still 

influence short story theory in most countries today. It is possible to perceive the strong 

influence of Poe’s theoretical writings in, the preface written by no one less than the Alberto 

Braga, Histórias Extra-ordinárias (E. A. Poe) and, most curiously, in Trindade de Coelho’s 

description of what his own stories are about in his critique of Coração Doente, a novel 

written by Júlio Coyolla, two critical texts which will presently be discussed. This interest in 

or the entrance of Poe’s aesthetics concerning the tale proper should not come as a surprise, as 

he sought for a relationship between poetry and short prose fiction and as noted previously, 

short fiction in the lyrical vein besides the local colour, and often the presence of both in one 
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piece of short fiction, had quite a strong showing during the epoch of the epigones. At the 

same time, it should not be forgotten that Poe was known in Portugal22 since the Geração de 

Setenta. However, spottily, there are also attempts to come to an endogenous Portuguese short 

story theory as is the case with Teófilo Braga and Eça de Queirós. 

 Teófilo Braga is in fact the first to make a statement on the nature of the conto 

literário moderno or perhaps rather, to suggest some ideas about the nature of the genre. 

Reading between the lines, it is not impossible to detect elements dealing with the nature of 

short fiction, through the description e.g. of its nineteenth century evolution as a genre, from 

tale to short story. Moreover, Braga was not very enthusiastic about writing on the nature of 

short fiction, as we can read in a letter to his publisher José Fontana found in the second 

edition of the Contos Fantásticos (1865): 

Disse-me que esperava um prólogo, para começar a publicação dos Contos; 

lembrou-me escrever-lhe um capítulo de esthetica sobre esta forma litteraria. O 

público não gosta de abstracções. Por minha vontade desistia do prometido; 

limito-me porém a alguma [sic] considerações históricas. (ix-xii) 

 Braga tried to develop a selected history of the genre, hoping that by indicating the 

history of short fiction and subsequently, by citing examples of works and short story writers, 

the interested reader would have a good idea of what could be understood by the new genre. It 

is well known that as a writer of horror stories, Teófilo Braga knew Poe’s work very well. In 

the introduction to the Contos Fantásticos (1865), he explicitly tells the reader to be under the 

spell of Poe and Hoffman, but he does not copy Poe’s criticism on the tale proper. As 

                                                 
22  In the piece entitled “In Memoriam” for Anterro Quental, “Um Génio que era um Santo” for example, we can 
read a clear reference to Poe. As Ana Maria Almeida Martins notes in a small monograph, Anterro was the first 
to translate a tale by Poe, which was published in O Século, a provincial newspaper (Penafiel) in December 
1864. The story was the “The Assignation” and Anterro translated it from a collection of Poe’s stories in French, 
which were translated by William L. Hughes (and not by Baudelaire) namely Contes Inédits de Edgar Poe (7-9). 
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previously noted, Braga explains the nature of the short story by giving its history.23 Rather 

than introducing the short story by attempting to define it, Braga creates an understanding 

through its history and evolution. It is however not impossible to read some lines on the 

nature of the genre in his short overview of the evolution of short fiction from the beginning 

of time till the days of the Geração de Setenta. Phrases such as “O conto é a forma literária da 

lenda” and later on in the very same paragraph, “O conto é a passagem do fabulário para a 

linguagem da prosa, ingénua, rude, de uma franqueza maliciosa muitas vezes e desenvolta.” 

These few lines indicate that Braga saw the conto literário moderno as a genre on the rise 

with very ancient roots, but in which the realistic writing style and the gradual disappearance 

of folkloric elements were part of that rise and, consequently, of the definition of the genre. 

Finally, it is not unimportant to mention that Braga’s overview ends with a short discussion of 

Hoffmann and E. A. Poe as writers of short fiction. He then concludes: “A fôrma do conto é 

estudada em todas as literaturas da Europa; trazendo a lume este pequeno trabalho, só nos 

inspira a boa vontade de corresponder ao movimento que observamos lá fora.”(xii) 

 The other author caught up in E. A. Poe’s orbit is Alvaro de Carvalhal, the most 

appreciated writer of gothic tales in Portugal. Contrary to his American source of inspiration, 

Carvalhal did not leave any theoretical writings on the nature of the genre. As Alexandre 

Pinto Gomes da Conceição Dias has clearly shown in his Master’s thesis on Poe and 

Carvalhal, it is more in poesis rather than in poetics that Poe’s influence is visible. Besides 

short stories, Carvalhal also wrote three critical articles24 but Pinto Gomes da Conceição Dias 

                                                 
23  It is Braga’s short history of the short story which is expanded by Sampaio Bruno where in his turn João 
Gaspar Simões will obtain his basic information on names, dates and magazines publishing short fiction, 
especially in the first half of the nineteenth century in Portugal. João Gaspar Simões in his turn will be the main 
source for most writers of entries in literary dictionaries such as the one coordinated by Jacinto Prado Coelho 
which till the advent of the Dicionário do Romantismo Literário Português was the absolute standard work. The 
aforementioned Dicionário do Romantismo Literário Português contains quite some pieces of revisionary history 
concerning the Portuguese short story—although not in the entry “conto”—on which we have relied in the 
preceding paragraphs of this chapter. 
24  The articles mentioned, according to Dias are: “Folhetim: A Propósito do livro de J. Simões Dias” in 
Revolução de Setembro, dating from May 5th 1867; “Suícidio—Vem a pêlo o “Poema da Mocidade” e o seu 
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comments: “Ainda que os três ensaios literários do autor que se conhecem sejam um 

testemunho válido para confirmar certas ideias estéticas seguidas, não constituem sequer uma 

manifestação embrionária de uma ‘arte poética’” (35). 

 Beyond doubt, the first moment of genuine genre consciousness still popular 

nowadays, is Eça de Queiros’ idea of the genre as he describes it in the famous preface to Os 

Azulejos, a collection of short stories by the Conde de Arnoso. Although Eça knew Poe’s 

work well enough, he nevertheless became famous as far as short story theory is concerned 

for his own theory, a fragmentary but overt poetics in the preface to Os Azulejos. It is a 

strange mixture of Chekhovian economy of means and a faint echo of the analogy with poetry 

and the contrastive dichotomy between the short story and the novel.25 When contrasting the 

conto with the novel, Eça wrote that the short story brings a tranche de vie—a slice of life—in 

miniature, such as in the murals on the walls of Portuguese convents, painted in a hazy blue 

on the creamy bas- fonds. This statement, by implication means that the conto cannot have the 

grandiose ground plan as of Realist (French) novel. 

                                                                                                                                                         
autor” in the Diário Mercantil of November 23th in 1865 and in a brochure published by the Imprensa da 
Universidade de Coimbra in 1866: Anterro de Quental e Ramalho Ortigão 
25  Chekhov has no explicit poetics of the short story. However in his Letters we can find various passages in the 
form of comments or pieces of advice for his friends and for his brother on the writing process of short fiction. 
Chekhov has used more vocabulary and focused more on technique than Eça, but in essence his vision on short 
fiction boils down to exactly the same as the defining lines in the “Prefácio.” Relevant is the passage from a 
letter to his brother Alexander Chekhov dating from May 10th 1886 (the very year of the “Prefácio”!): “In my 
opinion a true description of nature should be very brief and have a character of relevance. Commonplaces such 
as, “the setting sun bathing in the waves of the darkening sea poured its purple gold, etc.” should be avoided. In 
descriptions of nature one ought to seize upon little particulars, grouping them in such a way that, in reading, 
when you shut your eyes, you get a picture” (Letters 71). There is also an interesting passage on character 
description in short fiction which also goes in the sense of Eça’s concept “a linha flagrante.” In the sphere of 
psychology, details are also the thing: “God preserve us from commonplaces. Best of all is to avoid depicting the 
hero’s state of mind: you ought to make it clear from the hero’s action” (Letters 70). And also, when talking 
about how to describe horse thieves, Chekhov writes: “. . . it is my job simply to show what sort of people they 
are. . . . Of course it would be pleasant to combine art with a sermon, but for my personality it is extremely 
difficult and almost impossible owing to the conditions of technique” (Letters 64). From the scarce citations in 
this footnote it will also become clear that the discovery of Chekhov poetics meant as much as new guidelines 
for Anglo-Saxon modernist short fiction writers like V.Woolf, K. Mansfield and even Hemingway, for the 
Letters advise clearly “to show” and not “to tell.” It is also the letters by Chekhov, besides his short fiction, 
which will lead in especially American Short Story Poetics to the division between plot and plotless story. All 
citations in this footnote come from: Letters on the Short Story, the Drama and other Literary Topics by Anton 
Chekhov. Ed. Louis S. Frieland. New York, 1924. 
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No conto tudo precisa ser apontado num risco leve e sóbrio: das figuras deve-

se ver apenas a linha flagrante e definidora que revela e fixa uma 

personalidade; dos sentimentos apenas que caiba num olhar, ou numa dessas 

palavras que escapa dos lábios e traz todo o ser; da paisagem somente os 

longes, numa cor unida. (107) 

 We however do not find a single line about plot, beginnings or endings, narrated time 

or action, or even the effect on the reader. Only a mere hint to leave behind detailed 

description of character and space, a foreshadowing of the Fin-the-Siècle and modernist 

aesthetics. If read in the context of the whole “Prefácio,” it is even quite dangerous to speak 

about a definition of the genre. These lines cannot simply be taken out of a longer text, for 

though it deals with the changed paradigm in the field of literature and the evolution in 

Naturalism, in the end the text was composed to support a friend (Arnoso) who likely needed 

Eça’s authority to have his fictions published. The “Prefácio” is moreover written in the last 

decades of the nineteenth century. From then onwards, just like the short story itself, the 

theory in the making disappears for a while, before returning with the short story at the time 

of Second Modernism.  

 In those last decades of nineteenth century Portugal, Trindade de Coelho and Alberto 

Braga need to be mentioned. About Alberto Braga we unfortunately have to be short and we 

can only quote from his introduction to a volume of short stories by E. A. Poe in translation in 

as far as it has been transcribed in Aparecida Ribeiro’s already cited article on the epigones.26 

O conto tem sobre o romance de grande tamanho a imensa vantagem de juntar 

a brevidade à intenção de efeito. É uma leitura que podemos concluir de um 

fôlego e que deixa no espírito uma recordação muito mais poderosa que uma 

                                                 
26  The book from which Aparecida Ribeiro quotes has proven impossible to find. It is not present in the National 
Library in Lisbon, nor in the General Library at the University of Coimbra. Also, Professor Dr. Apercida Ribeiro 
was not able to retrace the book cited in her work. 
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leitura quebrada, frequentes vezes interrompida pelo barulho de negócios e a 

preocupação dos interesses mundanos. (“Estética do Conto” 270) 

As such, this is the extent to which we can make use of a preface which from the point of 

view of theory on the short story looks quite interesting. If indeed the translated collection has 

existed and if indeed the introduction is written by Alberto Braga, it is quite a unique piece of 

short story criticism. For Braga had read E. A. Poe very well and seemed to have assimilated 

rather than translated some of the fundamental notions of the three essays written by E. A. 

Poe which would become the very foundation of the Western poetics on short fiction. It 

would be interesting should the essay exist, to compare it with the writings of Trindade 

Coelho. 

 Trindade de Coelho, who survives in Portuguese literary history mainly because of his 

Contos, was well aware of the ascension of the short story, and likely, of the theory started in 

the United States by Poe. In at least two texts Trindade Coelho explains his own method of 

writing short stories. In “Coração Doente, romance por Júlio Cayolla” (1897), and in his 

famous letter to Louise Ey, his German editor, both reproduced in História Crítica da 

Literatura Portuguesa (Realismo e Naturalismo) edited by Maria Aparecida Ribeiro, there is a 

curious similarity between Trindade’s understanding of the nature of the conto literário 

moderno and the modus operandi proposed by E. A. Poe. Once again, it should be repeated 

that there is no evidence about whether Trindade Coelho knew Poe’s writings or was aware of 

them through a possible third document. What can be said with more certainty is that 

Trindade Coelho’s theory was not as fully developed in a premeditated system of genres like 

Poe’s, as will become clear. 

 After having confessed that the short story is a forma literária encantadora (282) and 

having stated that the future belongs to the short story, it was because the modern reading 

public completely lacks reading time and intelligence, statements once again reflecting the 
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profound changes in the communication system in Portugal and also in American and German 

more developed short story theory. As Trindade says:  

A Vida, hoje, e cada vez mais há-de ir pior, é pouco extensa e é muito intensa . 

. . tudo se quer breve, curto, incisivo, como essa linguagem rápida do telégrafo, 

que é bem a deste fim de século alucinado. . . . (qtd. in Ribeiro 282) 

 Trindade Coelho then implicitly compares the short story or the conto with poetry. The 

literary forms which will be left over in the very end are the sonnet in the lyrical mode and the 

conto in the prose mode. Only these forms will be able to fulfil the literary needs of a growing 

reading public without time to read. The comparison of the conto literário moderno, or the 

short story, the Kurzgeschichte, to the lyrical mode is a common procedure especially in 

American short story poetics. This then returns us to Poe’s theory. The comparison, as will 

become clear particularly in Chapter IV, is very often cited and repeated but in the end it is 

not a very fertile method. The reason is actually simple: one cannot compare a genre with a 

mode and also it is extremely difficult to define poetry, to list the characteristics, to later on 

compare the defining features with short fiction.27 

 Trindade Coelho further argues like other short story critics (Poe, Matthews and later 

on Charles May) have done in a more rational and deliberate way, that it would be a fatal 

error to see the conto as a small novel. Coelho argues here in the sense of a qualitative 

difference between the novel and the short story. The reason why the short story is not a novel 

has to do with this intrinsic quality of the short story which Coelho places in line—and not 

perhaps on the same level—with the lyrical mode. The novel is a product of vision whereas 

the short story is a product of sentiment. The novel is extension whereas the conto represents 

                                                 
27  Referring back to the excerpt by Alberto Braga cited above it would be very interesting to know if also 
Alberto Braga had compared the short story positively with poetry due to the very fact that the comparison was 
clearly present in E.A. Poe’s writings or whether he left out this comparison based on his own experience of 
writing short prose fiction. If so it would/could account for two opposed visions in late nineteenth century 
Portugal on short fiction: one by Braga and one by Trindade Coelho. 
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intensification. The short story corresponds to uma emoção (a particular emotion). Here, 

Coelho opens the next line of theoretical development which is present in the majority of 

modern short story theory (183).  

 In contrast to E. A. Poe, who had a clear and rational modus operandi as to how he 

constructed his tales (although here we must presume that his theory on the “how to” came as 

the result of the very writing process), Coelho as far as the method of writing stories is 

concerned, is more open to the reader. He writes of how he goes about writing, at the same 

time in a more morose and less systematic mode. Coelho, just like Poe, albeit with less 

emphasis also had an incipient genre hierarchy in mind: 

Vimos assim a reverter ao ponto de partida:—o conto tem de ser, 

essencialmente e fundamentalmente, um produto de emoção. Debaixo deste 

aspecto, ele fica sendo a forma intermédia da arte literária, ocupando, entra a 

prosa e o verso, o meio termo. Daí, a necessidade absoluta, a condição 

essencial, de ser “muito bem escrito,” o conto,—quer dizer, afinado até ao 

ritmo. (qtd. in Ribeiro 283) 

 Poe’s short story poetics was, in fact, a “how-to treatise” based on the possibility to 

evoke an effect with the (possible/ideal) reader. For Trindade Coelho, this effect has become a 

circular movement. Emotion engenders the writing process and leads in its turn to emotion on 

the side of the reader. For Poe, the writer of the tale proper had a concept in mind to reach 

almost step by step the effect to be wrought. Trindade Coelho’s writing process starts with 

emotion, not with rationality:  

A ideia lá aparece, decerto, mas é já como uma feição exterior do sentimento: é 

o próprio sentimento noutra fase da sua existência, que não é ainda a fase 

verbal. . . . Esta vem depois, por sua vez, mas já como exteriorização da ideia; 
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e há-de ter com ela, rigorosamente, a mesma afinidade misteriosa que a ideia 

teve com o sentimento. (qtd. in Ribeiro 282) 

 However, like in Poe’s writings, the short story should lead to an emotion although 

there is no specification of what type of emotion, neither is there any significant or detailed 

procedure which is dictated starting with the emotion on the reader or as Poe would say: the 

effect or the unity of impression. Nevertheless, in Trindade Coelho we can also sense some 

method of smoothing out the rudimentary emotions: 

No fim, como resultante definitiva do equilíbrio calculado dos seus elementos, 

a obra ficará esteticamente equilibrada no conjunto, e produzirá, alfim, ela que 

foi um produto da emoção, a emoção. (283) 

Trindade Coelho’s description of his writing process is not, properly speaking, a poetics in the 

stronger sense of articulating a theoretical standpoint. Significantly it comes in a section on 

the novel, so there is a distinction between short story and the novel which will lie at the very 

basis of short fiction studies in whatever language in Western literary discourse and of which 

a full account will be given in a later chapter. 

During the period First Modernism a strange occurrence took place. Fernando Pessoa 

translated Poe’s poetry and also some his tales. He especially seemed to have been interested 

in the translation of The Raven, coming thus extremely close to Poe’s theory on how he 

constructed The Raven, which is explained in “The Poetic Principle.” This very text, as will 

become clear in the next chapter, is one of the three basic documents Poe wrote about the tale 

proper and contains all the elements of short fiction construction. Curiously, in a short note on 

Mario Sá Carneiro’s poetry, Pessoa will write about E. A. Poe, noting that Poe’s poetry is 

excellent but not to expect too much from his theories: 

Edgar Poe é das figuras literárias mais notáveis da América Inglesa. Foi poeta, 

novelista e crítico. Como poeta procedeu um pouco, superficialmente e no 
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começo, de Byron; muito e profundamentalmente, de Coleridge e da corrente 

chamada “do maravilhoso” no movimento romântico. Como crítico tem 

frequentes pormenores de subtileza, porém, nada fez de profundo, nem de 

notável. Como novelista deixou a par de várias obras frouxas e sem 

imortalidade possível, alguns contos que não poderão esquecer. (qtd. in 

António Quadros, 186) 

 It is especially during Second Modernism that the Presença generation which would 

exactly play a very important role in spreading the fame of first modernist authors that E. A. 

Poe as a short story theorist is discovered and appreciated. As argued in the first chapter, the 

late thirties till the late fifties constitute a real Golden Age for the Portuguese short story. 

Most of the short fictions which nowadays occupy many pages in the recently published 

anthologies date back to those days: Rodrigues Miguéis, Irene Lisboa, Miguel Torga, 

Domingos Monteiro, Branquinho da Fonseca, Manuel da Fonseca and Mário Dinioníso, to 

name only a few.28 As mentioned in the first chapter, even a social Realist as Mário Dionísio 

in the re-edition of his short story collection O Dia Cinzento e Outros Contos, tells us that 

what inspired him besides the dreadful situation in Portugal at the time and the Brazilian 

Social Realists was he discovery of the American short story, especially Hemingway. 

 Without taking into account Alberto Braga’s presumable familiarity with the 

foundations of Poe’s short story poetics, we can date the entrance of Poe’s theories on the tale 

proper in Portugal almost exactly, namely in the Diário de Lisboa in 1942, in book review 

written by Joao Gaspar Simões. For the English—Simões says—Poe is considered the father 
                                                 
28  As already hinted at in the first chapter, the Presença generation was at a loss as far as novel writing was 
concerned; theory and criticism flourished while no true novelistic tradition developed. In retrospect, no 
generation dreamt and philosophised so much about the novel to end up writing premium short stories. The 
forties, fifties and sixties are decades in which anthologies become an interesting business. Publishers like 
Portugália, Atlântida and Arcádia Editora had a few. One such anthology was about the American short story, 
Mestres do Conto Americano. The stories by Sherwood Andersen, Willa Carther and Ernest Hemingway, were 
translated by no one less than Fernando Pessoa and some by Tomaz Kim and the introduction came from João 
Gaspar Simões. João Gaspar Simões also wrote reviews on newly published short story collections for the 
Portuguese newspapers. When collecting these later on in life in book form it is very interesting that he changed 
the chronology to be able to open his book with a piece on E. A. Poe. 
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of the modern short story. He is not only the writer of some of the best short stories ever 

written in world literature, he has also defined the aesthetics of the tale proper in his own 

peculiar way (Crítica IV 15). Simões then, switches from conto to conto moderno, sensing 

that there is a difference between tale and short story. He then translates the famous Poe 

citation about the construction of the tale proper as in “The Review of Hawthorne,” a subject 

matter which will be treated at length in the next chapter.29  

However, still according to Simões, the myth of an art completely at the command of the will 

and the intelligence of the writer has been superseded for a long time now. Moreover, Simões 

is convinced that the best Poe gave us, meaning his tales, were not written by applying his 

own theories in practice, but merely through the exercise of his poetic genius:  

Estou certo de que o melhor de Poe não era obtido graças à aplicação 

consciente, a frio, da sua estética. Pelo contrário, o melhor dele, quer na poesia 

quer no conto, denuncia-se, exactamente, naquela espécie de atmosfera a nosso 

ver tenebrosa em que pairava, subjacente, a nevrose do próprio artista. Isso nos 

ajudará a acrescentar à sua definição aquilo que em nosso parecer lhe falta. 

(Crítica IV 16) 

 The best Poe has to offer is atmosphere and obsession; in other words, the poetry 

which we find in Poe’s tales. The poet and the writer of tales have something in common. In 

both poetry and in the tales, there is not much observation, both have a unified style and both 

thrive on intensity. This is not the case for the novel. The final impression on the reader both 

in poetry and in the tales is a sensational or emotional one. In the novel on the other hand—a 

                                                 
29  João Gaspar Simões’ translation: “Um hábil artista literário prepara um conto. Se é douto, não tratará de 
formar os seus pensamentos para adaptá-los aos acidentes dele: mas, depois de ter concebido, com deliberado 
propósito, produzir um único e simples efeito, então inventa todos esses acidentes—então combina totos aqueles 
efeitos que melhor o passam (sic) auxiliar e conseguir o efeito preestablecido. Se a proposição inicial não tem em 
vista este efeito, é certo e sabido falhar logo no primeiro passo. Em toda a composição nem uma só palavra se 
deve escrever cuja tendência, directa ou indirecta, não obedece ao desígnio preestabelecido” (Crítica IV 15). 
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more ambitious genre—the reader must get a full picture. A whole world or a complete 

philosophical idea or principle has been painted at length. 

 João Gaspar Simões’ theory on the short story has not been very influential in the 

sense that critics relied on his review on Paço de Arcos collection Neve sobre o Mar, or on his 

vision on Poe or even on his translation of part of Poe’s theory, but Poe has entered in many 

different other ways. On the other hand, Simões’ views on the history of the conto literário 

moderno and his idea about the nature of the short story as explained through the history of 

the subgenre have mainly been relegated the rapid overviews in literary dictionaries providing 

together with anthologies food for thought on the sub-genre of prose fiction for the leaned 

community. In this sense as the writer of the history of the genre, Simões has been very 

influential and he has been so because his views were mainly correct, as we hope to 

demonstrate in Chapter V. For now it may suffice, by way of preview, that most contos as in 

the corpus selected have interiorized the external communication scheme, confirming the 

rudimentary scheme present in Os Contos do Tio Joaquim and confirming partially what is 

typical of the Portuguese modern short story or the conto literário moderno. 

 Short story criticism in the second half of the twentieth century has entered in Portugal 

mainly through the discovery of Latin-American theorists, who in their turn were influenced 

by Poe or by Poe’s followers, very often concealing that the ideas picked up in early 

American short story theory, in fact, are watered down versions of Poe’s original writings. 

One such theory needs singling out, namely the one written by Massaud Moisés because for a 

long time he was the only one offering an anthology of the Portuguese continental short story 

with a definition and a history preceding the collection and also because it is such an example 

of handy use of early American short story theory without openly confessing it. In addition to 

the introduction of his anthology, Moisés in his theoretical work Fôrmas Literárias and in a 

dictionary of literary terms (Dicionário) has also defined the conto literário moderno.  
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At the basis of Moisés’ theory is that the conto is a well defined genre. It is a short 

fiction obeying its very own rules and cannot be expanded in a novella or in a novel without 

losing the quintessence of its very nature. This is already an echo from Matthews’s, an early 

and very important short story critic from the beginning of the twentieth century, we will deal 

with in the next chapter. The conto always remains a conto even when expanded because the 

nucleus constitutes a miniature drama (completely copied from Matthews who was a 

professor of drama) it fulfils the three unities, says Moisés, of French classical drama: unity of 

time, space and action. (This is an appropriation of the first wave American genre poetics on 

the short story). 

 However it is the unity of action which conditions the other unities: space is not 

important and very restricted to a few lines and time is linear, as the action unfolds speedily 

towards its end. The action starts in medias res, meaning that what happened before has been 

deleted so to speak by the writer. This is because the writer must capture the reader’s full 

attention (completely copied from Poe and the tradition of the handbooks in the first decades 

of the twentieth century) till the very end, till plot is unravelled, but nevertheless leaves an 

enigma for the reader to solve. 

 It is clear that Moisés has been tremendously influenced by Poe and Matthews. And, 

on closer inspection, by a whole generation of what we now call first wave short story critics. 

The ideas on the nature of the genre Moisés heavily drew on, were exposed in a booklet called 

The Art the Short Story, by Carl Grabo published in 1913 (mentioned in his bibliography) and 

on other early American theory (not always mentioned but clearly visible). 

 Moisés also deals with narrative modes. These were also present in the American 

manuals in the first decades of the twentieth century but not in the same systematic way as in 

Moisés’ essays. In the conto, according to Moisés, dialogue dominates over description, 

narration, and explanation since the latter three modes are kept to a minimum. What is now 
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interesting to see is that it is exactly the combination of Moisés’ theory and Bonheim’s 

literary modes which will make that Carlos Reis in his Dicionário de Narratologia will write 

the most influential entry on the short story in Portugal. Reis takes over Moisés’ and thus 

Poe’s and Matthews’ linear action, the velocity of narrated time adding notions from French 

narratology as used in Bonheim such as ellipsis, omission and lack of analepsis—to finally 

explain the unity of effect the short story can have on the reader. Carlos Reis also openly 

gives full credit to E. A. Poe as the first critic who stated the principle of unity of impression.  

Maria Jesus Saraiva when, hesitatingly, trying to define the conto Realista 

(Naturalista) will connect the best of both worlds and use the definition by Reis and flashes of 

Massaud Moisés writings on the genre. According to her the conto literário moderno is a 

fiction of only a few pages with a linear action concentrating on events. No secondary 

intrigues are allowed. Also the number of protagonists is limited and basically it is the main 

characters which provide the unity for the conto literário moderno. This principal character is 

what is called in Forster’s classical terminology a flat character i.e. one which does not 

change over time. Finally, still according to Jesus Saraiva, the space in which the characters 

move is a very restricted space, leading to a high concentration of the narrative components 

(Saraiva de Jesus 17). As will become clear in Chapter V, characters do indeed change and 

characters, at least in the corpus selected, are far from flat characters. At this later juncture, it 

will also become clear that space, one of the most neglected categories in short fiction theory 

and especially neglected in Reis and Moisés, is not a notion to be discarded in the economy of 

means, if not in the definition of the conto literário moderno. 

 In O Conto Moçambicano a recently published PhD. Thesis by Maria Fernanda 

Afonso, the theory of the short story is almost completely based on the already mentioned 

entry in the dictionary by Reis. The writer’s initial definition is thus a bland narratological one 

positing the short story or the conto literário on the side of the prose mode, implying—as 
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Reis has suggested—that shortness determines the other usual narrative categories such as 

space, time and protagonist. However, very soon, Afonso leaves behind the timelessness of 

the narratological definition to give a review of the most important works in Europe, starting 

with Boccaccio’s Decameron, which supposedly have shaped the conto on its way to conto 

literário. Afonso ends where all overviews of the generalist kind end, with E. A. Poe as the 

founding father of short story theory. Strangely enough, Afonso further uses not Poe’s 

original text but Baudelaire’s translation, giving the impression that the birth of modern short 

story theory took place in France and not in the U.S.A. (Afonso 52). American short story 

theory and Poe as a founder of one of the most important documents in short fiction theory 

making are further evaded to concentrate on Latin-American theorists. This manoevre, at first 

sight, seems quite strange but there are some good reasons why Afonso follows this 

procedure: 

É, todavia nos continentes do sul, América e África, que o conto literário 

ocupa lugar privilegiado, absorvendo problemas do homem moderno, 

reflectindo o imaginário e as tradições de culturas míticas. Nestes espaços que 

se viram obrigados a forjar novos valores no seio da maior revolta contra o 

colonizador, o conto ocupa um lugar de grande prestígio. Ao ganhar novos 

contornos, esta forma narrativa parece escapar definitivamente aos cânones 

literários estabelecidos pelo Ocidente, aproximando-se e misturando-se com 

outros géneros. (Afonso 58) 

The real reason seems to be that both in Latin America as in Africa the short story is 

still very much linked to its oral and communal origin in story-telling:  

O conto representa a escolha de uma escrita que traduz a ruptura e o regresso 

ao passado, a herança oral da África arcaica e os conhecimentos resultantes da 

evolução técnica de uma sociedade que ganhou novas exigências. (Afonso 69) 
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This heritage, the oral substratum of the modern short story, has never been at the 

centre of American short story theory as will be seen in Chapter IV. At the same time, 

Afonso’s contribution also explains, or at least suggests, that the predilection for Latin-

American short story theory by those critics studying the Portuguese continental short story 

might be for the same reasons. As will become clear, the majority of the modern Portuguese 

short stories have interiorised the original oral communication pattern where someone tells a 

story to someone else within the same short fiction. As already suggested in Chapter I, this 

might well be the reason why conto is still conto, and why Portuguese short story criticism 

has not accepted a new term as was the case for Short Story in Anglo-Saxon Short Story 

criticism or Kurzgeschichte in German short story criticism. At the same time, as Latin-

American critics on the cuento, like Quiroga and Cortazar or Borges to name only a few, have 

fallen under the spell of Poe’s Poetics, and the concepts developed by Poe have percolated 

down through subsequent series of European and Portuguese short story criticism, often 

without critics recognizing (or understanding) Poe’s heritage. 

 In the last decade, two lines of research on short fiction have been developed: the 

series of cahiers edited by Anne Marie Quint and five volumes of Forma Breve published by 

the University of Aveiro. However, skimming through the many contributions, only a few 

articles persistently and consistently pursue the question: “What is a conto literário 

moderno?” This conclusion only confirms what also has been said in the first chapter, namely 

that in Portugal the nature of the genre has not played a fundamental role in criticism. 

 One exception is an essay entitled “O Conto: da Literatura à Teoria Literária” by Rosa 

Goulart. As mentioned in the previous chapter, Goulart’s quest for the definition is inspired 

by Virgílio Ferreira’s quote in Pensar, where Ferreira argues that what we see today is a 

complete loss of harmony and wholeness in society which is—allegedly—also reflected in 

prose fiction, especially in the novel. Looking then at where this lost unity can somehow be 
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rediscovered, not without a warning for the usual counter examples, Goulart is convinced that 

only the conto can account for this lost harmony for it loses its generic status when 

fragmentation sets in: “. . . adentro dos géneros narrativos, ele [o conto] parece ser ainda 

aquele que não pode fragmentar-se sem se descaracterizar”; Goulart finds comfort in the 

restoration of unity lost in an essay by Jorge Luis Borges (This Craft of Verse), where the 

Argentinean critic pleas for a restoration of the epic and the lyric combined in story telling, 

which is as much as to say that the short story, although written in prose is (can be) 

contaminated by the lyrical mode. As will be seen in the next chapter, and as was seen in this 

very paragraph when dealing with Trindade Coelho, it is actually E. A. Poe’s genre hierarchy 

that first put the tale proper closer to poetry than to prose. 

 It is however the middle part of Goulart’s essay which is so intriguing. Reviewing 

existing definitions, Goulart comes to the conclusion that in short fiction studies two camps 

can be easily traced: those who are convinced that the conto is a well defined subgenre of 

prose fiction and those who will say that it is impossible to define the short story. It is a 

dichotomy which will be the leitmotiv in the following two chapters and which goes back to 

the very foundations of short story theory as it was developed in the early decades of the 

twentieth century. It doesn’t come as a complete surprise then that Goulart, who was inspired 

by a series of Latin-American critics—Carlos Pacheco, Barrera Linares, Júlio Cortazar and 

Jorge Luís Borges –, ends the first part of her essay by citing E. A. Poe and the principle of 

unity of effect. 

 What is equally revealing in Goulart’s essay is her reliance on Mary Rohrberger. 

Goulart writes: “Nota ainda discordante é, pelo menos, a afirmação de Mary Rohrberger, 

segundo a qual a estrutura cerrada do conto, o despojo do superfluo e a unidade de efeito 

poderiam ser aplicados a todos os textos literários” (Goulart 10). Goulart further correctly 

observes the characteristics indicated by Rohrberger are exactly those which bring the short 
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story closer to the genre of lyrical poetry. These qualities were very present in Poe, as can 

easily be seen in the following chapter. Here one should not neglect to mention that it is all 

too often forgotten that Rohrberger as the first to write a PhD thesis on the nature of short 

fiction using Nathaniel Hawthorne’s short stories. It is well known that it was precisely 

Hawthorne’s short stories that inspired Poe to write the “Review of Twice Told Tales,” one of 

the three documents of present day short story theory. Rohrberger is, as it were, the missing 

link, very often overlooked by short story critics, between first generation short story theory 

and the re-enactment as started in 1976 with Charles May’s publication of the volume Short 

Story Theories which triggered a new era of short story studies. This will be taken up in much 

greater detail in the two subsequent chapters. 

 What can now be stated is that if there has been one constant factor in the building of 

short fiction theory in Portugal, it is related either directly or indirectly to Poe and his heritage 

as further developed by American short story critics and adapted by Latin-American writers 

and critics. Poe’s theories have percolated through the Portuguese criticism on the nature of 

short fiction. As became clear in the discussion on labels in the first chapter, this discussion 

on the essence of short fiction only takes place at certain moments in time. However, when 

such a phenomenon of simultaneous creative output and critical assessment takes place, Poe 

and his aesthetics are not far away. This very fact unmistakably signals that the theory written 

by Poe and developed by his followers and taken up again by modern critics, American or 

not, has not had to count on a lot of competition in the field of short story criticism. It also 

means, in the first place, that critics and especially European and hence also Portuguese critics 

have not really cared a lot about the nature of the short story and have willingly imported 

Poe’s vision, translated as in the case in Afonso’s dissertation or adapted as is the case with 

Massaud Moisés, Carlos Reis and to a certain extent, with Goulart. At the same time it might 

also mean that there is something intrinsically true and forceful in the sense of possessing a 
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heuristic explanatory value in Poe’s writings and that is what we will try to discuss in the 

third chapter. 

 2.7. Conclusion. 

 In Portugal, the short story entered into the hierarchy of genres hand in hand with the 

novel, although expressions like hierarchy of genres, conto literário moderno and novel 

should be seen as posterior labels. It could be added that, particularly in the first half of the 

nineteenth century these distinctions were not always very easy to draw, and neither were 

labels used the way we use them in present-day criticism. One of the underlying reasons was 

the very fact that prose as such, without any further distinction or subdivision was being 

published in folhetim only to later become printed in a single volume. Another equally 

important cause of the peaceful entrance of the short story, as a genre, into the Republic of 

Letters can be related to the absence of a strong novelistic tradition. The foregoing might well 

be considered the primary reasons which explain why in the Dicionário do Romantismo 

Literário Português scholars do not make a distinction in terms of genre (structure) but deal 

with narrativa as an indication or a genre label for prose fiction. They then further modify 

depending on the contents or theme: da actualidade, histórica, passional etc. 

 In turn, this means that genre and the aesthetics of the time have interfered heavily at 

the time of Realism and Romanticism. Indeed taking on the pretensions and precepts of 

Realism and Naturalism in its purest form has proven to have been a failure for short fiction. 

The conto literário moderno differs thus considerably and not only in scope from the novel of 

the period and takes refuge mainly in the local colour movement and as well in collections of 

short fictions sometimes inserted in an even larger work of prose fiction. There is what we 

could call an asymmetrical relationship as the conto is still more impregnated with 

romanticism or remnants of romanticism and the very shortness of the genre might be an 

inducement to recuperate the lost tradition of the Romantics. 
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 It became also clear that the evolution from Romanticism to Realism and Naturalism 

was a rapid, and at times, a very indistinct one, since subgenres interfere and crisscross as, for 

instance, it is definitively in the case of the conto rústico. This popular Portuguese nineteenth 

century prose form is both present in Herculano, Paganino and Trindade Coelho, to name only 

a few. What is surprising is the fact that longer prose fiction was a particularly adequate 

means of expression for both the Romantic and Realistic aesthetic tenets, but these very same 

tenets, themes and narrative strategies were realised quite differently in short fictions.  

 As has already been suggested, the short story at the time of Realism appears first in 

collections and there is in all likelihood quite some work yet to be done by future researchers 

who would like to combine or contrast the short story cycle with Realist and/or Naturalist 

aesthetics. In addition, and at the same time, such a work would shed a different light on the 

evolution of prose fiction in general and on the status of the novel, which have always been 

precarious topics in Portuguese literary history. On the other hand, when Realistic short 

stories are analysed, the narrative strategies utilized (especially in the hands of Eça and 

Vieira) lead to a real and specific mastery of narrative techniques that make possible and 

compatible both the ideology and themes of Realism. At the very same time, one must ask 

continuously the question whether writers—with the possible exception of the epigones—

deliberately held form, format and aesthetics in mind during the very writing process. This is 

the perennial and possibly insoluble problem of the interested critic to which only the study of 

genre and genre criticism is more or less able to find an answer. This answer was reflected, if 

only partially, in the aesthetics of Trindade Coelho, and will be described even more 

rationally by Poe to whom the next chapter is devoted. 

 Concerning theory, as has already been sketched in outline form, it becomes clear that 

we can discern a clear entrance in Portuguese short story poetics at the time of the formation 

of the genre. Whereas Teófilo Braga and Eça de Queirós had not taken American theory into 
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view in order to draw applicable ideas and concepts to the issue of the nature of the genre we 

gradually become aware of a clear infiltration of Portuguese short story theory by the tenets 

established by Poe. This is especially true, as foreshadowed in the first chapter, in moments of 

high literary output of the conto literário moderno which in its turn confirms an unwritten 

law, namely that there is only theory when there is quantitative and qualitative output.  

 The most significant conclusion however is that the short story writes its own literary 

history in the margins of the history of its “bigger brother,” the novel (to be). Indeed both 

during the period of Romanticism where the historic novel predominated and during the 

Realist/Naturalist period where the novel French style was bon ton, the short story did not 

assume the dominant ideology, themes and techniques. Both in historicist prose and in 

Realist/Naturalist prose, the number of pure examples of short fiction of the aesthetics of the 

epoch is extremely limited. Purely historicist fictions are rare and so are Realist and Naturalist 

short fictions, sensu strictu. It is as if short prose refuses to accept the aesthetics of the age as 

incarnated in longer prose fictions. In turn, this might mean that we study literary history 

predominantly with respect to the aesthetics of the novel rather than with respect to the short 

story, which takes a secondary position. However, the short story has contributions of its own 

to literary history and aesthetics, so such a history is not essentially complete or true. 
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Chapter III. The Genesis of a Paradigm in Short Story Studies.  

 3.0. Introduction.  

 In the concluding paragraph of the preceding chapter it was shown that American 

short story theory, directly or indirectly, infiltrated and influenced Portuguese criticism. 

Particularly Poe’s writings (creative and critical) and those of his followers were used first in 

poesis, only later on in Poetics. The full weight of this American heritage cannot be 

understood without a careful study of the basic documents of short story theory. Of these, five 

are most fundamental and significant, at least in the background of any scholarly discussion 

of its foundation as a new genre. The importance and influence of these documents is hardly 

confined to this particular historical period or historical/cultural context; their importance 

extends across linguistic milieux and informs the history of short story criticism unto this very 

day; certain thematic and theoretical essentials found within these documents continually 

recur. The theoretical discourse founded on this basis has centred on the very existence of the 

short story as a genre of prose fiction, and moreover has laboured to elevate short fiction to a 

privileged position within the literary canon and system of genres. 

 Edgar Alan Poe was the first to make serious efforts toward achieving this task, and 

the influence exerted by his works, both critical and literary, was quickly felt across the 

Atlantic.30 Therefore, three of Poe’s critical articles on this topic should be the object of 

careful study. These critical pieces are: “The Review of Hawthorne’s Twice Told Tales,” 

“The Philosophy of Composition” and “The Poetic Principle.” It bears noting that none of 

these documents were deliberately intended to be studies on the nature of the short story or 

short fiction. They became central in importance in the Anglo-American canon, and beyond, 
                                                 
30  Notwithstanding the fact that German translations of Poe first appeared but a year later than Baudelaire's 
translation of “The Raven,” Poe’s influence in Germany was somewhat delayed. In France, by contrast, in 1856, 
Charles Baudelaire published the first piece of French criticism on Poe, as a preface to his translation of 
Histoires Extraordinaires. (This piece had been published in a different form in 1852 with his translation of “The 
Raven.” 
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due to the fact that almost half a century later they were once again taken up and substantially 

augmented in a small book entitled the Philosophy of the Short-story by Brander Matthews. 

This book was the first to offer a description of short fiction as a distinct genre and clearly 

propose a poetics of the particular sub-genre of prose now known as the short story. 

 This brief work had an almost immediate effect in the United States, so much so that 

short story became an object of scholarly study (Barsch 3). At the same time, the ever 

expanding world of magazines and newspapers found the short story to be a profitable 

product. This was to such an extent that the writings of Poe and Matthews became the basis of 

innumerable writing manuals, according to which one was to be taught to write. In England, 

by contrast, Matthews’ publication provoked a fierce reaction. The short story was completely 

denied the status of genre by an anonymous reviewer publishing in The London Academy, 

and declared to merely be a short novel. 

 Poe’s writings set forth a critical paradigm, one from which later critics were unable to 

escape in their search for the universal features which supposedly govern the sub-genre of 

prose fiction. In this chapter, the characteristics of this critical paradigm will be highlighted, 

in particular those which may account for its longevity. In order to maintain critical distance, 

it will be advantageous and informative to make reference to theoretical frameworks that were 

not developed with an explicit focus on the short story, but which at the same time treat the 

relationships between the work, the writer, and the reader, essential elements of Poe’s 

aesthetic theory.31 

                                                 
31  As short story theory developed in the wake of Poe and Matthews’ theories, the focal point and emphasis 
shifted, first from the author to the text, and then from the text to the reader. These developments were, however, 
never fully successful in resolving the inherent difficulties of this theoretical paradigm. On the contrary, they 
produced new ones, for the underlying theoretical constructs remained the same. Stressing the role of the reader 
was, therefore, no complete revolution—in fact, Antoine Compagnon is correct to note that “la primauté du 
lecteur pose autant de problèmes que, précédement, celle de l'auteur ou celle du texte, et le mène à sa perte. Il 
semble qu'il soit impossible à la théorie de préserver l'équilibre entre les éléments de la littérature” (193). Recent 
developments in short story theory, which will be discussed in the next chapter, have demonstrated that the 
impossibility of such an equilibrium between author, reader and work, within literary theory has been productive 
(and continues to be) in so far as it ensures the possibility of new theories of literature in general, and specifically 
for the short story.  
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 3.1. E. A. Poe and the Tale Proper. 

Throughout both “The Philosophy of Composition” (1846) and the “Review of 

Hawthorne’s ‘Twice-Told Tales’” (1842), Poe insists that fiction-writing proceeds optimally 

from a deliberate choice of an overall “effect” that the author wishes to create. All other 

choices made in the composition of the text should contribute and serve to enhance this effect. 

The following citation is the locus classicus of short story theory: 

A skilful artist has constructed a tale. He has not fashioned his thoughts to 

accommodate his incidents, but having deliberately conceived a certain single 

effect to be wrought, he then invents such incidents, he then combines such 

events, and discusses them in such tone as may best serve him in establishing 

the preconceived effect. In the whole composition there should be no word 

written of which the tendency, direct or indirect, is not to the one pre-

established design. (“Composition” 586) 

 While Poe clearly operates from the presupposition that a single author actively 

constructs a narrative, he also allows and even demands that a hypothetical reader should 

affect the author’s choices. The assumed reading audience thus has particular demands and 

limitations that the author must take into consideration: 

If any literary work is too long to be read at one sitting, we must be content to 

dispense with the immensely important effect derivable from unity of 

impression—for, if two be required, the affairs of the world interfere, and 

every thing like totality is at once destroyed. (“Composition” 15) 

 Andrew Levy outlines the implications of this presupposition both for the author and 

the reader, citing Poe’s “faith that the artist’s intention can be communicated completely 

uncontaminated to a kind of tabula rasa reader” (The Commerce 23). In “The Philosophy of 

Composition,” while Poe begins by advancing a theory centred on the importance of “effect” 
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for the construction of virtually any literary work (even a longer form like the novel), he shifts 

the focus toward certain forms of poetry: poems which are sufficiently long to convey such an 

effect, and yet short enough to be read a single sitting, taking his own poem “The Raven” as 

his example (“Composition” 14-25). In his review of “Twice-told Tales,” Poe explicitly 

identifies the short “prose tale” or “narrative” as one that can be read in a single sitting, the 

better to convey unmitigated the intended effect: 

We allude to the short prose narrative, requiring from a half-hour to one or two 

hours in its perusal. The ordinary novel is objectionable, from its length as it 

cannot be read at one sitting, it deprives itself, of course, of the immense force 

derivable from totality . . . . In the brief tale, however, the author is enabled to 

carry out the fullness of his intention, be it what it may. During the hour of 

perusal the soul of the reader is at the writer's control. (“Twice-Told” 572) 

He then proceeds to characterise the tale as a medium that often aims for “Truth” (Poe’s 

emphasis)—whether the impression be of “terror, or passion, or horror”—in contrast to the 

poem, which best conveys “Beauty” (“Twice Told” 573). 

 In addition to qualifying how the short prose tale should be created and received, Poe 

grants the genre a privileged position in the hierarchy of literary forms subordinate only to the 

poem (“Twice Told” 585). In his theory, the novel is of low rank, on account of its length and 

the fact that it cannot be read in one sitting (“Twice Told” 586). Indeed, in the first case, 

where the tale is compared to the poem, the more elusive, almost unfathomable qualities are 

underlined, whereas in the second—the contrast between the novel with the tale—the 

relatively greater economy of the latter’s prose is underscored, which frequently resulted in 

quantitative descriptions. Poe begins his review of “Twice Told Tales” by proclaiming 

Hawthorne a “privately-admired and publicly unappreciated man of genius,” giving the 

following reasons for Hawthorne’s lack of acclaim: “first, that Mr. Hawthorne is a poor man, 
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and, secondly, that he is not a ubiquitous quack” (578). Poe points toward a disregard for 

Hawthorne’s customary narrative medium, the tale, in what was, arguably, the first 

acknowledgement in American literary criticism that shorter fiction had been devalued, 

compared to the longer form of the novel. Moreover, Poe precisely decried the fact that 

literary works have often been evaluated according to quantity or length rather than quality: 

“There has long existed in literature a fatal and unfounded prejudice, which it will be, the 

office of this age to overthrow—the idea that the mere bulk of a work must enter largely into 

our estimate of its merit” (583-84). 

 Poe counters, however, with the contention that “perseverance is one thing, and genius 

quite another” (584). He refers to an instalment of the “North American Review,” which 

“honestly avows that it has little opinion of the mere tale” (584). 

 Nevertheless, Poe persisted in championing the genre: “The tale proper affords the 

fairest field which can be afforded by the wide domains of mere prose, for the exercise of the 

highest genius” (584). Slightly higher than the tale in Poe’s hierarchy of prose and verse 

forms, however, stands the rhyming poem that can be read within an hour. This medium, 

according to Poe, serves as the best medium in which a writer may exhibit his genius: 

Were I bidden to say how this genius could be most advantageously employed 

for the best display of its powers, I should answer without hesitation, “in the 

composition of a rhymed poem not to exceed in length what might be perused 

in an hour. (“Twice Told” 584) 

 By specifying a particular amount of time in which the poem should be read, Poe 

implies a specific reader with assumed limitations, interests and needs; this implicit 

construction of a general reading audience is one of the most prominent features of Poe’s 

theory. That poetry should aim for the reader’s excitement is germane to Poe’s poetics: “A 

poem must intensely excite.” he insists, “Excitement is its province, its essentiality” (584). 
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The intended excitement, however, can be difficult to preserve according to Poe: “All 

excitement is, from a psychic necessity transient. It cannot be sustained through a poem of 

great length. In the course of an hour’s reading, at most, it flags, fails; then the poem is, in 

effect no longer such” (584). 

 Thus, for Poe, the long, or epic, poem is problematic. He cites Paradise Lost as an 

example, deeming Milton’s epic too unwieldy for a single sustained reading process; any 

excitement created is diffused by the poem’s division into smaller parts: 

Men admire, but are wearied with “Paradise Lost,” for platitude follows 

platitude, inevitably at regular interspaces (the depressions between the waves 

of excitement,) until the poem, (which, properly considered, is but a succession 

of brief poems,) having been brought to its end, we discover that the seems of 

our pleasure and of displeasure have been very nearly equal. The absolute, 

ultimate or aggregate effect of any epic under the sun is, for these reasons a 

nullity. (“Twice Told” 585) 

 Conversely, a poem cannot be too short, for then, it approaches the status of an 

epigram, which “may produce a sharp or vivid, but never a profound or enduring impression” 

(585). Poe explains, by analogy, the creation of excitement: “There must be a dropping of 

water on the rock; there must be the pressing steadily down of the stamp upon the wax” (585). 

Having thus articulated his insights into poetry, Poe then applies them to prose fiction. In his 

hierarchy of prose forms, the tale occupies the highest place—above the novel, for the novel 

has a lesser capacity to evoke a unified impression and, as such, cannot create the desired 

effect of excitement: 

The ordinary novel is objectionable, from its length, for reasons analogous to 

those which render length objectionable in the poem. As the novel cannot be 

read at one sitting, it cannot avail itself from the immense benefit of totality. 
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Worldly interests, intervening during the pauses of perusal, modify, counteract 

and annul the impressions intended. (“Twice Told” 586) 

 The tale, being more conducive to uninterrupted reading, renders its reader less 

susceptible to such intrusions, thus better conveying the author’s design as an unmitigated 

whole. In Poe’s theoretical framework, during the hour of perusal, the reader should fall under 

the writer’s control. 

 After making these particular assertions regarding the optimal length and qualities of 

poetry and prose, Poe offers a specific modus operandi for the author of tales. The following 

passage from “The Philosophy of Composition” is perhaps the most important in short story 

criticism because it traces from its beginning the mechanistic principle that will dominate the 

first decades of the short story in the twentieth century. Here, the principle of “excitement” 

recurs: 

When, indeed, men speak of Beauty, they mean, precisely, not a quality, as is 

supposed, but an effect—they refer, in short, just to that intense and pure 

elevation of the soul—not of intellect, or of heart. . . . Now I designate Beauty 

as the province of the poem, merely because it is an obvious rule of Art that 

effects should be made to spring from direct causes—that objects should be 

attained through means best adapted for their attainment—no one as yet having 

been weak enough to deny that the peculiar elevation alluded to is most readily 

attained in the poem. Now the object, Truth, or the satisfaction of the intellect, 

and the object Passion, or the excitement of the heart, is, although attainable, to 

a certain extent, in poetry, far more readily attainable in prose. 

(“Composition”16) 

 Poe does not specifically propose a poetics of short fiction in “The Philosophy of 

Composition”; rather, his notions regarding short fiction fall into a more broadly 
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encompassing poetics that is concerned primarily with poetry, prose and their effects on the 

reader. The text on Hawthorne, meanwhile, is primarily an extended book review, taking 

account of the causes and reasons for the author’s unpopularity, but at the same time stressing 

the unique quality and unified effect of the short story. These ideas, however, Poe put into 

thorough and extensive practice, as Eugene Current-Garcia writes, “virtually all of Poe’s short 

fiction was produced in accordance with a set of principles that were the outgrowth of a 

gradually developing but clearly defined theory of composition” (“Poe’s Short Fiction” 59).  

 While contemporaneous literary criticism tended to favour longer works, Poe argued 

against the grain, equating quality not with length but impact—indeed, even suggesting that 

greater length detracts from an overall unified impact. In Poe’s hierarchy of literary forms, the 

short rhyming poem and the prose tale rank above the epic poem and the novel respectively. 

 As Lubbers has shown, Poe accounted for literature’s psychological impact on the 

reader (2). An author must provoke excitement in the reader by following certain rules of 

composition; Poe discusses these rules, however, more in relation to his own poem “The 

Raven,” than in reviewing Hawthorne’s tales. That Poe’s principles of poetic composition 

implicitly apply to the short story reaffirms the closeness (in Poe’s critical perception) 

between poem and prose tale. 

 3.2. Brander Matthews and the Short-story. 

In the five decades following Poe’s critical statements on short fiction, no vocal 

proponents of his ideas were to emerge, at least in the United States. As critics such as 

Charles May have observed, it was the work of Brander Matthews that ensconced Poe’s ideas 

in the canon of literary criticism (May, Reality of Artifice 109). In The Philosophy of the 

Short-story, published in 1901, Matthews builds upon Poe’s premises, giving Western literary 

criticism what would arguably be its first poetics of the genre that would commonly become 

known as the “short story.” Matthews’ theoretical project was perhaps the first to centre on 
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short fiction as a category of literature, rather than making observations in the course of 

reviewing short works by writers like Hawthorne, Chekhov, Irving, Perkins or Poe himself. 

Matthews defines his focus: 

The Short-story, in spite of the fact that in our language it has no name of its 

own, is one of the few sharply defined literary forms. It is a genre, as M. 

Brunetière calls it, a species, as a naturalist might call it, as individual as the 

Lyric itself and as various. It is as distinct an entity as the Epic, as Tragedy, as 

Comedy. (Philosophy 73) 

 Matthews thus identifies a new genre: short tales or novellas may long have flourished 

and spawned criticism, but here a separate form was first discerned and described, while a 

theoretical framework was clearly established. As noted, Matthews constructed his theoretical 

framework on the basis of Poe’s ideas, while expanding and elaborating a relatively new 

genre category. Neither category nor concept were thus for Matthews completely new, 

however, the combination of the two was, and not only did this occur at an opportune time, it 

would also inform short story theory for an entire century. Poe, himself, as previously noted, 

never used the term “short story.” In both his review of “Twice Told Tales” and in “The 

Philosophy of Composition,” he instead refers variously to “the tale proper,” the “prose tale,” 

the “short prose narrative” and to the “brief tale,” as Pattee observed already in 1923 in his 

book The Development of the American Short Story (291). The generic distinction that had 

been introduced by Poe would grow more pronounced in Matthews’ discourse. 

 Indeed, signalling his identification of a short prose form separate from the “mere 

story which is short” (Philosophy 15), Matthews coined the capitalised and hyphenated 

compound term “Short-story,” then proceeded to define the term as much negatively as 

positively, by delineating both what it is not as what it is. Matthews differentiated the genre 

from others characterised solely by their short length. “I have written “Short-stories” with 
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capital S and a hyphen,” he writes, “because I wished to emphasise the distinction between 

the Short-story and story which is merely short.” He adds, “The Short-story is a high and 

difficult department of fiction” (Philosophy 24-25). Matthews thus asserts that he was the first 

critic to identify the genre in such specific terms. While building upon conceptual grounds 

laid by Poe, Matthews adds several notions of his own. He went further than Poe, for instance, 

defining the “Short-story” as a narrative genre distinct in “kind” (and not just length) from the 

novel (Philosophy 15). At the same time, Matthews borrowed the principal, distinctive 

qualitative criterion of the short story directly from Poe: “[a] true Short-story differs from the 

Novel chiefly in its essential unity of impression” (Philosophy 15). He extrapolated from 

Poe’s theory by interpreting this “unity” or “totality” as being manifest in specific elements of 

the narrative: “[a] Short-story,” he asserts, “deals with a single character, a single event, a 

single emotion, or the series of emotions called forth by a single situation” (16). Matthews 

highlights parallels between Poe and the critical traditions that developed, following Aristotle, 

by means of likening the Short-story to French classical drama with its “the three false 

unities,” which Matthews argues that the Short-story observes. He then relates this 

manifestation of unity to Poe's stipulations about a text’s length: 

Poe’s paradox that a single poem cannot greatly exceed a hundred lines in 

length under penalty of ceasing to be one poem and breaking into a string of 

poems, may serve to suggest the precise difference between the Short-story and 

the Novel. The Short-story is the single effect, complete and self-contained, 

while the Novel is of necessity broken into a series of episodes. Thus the Short-

story has, what the Novel cannot have, the effect of “totality,” as Poe called it, 

the unity of impression. (Philosophy 16-17)  

 Considered in the light of Poe’s commentary regarding how an author should proceed 

from a chosen effect, in Matthews’ account, the Short-story differs from the novel in essence, 
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whereas other short fiction is distinct only for being short. Moreover, Matthews attempts to 

define the genre of the short story, not only in contrast to the novel, but also as it relates to 

other types of short fiction prevalent in his time, such as the French vers de société: 

It is to be noted as a curious coincidence that there is no exact word in English 

to designate either vers de société or the Short-story, and yet in no language are 

there better vers de société or Short-stories than in English. It may be remarked 

also that there is a certain likeness between vers de société and Short-stories: 

for one thing, both seem easy to write and are hard. (Philosophy 29) 

 Furthermore, he makes a strong distinction between the short story and the novelette, 

and writes that “The difference between a Novel and a Novelette is one of length only: a 

Novelette is a brief novel” (15). Matthews insists that the Short-story is more than a mere 

excerpt from a longer story or a chapter from a novel, but rather a complete unified work in 

itself: 

Of a truth the Short-story is not only not a chapter out of a novel, or an incident 

or an episode extracted from a longer tale, but at its best it impresses the reader 

with the belief that it would be spoiled if it were made larger, or if it were 

incorporated. (Philosophy 17) 

 Once again, Matthews reinforces Poe’s emphasis on a single impression, which is 

easily contained by a more compact form, whereas the impression given by the novel is not 

one of beauty contained in an organic whole, but rather of a narrative whose prose has been 

unduly elongated. However, the organic quality of Poe’s theory slowly diminishes, as 

Matthews gradually places greater emphasis on the differences between other short fiction 

forms and its constituent parts. 

 Matthews highlights yet another pertinent difference—one of content—between the 

Short-story and the novel: the latter “must be a love-tale while the short story need not deal 
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with love at all” (18). He connects this relative independence from the love-plot to the form's 

compact character, observing that, in contrast to the novel, “the Short-story, being brief, does 

not need a love-interest to hold its parts together” (21), but must rather exhibit concision and 

originality and can benefit from “a touch of fantasy” (22-23).32  

 In the course of determining the specific features of the Short-story and vers de 

société, Matthews concludes that the similarities outnumber the differences and deems the 

two forms very nearly the same. “[T]he typical qualifications of each,” he writes, “may apply 

with almost equal force to the other: vers de société should reveal compression, ingenuity, and 

originality, and Short-stories should have brevity and brilliancy” (29). Save for brevity and 

compression, Matthews identifies qualities of a primarily subjective nature, anticipating 

numerous trends in short fiction studies after the work of Charles May revived interest in the 

field. 

Matthews does, however, encounter some difficulty in trying to contrast the Short-

story with the literary form that he identifies as the “Sketch.” He succeeds, nevertheless, in 

underlining one crucial difference, namely that the Sketch is a static form, and the Short-story 

a dynamic piece of writing: 

Perhaps the difference between a Short-story and a sketch can best be indicated 

by saying that, while a Sketch may be still-life, in a Short-story something 

always happens. A Sketch may be an outline of character, or even a picture of a 

mood of mind, but in a Short-story there must be something done, there must 

be an action. (Philosophy 35) 

                                                 
32  In contrast to Matthews’, in Baudelaire’s essay, the absence of a love interest sets the short story apart from 
the poem, rather than the novel. In “Edgar Poe: Sa vie, ses oeuvres” first published in 1852 (the year during 
which his translation of “The Raven” was published) and later revised in 1856 for publication with his 
translation of Poe’s short stories, Histoires Extraordinaires, Charles Baudelaire wrote: “Dans les Nouvelles de 
Poe, il n'y a jamais d'amour. . . . Peut-être croyait-il que la prose n'est pas une langue à la hauteur de ce bizarre et 
presque intraduisible sentiment; car ses poésies, en revanche, en sont fortement saturés” (Baudelaire 244). In 
France, thus, nearly fifty years prior to the publication of Matthews’ book, Baudelaire observed this distinctive 
feature of the short story in Poe’s own prose fiction.  
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 Where Matthews does consider the more overt difference in length between the novel 

and the Short-story, he analyses the differing options afforded a writer by the narrative's 

length. Moreover, in the last quarter of the twentieth century, particularly after Charles May’s 

revitalization of short story theory (from 1976 onwards), the unique features of the short story 

would come to be defined by contrast to the novel rather than by analogy to poetry. Thus, by 

diverging from Poe’s earlier theory and emphasizing this dimension, Matthews anticipated the 

direction taken by later scholarship. Matthews thus articulates the difference between the 

short story and the novel: “The novelist may take his time; he has abundant room to turn 

about. The writer of Short-stories must be concise, and compression, a vigorous compression, 

is essential. For him, more than for any one else, the half is more than the whole” (22-23). 

Matthews also attributes an originality to the short story originality that is comparatively 

absent from the novel. Here, in his argument, we find confirmation that his project is not one 

of mere objective description but rather one of promoting and defending a new American 

genre: 

The novelist may be commonplace, he may bend his best energies to the 

photographic reproduction of the actual; if he show us a cross-section of real 

life we are content; but the writer of Short-stories must have originality and 

ingenuity. (Philosophy 23) 

 Notably, Matthews follows Poe in the privileging of the tale over longer forms like the 

novel, albeit by means of a three-part strategy of his own design. In the first case, he 

differentiates the “Short-story” from the novel in order to highlight the essentially superior 

qualities of the former genre; of foremost importance among them its aforementioned totality: 

“a Short-story has unity as a Novel cannot have it” (15). In the second, Matthews places the 

genre in contrast to other contemporaneous varieties of short fiction, such as the novelette, 

and subsequently reviews the development of the genre, beginning with predecessors in 
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French literature, such as the vers de société. In a manner distinct from Poe’s approach, 

Matthews’ defence of the “Short-story” takes on some distinctly nationalistic overtones in this 

third part of his comparative analysis. Whereas Poe viewed the genre hierarchy from an 

effect-focused perspective, comparable to later reader-response methods, Matthews defended 

the new genre by setting it, despite its European roots, in contrast to the Victorian English 

“triple-decker” novel. Following Matthews’ lead, other short story theorists have exhibited 

this rather defensively nationalistic strain. This school of criticism maintains that the still-

young American nation quickly contributed a new literary genre, one superior to the then-

dominant European novel. 

 Moreover, the privileged status of the tale in Poe, we may recall, arises from the high 

esteem in which he held poetic forms. Reflecting this connection, Matthews draws parallels 

between the oppositions of poetry to prose and that of the Short-story and the novel: 

The difference in spirit and in form between the Lyric and the Epic is scarcely 

greater than the difference between the Short-story and the Novel, and the 

“Raven” and “How we brought the good news from Ghent to Aix” are not 

more unlike the “Lady of the Lake” and “Paradise Lost,” in form and in spirit, 

than the “Luck of the Roaring Camp,” and the “Man without a Country,” two 

typical Short-stories, are unlike “Vanity Fair” and the “Heart of Midlothian,” 

two typical novels. (Philosophy 17-18) 

Matthews thus faithfully preserves Poe’s suggestion that the tale (or “Short-story” in 

Matthews’ terminology) is closer in nature to poetry than to prose, and thereby intimates that, 

on this account, it is a superior prose form.33  

                                                 
33  In Matthews’ appendix to The Short Story Specimens Illustrating its Development (1907), an anthology of 
writings that illustrated, in practice, that which he had earlier developed in theory. Here, his theoretical writing is 
at once more modern and dynamic than it was in The Philosophy of the Short-story, containing more adept 
analyses, touching on character, plot and setting to varying degrees, and in various modes of interplay and 
integration, giving various aspects relative prominence, depending upon the specific kind of “Short-story” in 
question, as well as the style of each particular author. In these three components of form, forever in interaction, 
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 Critics, generally speaking, recognise Poe rather than Matthews as the progenitor of 

modern short fiction criticism, although with regard to the literary form itself, some might 

grant greater credit to Guy de Maupassant or Anton Chekhov. In terms of critical influence, 

however, Poe still retains precedence (if only for chronological reasons); his two central 

critical texts on the subject, to this day, are cited frequently in studies of the short story and its 

origins. Matthews has served primarily to cement Poe’s place in the canon of short story 

theory. 

3.3. The Anonymous Review. 

 In March of the 1907, the same year during which Matthews published “The 

Philosophy of the Short-story,” the European periodical The London Academy published an 

anonymous, sardonic critique of Matthews’ work in a piece entitled: “Review of Matthews’ 

‘Philosophy of the Short-story.’” The unknown author attempts to refute Matthews’ basic 

claim that the Short-story is a distinct genre: 

All this is wrong, a negligent utterance of a negligent thought. How can a 

Short-story be “Something other than” a Short Story?” The answer is that it 

cannot. There is no difference whatever of kind between a novel and a Short 

Story. (“Review” 43-44) 

 This critic charged Matthews with inventing a category and then manipulating 

examples to fit his theoretical frame. The anonymous critic went so far as to dispute 

Matthews’ differentiation of the Short-story from the novelette, or fragment of a novel, 

positing, by contrast, that both short story and novel-excerpt belong to the realm of narrative 

                                                                                                                                                         
Matthews once again observes an essential difference between short and longer fiction: These three elements are 
the plot, the characters, and the setting. The novelist may pay equal attention to what happens, to the persons to 
whom these things happen. But the limitations of space forbid this variety to the short-story writer; he has to 
make his choice among the three. If he centres his efforts on his plot, he has no time to elaborate either character 
or background. . . . If he focuses the interest on a character, his plotting must be summary, and his setting can 
only be sketched. . . . If he concentrates the reader’s attention on the environment, on the place where the event 
happens, on the atmosphere so to speak, he must use character and incident only to intensify the impression of 
the place and time. . . . (“Appendix” 391) 
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and that “the methods of narrative are the same for one episode as for a chain of episodes” 

(44). Complexity, and by implication, length, of prose, moreover, need not detract from 

Matthews' proposed “unity of impression”; in the words of the reviewer: “complexity does 

not exclude unity, nor need simplicity include it” (44). The anonymous reviewer also faults 

Matthews for having built upon ideas appropriated from Poe, whom, likewise, the review's 

author did not hold in high esteem: 

The truth is that the professor has excogitated this part from a well-known 

paradoxical essay in which Poe tries to demonstrate that there can be no such 

thing as a long poem, and that every so-called long poem, is a series of short 

ones. (44) 

 Toward the end of the review, the anonymous critic consolidated his conviction that 

the writing of short fiction is a lesser craft than that of writing novels: 

For years it has been a fashion among prattlers to prattle about “the art of the 

short story,” as though it were something apart, high, and of unique difficulty. 

The short story is a smaller, simpler, easier and less important form of the 

novel. Other things being equal, a short story can never have the force of a 

novel. As to the comparative difficulty of the two ask any author who has 

written both fine novels and fine short stories. (“Review” 44) 

 Henry Seidel Canby attempted to reconcile these two perspectives on short fiction. 

Following summaries of both of Matthews’ standpoint and the critique published in The 

London Academy, Canby postulates an alternative way to conceptualize the issue, and 

suggests that the great difference between a poem, a historical essay and a novel, even 

pertaining to the same subject or theme, has most to do with a difference in perspective. 

Rather appropriate to his emphasis on divergent viewpoints, Canby's stance is unique, while 

the distinctions that he made are most comprehensible in the context of the historical period in 
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which the debate took place. While there is something to be said for both sides of the debate, 

the critic of The London Academy is, in one respect, far off the mark, at least according to 

present standards of literary criticism. The final paragraph states: “No one will follow the 

professor [Matthews] in his attempt to lay down a rule that Short Stories are not Short Stories 

unless they happen to be Short Stories of a particular kind” (“Review” 44).  

 In the contemporary literary climate, no one contests the existence of the short story, 

although diverse terms (such as “short fiction”) and definitions co-exist. More persuasive than 

any voices of dissent, however, is the fact that Matthews and Poe still exert such an overriding 

influence in short story studies, to the extent that their work has constructed a paradigm that 

has proven difficult to escape, and which has, at times, been quite a cumbersome legacy. 

Within this paradigm, one central critical project has been to analyse fiction quantitatively 

(i.e. to consider the length of a work and the amount of reading time required). Moreover, two 

major trends in the qualification of short fiction have been to compare short fiction to poetry 

and to draw contrasts between it and the novel. These trends became highly visible in 

criticism after 1976 (i.e. After Charles May has re-launched the study of the short story as a 

genre in the United States). Before we proceed to discuss this process of re-birth (Chapter IV) 

it is first necessary, by way of conclusion to make mention of the formalised poetics that were 

a direct result of imitations of Matthews’ little book. 

3.4. The Effects of Poe’s and Matthews’ Essays. 

In the first quarter of the twentieth century, the preponderance of writing manuals or 

handbooks would firmly embed Poe’s precepts, filtered though Matthews’ work, in American 

short story theory. Illustratively, L. A. G. Strong derides this phenomenon in an article from 

The Bookman entitled “Concerning Short Stories” where he writes: 

Upon examination, most of the short story handbooks reveal that they are 

largely expansions and extensions of what the late Brander Matthews wrote 
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some years ago in his Philosophy of the Short-story. And it must be added that 

he wrote next to nothing of real literary worth, insight or suggestiveness. (90) 

 In fairness, however, sole responsibility for the handbooks that Strong denigrates 

cannot be entirely attributed to Matthews’ writings; the commercial world of magazine 

distribution as well as the bustling literary scene, populated by influential figures like O. 

Henry must also be considered. As Charles May writes, “[w]riters rushed to imitate O. Henry 

and critics rushed to imitate Matthews. Everyone . . . could write short stories if they only 

knew the rules” (Reality of Artifice 109). Among the texts that purported to teach “the rules,” 

it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between the manual, the treatise and the academic 

article. In the wake of Matthews, writing about short fiction proliferated, until most 

publishing houses had their own best-selling manual. Bliss Perry wrote a chapter on the short 

story in his book A study of Prose Fiction (1902), H. S. Canby’s The Short Story is rather 

more a pamphlet than a book, while American Short Stories by C. S. Baldwin, dating back to 

1904, contains an introduction in which the author outlines the main principles of how to 

write a short story. In 1907, as previously mentioned, Brander Matthews once again had 

published a work on short fiction. This time, it was an anthology of stories; and in the 

introduction, once again, in a slightly different form than his treatise published in 1901, he 

articulated those fundamental principles that, he argued, defined the nature of the genre. 

(Pattee 364-365).  

By approximately 1910 the short story had begun to be studied as a distinct genre in 

American universities. The work of J. Berg Esenwein called Writing the Short-story: A 

Practical Handbook on the Rise, Structure, Writing and Sale of the Modern Short-Story 

(1908), can be viewed as an appropriate example of a typical study in this new academic 

discipline. Esenwein takes this simple question as his point of departure: “What is a short 

story?” He defines the genre by means of seven essential propositions. First and foremost, the 
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short story cannot be equated with the novel. Even in the very condensed form of the 

novelette, the novel differs dramatically from the short story because, 

The short story produces a singleness of effect denied to the novel. . . . 

Growing out of this need for simplicity, for totality of effect, is this further 

demand upon the short story it must differ from the novel in scope and 

structure. (17-19) 

 The novel is thus more complex and, in particular, the plot of the novel is often 

complicated by numerous episodes and contributory subplots, while, by contrast, the short-

story exploits a single dominant incident, to which other incidents—few, if any—must 

necessarily be subordinate and directly contributory. The direct result is that, in contrast to the 

short story, the novel, and, in particular, the realist novel, takes up a greater amount of 

“narrative time.” This temporal length allows “the characters philosophise on questions 

germane to the period, or to advocate or cause or to expose a condition” (52). If Esenwein’s 

propositions are particularly reminiscent of those of Matthews, here we may cite a passage 

that could have been borrowed, almost verbatim, from of The Philosophy the Short story: 

“Love, which permeates nearly all novels, whether romantic or realist, is not a necessary 

accessory of the Short-story” (52). 

 Esenwein’s theory on the comparison of the short story to other short fiction genres is 

also quite akin to Matthews’. Esenwein writes that the short story is not a biography or 

fictional biography (this would be Esenwein’s own contribution), and neither can it be 

confused with a sketch (here Esenwein draws upon Matthews). Sketches are not short stories 

because, in the sketch “nothing happens; they have neither essential beginning nor necessary 

ending; they leave no single completed impression; they lack the effect of totality on which 

Poe so constantly insisted” (53). 
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 What one might see here is a near total fusion of Poe and Matthews’ theories. This 

phenomenon becomes even more interesting, and even astonishing, if we take up Esenwein’s 

sixth proposition, that is: “The Short Story is not a Tale.” This shows the influence Matthews’ 

book must have had upon short story theory at the beginning of the twentieth century, for 

Esenwein then argues that the tale is not a short story utilising the features Poe had ascribed to 

the tale and taken over as distinctive features for the short story! This, however, amounts to a 

completely retrospective illusion. Symptomatic of the uncertainty that arises from 

terminology is the following passage from Esenwein: 

Once more the matter of nomenclature raises a difficulty. The terms “tale” and 

“short story” are commonly used interchangeably. Poe so uses them, Mr. 

Henry James loosely refers to novels as tales, and Professor Brander Matthews 

now and then indulges a free transfer of the expressions. Indeed, it will not do 

to be too precise here, for the tale readily drifts over into the short story and the 

latter into the former. (54) 

 Esenwein in other words does not perceive the affiliation between the two works: 

Matthews and Poe. After having thus successfully demonstrated what the short story is not, 

Esenwein gives elaborates his theory enumerating seven principal features: The true short 

story, according to Esenwein, displays (1) a single predominating incident, (2) A single pre-

eminent character, (3) imagination, (4) plot, (5) conception, (6) organisation, (7) Unity of 

impression (56). 

 This checklist-like method of enumerating (at many times, literally in the form of a 

numbered list) was a means by which the short story was to be defined as a genre, that gained 

momentum and popularity during the first decades of the twentieth century. F.L Pattee gives 

an overview of the various characteristics, both possible and impossible, that were in at the 

time, giving to them the name the ten commandments of the art (365). Besides these “Ten 
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Commandments,” most theories containing “how-to” guidelines, or boasting lists of 

“numbered features” had also their very own particular deadly sin: heaviness. “The tale must 

move trippingly, with moderateness in every sentence” (366). 

 Writing to instruct future writers how to proceed in the art of writing, particularly by 

means of numbered lists, was a far cry from Poe’s criticism of some fifty years earlier. 

Conversely, it is but a small step short of constituting instructions regarding how-to write-a 

short-story writing manual. The vast majority of writing handbooks place similar emphasis on 

elements of narrative construction, which were drawn primarily from Poe’s and Matthews’ 

theories, and written in their terminology. Two examples stand out among the rest, the first 

one, written seriously; the second written in a very sarcastic tone, as a criticism of the ongoing 

“handbook mania” and exposing the way that the principal components of Poe’s original, 

organic model of the genre: namely, the author, the work, and the reader, had degenerated into 

a mere series of characteristic features to be observed by writers of (magazine) stories.34 

 In the July 1915 issue of the Atlantic Monthly, Henry Seidel Canby complained that 

actual creative output was about to measure up to the reigning theoretical prescriptions 

promulgated by the authors of the writing handbooks: 

What impresses me most in the contemporary short story as I find it in 

American magazines is its curious sophistication; its bloom is gone. I have read 

through dozens of periodicals without finding one with fresh feeling and the 

                                                 
34  In his own collection of short stories proudly entitled: The Short Stories of James T. Farrell, the former New 
York University professor proposed a new method that he himself, had developed, named the X-ray method. It 
signified: An ingeniously simple scheme which depends for its success upon the author’s borrowing one leaf 
from the book of the theatre and another from the clinical notes of the doctor. Instead of telling a story about a 
group of characters or about something which happened to someone, the author places one character under the 
X-ray and allows his readers to his thoughts as well as actions (“Preface” xiii). If in this prefatory note, Farrell’s 
tone was quite sardonic, the short story writer Ring Lardner would make short work of handbook mania, 
dismantling it, piece by piece, in a pamphlet he wrote about the rules of writing, by arguing extentio et reductio 
ad absurdum. On the other hand, other authors were quite serious in their methodological prescriptions. E. A. 
Cross, for example had developed what was called the Stair step plot, while many stories written by O’ Henry 
could be defined, at least according to Cross’ nomenclature, as rocket designs. It quickly becomes clear that any 
forthcoming, serious criticism would react against the degeneration of short story poetics (“How to Write Short 
Stories” 83-86). 
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easy touch of the writer who writes because his story urges him. . . . I can take 

my text from any magazine, from the most literary to the least. In the stories 

selected by all of them I find the resemblances greater than the differences, and 

the latter seldom amount to more than a greater or less excellence of 

workmanship and style. (“Free Fiction” 74) 

 Canby was hardly alone in levelling this sort of criticism; Herbert Ellsworth Cory, in 

an article in The Dial, considered the short story to be pathological. The short story, according 

to Cory is related, as though by blood, to the quick lunch, vaudeville, and the joy-ride.35 He 

even wrote of what he called the senility of the short story: 

Whatever may be the content of the short story; its technique has grown more 

and more self conscious. And self-consciousness is the mortal foe of true 

originality. We may take comfort in the very fact that the short story terms 

today on our news-stands. This is sure evidence of its garrulous senility (“The 

Senility” 73-74). 

 The short term effects of these developments, which would damage and degrade the 

status of the short story as a genre, and would do the same, even more severely, to short story 

criticism as a branch of literary studies in the United States, were dramatic and stultifying. In 

addition to these, there were also significant long term effects, of which some have persisted 

to this very day, in spite of the severe criticisms levelled against Poe’s genre poetics during 

the nineteen-fifties and sixties, and in particular, those found in German Kurzgeschichte 

criticism.36 In an article entitled, “Die Erzählende Prosa Edgar Allen Poes. Ein Beitrag zur 

Gattungsgeschichte der Short Story” [“The Prose fiction by Edgar Allen Poe, a Contribution 

to the history of the genre short story”] (my translation), Kuno Schumann argued that “Poe’s 

                                                 
35  Compare Rosa Goulart’s comment on Virgílio Ferreira´s ideas on the conto literário moderno in the previous 
chapter. 
36  The debates in Germany concerning the genre of the short story will be taken up at length in an appendix to 
this work. However, at this juncture it is worth noting that there, Poe's legacy and status was called into question, 
in recognition of the impasses in American short story criticism that have been part and parcel of this legacy. 
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Theorie gilt zunächst nur für sein eigenes Werk und auch da nur mit Einschränkungen (Poe’s 

theory can only be applied to his own work and also there only taking into account 

restrictions)” (156). 

 Kuipers went even further in placing restrictions and caveats on Poe’s status as the 

patron saint of this new genre: “Wir mochten lieber sagen: Poes Theorie gilt zunächst nur für 

sein eigenen Absichten und ab und zu auch für sein Werk”(10). [Poe’s theory is only to be 

applied to his own objectives and only now and then for his own work.] (My translation). 

Taking this line of criticism to an extreme, Ruth Kilchenmann, completely denied that Poe 

played such a genre-founding role. It would be more appropriate, argued Kilchenman, to 

rather see Poe neither as the inventor of the short story, nor as a follower of E. T. A. Hoffman, 

nor even as a mere short story writer. What we must do, according to this harsh critic, would 

be to treat Poe in accordance with the man he really was: “ein genialer, erfindingreicher 

Journalist und Feuilletonist, der sein Publikum kannte und in dem ein Vorläufer der modernen 

Detektivgeschichte zu sehen ist . . . . [A genial and original journalist and writer of serials, 

who knew his public very well and who should be seen as a precursor of the detective story...] 

(33) (My translation). 

 And yet, as the following chapter will clearly demonstrate, Poe, at very least, remains 

standing, if precariously. The reason this is so is a question that has, until now, never been 

explicitly posed by short story critics, for, only in the relatively recent past have reflections on 

the topic of genre, as a theoretical concept, become widespread in short story studies.  

3.5. Conclusion: Long Term Effects. 

 In a discussion of various Romantic theoretical orientations, with the notable omission 

of Poe's critical writings, M. H. Abrams, in the introduction to The Mirror and the Lamp 

(1953), proposed an elegant and utilitarian scheme, in terms of which poetics (and, more 
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generally, aesthetics) could be readily discussed and categorized.37 In Abrams’ schema, the 

“four elements in the total situation of a work of art are discriminated and made salient, by 

one or another synonym, in almost all theories which aim to be comprehensive,” (6) the work, 

the artist, the universe, and the audience, are arbitrarily arranged in the form of a triangular 

figure centred upon the work. The work is placed in the centre, for, to varying degrees, it 

relates directly to each of the remaining three elements, whereas, by contrast, the artist only 

relates to the audience by virtue of the mediation of the work, or, in another manner, the artist 

only relates to the universe by means of his work.  

 These four principal elements of the “total situation of a work of art” also designate 

the four principal theoretical orientations outlined in the course of the introduction. Moreover, 

in part due to the historical context of the early nineteen-fifties, during which Abrams wrote 

these four were proposed, at least as regards a historical object, as a-temporal, universal 

categories according to which all aesthetic theories and works of art could be understood. 

 In the first case, in Abrams’ account, we have the mimetic orientation, in which “the 

explanation of art as essentially an imitation of aspects of the universe” (8), is foregrounded. 

That is, the work of art is to be understood as the artist's witting or unwitting reflection of the 

universe, and also a means by which the audience can experience the universe, albeit in the 

form of a reproduction. In the second theoretical orientation proposed by Abrams, emphasis is 

placed, rather, on the audience, upon which the work acts, in what are denoted “pragmatic 

theories,” according to which the work is “a means to [a] proximate end,” which itself turns 

out to be only “a means to [an] ultimate end” (14). In the next case, emphasis falls upon artist, 

according to the “expressive orientation,” for whom “poetry is the overflow, utterance, or 

projection of the thought and feelings of the poet; or else . . . poetry is defined in terms of the 

                                                 
37  To be scrupulous in criticism, Abrams’ study is concerned primarily with Romantic aesthetics, and, while Poe 
could easily be considered to have been a “late Romantic,” both temporally and aesthetically, Abrams’ study 
leaves off-unfortunately for our purpose and use- just prior to Poe’s time. 
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imaginative process which modifies and synthesizes the images, thoughts, and feelings of the 

poet.” (21-2) Finally, Abrams briefly proposes a fourth theoretical orientation, emphasizing 

the work itself, and which evaluates the work according to the formal, or “objective,” criteria 

appropriate to it (e.g. Aristotle’s theory of tragedy) (26-7). 

 In the several decades following the publication of Abrams’ work, it is indisputable 

that the history of literary theory has thoroughly demonstrated that Abrams’ elision of 

temporality, his relapse into Platonism, was not only due to historical prejudice, but patently 

fallacious. Literary theories, not to mention their objects of study, are, rather, demonstrably 

temporal in nature. In one rather strictly delimited case, we see this in the sense that emphasis 

shifted from the author (in the penultimate decades of the nineteenth century), to the work 

itself (during the first half of the twentieth century) and finally, to he reader (during the latter 

half of the twentieth century) (Compagnon 12-23). In the broader terms of the history of 

literature and literary theories, temporality, itself, in the guise of history, determined Abrams’ 

rather Platonic perspective, for, Antoine Compagnon writes “Sous le nom d'histoire littéraire, 

on trouve aussi des histoires des idées (littéraires), c'est-à-dire des histoires des oeuvres 

comme documents historiques reflétant l'idéologie ou la sensibilité d'une époque” (244). 

Furthermore, he continues, “Il faut encore mentionner les histoires des formes littéraires (des 

codes, des techniques, des conventions), probablement les plus légitimement historiques et 

littéraires à la fois. Leurs objects ne sont pas des faits ni des données consés précéder toute 

interprétation, mais ouvertement des constructions herméneutiques” (245). That is to say, 

first, literary theories are necessarily shot through with the ideological presuppositions of their 

era (e.g. Abrams, writing in 1953, during the age of the New Critics insistence on the timeless 

isolation of “the text itself,” could hardly be expected to defy this timelessness with his own 

theory.)38  

                                                 
38  Corresponding to the historical-temporal determination of theory and its rules, Compagnon makes the 
important point that the objects of literary study are always historical, always already interpreted works, rather 
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 The genius of Poe, as well as the originality of his critical writings on the topic of the 

short story, or the tale proper, lay precisely in the perfect integration of what Umberto Eco has 

called the intentio auctoris, the intentio operis and the intentio lectoris (44-63). These terms, 

utilized in the course of Eco's essay, denote three specific interpretive stances taken by the 

reader of a given text: “interpretation as research of the intentio auctoris,” that is, the attempt 

to divine the author's intended meaning; “interpretation as the research of the intentio operis,” 

that is, the New Critical attempt to discern the text-immanent meaning, independent of both 

author and reader; and finally, “interpretation as imposition of the intentio lectoris,” that is, 

the reader-oriented, or hermeneutic, position, wherein the reader imposes his or her own 

presupposed “intentions” (50). In every case, with the exception of those cases that 

categorically exclude one of the aforementioned three in favour of another (for structuralism 

and New Criticism, the intentio auctoris, in the first case, in favour of the intentio lectoris, 

and in the latter, the intentio operis; in traditional authorial-intent theories, the intentio 

lectoris is devalued in favour of the intentio auctoris, etc). Poe’s theory finds its strength thus 

in its reliance upon the objectivity of the intentio operis, its insistence on certain transcendent 

criteria, while its very aim and criterion of success can be seen as the perfect coincidence and 

reproduction of the intentio auctoris in the intentio lectoris. 

 Furthermore, the intentio auctoris in Poe’s theory was never completely understood in 

terms of the sense according to which we customarily understand the term, particularly in the 

context of nineteenth century French criticism. Rather, it is more an intentio operis that can be 

seen here, in the sense of the Aristotelian act of poeein, of the production of a self-subsistent 

object. And, how could it not be so? For, Poe, himself, played the role of critic with respect to 

                                                                                                                                                         
than given facts. Thus, according to Compagnon, we may see the early twentieth century authors of writing 
manuals and theorists of numbered lists, historically, as reflecting, as Urgo has aptly noted, the ideology of free 
market Capitalism at the height of its rapacity (after all, these spanned the very last days of the so-called robber-
barons, to the so called “roaring twenties,” in the United States, years of unchecked deference to the market). In 
this light, later critics’ dismissal of Poe scarcely retains any surprising character, for, either the course of literary 
history had distorted Poe, or, later critics were blinded by their own historical prejudices. 
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his own work, and could readily superimpose the intentio auctoris upon the intentio lectoris, 

with the resulting approximation of a pure intentio operis. In Abrams’ theoretical framework, 

one might say that Poe’s theory cannot completely be understood as fitting cleanly within the 

expressive orientation, but rather, as a composite orientation that, in the end, is closer to an 

“objective orientation” than it would initially appear. This productive and authoritative 

coincidence of intentions that resulted in a well-balanced theory perhaps explains why Poe 

remains perched, raven-like, casting the authoritative shadow of a primal source upon the 

theoretical work of new critics and reader response theorists alike. Poe’s texts thus 

approximates the New Critical ideal of a self-contained text in which the intentio lectoris and 

intentio auctoris vanish; at the same time, Poe’s texts fulfill the ideal textual model for reader-

oriented theorists, because these two intentios cancel out, or balance one another, rather than 

being absent. That is to say that, by virtue of the privileged status and the explicit emphasis 

placed upon the reader, Poe’s texts already undermined the ideology of the New Critics. 

 It is perhaps this precarious, yet perfectly harmonious, balancing of the intentio 

auctoris and the intentio lectoris, and the corresponding illusion of a pure intentio operis, 

which has preserved the authority of Poe’s critical writings. Moreover, whether an accident of 

literary history, or the result of a careful brilliance, it has also allowed Poe to outlive his 

epigones, untainted by the commodity that the short story had become in the early twentieth 

century, to influence the theory of short fiction unto this very day. Nevertheless, as has been 

noted in the final paragraph of the introduction to this chapter, this balance could not be 

sustained indefinitely. Furthermore, no shift in focus could satisfactorily resolve every latent 

difficulty of short story theory. Developments in recent decades have thus been able to 

introduce new theoretical concepts and constructs, regardless of whether they have been 

successful in establishing an alternative paradigm to the one first set out by Poe. 
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 In any case, attempts to define the specific nature and qualities of the short story, 

whether as a distinct genre or otherwise, have dominated the research and polemics of 

specialists in short story theory to this day.39 The overriding emphasis on this question and 

the means by which an answer has traditionally been sought clearly follows in the wake of the 

works of Poe and Matthews. And, as if this were not sufficient to highlight the importance of 

Poe, the theoretical turn taken toward the reception of the reader points in the same 

direction—for the qualitative, aesthetic dimensions of Poe’s theory are dependent upon the 

role of the reader.  

 

                                                 
39  In the volume The Tales We Tell: Perspective on the Short Story, Ann Charters writes about Poe’s legacy in 
yet another way. According to her, not only Poe’s critical texts but his legacy as such, the short story writers as 
an editor and a critic, are of foremost importance for the future of the short story as a genre. As a professor on 
“Writers as critics on the short story,” (9) Charters lists at least four good reasons why Poe’s legacy as a writer 
and as a critic is important. In the first place it gives permission to students to think critically and independently 
about what they have read. Secondly, it gives students the feeling of direct transmission of a literary tradition 
(99). Besides these reasons, Charters says that the short story is now an international form and commentators 
from others literatures give their view on the American short story, i.e. commentators from a different critical 
tradition. Last but not least, reading writers on their own art gives insight in the creative act or in what it means 
to be a writer (98). 
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Chapter IV. Trends in Modern Short Story Criticism: an Overview.  

 4.0. Introduction  

  More than a decade after short story criticism emerged from obscurity40, with Mary 

Rohrberger’s dissertation on Hawthorne (1967), and Eugene Current-Garcia and Patrick R. 

Walton’s What is the Short Story? Case Studies in the Development of a Literary Form 

(1974), Charles May published the first anthology that consisted solely of critical articles 

concerning the nature of the short story: Short Story Theories (1976). This volume 

inaugurated the second wave of short story theory and criticism, marking a turning point in 

the history of short story criticism; for the first time, studies of this small sub-genre of prose 

fiction were collected in a single volume, elevating the short story as an object of serious 

critical study. As far as theorists, as such, are concerned, May’s collection includes an article 

that would lead a long life in short story criticism: Norman Friedman’s “What Makes a Short 

Story Short?” In this period of re-enactment, it was the first serious, if tentative, attempt to 

describe in accordance with a formal method (the Chicago school) the narrative procedures 

common to short fiction. It was—and remains—one rare instance in which the short story has 

been taken seriously as a genre, in the sense that it is deemed worthy of analysis with new 

methods, which had first been developed in Russian Formalism and, more importantly, in the 

nineteen-sixties and seventies, in French structuralism, which was then in vogue. 

 This second generation of short story criticism failed to produce such a generic 

definition, yet they did undeniably succeed in eluding formulaic definitions and establish a 

place for the concept within modern literary studies. The definitions which emerged could 

                                                 
40  Within a broader perspective, however, the dry spells, as it were, within the history of the short story were not 
nearly as darkly dramatic as they are portrayed by genre specialists such as Charles May and Susan Lohafer. By 
way of contrast, the Kurzgeschichte, or the modern German short story, emerged and flourished in the ruins left 
by the Second World War and by the near decade-and-a-half period of near-total cultural isolation that followed 
the ascendancy of National Socialism in 1933. See “Appendix I: A German Lesson in Genre Description” for 
greater detail; the German situation proves to be informative concerning the understanding and constitution of 
genre as well as the short story as such. 
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readily be characterized as desultory, i.e. the short story is a work of prose fiction deliberately 

written as short. Moreover, no consensus emerged regarding the manner in which the short 

story might be defined, whether as a genre, according to the arguments of Charles May, or as 

a discursive mode, according to the opposed position of Suzanne Ferguson.  

 The querelle had yet another dimension to it, at least if one argues on the side of genre. 

This dimension is revealed by one profound question: can we define genre on the basis of one 

essential characteristic, or is a Wittgensteinian approach, one which looks instead for a cluster 

of similar, but not essential (in the philosophical sense of the word) defining characteristics 

and relationships, more appropriate to the object at hand. Suffice it to say for the present, as 

this debate will shortly be discussed in greater detail that it appears that the argument has been 

provisionally won by the genre camp, in part on the basis of this additional descriptive 

dimension. 

 It is in the diverse volume Short Story Theories at a Crossroads (1989) that we can 

first note the emergence of new variations within the framework provided by Reader-

Response Criticism. This movement toward interdisciplinary approaches and the real, 

embodied reader was spearheaded by Susan Lohafer, who, in various contributions, has 

repeatedly attempted to establish a relationship between the ideal, real reader and the short 

story focusing on pre-closure. Every critic is also a reader and, moreover, does not approach 

even theory with an impartial perspective. The aforementioned volume also contains at least 

three articles in which a generic study of short fiction is explicitly posed with an explicit 

methodology. Friedman, Wright and Rohrberger’s contributions appear to open onto a new era 

that has been described by Lohafer as a third wave of short story criticism. It may, perhaps, 

serve us better to preserve the term third generation, or third wave short story theories to those 

theories that overtly treat the relationship of this genre with questions of identity, or, more 

adequately, the particular strain of very recent short fiction theory in which genre very often 
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turns into gender. This is perhaps all the more apt, for the second wave of short story theory 

retained the comparative practices of earlier theorists. 

4.2. The Analogy to Poetry. 

 Inspired by Poe and Matthews’ writings, second generation short story critics would 

value the short story highly, all while propagating the practice of comparing short prose with 

poetry. However, such a method is hardly without its liabilities, foremost among them being 

its volatility and instability. To wit, there can be no defining comparison without a known 

second term, that is to say, in this specific case, the comparison to poetry presupposes an 

adequate definition of poetry. Now, since debates over the nature of poetry have raged for far 

longer than those regarding the short story, it is evident that its nature and definition are to 

some extent historically contingent. Comparative methods can thus only yield a similarly 

contingent and historical definition for the short story. This is no new discovery, and yet no 

full study of note has been written on this topic. 

 Frank O’Connor has said that, in his view, the short story is the closest that prose may 

come to poetry, while Nobel Prize winner Nadine Gordimer expressed a similar sentiment 

when she said of the short story that it is “a specialized skilful form, closer to poetry” than to 

any prose form. Furthermore, Elisabeth Bowen has argued that the short story should have “a 

valid central emotion and inner spontaneity of the lyric; should magnetize the imagination, 

give pleasure of however disturbing, painful or complex a kind.” Finally, following the same 

comparison, Rust Hills has stated that the short story should demonstrate a more harmonious 

relationship of parts than any other literary form, with the possible exception of poetry (May, 

Short Story Theories (10-11). 

 One particularly interesting point of view, however, could be singled out. In an article 

published by Baldeshwhiler in 1969 in Studies in Short Fiction (then only in its sixth year), 

one finds one of the only notable, serious studies regarding the relationship of poetry to the 
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short story. Baldeshwhiler, following Rohrberger, sets out from the hypothesis that there are, 

in actuality, two distinct types of short stories: the epical and the lyrical. Those of the epical 

type, which, arguably, constitutes the vast majority of prose that falls under the classification 

of short fiction, is characterised by: 

External action developed “syllogistically” through characters fabricated 

mainly to forward plot, culminating in a decisive ending that sometimes affords 

a universal insight, and expressed in the serviceably inconspicuous language of 

prose realism. (202) 

By contrast, the lyrical short story:  

Concentrates on internal changes, moods, and feelings, utilizing a variety of 

structural patterns depending on the shape of the emotion itself, relies for the 

most part on the open ending, and is expressed in the condensed, evocative 

often figured language of the poem. (202) 

 Following these theoretical differences in Baldeshwiler’s account, this article then 

proceeds to sketch out an overview of the evolution of this two-part typology of short fiction. 

However, this amounts to little more than a classification of short fiction that differs little 

from previous, remarkably similar sub-classifications of short prose. In her study on 

Hawthorne, Rohrberger―following Matthews―made the claim that there are two distinct 

classes of short texts: those stories that are merely short―a quantitative distinction, and those 

which are properly called “short stories,” necessitating a qualitative distinction.  

 From Baldeshwiler’s distinction, however, we may infer one key insight regarding the 

traditional dichotomy which is repeated, namely, that the qualitative difference between that 

which had merely been called the “short story,” as opposed to the story that is short, is a 

difference analogous to that between prose and poetry, with the “short story proper” situated 

on the side of poetry. It was also noted briefly in the last chapter that one can see the strategy 
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of situating the short story or tale in relation to poetry and the novel in Charles Baudelaire’s 

commentary on Poe. Baudelaire’s essay, in spite of the fact that the tale remains closer to the 

poem than to the novel, highlights the marked contrast between the presence of love in the 

poem and its absence in the tale. This is the same difference that Brander Matthews would 

later observe between the short story and the novel; thus, from opposed perspectives, they 

isolate one distinctive quality of the “short story proper,” but this is hardly sufficient to 

establish a genre. 

4.3. The Short Story -Novel Distinction. 

 If there has been any one point of consensus in short story criticism, it has been the 

necessity of discerning the generic difference between the short story and the novel. Although 

the numerous theories that have been developed diverge widely regarding the specific 

difference at stake, two distinct presuppositions have given this question its central position 

within the paradigm that emerged from the fallout of first wave short story poetics.  

 In the first case there is the historical fact that the short story did not emerge as a 

distinct genre or specific narrative mode until the first half of the nineteenth century, just as 

the novel did not appear as a genre until the early seventeenth century with Cervantes’ Don 

Quixote. It is thus unsurprising that the definition of the nature of the short story is often 

taken up in contrast to its predecessor, the novel, for the latter had, centuries ago, to be 

distinguished in contrast to its narrative forbears, including verse fiction, folk tales, myth and 

the epic.  

 In the second case, short story criticism concerned with this question is in general 

agreement that the nature of the short story does not inhere solely in its relative brevity. 

Consequently, a great number of the critical articles included in the volume entitled Short 

Story Theories by Charles May (1976), concern this question. Moreover, short story criticism, 

which seeks to determine this generic difference, has always found itself faced with the 
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novel's relative, if not absolute, prestige in the hierarchy of genres—an up-hill battle once 

waged to establish the novel as a genre long before.41 

 With the publication of May’s later volume, The New Short Story Theories (1994), 

leaving aside, for the time being, his debate with Suzanne Ferguson, the juxtaposition 

achieved by his collections distils for us the essential question as the heart of Anglo-American 

short story poetics. First, is the modern short story to be conceived merely as a mode of 

fiction writing rather than as a distinct genre? If the short story is to be conceived in terms of 

a genre, can the genre's specific difference be found in one essential characteristic, or rather, 

following Wittgenstein, as a cluster of features and family relationships that constitute a 

genre? Before venturing to offer an answer to the preceding questions, it would be time well-

spent to review a variety of positions taken with regard to these issues proposed in a number 

of critical articles included in May’s 1976 volume. Thereafter, the polemical exchange 

between May and Suzanne Ferguson in his 1994 volume will serve to situate this essay.42 

First, however, we must place this exchange in its proper historical and theoretical context. 

 We must go back so far as the mid-nineteen-thirties, during the first generation of short 

story criticism, to sketch, as it were, the genealogy of this debate, to the time during which 

Elisabeth Bowen first broached this question in her “Introduction” to the bestselling The 

Faber Book of Modern Short Stories (1936), notably offering specific suggestions with 

respect to the difference between the short story and the novel. The use of the word 

“suggestion,” here, has been chosen deliberately, for in all genres, whether verse or prose, 

                                                 
41  It is important to make note of the fact that even as short story criticism, in the decades following the 
aforementioned book’s publication, has attempted to shed every “fossil survivor of Poe’s aesthetic” (Friedman, 
“What Makes a Short Story” 132), it has continued to build upon the basis of prior generations of short story 
criticism. To this day, there are aspects of Poe’s aesthetics that continue to haunt short story criticism. On the 
other hand, in the past two decades shot story theory has introduced a plethora of new theoretical elements 
which have revitalized short story theory, allowing theoretical innovation to take place, even while a clean break 
from the work of prior generations remained impossible. 
42  The position that will be taken here will be to a great degree in agreement with May, insofar as it will be 
argued that there is a generic, rather than modal, difference between the short story and the novel, and, moreover, 
that this difference inheres not in any one characteristic, such as Edgar Alan Poe’s “unity of effect” criterion, but 
rather in a cluster of characteristics and relationships. Such a definition gains in flexibility without sacrificing the 
short story's generic specificity. 
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critical articles must necessarily operate upon the basis of at least some presuppositions and 

suggested interpretations, both based upon the author’s own particular reading experience as 

well as their specific historical, cultural, social and personal experiences. 

 One first suggestion regarding the short story proposed by Bowen is that the short 

story within its shorter time span is, to a far greater degree than the novel, able “to measure 

man by his aspirations and dreads and place him alone on that stage which, inwardly, every 

man is conscious of occupying alone” (158). Her second suggestion follows from this, 

specifying the particular difference in form between novel and short story that makes the 

former statement true. She asserts that the novel aims at continuity, which is for the most part, 

a forced continuity. Consequently, this artificially prolonged continuity of the novel does not 

succeed in presenting the “disoriented romanticism of the age” (152). The continuity 

produced by the novel is analogous to the continuity of history, recounting events past in the 

form of a long story, told from the perspective of the present; this is why, in its openness to 

discontinuity and to partial or incomplete description, the short story is better suited to take 

hold of the future. 

 Frank O’Connor further builds on Bowen’s latter suggestion, which centralizes the 

issue of narrative continuity. In The Lonely Voice, O’Connor notes that there are, at the same 

time, marked formal similarities, as well as sharp contrasts between the novel and the short 

story. The most readily apparent similarity is the fact that both are forms of prose which 

originated in the transformation of the oral tradition into writing to be read by the solitary 

reader (84). Thereafter, with the advent of the scientific-critical age, both the novel and the 

burgeoning short story cut loose from the oral tradition by proclaiming themselves to be 

fiction, while at the same time distinguishing themselves from folk-tales and myth by 

maintaining a high degree of plausibility. By plausibility, however, O’Connor does not “mean 

mere verisimilitude—that we can get from a newspaper report—but one ideal action worked 
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out in terms of verisimilitude” (83). In other words, in Aristotelian terms, both the novel and 

short story exhibit mimesis with a twist. That is to say, both utilize the raw material of 

experience to create a story that mimics an imaginary version of life. 

 Nonetheless the novel and the short story have, from their respective births, always 

functioned in different ways. According to O’Connor’s argument, the precise difference is 

difficult to grasp, but is in the first case ideological, rather than formal in nature: in 

O’Connor’s example, the ideological function is manifest in that the short story is more 

successful than the novel in bringing “an intense awareness of human loneliness” (88). This 

can be observed when studying the protagonist(s) which populate the short stories in under 

discussion: they always live on the fringes of society.  

 Aside from the ideological dimension of the short story—novel distinction, two formal 

characteristics also mark the distinction. The first relates to the individual reading a novel or a 

short story. In the first case, the reader has the time to identify with the main character, 

whereas the length of the short story does not allow for this. Moreover, after having read a 

short story, rather than a novel, the reader is left alone and confused; this is due to a first 

formal aspect of the short story that constrains its frame of reference to a chronologically 

discrete episode. O’Connor well illustrates this possible, and likely, reaction on the side of the 

reader by reference to Gogol’s short story “The Overcoat.” After having read this story the 

reader doesn’t know very well whether to respond with laughter or tears (84). 

The second main difference concerns the form of the genre. The short story, contrary 

to the novel, has no essential form. The author has to severely select his materials since the 

frame of reference can never be a whole life. For the short story writer there is no such thing 

as essential form. Because his frame of reference can never be the totality of a human life, he 

must forever be selecting the point at which he can approach (88). O’Connor, most certainly 

did not have in mind the traditional plotted story which in Baldeshwiler’s brief historical 
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overview would be described as “action developed syllogistically.” Rather, as one might infer 

from his literary references, O’Connor refers to the short story, particularly in the form 

founded by and derived from Russian writers, which rose to prominence predominantly after 

the discovery of Chekhov’s writings, as well as his poetics, in his letters. Nevertheless, that 

which O’Connor has illustrated, already at a very early stage in short story criticism, is the 

attempt to establish a parallelism between genre and identity.43  

 We are thus returned to Bowen’s suggestion regarding chronological continuity, (May, 

Short Story Theories 11) upon which Nadine Gordimer seems to have built her theory. 

Gordimer tries to establish a difference between the novel and the short story as far as 

technical and stylistic procedures are concerned. Both genres share a common, almost 

essential characteristic, one closely related, in O’Connor’s terms, to both ideological and 

formal elements: both the novel and the short story communicate human experience in its 

particularities. However the novel fundamentally differs from the short story due to the fact 

that any novel, even the most experimental, displays a “prolonged coherence of tone” 

(Gordimer, “The Flash of Fireflies” 179). This according to Gordimer, is necessarily 

unfaithful to the nature of whatever can be grasped of human reality, for human experience 

never exhibits such facile coherence—particularly a tonal coherence, which would amount to 

an emotionally and socially flattened existence deprived of any qualitative variations. 

 Therefore, speaking somewhat metaphorically, the novel is dead and laden with the 

past, while the short story is alive and open to the future. The novel, not even the much 

discussed nouveau roman, cannot express reality in its plenitude. The novel’s temporal or 

tonal consistency places limits on its expressive and descriptive capacity. That is why short 

story and novel must differ. Gordimer summarizes: 

                                                 
43  This presumed parallelism is productive, for it establishes a connection between literary practice and 
individual existence. If the tale, or short story, is elevated into the region between the novel and poetry, 
O‘Connor, clearly defines the relationship between both the individual identities residing on the fringes of 
society and a genre likewise on the fringes, particularly in relation to the literary-historical movement that would 
bring them to a central position both within the fictional narrative and the literary canon. 
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The novelist may juggle with chronology and throw narrative overboard; all 

the time his characters have the reader by the hand, there is a consistency of 

relationship throughout the experience that cannot and does not convey the 

quality of a human life, where contact is more like fireflies, in and out, now 

here, now there, in darkness. (180) 

 In the introduction to Short Story Theories, Charles May proposed to integrate both 

O’Connor’s thoughts regarding the short story with those of Gordimer, with the intended 

result of proposing an all encompassing, unified theory on the nature of short fiction. 

Foremost is the idea that man’s dependency on the present moment constitutes the principal 

cause of his loneliness. Accordingly, such a feeling of loneliness would thus be best 

represented by a particular form of fiction, one which concentrates on the momentary 

experience: the short story (May, Short Story Theories 12). 

 Alberto Moravia made a significant contribution to May’s 1976 Short Story Theories. 

Moravia began with a popular contention in short story criticism: that a good short story 

writer is (generally speaking) a bad novelist. Moravia examined, in particular, literature of the 

nineteenth century, the century during which the short story came of age, and specifically two 

of the major writers: the first, French, Guy de Maupassant and the second, Russian, Anton 

Chekhov. Both excelled while writing short stories; however, they were never truly successful 

attempting to write novels. This insight was enough for Moravia to conclude that there must 

be a fundamental structural difference between the novel and the short story. In terms of 

medical anatomy Moravia wrote: 

The most important of them is what we would call ideology that is the skeleton 

of the theme from which the flesh of the story takes its form . . . it is this 

ideology that differentiates a novel from a short story and conversely, it is the 

absence of the bone structure that makes the short story not a novel. It is the 
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ideology, however imprecise and contradictory it may be, with all the 

contradictions that are to be found in life . . . that begets the things that make a 

novel a novel. (148-149) 

 According to Moravia’s argument, contrary to O’Connor, the novel necessarily has an 

ideology to defend, while the short story does not with equal necessity, or at all. Structurally 

speaking, the novel thus has a “grandiose ground plan.” Beginning from this basic concept of 

a “grandiose ground plan,” Moravia then proceeds to develop a minimalistic theory to explain 

the generic difference between the novel and the short story, focusing particularly on their 

respective modes of character and plot use. The novel, by definition, always has a plot 

underlying the entire work. Such a plot can be complex, while in the case of the short story; 

plot-complexity is severely limited to the point of simplicity. In the novels characters are 

generally fully developed, or else they serve solely as plot devices and are entirely flat. In the 

short story the reader only catches a fleeting glimpse of characters. The characters of the short 

story are imprisoned within the narrow time and space of the text, and, in many cases their 

actions are determined by the one particular event that serves to organize the story. This event 

is often known as the theme of the short story in question. 

 In “The Hallucinatory Point,” Maurice Shadbolt asserts that, in contrast to the novel, 

the modern short story “is craft before it is art” (269). This means that the short story 

demands that the writer be skilled enough at his craft to move beyond the construction of a 

mere sketch (the product of craft alone, he writes), to the production of a particular effect, to 

which he gives the same name as the title of his essay. Moreover, on a note reminiscent of 

Roland Barthes, he asserts that “the modern short story is a writers’ form; the modern novel a 

reader’s” (270), which is to say that the writer is challenged and rewarded to a greater degree 

by the modern short story, whereas the modern novel challenges and rewards the reader, more 

so than the writer. In the latter case, this is easily understood—the act of reading the modern 
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novel (i.e. Joyce, or Musil) requires a skilled reader to make sense of it—whereas in the 

former case, the reader's reception of the short story is entirely dependent upon the writer's 

construction of “that hallucinatory point.” The task of the short-story writer, according to 

Shadbolt, is: 

 [T]o produce, if possible, that hallucinatory point in which time past and time 

future seem to co-exist with the time present, that hallucinatory point which to 

me defines the good great short story; a point which, like a stone tossed in a 

pool, sends ripples widening across all that we see and know, and all that we 

have never really seen and known, at the very instant that it sinks out of sight 

itself. The ripples, perhaps, are what we see as art. The stone, with its point of 

impact, is craft—the craft which is properly out of sight at the end. (269) 

This means that for the craft of the writer to succeed, in the short story, in becoming art, it 

must vanish at the same instant that it produces a “hallucinatory point,” at which past and 

present are in perfect equilibrium, where no element is out of place, and where the “ripples . . 

. we see as art” are the perfectly concentric circles in which the story takes place.44  

 In a similar vein, Julio Cortázar writes, “the short story possess a secret alchemy 

which explains the profound resonance which a great story has within us . . .” and “to 

understand this particular character of the short story it must be compared with he novel” 

(246). However, he takes a rather novel approach, and likens writing, whether in the form of 

the short story or in the form of the novel, to the visual arts, which invariably involve a degree 

of craftsmanship in addition to artistic vision. Apropos of the prehistory (and post-history) of 

written language, Cortázar draws analogies, respectively, between the written forms of the 

                                                 
44  The well-written short story thus implies a vanishing author and his craft, so that the effect upon the reader is 
seen purely as art. The short-story is thus more demanding of the author than the novel, by virtue of the fact that, 
if not well-crafted, the short story easily relapses into a mere sketch. The novel, on the other hand, is hardly so 
fragile as to collapse if but one piece is out of place; for other parts may compensate. 
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novel and the short story, to the visual forms of film and photography.45 Cortázar writes that 

“it has been pointed out, for instance, that the novel develops on paper, and therefore in the 

time taken to read it, with no limits other than the exhaustion of the artistic material . . . the 

film is, essentially, an ‘open order’ like the novel” (246). This is true, as far as it goes—for 

both the novel and the film do operate within other constraints and film more so than the 

novel. Generally speaking, the film has historically contingent, conventional limitations on 

length, whether due to technological constraints (i.e. early films were necessarily shorter), to 

the demands of the viewing audience (contemporary films rarely exceed two-and-a-half hours 

in length), or to financial constraints (i.e. production budgets). In principle, however, in part 

due to the capacity of film, like the novel, to compress time, and in part, as previously noted, 

the fact that both require a length of time to unfold, the analogy holds well enough (247).46 

 Drawing a pertinent contrast, Cortázar supports this analogical distinction, writing that 

“the novel progressively accumulates effects upon the reader while a good story is incisive, 

biting, giving no quarter of the first sentence” (247). It is unmistakably true that while the 

film develops by means of an accumulation of effects, the well-composed photograph 

contains no extraneous elements. In the film, “as in the novel, a more ample ad multifaceted 

reality is captured through the development of partial and accumulative elements, which do 

not exclude. . . a synthesis which will give a climax to the work” (246-7). By contrast, the 

photograph or short story “procedes inversely . . . the photographer or story writer finds 

himself obliged to choose and delimit an image or an event which must be meaningful . . . 

                                                 
45  We may take notice of the fact that stories were first told with images painted on cave walls, followed by 
hieroglyphic writing, and finally by script, and likewise that, first, photography emerged as a means of non-
verbal depiction of a static scene, and later, film emerged as a means of depicting moving sequences of scenes. 
Not only does a drawing or photograph depict a moment, frozen in time, but viewing a drawing or photograph 
takes but a split-second. This is not so with film, which not only requires time to unfold its narrative, but also 
requires even more time to produce.  
46  It might be objected, however, from the perspective of Poe’s aesthetics, that film might well be better suited to 
the short story than to the novel, for, and rare is the film that is not viewed in a single sitting. To counter this 
objection, one must point out the relative absence of films that leave one with a “unified impression.” But then, 
the objection might continue to hold that the truly successful film is one which succeeds in achieving such an 
impression. Nevertheless, held in contrast with the still photograph, the film is more akin to the novel. 
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[which] . . . is capable of acting on the viewer or reader as a kind of opening . . . toward 

something which goes beyond . . .” (247). 

 To make use of a more traditionally linguistic distinction, the film or novel is 

descriptive, or discursive, while the short story or photograph is evocative. Cortázar writes 

that “the short story begins with the notion of limits—in the first place of physical limits,” 

while “a successful photo presupposes a circumscribed limitation, imposed in part by the 

reduced field the camera captures and also by the way in which the photographer uses that 

limitation, imposed in part by the reduced field which the camera captures” (246). Both short 

story and photograph, thus, operate within relatively greater constraints, and yet, if well-

composed, manage to transcend these limits. Apropos of this transcendence, he continues, that 

writing a short story or taking an analogous photograph involves “cutting off a fragment of 

reality, giving it certain limits, but in such a way that this segment acts like an explosion 

which fully opens a much more ample reality, like a dynamic vision which spiritually 

transcends the space reached by a camera” (246).47  

 In Studies in Short Fiction, also in 1976, Charles May himself made a considerable 

contribution to the now burgeoning field of short story criticism. May had evidently been 

heavily influenced by the definitional criterion of the short story initially proposed by E. A. 

Poe, namely, the unity of effect produced by the various, interconnected elements of the story, 

and the impression that the short story, properly so-called, would leave in the ideal reader. He 

thus situates the specific difference between the short story and the novel in the reader’s 

experience, for he writes: “How the very shortness of the short story compels it to deal with a 

different mode of reality and knowledge than the novel and therefore how it has a different 

                                                 
47  The analogy, however, is imperfect, for there is nothing in the medium of film that ties it to such conventions. 
Indeed, there are aspects of film that prevent it from being adequate to the novelistic form (it is worthy of note 
that few, if any, film adaptations of novels are truly successful, whereas film versions of shorter works are 
relatively more so). The apparent limitation of scope in the photograph or the short story can thus be seen as an 
advantage over the openness and expansiveness of the film or novel. The novel or film is merely descriptive, and 
does not have the same evocative power of the constrained photograph or short story. 
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effect on the reader” (“The Unique Effect” 290). 

 Here, May departs from the idea that in the opposition novel-short story the novel is 

the most prestigious form, a contention that will be repeated by Mary Louise Pratt. May is in 

agreement with one of the central propositions of Ernst Cassirer’s 1946 (published in English 

translation in 1953) book Language and Myth, in which Cassirer asserted that, in the 

twentieth century, theoretical and technical thinking remains permeated by mythical thinking. 

In the mythical experience, one very important element according to both Cassirer and May is 

the momentary deity. Cassirer characterizes this experiential phenomenon:  

It is through the isolated occurrence of an impression, its separation from the 

totality of ordinary, commonplace experience produced not only a tremendous 

intensification, but also the highest degree of condensation. (34) 

 Moreover, Cassirer was hardly alone in noting the persistence of mythical experience 

and thought in language and literature. Toward the end of The Sacred and the Profane, written 

but three years later by Mircea Eliade, there is a passage that situates the mythological 

function of language specifically in relation to the temporal aspect of the novel. In this 

passage he writes: Even reading includes a mythological function . . . particularly because, 

through reading, the modern man succeeds in obtaining an “escape from time” . . . Whether 

man “kills” time with a detective story or enters such a foreign temporal universe as is 

represented by any novel, reading projects him . . . into other rhythms, makes him live in 

another history” (205). 

 The tremendous intensification described by Cassirer can best be detected when the 

characters in the short story are studied. They are all obsessed by something from without to 

which they confer mythical meaning. Furthermore, the very act of reading, according to 

Eliade, does not stop with Cassirer’s “separation from the totality of the ordinary,” but rather 

continues toward a “foreign temporal universe”—a phenomenon that is probably more 
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pronounced in novels due to their artificial chronological continuity, which is obviously not 

that of life. Even in the short story, however, the character’s obsession with finding mythical 

meaning is doubled by the reader’s immersion in another reality, another time, and another 

history, as May writes: 

Roderick Usher’s obsession with the horror of the house that he can neither 

name nor understand, Goodman Brown’s compulsion toward the writer’s 

Sabbath that he refuses to incorporate, Bartelby’s absorption with the walk that 

makes him prefer do nothing. . . . None of these experiences can be accounted 

for logically, neither can they be presented in terms of plausible, everyday 

reality. (“The Unique Effect” 293) 

 Rather unsettled by the direction the debate over the generic difference between the 

short story and the novel was moving; Mary Louise Pratt brought a long drawn overview of 

these contrasts and contradictions in 1981 in the highly prestigious journal Poetics. Moreover, 

the very publication of her essay in this particular journal highlights the ascent of the short 

story genre in scholarly circles. Pratt compared the contrast novel—short story on eight points 

of possible contrast and difference. What is important is that she underlines that short story 

studies do not need the novel to talk about the short story, a contention to which we will have 

to return in Chapter V. However from the point of view of structuralism, this is the best way 

to proceed: 

Structuralism establishes that genres have to be specified at least in part 

relationally, in terms of each other. What is often unrecognised, however, is 

that relations between genres need not be symmetrical. (96) 

 The novel, according to Pratt, takes a life as its subject, and by contrast, the short story 

takes up but a fragment out of life. These fragments are often called moments-of-truth, or 

epiphanic moments. Moment of truth stories present a crisis in the life of the protagonist. 
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Throughout the story, and particularly during the height of the crisis, the reader gets 

indications that the life of the main character will never be the same when the story ends. The 

classic example is “Araby” by James Joyce. 

 The short story deals with one event, the novel with more events. This means that 

short stories almost always are written about single happenings like parties, funerals etc. The 

title of such event-stories mostly refers to one single name: “The Prussian Officer,” “The 

Adulterous Woman” and “The Chemist’s Wife.” 

 As became clear, so far no serious short story critic actually used a specific method or 

a particular corpus of texts. The first to have done so, already in 1970, is Swiss critic Brigitte 

Scheer-Schaezler. She does not belong to the small group of Anglo-American short story 

critics who would later gain academic fame in the resurgence of short story theory like May, 

Ferguson, Lohafer and Gerlach. Nevertheless her contribution, particularly in consideration of 

the time in which it was written, remains quite valid and valuable. And yet, even writing from 

a position outside of the Anglo-American critical tradition, it will immediately become clear 

that it was no mean feat to cut the short story loose of Poe’s poetics. 

 Scheer-Schaezler, too, seeks to elucidate the distinction between the novel and the 

short story, in her case by use of textual analyses. She therefore carefully chose two particular 

texts. One is the short story “The Fire” by William Saroyan, the other is a fragment from 

Herzog, a Saul Bellow novel. Both the short story and novel fragment were written by 

American authors. Both were sons of immigrants and have been influenced by their 

ancestor’s mores, beliefs and worldview. Both texts were, at the time, rather modern and 

much read, and both contain approximately 1,300 words. Within the text then there are some 

clear parallels and similarities. Both have the death of a mother as the central theme as lived 

through by their dependent’s sons. The stories takes place during winter and the place of 

action is the kitchen. The central focus of attention is divided between the warmth of the 
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interior held in contrast to the cold of the streets outside. In both texts, the protagonist comes 

face to face with the certain fundamental questions of life. The differences which Scheer-

Schaezler was able to detect, might serve to account for the difference in genre. The short 

story is characterized by the intensity of a single course of events, whereas the novel displays 

complexity on several levels. In the short story a number of factors combine like tributaries to 

a river to flow in one direction, in the novel factors integrate and interact. The story aims at 

achieving effect, at presenting one climatic situation from which a general truth may be 

inferred (351). 

  Breaking new ground, as it were, certain other critics took it upon themselves to invert 

the standard question of short story criticism—rather than ask “what is a short story,” in 

distinction and similarity to other narrative or lyrical forms,48 critics, such as Norman 

Friedman, of the so-called “Chicago School,” asked instead, “What Makes a Short Story 

Short?” the title of his 1958 essay included in May’s volume of 1976. This reversal would 

appear to lead toward formalism. If, on the one hand, Friedman’s efforts to answer this 

question seek to formally delimit the short story, on the other, one would be hard pressed to 

find one formal or structural element discussed in Friedman’s article that does not, at least 

implicitly, rely upon the manner in which the reader experiences the text. This is to say that, if 

the short story can be defined in terms of form or structure, the very structures and forms that 

distinguish the short story imply the reader's involvement and response. Thus, the answer to 

the title question must take the form of saying, as it were, how a reader can know, without 

recourse to the all too superficial response of merely counting words, that a particular story is 

short, specifically in opposition to the length of the novel. In one question, here, namely, 

“what makes a short story short,” we find fundamentally epistemological and ontological 

questions, which were also at stake in the debate between Charles May and Suzanne 
                                                 
48  It ought to be noticed that the following characteristics used to define the short story—i.e. to achieve one 
effect, one climactic situation, truth as the outcome of this single effect—these are all sentence parts which could 
have been directly taken out of E. A. Poe’s articles or from commentaries on Poe’s articles. 
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Ferguson: what is the essential feature, or features, of the short story that permits it to be 

distinguished from the novel, as it were, by an essential absence. The epistemological 

question is precisely that one regarding how one may recognize a short story, which is 

intertwined with and implies the ontological question, namely, the question asking what 

makes a short story that which it is. 

 It is given in the very designation “short story” that brevity of some sort is essential to 

the short story as such. The question cannot, however, find an adequate response in such a 

vague and subjectively determined distinction: the question is rather one regarding the nature 

of the short story's brevity, and therefore, how can this particular kind of “shortness” be 

recognized as what it is. In Friedman’s response to his guiding question, numerous 

indications can be found regarding the epistemological and ontological characteristics of the 

short story; for, when the word “short” is understood primarily in a temporal sense, that is, 

qualitatively, as opposed to a spatially or numerically quantitative sense, that is, in terms of 

length or number of words, episodes, or scenes, one may clearly see a particular cluster of 

traits found in all works of short fiction that may be classed as short stories. We must then 

consider the manner in which we understand a story to be temporally short. 

 If the brevity of the short story is to be understood primarily in a temporal sense it 

must be noted, however, that the temporal brevity of the short story by no means implies that 

the events or actions portrayed themselves share in that quality (Friedman, “What Makes” 

140). In the case of a dynamic narrative, in which actions predominate, as opposed to a static 

one, where there may be no action at all, an action of any size or duration may be portrayed in 

a short story by means of a selective process that determines which actions are explicitly 

included in the narrative, and which are omitted and remain implicit; whether and which 

plots, episodes or scenes are left elliptical, or hypothetical, to borrow terms used by 

Friedman, is for the short story writer to decide. Furthermore, still according to Friedman, “a 
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story may be short because its action is intrinsically small; or because its action, being large, 

is reduced in length by means of devices of selection, scale, and/or point of view” (146).  

 In accordance with this rubric, the device of selection, as well as its inverse, omission, 

has already been discussed. Here, briefly, it must bear note that particular narrative points of 

view predispose a story to be “short.” Friedman notes that the choice of an omniscient 

narrative perspective is one which is quite favourable to the brevity of the short story, for 

such a narrator, knowing all, can select or omit any given detail with impunity. Moreover, 

such a perspective, he notes, is among the most flexible—and certainly an omniscient 

narrator by no means precludes novelistic form and presentation (145). It is on the basis of 

the two features already outlined that the most important one, scale, can operate within the 

work of short fiction. Friedman defines the feature “scale” accordingly: “Once he has decided 

what parts . . . he will include, the writer has a second option as to the scale on which he will 

show them. A given action, that is, may be made longer in the telling by expanding its parts, 

or shorter by contracting” (143). The writer of the short story thus has a degree of freedom 

and flexibility with regard to the temporality of the narrative itself, and this is possible 

because “the amount of fictional time covered in the action has. . . no necessary connection 

with the length of its treatment” (143). Although, he notes in the same paragraph, there is a 

general “economic” correlation of sorts, i.e. short events are relatively more prone to short 

treatment. However, it appears that the non-correspondence between fictional and real time is 

the central feature that is essential to the narrator’s capacity to expand or contract actions, to 

include or omit events, and to choose perspective. Thus, following Friedman, the short story 

is so, because actions are contracted and events are omitted by a narrator with a perspective 

lending the full breadth of knowledge necessary to weave these fragments into a vivid unity 

that is perceived and read as a short story. Yet, as Charles May later notes, Friedman’s 

perspective stops short of defining the short story as a genre, properly speaking, but rather 
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defines it in terms of the acts of reading and writing; i.e. as a fictional mode (“Prolegomenon” 

464). 

 If Friedman was still working with a limited corpus of texts, those which came out of 

his own reading experience and those canonical stories which had been discussed in earlier 

criticism, in a stark contrast, the German narratologist Bonheim worked with a massive 

corpus of texts. In his 1982 work, The Narrative Modes, Techniques of the Short Story, 

Bonheim sampled 300 novels and 600 short stories using a methodology of his own 

composition; his method, in brief, made use of a four part description analysis: report, speech, 

description and comment. His research deals predominantly with story beginnings and story 

endings, another important component of the theoretical armature of short story criticism 

inherited from E. A. Poe. At the same time this study was already a pre-figuration of what 

was to come: the study of (pre) closure in an age of reader-response criticism. 

 Bonheim’s intention, as he himself states, is to contribute to our understanding of the 

difference between novel and short story and, if possible to produce a definition of the 

generic difference between the two, on a rather more empirical basis. He openly admits in the 

conclusion to his work that he did not succeed in his definitional aspiration, but that he has 

nevertheless been able to share some insight into certain trends in the research and to open 

new avenues for further study. In his findings, there are some remarkable differences (trends) 

to differentiate, in terms of beginnings and endings, between novels and short stories. Some 

of his more intriguing findings are summarized below: 

 The novel can bring a greater and broader exposition as it has more characters and 

more complex time scheme to move with later on. That is why the novel uses mostly static 

modes in its introductory paragraphs which precede the unfolding action. Thirteen percent of 

the short stories have a pronoun without referent in the opening sequence. Only 5 percent of 

the novels use this tactic. 87 percent of the 600 stories use habituality and anteriority in the 
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opening paragraphs, or use a combination of both techniques. This is only the case in 5 

percent of the 300 novels. As to the ending sentences, 16 percent of the short stories end with 

a descriptive statement. This is only the case in 9 percent of the last sentences in novels. In 17 

percent of the short stories, the final sentence contains only five words or less. This is only 

the case in 8 percent of the short stories. If the sentence in the short story is longer than five 

words, it has a polysyndetical structure.  

 One might expect, writes Bonheim, that the short story ought to end in epanalepsis. 

Epanalepsis means the phenomenon in which specific narrative elements from the exposition 

or even from the title are repeated in the ending paragraph(s). Interestingly, in such a rigorous 

and formulaic research, Bonheim’s expectation is yet grounded in E. A. Poe’s critical 

writings. In particular, we note this in his observation that the reader only reads novels in 

parts with pauses, long or short and that the short story is read at once, in “one sitting” to use 

Poe’s metaphor. That is why, Bonheim says, that the reader would not remember the 

beginning when he reaches the end, but the short story reader would. This is not confirmed by 

Bonheim’s examination. Only in 8.3 percent of the short stories used in the corpus is 

epananlepsis a discernable phenomenon. But strangely enough, this is also the case in 3 

Percent of the novels. Interestingly enough, from the novels published in the last 40 years, 

even 22 percent were found to have epanalepsis in their final paragraphs (168). 

 Here, however, we may bring our initial survey to a close and return to a guiding 

question posed at the outset, namely, how can the short story be defined? We have seen two 

fundamental positions: first, Ferguson’s modal argument, namely, that the modern short story 

is merely narrative in an impressionistic mode, lacking any specific characteristic or cluster 

thereof which would be constitutive of a genre proper (“Defining the Short Story” 218-9; 

228); second, is the position put forth by Charles May, by contrast, which asserts that the 

modern short story can neither be defined as a mere narrative mode, nor by any individual 
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characteristic, but rather in terms of a cluster of relations and features that define its specific 

generic difference from the novel, not to mention from other narrative forms, such as its 

predecessors mythology and the epic. The preponderance of the evidence supports the latter 

position; moreover, to take Ferguson’s position would be tantamount to collapsing the 

distinctions between the short story, the novel and the poem. The theoretical insufficiency of 

the modal position can best be seen in the limiting case of attempting to differentiate an 

impressionistic short story from novels and poetry also written in this particular mode—for it 

is evident in this case that, if a distinction is possible, there must certainly remain some 

distinctive features irreducible to mode. 

4.4. Ferguson vs. May. 

May’s second anthology of short story criticism The New Short Story Theories has a 

rather misleading title, for there is no completely new or revolutionary theory on genre 

contained in the collection. Perhaps the closest we come to a new genre theory in this 

collection can be found in a debate between Charles May himself, who had included in the 

collection his essay, “The Nature of Knowledge in Short Fiction” published in Studies in 

Short Fiction in 1984, and Suzanne Ferguson, who, on the other hand, in Modern Fiction 

Studies (1982) had contended exactly the opposite: there was no single feature typical of the 

short story which was typical for the novel as well (“Defining the Short Story”). May’s essay 

was an ardent plaidoyer for the short story as a genre based in the original E. A. Poe poetics 

and proposing one main and basic characteristic capable of describing the short story. On 

closer inspection the debate is a case of “L’histoire se repète” because, although written in the 

language of modern criticism in essence the debate May vs. Ferguson is a retake of Matthews 

vs. Anonymous reviewer from The London Academy. The very question at the very basis is 

whether the short story is a genre per sé or whether it is the same as the novel but shorter, 

using all the narrative strategies and devices of prose fiction. If it is a genre, can this be 
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substantiated by one principal characteristic or, following Wittgenstein, is there a cluster of 

features in the sense of family relationships which better define the genre. In the final 

analysis, it appears that the debate had clearly been won by the proponents of the cluster 

theory. It is remarkable to note one particular advantage enjoyed by his theory: the selection 

of elements and characteristics that display the family relationship is arbitrary and negotiable. 

Specifically this is to say: cluster theory does not exclude the possibility that a different 

narrative mode is prevalent in the genre of the short story, but such a modal divergence is but 

one feature of the cluster. Further features that distinguish the short story as a genre, in a 

pluralistic, open sense of the term, are the compression of time, expression through omission, 

and, most importantly, the breakdown of everyday, quotidian experience in favour of 

expressing an experience that is no less real, (and no more impressionistic), for the short story 

presents moments in which we become aware of anxiety, loneliness, dread . . . and thus find 

the safe, secure and systematic life we usually lead disrupted and momentarily destroyed. The 

short story is the most adequate form to confront us with reality as we perceive it in our most 

profound moments (May, “The Nature of Knowledge” 327—8).  

The set of particular features present in the short story, not to be found in the novel, 

mark a type of realism entirely adequate to the fullness of reality, as it is lived. This is not at 

all to denigrate the novel, but to note that there are regions of experience that the novel cannot 

adequately explore or express, but these regions are the special province of the short story, 

which serves a complementary role with respect to the novel, as the genre that can express the 

most intense moments of lived experience, which the novelistic form would flatten out and 

dull. If there is any one characteristic among the cluster of those that delimit the short story 

genre that is most essential, it is its ability to put the otherwise indefinable elements of human 

life into language. However, this is but an effect or consequence of the cluster which defines 

the short story as a genre.  
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On the most fundamental level, the debate between Suzanne Ferguson and Charles 

May can be seen as a dispute regarding whether the novel and the short story are merely 

subsets of narrative in an impressionistic mode, in the first case, or, in the latter, whether the 

modern short story and the novel, while sharing numerous formal characteristics of 

impressionism, are distinct types, or genres of narrative themselves. Moreover, it is worth 

noting that, while it is May who cites Lukàcs in support of his argument, Ferguson takes 

particular issue with May’s assertion that the short story proper emerged from more 

“primitive” narrative forms with a critique that might well be characterized as Marxian. For, 

toward the end of her essay, Ferguson writes that “the idea that a ‘true’ short story grew out of 

some older amateurish form of the early nineteenth century is not born out by the evidence. 

Although earlier there is a finer line between 'popular' and highbrow stories . . . the 

mainstream short story of the nineteenth century is as likely to deal wit the same concerns as 

the novel of its time as the modern story and the modern novel are apt to deal with modern 

concerns” (“Defining the Short Story” 227). 

 The difference between the short story and the novel, according to Ferguson, is merely 

a shift of emphasis from character and setting to theme and action (228); in all other respects, 

the modern short story and novel share seven characteristics, which she notes at the outset: 

the foregrounding of perspective, presentation of sensation and inner experience, deletion or 

transformation of elements of traditional plot, reliance on metaphor and metonymy in 

presentation, rejection of chronological temporal organization, a formal and stylistic 

economy, and finally, a foregrounding of style (218, 226). In an article published two years 

later, entitled “The Short Stories of Louise Edrich’s Novels,” she states her position quite 

succinctly, writing “the short story is formally not so much an essentially separate and distinct 

genre as that a fiction is read differently when it appears as a story . . .” (548). 

 Charles May, in an article entitled “Prolegomenon to a Generic Study of the Short 
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Story,” published in the very same issue of Studies in Short Fiction as Ferguson’s later essay; 

swiftly dismisses Ferguson’s “resistance to a generic theory of the form” (461), as premised 

upon seeking a singular, essential characteristic definitive of the short story as a genre. For 

Ferguson genre relies upon an outmoded, Platonic epistemology, and their failure to find 

some feature that fits neatly within such an epistemic framework leads them to conclude 

either that the short story is not a distinct genre, or that the concept of genre is, itself, 

outmoded.  

 May suggests that this resistance is due to the fact that “in the past, short story critics 

have often made the mistake of treating historically determined variants, or closed genres . . . 

as if they were universal theoretical modes rather than historical genres . . .” and continues, 

proposing a more pluralistic and refined theory, with the following proposal: “Understanding 

the short story as both mode and genre may help clear up past misunderstandings” (463). It 

has already been suggested that the advantage of May’s theory lies in the fact that it needed 

only to demonstrate that Ferguson’s modal argument is insufficient. May needed only to show 

that “something in addition” to mode is a necessary, if not sufficient, part of any definition of 

the short story as such. 

 Although Ferguson argues that the divergent representations of temporality, whether in 

terms of organization or scale, are a shared characteristic of the impressionistic modality of 

modern fiction in general, the qualitative difference in temporal scaling between the novel 

and the short story (noted decades earlier by Norman Friedman) might well be sufficient to 

render May’s consistent recourse to the pluralism of a Wittgensteinian family resemblance 

theory unnecessary. However, this approach, which looks for “a whole series of complicated 

networks of similarities and relationships that overlap and crisscross, sometimes involving 

overall similarities, sometimes similarities of detail” (May, “Prolegomenon” 463), permits 

pluralism in generic definition, as well as incorporation of modality in such a definition. Such 
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a definition, however, is advantageous due to the fact that it is not mere temporal disorder and 

compression that characterizes the short story, but a number of other features, all of which, he 

argues, serve to express, in a secularized manner, forms of experience and knowledge that 

were once experienced, following Mircea Eliade’s studies as “spiritual eruptions in the midst 

of the profane everyday world . . . ”, which have since become conceptually systematized and 

unrecognizable by the modern epistemology displayed in the novel (May, “The Nature of 

Knowledge” 327). Moreover, these first suggestions on the part of Charles May emphatically 

dispute Ferguson’s assertion that the modern short story and the modern novel are 

characterized by an impressionistic style. Rather, according to May, the modern short story, in 

a specific sense, is characterized by a particular realism that the novel is at a loss to present, 

for “the world of the novel is the fallen world and marks the descent of the mythic” (331).  

 Apropos of this realism, which portrays a region of experience inaccessible to the 

novel, May writes in “The Nature of Knowledge in Short Fiction” that “. . . the short story is 

short precisely because of the kind of experience or reality embodied in it. And the kind of 

experience we find in the short story reflects a mode of knowing which differs essentially 

from the mode of knowing we find in the novel . . . short fiction, by its very length, demands 

both a subject matter and a set of artistic conventions that derive from and establish the 

primacy of ‘an experience’ directly and emotionally created and encountered,” and 

furthermore, in stark contrast to the realism of the novel, “. . . the short story exists to 

‘defamiliarize’ the everyday” (328-329).  

 The everyday, in its quotidian surplus of detail, is mimetically reproduced in the very 

familiar realism of the novel; it effects a reduction, almost to the point of extinction, of 

experiences, as opposed to the continuity of experience. Ferguson even goes so far as to 

tacitly admit such a reduction. She again invokes the impressionistic mode to re-assimilate 

such experience to mimetic realism, writing that “insofar as impressionism is an extension of 
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realism in its sensational, experiential aspect, settings are established through the use of detail 

to give verisimilitude” (Ferguson, “Defining the Short Story” 225). 

 Moreover, it is not only reality and presupposed knowledge that become unfamiliar in 

the short story, but in the course of the same movement, the reader’s assumption of an 

intersubjectively shared “life-world” is shaken, and the reader’s experience of the world and 

of the story is “deautomatized” and the reader is called to greater attentiveness to experience 

as such, prior to the familiar conceptual structures that order the everyday life-world (May, 

“The Nature of Knowledge” 332–334).  

 This is in stark contrast to the reality portrayed in the novel, which, in May’s view, is 

the world that is adequately described by the empiricist epistemology of John Locke and 

David Hume (“The Nature of Knowledge” 330). Rather than the continuity of the flow of 

experience in everyday life and the extension of chronological time, the short story portrays 

life in fragments of experience, in intense moments of inner reality, by means of a style that 

reveals by means of omission, transforms metonymy into metaphor, a style that unites the 

lyrical and the realistic, and that uses language to express and make meaningful such 

experience through these stylistic techniques, as well as by means of symbolic, thematic and 

aesthetic structures. By contrast, Ferguson argues that all of this is merely a variation on the 

same impressionistic style also found in the modern novel. Furthermore, as already noted, she 

would attribute these characteristics to the “modern condition,” and consider May’s historical 

assertion of a lost mode of experience to be a modern pretension.  

 However, the cluster of features outlined in May’s articles explain the experiential 

phenomena peculiar to the short story, which are indeed akin to pre-conceptual experience 

and knowledge. In its particular variety of realism, the novel reduplicates the shared life-

world of the everyday, whereas “the short story from its beginnings is primarily a literary 

mode which has remained closest to the primal narrative form that embodies and recapitulates 
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mythic perception. . . . Cassirer says that when one is under the spell of mythic thinking, it is 

as though the whole world were simply annihilated; the immediate content, whatever it be . . . 

so completely fills his consciousness that nothing else can exist beside and apart from it” 

(May, “The Nature of Knowledge” 334), an experience that shatters the presupposition of a 

shared life-world and its expansive temporality. 

 May’s rather conspicuous citations of Cassirer and Eliade indicate a shift away from 

the customary perspective and orientation of short story theory. Rather than likening the short 

story to poetry by analogy, or distinguishing it by contrast with the novel, it is instead placed 

in relation to the oral tradition in which the short story has its deepest roots. Much like the 

ancient epic or saga, the short story (one of the many possible “Tales We Tell”) originated in 

the social practice of recounting a narrative to an attentive and curious audience. This social 

or interpersonal dimension of oral culture was not abolished by the transformation of 

storytelling into written form. Whether it is the case of the epic turned novel or the tale 

transformed into a short story, the practical orientation toward a real or idealized audience 

remains. It should come thus as no great surprise that as formalism and structuralism 

diminished in influence, short story theory came to draw upon the newly influential theories 

of Rezeptionsästhetik and reader-oriented criticism. 

4.5. Is there a Reader in /for the Short Story? 

 A mere decade after Rezeptionsästhetik emerged in Germany with the publication by 

Wolfgang Iser of Der Akt des Lesens (1972), Anglo-American reader-oriented criticism began 

in earnest with articles published in a special issue of Modern Fiction Studies, on the modern 

Short Story (Vol 28- Spring 1982). Although other critics who would later make important 

contributions to reader-oriented criticism had articles published in this volume, two particular 

articles can be seen as the inaugural pieces of Anglo American reader-oriented criticism. The 

first was an experimental piece by Suzanne Hunter Brown, and the other, by John Gerlach, 
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entitled “Closure in Modern Short Fiction: “The Enormous Radio” and “Artemis, the Honest 

Well Digger,” which, suitably enough, concluded the same volume of Modern Fiction Studies. 

 In her now-famous article “‘Tess’ and Tess: An Experiment in Genre,” Suzanne 

Hunter Brown, in a very similar manner and method as used by Scheer-Schaezler in 1970, 

examines the generic differences that come to light when a given text is alternately read as but 

an episode in a longer narrative and as a story in its own right. While Scheer-Schaezler 

experimented with both the novel fragment read a short story and the short story read as a 

novel, Hunter Brown focuses tightly upon a reading of the novel fragment as a short story in 

its own right, so as to tease out the differences. Moreover, her mobilization of a wide range of 

interdisciplinary resources in this article anticipates further cross-disciplinary efforts 

regarding the short story. In this essay, in which she ostensibly endeavours to delimit the short 

story as a particular genre, she does indeed experiment with genres, reading a slightly 

modified episode from Thomas Hardy’s Tess of the D’Urbervilles as a short story unto itself, 

in contrast with reading the novel as a whole.  

However illuminating and vivid the experimental example may be, her essay is far 

more significant as a theoretical contribution to Reader Aesthetics. Moreover, there are a 

number of compelling reasons to regard this text in such a way. In the first case, Brown’s 

essay is one in which the resources of diverse disciplines are brought together in the analysis 

of the short story, particularly in terms of time and memory. She draws upon psycholinguistic 

research in poetics (by Menakhem Perry and Teun A. Van Dijk), structuralism (Barthes), 

while she also relies heavily on the hermeneutic theory of Paul Ricoeur, whose mark can be 

seen throughout the text (this is particularly interesting due to the fact that Hans-Georg 

Gadamer’s hermeneutic theory was an early and significant influence on both Reader 

Aesthetics and Ricoeur’s theories). In the second case, these choices are hardly coincidental, 

for she locates the fundamental generic distinction between the short story and the novel in 
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terms of temporality and memory, what she refers to as the dimension of a work. That is to 

say, the short story is short in a particularly significant sense, it requires a relatively short 

amount of time to read and process. This is of course a consequence of the brevity of the story 

itself and the dramatically smaller number of words and sentences it contains. She then 

presents this dimension, at once mnemonic and temporal, as determinative with respect to 

how the short story is read, as opposed to how the novel is read.  

 It is not, however, that the dimension of a work is exclusively determinative of 

interpretation, for she notes early in the essay that every individual reader brings not only his 

or her own psychological or cultural experience into play, but also shared cultural 

experiences. Thus, within a given relatively homogeneous literary community, there will 

almost certainly be more or less interpretive agreement along this axis. Moreover, she goes so 

far as to say that not only does our experience colour interpretation, but that our prior 

knowledge or perception of the work also governs our choice from among various interpretive 

schemata. We may, however, consider the dimension of the work to hold a privileged position 

in this essay; further, Brown makes a strong distinction between this and the influences of 

historical context, which are, in her view, relatively less prominent and important in the short 

story than in the novel. 

 Although her assertion that there must be some wholeness to a literary work is open to 

debate, it is beyond doubt that the act of reading at very least constructs a wholeness of sorts 

(i.e. this wholeness may not be inherent in the text). In essence, Brown’s contribution can be 

summed up in terms of the different modes in which wholeness is constructed according to 

length, in the short story as opposed to in the novel. The most basic premise is stated very 

early: the capacity of verbal memory is finite, and perhaps extremely so. This limitation is 

then a determining factor in how we read a text: reading a long text, we necessarily remember, 

pay attention to, and interpret the text episodically as a chain of events, whereas when we read 
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a short text, we are more likely to recall specific verbal details. She writes: 

Our reading of a text is—and to some degree, because of processing 

limitations, must be—reductive. We do not remember the text; we mostly 

remember the propositions we form as we read. Criticism and meaning . . . are 

more a product of this reductive version than of the text itself. . . . Processing 

literary discourse . . . involves a fundamental tension between the 

psychological necessity to repackage words or chunk material according to 

some schema and the convention of artistic discourse which disposes 

experienced readers to remember verbatim structures. . . . (Brown, “Tess” 35-

6). 

 Continuing this line of thought, Brown draws upon Ricoeur’s early work on narrative 

to distinguish between “configurational” and “successive” modes of perceptual patterning. 

The former, wholeness is constructed in a reflective act that organizes memory into a 

meaningful configuration; following her discussions of Lessing, Barthes and Todorov, which 

serve to situate her theory, she considers this mode to permit meaning to be experienced in the 

moment. In the successive mode, wholeness is only achieved at the novel's end, and each 

event is only significant with respect to that vantage point. Stated simply, verbal structures 

and specifically literary or poetic techniques are accordingly more significant in the short 

story than in the novel because there are fewer words to process and remember, whereas the 

length of the novel necessitates far more reduction in order to be remembered and is likely to 

be broken up into episodic chunks. Thus, in the latter case, the New Critical imperative “to the 

text itself!” is revealed to be an impossible case.  

 One final point should be noted. The short story “Tess” and the novel Tess differ in 

one further manner. Due to the inherent limitations on our verbal processing and memory, the 

novel will necessarily be remembered as a succession of events and interpreted in a mimetic 
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mode, as detailing a very particular reproduction. By contrast, the brevity of the short story 

allows for a more symbolic and generalized interpretation. We thus come to the reason for 

Brown’s argument that the historical context is relatively more important in the novel than in 

the short story. The novel is tied to, and dependent upon, episodic particularities such as 

historical events, whereas the short story is short enough not to be transformed into episodic 

memory, which affords the reader the luxury of being able to detach the short story from any 

particular historical context and generalize. 

 Nevertheless, Brown’s article calls to mind, foregrounds but does not fully resolve 

certain questions, such as: What do we expect of the short story? What distinguishes the short 

story, as such, from other genres, such as the novel and the poem? These are but a few of the 

theoretical presumptions underlying John Gerlach’s essay, “Closure in Modern Short Fiction: 

Cheever’s “The Enormous Radio” and “Artemis, the Honest Well Digger.” It is unclear 

whether Gerlach’s acceptance of Poe’s criterion of singleness is provisional or whole-hearted, 

this singleness of effect, which Poe had attributed to the story being dominated by a linear, 

teleological narrative structure, remains definitional of the short story as a genre. The short 

story is accepted, at least provisionally, to require some sort of singleness, unity or closure; if 

a work does not in some way meet this basic criterion it cannot be considered to constitute a 

short story. The question operative throughout Gerlach’s essay is: how can short works of 

modern fiction, which do not aim at structural unity or singleness, be considered short stories 

according to this definition?  

 Before turning to Gerlach’s use and analysis of “closure” in this essay, it would be 

instructive to note that the very act of defining the short story exhibits a fundamental 

characteristic of Reader Aesthetics, that is, the activity of the reader in relationship to the text. 

In the act of definition, the critic projects his or her expectations onto the text. If the text then 

meets said expectations, it can then be interpreted according to the appropriate rubric. 
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Moreover, this interpretive rubric is also shaped by the reader’s expectations. Thus, with the 

shift of emphasis from the self-contained text of New Criticism, to the reader in an active 

relationship with the text, a corresponding shift in emphasis becomes possible, from structural 

singleness or wholeness to effective, (or affective) singleness. In his essay, Gerlach proposes 

the alternative that the expectation and fulfillment of closure in a narrative produces a 

“singleness of effect” that is independent of structure. In these terms, Poe’s emphasis on 

endings can be termed structural closure, determined solely by plot, whereas Gerlach argues 

for what could be called effective closure, which can be determined by the reader's 

expectations or by other means. 

 In the first instance, Gerlach makes use of John Cheever’s story “The Enormous 

Radio” to make the argument that, in this piece, closure is the result of the fulfilment of the 

“ideal reader’s” expectations of the text. Thus, for any given story, its conditions of closure 

and thereby, effective singleness, are determined, on the one hand, by the implicit logic of the 

text, and on the other, by the reader’s expectation that this logic should proceed inevitably 

toward its implied conclusion. In the particular case at hand, Gerlach proposes that according 

to this implicit logic, the ideal reader would consider closure to have been achieved by means 

of a logical sequence involving surprise, reversal and a return to “normal,” which, taken as a 

whole would give the reader a sense of finality. When, however, a real reader becomes 

involved, expectations necessarily diverge, particularly with respect to the term “normal,” and 

even “logical.” 

 Gerlach then takes up the example of “Artemis, the Honest Well Digger,” to 

demonstrate that the conditions of closure and/or wholeness for the short story need not be 

fulfilled by plot. The story is used to exemplify two other possibilities, namely: first, thematic 

wholeness, in which metaphors and analogies are formed and hold together the text; second, 

closure by form, in which a climactic moment is reached without relation to theme or logical 
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conclusion. Gerlach does not consider thematic wholeness to be a necessary or sufficient 

condition for closure.  

 However, the climactic moment without resolution, as well as a purely formal return to 

the opening thematic element, produces the effect of closure. Of this he writes “It is the 

ultimate gesture of a narrator who all along has defied expectations. The air of finality due to 

a review of disparate elements in tighter form, the leap to generalization, the suggestion of 

symmetry all hold together as an ending whether what is actually being tied together, leapt to, 

and symmetrised have any substance at all. This is the form of an ending, and it is form that 

counts” (151). Thus thematic form, as opposed to plot structure, produces the effect of 

closure, and, without reliance on a teleological plot, thus constitutes the singleness of effect 

written of by Poe.  

 This requires that the reader be attentive to such thematic elements and also operate 

within a framework wherein such elements are meaningful. It may be safe to say that, 

generally speaking and within certain limits, there will be sufficient agreement among some 

community of readers that these thematic and formal elements do produce that “air of 

finality.” However, even within such a community, given that it is a real one, the experience 

of reading and the meanings derived will doubtless vary, due to divergent meanings brought 

to the table. Speaking more generally, there will doubtlessly always be some readers whose 

expectations and cognitive frames diverge to such a degree that it is difficult to regard 

recourse to closure as the final word in interpreting the short story. Finally, one must once 

again recall that Gerlach does indeed leave Poe’s criterion, “singleness of effect,” in place, 

defining the essential character of the short story. 

 We can thus see that Gerlach mobilizes the concept of closure to simultaneously stand 

in for, and produce, the feeling of organic unity originally ascribed to the short story by Poe. It 

is, however, the interaction between the reader and the text itself, rather than an intrinsic 
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property of the text, which produces or makes perceptible the structural and affective unity, 

demanded of the short story. We can thus observe a shift from quantitative and supposedly 

objective determinations of the short story toward an analysis that takes into account 

subjective interpretations and operates qualitatively. 

 The publication of these promising articles was no isolated event, but rather reflected a 

wide-spread and diverse movement in Anglo-American literary scholarship. During the 

preceding year (1989), a volume entitled Short Story Theory at a Crossroads, edited by Susan 

Lohafer, came into print, a volume which collected a number of contributions to this by now 

burgeoning theoretical and literary scene.  

 Here, we shall have to carefully consider a number of these essays; first taking into 

account a brief thematic introductory piece by Lohafer herself, in which she first outlines the 

challenges presented by the openness of the distinctly modern short story, as well as noting 

the nearly contemporaneous decline of adherence to Poe’s aesthetics of totality and singularity 

of effect. She then continues to highlight the unique position held by the “end” of the short 

story; it is impossible to ignore its imminence upon the horizon announced by the brevity of 

the work. As opposed to the climactic “end” of Poe’s aesthetics, or the climax and 

dénouement of the novel, Lohafer notes the appeal of the idea of “closure” in the short story. 

She first describes in passing that her own notion of closure is based upon ideas of periodicity 

(a return to the point of departure), particularly involving the surpassing of some resistance, 

and yet is not plot-dependent. She then gives a very brief overview of the concept of closure 

developed by John Gerlach, in which he posits five particular signals of closure: solution of 

the central problem, natural termination, completion of antithesis, manifestation of a moral 

and encapsulation all of which are, by contrast, plot-dependent features of the story. (Lohafer, 

“Introduction to Part III” 110) 

 Lohafer prominently highlights the tendency or bias in short story aesthetics to seek 
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out a foundation in fundamental (or quasi-universal) cognitive tendencies. That is to say, to 

ground a theory of aesthetic reception, oriented toward closure, in cognitive patterns that 

would amount to the attempt to give such a theory a concrete basis. If correct, this would be to 

say, in the last analysis, that as humans, we are cognitively oriented, either through biological 

or cultural agency to seek meaning through closure and endings.49  

 Discussing the essays comprising this thematic section of the book, Lohafer 

enumerates their operative closure concepts, concepts which range from ideas of logical 

relations, from semantic completion, but share the common conviction that the aesthetic 

reception of the reader of short stories is directed toward closure concepts by a fundamental 

drive to make meaning or find patterns (“Introduction to Part III” 114). But, might not the 

concept of reader-contributed closure merely be a means by which critics resolve those stories 

which resist resolution? Moreover, the question also arises as to whether the reader, who 

derives meaning from such closure effectuated by the reader’s contribution, or from the 

endings so-imposed, is an ideal or real reader? For, if we conjecture that a story can be written 

so as to resist closure, might not some alternative real or ideal reader be cognitively or 

otherwise disposed to a similar resistance, a reader for whom closure is a sign of weakness, of 

a deficiency in the aesthetic reception of the text? 

 In the first text from this collection, “Recalcitrance in the Short Story,” by Austin M. 

Wright, once again, we find ourselves confronting a discrete set of questions, specifically 

regarding the establishment of generic difference between the novel and the short story 

through the analysis of the concept of closure, and, in particular, forms of closure peculiar to 

the modern, apparently closure-resistant, short story, which are established not in the text 

itself, but rather by a process in which the reader is an active participant. In this essay, Wright 

                                                 
49  It would be interesting to study the aesthetic reception of readers of short stories in non-Western cultures, 
specifically, ones in which there is no particular emphasis on eschatology which runs strong throughout the 
Judeo-Christian tradition. Of course, this tradition or culture is a written one, so it may thus be an impossible 
aporia to try to determine whether our proposed cognitive predilection for endings and closure stands in relation 
to the tradition as cause or as effect. 
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searches for generic difference between the formalisms of the novel and the short story in 

terms of closure-forms specific to the short story; in particular, he seeks to ground the formal 

unity of the short story in its own resistance to the “closure demands” of the reader and the 

genre. He denotes this resistance “formal recalcitrance” (115), and argues that the introduction 

of this concept, also known as discontinuity, resistance or disruption, has the power to both 

rescue the formal unity of the text and address questions raised by structuralist or post-

structuralist anti-formalist criticism. He defines formal recalcitrance as the resistance inherent 

in the reader’s perception of the formal structure of the literary text. For example, upon first 

reading a text that defies our expectations, textual recalcitrance is prevalent, and only slowly 

does a particular form come into view. However, upon the emergence of form, the text 

becomes strangely docile, and recalcitrance remains only as a residue. Moreover, in first 

addressing the modes in which the novel is recalcitrant, Wright notes that at all levels the 

literary text is resistant, from language itself (which must be processed and interpreted by the 

reader), to the formal yet familiar conventions of fiction as a genre (the reader must be able to 

recognize the novel as fiction), to the substance and temporality of the novel itself. The form 

of recalcitrance specific to the novel is its substance and temporality; for, as a consequence of 

the finite capacity of human memory and cognitive capacities, much of the novel is forgotten 

in the process of reading. Thus much of the recalcitrance of the novel is forgotten, even as 

some is overcome in the process of interpretation. Then, in a brief digression, Wright proposes 

to bring all phenomena peculiar to the resistance of the modern short story to closure under 

the umbrella term of “formal recalcitrance,” and mobilizes the resulting conceptual system to 

discern whether there is a type of recalcitrance peculiar to the short story. 

Wright distinguishes at least two types of recalcitrance at work in the short story:  

a general recalcitrance common to all short works, manifest in the intensity of 

detail that shortness confers. . . . Words and images, as well as characters and 
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events, stand out more vividly than they would in a larger context . . . [which] . 

. . implies recalcitrance in the act of attention . . . shortness intensifies 

recalcitrance at the ground level of language, even as it loses recalcitrance at 

the overall level of formal unification. This I call inner recalcitrance. (20-21)  

This form of recalcitrance necessitates a different form of linguistic processing in the act of 

reading a short story rather than a novel (i.e. verbal memory takes precedence over episodic 

memory). Second, he distinguishes what he calls “final recalcitrance,” the various forms of 

incompleteness at the “end of the story” that force the reader to reflectively impose closure 

upon the text. 

 The remainder of Wright’s essay, with the exception of some concluding remarks, 

outlines five specifically modern forms of final recalcitrance that necessitate a closural 

contribution on the part of the reader, if the text is to form a unity. In all five varieties that he 

distinguishes, the common element is that the reader must backtrack, reflect and, perhaps, re-

read, in order to establish closure and lend the requisite wholeness (which defines the short 

story as such) to the recalcitrant short story. This outline is necessarily and appropriately brief; 

he first distinguishes mimetic resistance as the simplest variety, at least in terms of form, in 

which the story ends without resolution in terms of plot or character development (124). 

 Second, he notes a variety typified by an “unexplaining explanation” that the reader 

must supplement in order to make meaningful, and then another variety, which is formally 

analogues to the second, however, no explanation is provided at all, stores ending in 

“unexplained juxtaposition,” from which the reader must first construct a unity, whether 

thematic or otherwise, and then an explanation (125-6). Next, he delineates a fourth variety, 

one of “symbolic recalcitrance,” best exemplified in certain stories by Kafka, in which a 

symbolic or thematic scheme is emphasized but left unexplained, leaving the reader to bring 

meaning to the symbolic system that ought to order the story (126-7). Wright aptly notes that 
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this form is not peculiar to the modern short story, but is also present in fables and parables—

it would be interesting to note that many of Kafka’s shortest pieces took the form of parables. 

Finally, the variety denoted by the term “modal discontinuity,” in which the text puts its own 

system of meaning into question (128-9). In this case, the reader must then make a decision to 

interpret the literary text according to one system of meaning as opposed to another, equally 

valid one.  

 In the story, the contradiction between modes of interpretation is left unresolved and 

does not vanish with interpretation, and thus must at least be acknowledged by the interpreter. 

If the contradiction is all too easily resolved, the coherence thus established is arbitrary and 

unstable; a provisional coherence can, however, be maintained through the very contradiction 

that prevents it from ever being definitive (the virtual persistence of the alternative prevents 

the contradiction from causing the collapse of provisional coherence). This is among the most 

modern and most fundamental forms of recalcitrance in the short story—it challenges the 

cognitive tendency of the reader to think in terms of an exclusive, binary logic, forcing the 

reader to maintain a cognitively uncomfortable contradiction (128).  

 Wright’s final conjecture is that formal recalcitrance, whether inner or final, may 

constitute the generic difference between the novel and the short story. Inner recalcitrance, he 

writes, is most likely present in all short stories, whereas final recalcitrance may or may not 

be. However, the addition of final recalcitrance to inner recalcitrance may be said to 

characterize the specifically modern short story. They dovetail, for, it is only the textual detail, 

highlighted by inner recalcitrance, which allows the reader to overcome whatever form of 

final recalcitrance is present and make the text meaningful and whole (129). 

 In the subsequent essay in the collection, “The Debunking Rhythm of the American 

Short Story,” Tomas M. Leitch sets forth the argument that the modern American short story, 

as opposed to the novel, the pre-modern, and the non-American short story, is characterized 
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by what he denotes by the phrase “a debunking rhythm.” That is to say, at the most essential 

level, the modern American short story (and to a lesser degree, certain types of longer fiction) 

is characterized by a particular structure that lacks the climactic, action-driven resolution of 

the anecdotal story’s plot, as well as the revelation that concludes the epiphanic story”(132).  

 Using Poe’s definition of the short story, Leitch finds that the anecdotal story can be 

seen merely as a type of epiphanic story, insofar as both are unified by a final disclosure that 

fulfils an expectation present in the reader from the very beginning: the expectation of 

closure, i.e. the expectation that the story becomes meaningful as a whole as its latent 

teleological structure becomes manifest. Put in another way, the short story form highlights 

the reader's anticipation of closure, of some revelation; except for the case of modern 

American short story (and in some non-American stories as well), closure results in 

determinate, new knowledge. Moreover, the revelation of meaning and knowledge at the end 

of the short story is that which is anticipated by the reader. In the specific case of the modern 

American short story, by contrast, this is apparently missing. Nevertheless, this type of short 

story does not frustrate the reader's expectation of closure, for, on the level of form, it still 

displays a revelatory character.  

 Like the traditional epiphanic story, the modern American short story proceeds to 

dispel illusory knowledge and presuppositions. By contrast, it does not necessarily fill the 

void left in their place with more authoritative knowledge. Such a story is thus characterized 

by its “debunking rhythm,” rather than by the specific teleology revealed at the end of the 

conventional short story. Accordingly, the modern American short story displays an 

“antithetical structure” (132-3), understood in terms of John Gerlach’s interpretation of 

Roland Barthes’ description of the term “antithesis” as a narrative trope consisting in a 

movement from a given position to its opposite. This structure and rhythm is complementary 

to the movement from ignorance to knowledge, but is, however, independent of the former 
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movement’s presence or absence. The “debunking rhythm” and “antithetical structures” of the 

modern American short story thus refer to the destruction of false knowledge of the world, 

false ideals, and illusions, without replacing them with new, true ones. Moreover, Leitch 

shows, through examples drawn from Poe, Melville and Crane, that in the modern American 

short story, the stories serve specifically to debunk, or unmask, the idea of the self as subject, 

as stable, and as self-enclosed. Further, there is no “better” concept of the self waiting to be 

revealed; these short stories conclude with a final antithetical movement that satisfies the 

expectation of closure, without, however, establishing a determinate and exclusive teleology 

or meaning. 

 If, then, antithetical structure is present in the epiphanic, and, by extension, the 

anecdotal story, as the movement from false to true, Leitch can convincingly argue that “just 

as the anecdotal story is a subset of the story of teleological revelation the revelatory story and 

the debunking story are in turn complementary subsets of the antithetical story, the story 

which proceeds from an illusory initial way of knowing to a critique of, or challenge to that 

order. . . . The debunking story . . . displays as its point and purpose the process of unknowing 

a false or delusive sense of individual action or perception as basis for a stable sense of 

personal identity” (139-40). Antithesis thus appears as the most fundamental trope and 

structure of the short story, for its structure is prerequisite for any sense of closure (140). The 

characteristically modern and American structure is rather the “debunking rhythm,” that 

satisfies the reader's expectation of narrative closure but also challenges the reader's identity 

by refusing to establish a teleology that would result in conceptual or interpretive closure. 

 Containing analyses of concepts such as closure, formal recalcitrance and “debunking 

rhythm,” despite a growing emphasis on the role of the reader and qualitative elements, these 

particular essays retain a certain element of formalism. There also remains, correspondingly, 

an emphasis on text-immanent features. In the next three essays in consideration, the 
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remainder of those drawn from this volume, emphasis shifts further toward the reception of 

the story by the reader. With this shift of emphasis, a certain persistent interdisciplinary 

tendency becomes manifest. That is to say, in a second essay by Suzanne Hunter Brown, in a 

full essay by Susan Lohafer, and in an intriguing piece by Ian Reid, the focus of attention is 

the manner in which the reader actively processes the story as a cognitive subject. 

Accordingly, these critics draw upon the resources not only of literary theory, but also those of 

cognitive psychology, psycholinguistics, and philosophy (among others). We begin with 

Suzanne Hunter Brown’s descriptively titled, “Discourse Analysis and the Short Story.” 

Brown indicates that research has demonstrated that verbal detail is forgotten very quickly, 

and that if a delay is introduced, it becomes impossible to reconstruct a long text verbatim.50 

Thus, re-interpretation without re-reading is always an interpretation of a reduced text, one 

reduced to schemata, frames and concepts, and most likely one influenced by prior 

interpretations. And yet, the best readers are those who best reduce experience to schemata, 

and re-reading and re-interpretation are vital to the meaning drawn from the text (219).  

 In response to the hypothetical (or actual) objection that such cognitive data does not 

apply to literary discourse, as a specialized discourse focused on verbatim detail, Brown 

responds that the very act of classification that designates a work as literary is itself the 

application of a particular frame, whether reducible to a frame of “the literary” or of a more 

specialized discourse. She notes later that it may even be possible that the complexity of so-

called literary texts might be great enough to result in an increased need for processing and 

schematization. Moreover, the conventional approach of literary interpretation, which 
                                                 
50  It is a remarkable coincidence that Paul Ricoeur, from whom Brown borrowed a number of concepts in her 
earlier essay, dedicated his final book to the topics named in its title: memory, history, forgetting, for very early 
in her essay she highlights the problem presented by the process of forgetting verbatim information, which 
leaves us with schemata and propositions constructed from the literary text. Brown makes the interesting 
observation that when there is a better fit between the text that is read and the cognitive schema, or frame. This is 
subsequently applied in the process of memory processing and storage, verbatim or purely perceptual 
information is forgotten. This is doubly true, according to her initial analysis, for we are, indeed, dramatically 
less likely to re-read a text that fits into a ready-made schema, if only because the ordinary reader would have 
little interest in verbatim detail and would not want to interrupt the narrative if it did not present some particular 
difficulty. Moreover, the reader may be even less inclined to re-read if the text reinforces the applied schema. 
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emphasizes the importance of verbatim information, helps to produce the tension between 

psychological necessity and the demands of literary reading that she noted in her earlier essay 

and recalls here, citing Van Dijk with respect to the mnemonic features of literary reading. In 

this essay, however, she emphasizes the distinction between global and local processing, 

where global processing is oriented toward plot and structure, whereas local processing is 

oriented toward verbal details. Once again, she compares the short story to a hybrid of novel 

and poem, but this time only after noting that, according to Van Dijk, novels are processed in 

a less literary fashion than short stories or poetry, because global processing must always be 

active to keep track of the plot construction (224). 

 If anything, in this essay, Brown’s position has become more strongly cognitivist in 

orientation; she stresses the psychological limitations imposed on the reader's ability to 

process long texts, consequently privileging the short story as a genre, a genre that demands 

slow reading and careful attention to verbal detail. She writes “Close verbal connections, local 

processing, are made possible by brevity; thus short stories with intricate, tight verbal 

structures are likely to please us because they reward the tendency to process brief works in 

this way” (232). This passage is very similar to one found in her earlier essay, but with some 

alterations, significantly the addition of the self-rewarding nature of the short story, in terms 

of its mode of processing. She then discusses earlier theories of language and literature that 

deploy oppositions analogous to local and global, slow and fast reading, temporally 

successive and simultaneous, beginning with Ferdinand de Saussure’s distinction between the 

synchronic (simultaneous) and diachronic (successive), through Roman Jakobson, Tzvetan 

Todorov and the Russian Formalists, and again invokes Ricoeur, all in the course of re-

emphasizing the importance of the temporal aspect of reading and what she has designated the 

dimension of a work, through each theorist's formulation of the same basic dichotomy 

introduced by Saussure.  
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 Brown is careful to note that the convention that designates literature as a specifically 

temporal, as opposed to spatial art, may itself be misleading, just as it has been claimed that 

understanding the non-successive aspect in terms of space may be. However, as a work must 

be arranged and “configured,” to borrow Ricoeur’s term, in memory, and at least 

imaginatively spatialized, just as we imagine time as a line. Importantly, she notes that the 

limits of memory and the role of forgetting had been emphasized as early as Aristotle, and that 

we must forget in order that we may make cognitive space for new information and make 

room for configuration to operate in memory. Being able to do so, she argues, is essential to 

the process of literary apprehension and reading, for it is essential to isolate pertinent details, 

patterns and structures, all of which only become apparent after at least an initial cycle of 

apprehension, schematization, forgetting and recall. We may become more attentive to surface 

features that had until now eluded us, we may process locally and synchronically after global, 

diachronic processing has finished. Thus, the role of re-reading has become essential to 

Brown's position, and she uses her opposition to Marxist global readings, like those of 

Frederic Jameson, to suggest that there exist a plurality of modes in which a text may be 

processed; however, the privilege of the short story is retained and reinforced, for it lends 

itself so readily to re-reading and further interpretation, by virtue of its brevity and the 

limitations imposed upon us by our memory and processing capacities. 

 By contrast to Suzanne Hunter Brown’s highly rigorous and well-informed essay, Susan 

Lohafer’s study, “Preclosure and Story Processing,” might appear lacking in rigor. This is due, 

however, only to the informal nature of the study she conducted in order to obtain data 

identifying points (sentences) at which the given story could end. These sentences are 

designated by the name preclosure points, points at which one might plausibly believe the 

story in question could end. She finds little unexpected information on the first analysis, only 

that there were distinct clusters of sentences that students chose as preclosure points. The 
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particular clusters chosen, diverged when the sample was divided according to education level 

(high school level and college level, or above); the less educated part of the sample chose the 

earlier preclosure points, and tended to correlate with event-related signals, whereas the more 

educated sample chose later points and responded somewhat more to image-related signals of 

closure. This, however, does not yield much insight, since it is rather obvious that the college-

educated sample would have somewhat more sophisticated interpretive approaches, and 

moreover, imagery is standard fare in any college English or Literature course (250).  

 Having obtained fairly trivial results at this point, Lohafer then divided the sample 

according to whether the individual had never written a story, written, but no formal training, 

and formally trained fiction writers. It is at this point that interesting results are obtained: 

there was remarkable agreement between the trained and never-written samples. Both samples 

tended to respond to event-related signals, and breaks between large structural units of the text 

for preclosure points. It is from this point of departure that she can then correlate the choice of 

preclosure points with processing activities, and of which some also correlate with certain 

paratextual elements, such as paragraph breaks, or the end of a paragraph. Correlations are 

seen also with ends of particular plot-lines, changes in place, as well as decision points 

regarding the choice of a given future possibility over another. She can then conclude that 

there are, in fact, signals embedded in the text of a short story, which a reader processes 

according to some schema, that designate possible preclosure points. Because these points 

cluster she then proposes that we may extrapolate from this some idea of what we generally 

intuit as a “story.” 

 Before turning to discourse analysis for conceptual tools, she first rules out the 

possibility that only local signals can point to preclosure points, but rather assumes that larger, 

more complex processes are at work. Like Suzanne Hunter Brown, Lohafer turns to the 

discourse analysis of Van Dijk, and analyses her results in terms of macrostructures that are 
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designated by propositions that are generated from within the text in the act of reading. These 

macrostructures are, as it were, analogous to concepts and systems of inter-related and 

hierarchical concepts; like concepts they constitute the most generalized and efficient 

interpretive schemata, but differ from their analogues by constituting schemata primarily for 

classifying events and their accompanying imagery. Macrostructures are, simply put, 

processing shortcuts correlated with plot events.  

 The result of the analysis using the conceptual tools provided by Van Dijk, was the 

conclusion that:  

[A] macrostructure statement never swallowed up a preclosure point; that is to 

say, it always netted propositions up to, but not across, the preclosure point . . . 

[but] these points were associated with gaps in the discursive continuum . . . I 

needed to look “higher”. . . [to] another level of cognitive organization, called 

the superstructure. It reduces and generalizes the macrostructures even further 

and is specific to various genres and types of discourse . . . the superstructure 

of a story is a conventionalized grammar of narrative, usually represented as a 

causally connected chain of events. (Lohafer, “Preclosure” 264-5) 

She concludes from her informal study that macrostructures and superstructures determine 

how a story is broken down and processed by the reader, and determine the points at which 

we can either intuit or determine a possible preclosure point.  

 She then introduces another interpretive tool, the concept of a frame, scenario, or script: 

generalized schemata according to which experience or behaviour is organized. The 

availability of various frames to a given reader is dependent upon a number of factors, 

including cultural background, educational background, region, or even nation or other 

political or social unit. We interpret a story using a frame, in this sense of the term, in order to 

make processing more efficient, and to fill-in information that is not immediately given, but 
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can be reasonably inferred according to the particular frame in use. That is to say, a frame 

structures our expectations and our interpretive process; moreover, some frames are more 

appropriate than others in a given interpretive task. Without the proper frame to process an 

experience or a text, one can only substitute a more familiar, if less appropriate frames, at 

least until the appropriate frame can be constructed. In terms of her study, Lohafer correlated 

the preclosure clusters with frame recognition, and found that when the appropriate frame was 

available, that group was particularly likely to choose particular points (263-265).  

 Lohafer concludes with some intriguing speculations regarding the nature of the story, 

as such, which she considers to be the most fundamental way we can organize our experience 

and one of the easiest things for us to recognize without formal training. Moreover, she 

proposes that “storyness” can be considered to be a frame, itself, that is almost essential to the 

way we structure experience, and can readily be extended for use in creating or interpreting 

the “virtual experience” of a text. As she concludes this essay, she proposes that education, 

with its over-emphasis on plot, can have a harmful effect on our ability to perceive, if not act, 

using the story frame. This is the case because factors other than plot determine the structure 

of any given story (274-275). 

 In the final essay in this collection that we shall consider, an essay of a markedly 

polemical, yet almost satirical tone, entitled, “Destabilizing Frames for Story,” Ian Reid 

provides a systematic analysis and demonstration of the now-popular concept and practice of 

framing, at least as applicable within the confines of a reception-theoretic treatment of the 

short story genre. His fundamental assertion is that there is no reading or meaning that is not 

already framed in some way. This is true whether the narrative “frames itself” or is framed by 

some mediation of the reader's interaction with the text. Reid defines four fundamental types 

of framing, designating them by the terms circumtextual, intratextual, intertextual, and 

extratextual (300). Frames overlap and are not exclusive, but can be broken down for 
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analytical purposes into these four categories. Circumtextual framing is defined as framing 

enacted by elements outside of the text itself, such as the book’s physical appearance, 

paratextual elements, title, prefatory material, and so on. Even these features predispose one 

to read the text with certain, if often small, bias. For example, compare how one approaches 

and reads an American book, one with glossy full colour cover illustrations, as opposed to a 

simply designed and very plain French book. The circumtextual excess of American books is 

obviously intended to predispose the prospective reader to a favourable reading. By contrast 

the French book carries dramatically less circumtextual baggage, often bearing no information 

beyond the author and title, and then the text.  

 Attention must now turn toward what Reid terms intratextual frames and intertextual 

frames. Not only is the reader’s encounter with the text already mediated by circumtextual 

elements, but often a text carries a frame within itself, through self-commentary or stories 

within stories, or any number of other devices, the text provides a frame for its own reading. 

Intertextual framing is essentially analogous—a reference or borrowing from another text 

would then serve to evoke certain associations in the reader in the act of interpretation. It is 

also worth noting that intertextual and intratextual frames often serve to reinforce one another, 

and also to offer other “suggested” frames for the reader. Moreover, it is very often the case 

that all of these story frames are present in the same work. These frames do not always call 

for suspicion, often the latter two types of framing serve only to guide the reader to a 

particular mode of reading. 

 Extratextual frames are by contrast rarely innocuous. Reid gives such examples of 

extratextual frames as “generic understandings, pedagogic habits, and notions about 

literariness. . . . What is clear, however, is that these extratextual frames always carry an 

ideological freight, albeit inconspicuously and unwittingly” (307). It is his continuing 

assertion and polemical point that it would be positively naïve to consider the reading of any 
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text unframed and non-ideological. In fact, it may be the most prevalent and ideological 

extratextual frame of all to consider the literary text to be free of ideology and subject to free 

interpretation (whether one envisions this in the form of an ideal reader or a self enclosed 

text). Whether circumtextual, intratextual, intertextual or extratextual, we cannot read, let 

alone interpret, without some preexisting frame (no matter how flexible and subject to 

revision, a la the hermeneutic circle). Engaged in the act of reading, one either assumes the 

frames presented by the literary text, or one attempts to fit the text into a familiar frame. Thus, 

in radical opposition to the ideology of New Criticism, in relation to the text itself, the reader 

is primary, insofar as meaning is absent in the absence of the frames needed to produce it. 

 In a much more recent collection, also edited, in part, by Susan Lohafer, published but a 

decade ago (1998), entitled The Tales We Tell, Perspectives on the Short Story, it is evident 

that this interdisciplinary tendency has continued at the heart of the reader-oriented study of 

the short story. If anything, the few pieces that we shall briefly review, it is apparent that it has 

been pursued all the more vigorously, both by literary scholars and practitioners of the related 

fields of study. The actual, embodied reader is brought to the foreground, arguably, to the 

extent that the text of the short story itself is no longer of primary importance. 

 In a brief text, entitled “Interdisciplinary Thoughts on Cognitive Science and Short 

Fiction Studies,” Susan Lohafer notes that, first and for the most part, there has been little 

interaction and interchange between the fields and practitioners of literary theory and 

psychology. She attributes this phenomenon primarily to practical concerns, for she aptly 

notes that the terms “text” and “narrative” are pervasive and are not limited by disciplinary 

boundaries. For instance, Paul Ricoeur has argued that identity and selfhood are constituted 

by means of narrative and story-telling, while psychologists and cognitive scientists have 

found that autobiographical memory is perhaps the most rudimentary building block for the 

recognition and construction of narratives. To note an additional disciplinary crossing that 
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Lohafer does not discuss, history, can and to a certain extent must be regarded as a text for 

two reasons: first, if history is not to be merely a meaningless series of events, these events 

must be assembled into a coherent narrative of some form; second, the double reference of the 

words Geschichte, in German, and histoire, in French, speaks to the primacy of oral history, 

which necessarily took the form of story-telling.51  

 Lohafer, however, focuses rather narrowly on the contributions that have and can be 

made by psychology and cognitive science to the study of literature. The greatest contribution 

of psyhology and cognitive science to literary theory, according to Lohafer, is with respect to 

fleshing out the cognitive position of actual readers. She notes studies regarding the 

situational models constructed in the process of reading, the relationship between linguistic 

elements and the reader’s positioning within the text, and finally research into the real-world 

relationship of the reader with the text. She writes of the last, “. . . Cognitive scientists can 

offer a more flexible, reader-response-oriented, “situational” framework for talking about the 

reciprocity between the sequentiality of print literature and the networking, interactive, 

model-building activities of the reader. The burden of many of these studies is that readers 

bring all sorts of prior knowledge to the act of reading a given text. . . .” (Lohafer, 

“Interdisciplinary Thoughts (149). This is to say that, in the last analysis, the move from the 

idealized reader of the literary text to the real, embodied, thinking reader can be greatly 

advanced by psychological research into the various aspects contributing to the reader's 

interpretive framework. 

 In a similar vein, in “A Map of Psychological Approaches to Story Memory,” Steven R. 

Yussen sets out to examine the contributions of psychological research to the question of what 

makes a narrative intelligible and memorable. He outlines four principal directions of 

research, after provisionally defining a “story” not as something inherent in the text itself, but 
                                                 
51  See Paul Ricoeur's three part work, Time and Narrative and Oneself as Another for more concerning 
Ricoeur's theories concerning the relationship between narrative and identity constitution and history being 
considered textually. 
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as a term for the interaction between the reader and text. That is, in order for a story to be a 

story, there must be a reader to construct and comprehend a narrative from the printed words, 

for, “there is no such thing as a single story, a fixed text for a narrative; each reader constructs 

his or her own story. However idiosyncratic this representation may be for each reader, 

nonetheless we should be able to divine some general features of the story that each reader 

does or does not remember, understand, or otherwise process”52 (152). 

 At this point, practitioners of literary theory give way to allow “the scientists” to speak. 

A report, by William F. Brewer, entitled, “Short Story Structure and Affect: Evidence from 

Cognitive Psychology,” along with two that follow close upon its heels, outlines certain 

contributions of cognitive psychology to the study of short stories, particularly to the 

paradigm of reception theory. In this specific case, Brewer discusses an approach that he 

designates “structural-affect theory.” From this theoretical standpoint, then, the reader's 

enjoyment of a given text is directly related to his or her affective response to specifically 

structural elements of the given narrative. Brewer bases his theory on a strong distinction, 

within the narrative itself, between textual events and the linguistic presentation of these 

events that arranges these events in temporal sequence. He may then make the corresponding 

distinction between “event-structures” and “discourse-structures,” and privilege the latter in 

relation to the reader’s affective response. Through a hypothetical sequence of events, 

involving the opening of a letter-bomb by Jacques Derrida, he outlines three particularly 

prevalent, affective responses to discourse structure: surprise, suspense and curiosity. These 

three are differentiated by the information available to the reader, but all share a sequence of 

                                                 
52  Next, he outlines these lines of psychological research, beginning with research focused on “scripts,” mental 
representations of often repeated sequences of events, primarily accounted for by acculturation. The second 
group that he makes note of, studies pertaining to how the internal structure of stories governs reading, utilizing 
concepts such as “grammars” and “hierarchies,” and how these factors impact recall. A third line of research he 
distinguishes is one that focuses on logical and causal connections within the narrative, and finally, he notes the 
emphasis of a fourth view on the construction of mental models and “scenes” in the working memory of the 
reader. He concludes with an explicit discussion of the factors impacting the memorability of a story, noting that 
all four sub-fields of psychological research contribute to the possibility of coming to a definitive answer to this 
question. 
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delay and resolution. Resolution thus elicits the affect of enjoyment and liking in the reader. 

He concludes, through an empirical study, that the perceived completeness (elsewhere 

denoted by the term “closure”) of a narrative determines, to a large degree, enjoyment on the 

part of the real reader.  

 If we can say that the specifically affective response of any given reader to a narrative 

text is determined, to a great extent, by the resolution of the narrative, we may reasonably 

infer that the kind of resolution, in part, determines the response on the part of the reader. 

Conversely, we must also qualify the reader of the narrative as well. Paul E. Jose, a 

developmental psychologist, and colleague of Brewer, in “Story Liking and Moral 

Resolution,” sets out to “describe how children grow to understand and appreciate moral 

resolution in stories; in other words, how they acquire the ability to judge whether a story 

ending is morally satisfying” (165). This is to say, more generally, that the qualitative, 

affective response of a reader to a given narrative resolution is dependent upon the cognitive 

development of the reader. 

 Integrating the conceptual resources of the philosophy of language and, more generally, 

linguistics, with those of cognitive psychology and narrative theory, in an essay entitled, 

“Deixis in Short Fiction: The Contribution of Deictic Shift Theory to Reader Experience of 

Literary Fiction,” Erwin M. Segal sketches out a theory in which a reader experiences 

narrative fiction in terms of a mental world that he or she constructs from the text (173).  

 The specific advantage of this theory, which he designates “deictic shift theory,” is that 

it allows for the inclusion of fiction that is not mediated by a fictive narrator. The term 

“deictic shift” refers to the determination of the reader's perspective by so-called deictic 

terms, also known in linguistics as “shifters.” Segal defines these elements succinctly as “. . . 

linguistic or paralinguistic components of a discourse that gain their specific meaning from 

the discourse situation rather than, or in addition to, the linguistic meaning of those 
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components. Deictic terms thus generally point to some specific thing (time, place, person, 

and object) purportedly known or discoverable by the hearer, while using the nonlinguistic 

context as a guide.” (170) 

 These terms define what Segal and others call the “deictic center” of a text. In the 

external world there is a specific “discourse situation,” i.e. the specific time and place of 

speech, whereas in a fictional text, there is a deictic centre, which may be anywhere at all. 

However, such deictic terms as denote time, place, person, etc, determine the fictional locus 

and perspective occupied by the reader, with respect to the fictive world of the narrative. The 

reader may thus perceive the fictional world from the perspective of any number of 

characters, or none at all, while the case of narrated fiction is reduced to a specific deictic 

form. This anchor, so to speak, then determines the meaning of deictic terms within the 

fictional world. Rather than rely on the guidance of a narrator, or any number of interpretive 

stances, the reader may thus experience and interpret a text, as it were, from within. 

4.6. The Splintering Frame: beyond Genre. 

 In Short Story Theory at a Crossroads, published just over three decades after “What 

Makes a Short Story Short?” Norman Friedman proposed, in accordance with a rather 

pragmatic principle, that, after nearly a century and a half spent in search of a definition, 

some agreement ought to be reached regarding the short story. More than a proposal, 

Friedman wrote a “plea” of sorts, a plea for that minimal agreement which would ensure 

vitality for the practice of short story criticism: 

In discussing short story theory, we have a tendency to talk at cross-purposes. I 

do not mean simply a tendency to disagree; I mean, rather, an apparent 

difficulty in agreeing on what it is we are disagreeing about. . . . We seem to 

lack the two essential things needed for any intellectual endeavour: an 

accepted set of procedures for conducting our investigations and attempting to 
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come to conclusions, and—what is a consequence of the first—an ability to 

build in concert upon one another’s findings in some sort of cumulative 

fashion. (Friedman, “Recent Short Story Theories” 13) 

 For better or for worse, Friedman’s plea was published at a time during which literary 

theory (particularly in the United States) was undergoing a process of fragmentation along the 

social fracture lines of identity politics. The ascendance of the politics of identity, due in no 

small part to the rise of post-structuralist and postmodern theory, increasingly demanded a 

poetics of identity as well as a critical re-evaluation of the conceptual apparatus of short story 

criticism. It was as though the political centralization of identity categories demanded that 

such categories found a theory of criticism as well. Literary scholars were thus compelled to 

take part in the politics of identity and to constitute increasingly circumscribed, politically 

charged sub-fields of literary research, at the very moment that Friedman effectively pleaded 

for the opposite: consensus, agreement and cooperation.  

 As we have seen, by the end of the last century, much of the methodological and 

aesthetic presuppositions of short story theory had grown obsolete. The shift of focus toward 

the reader in Reception Theory hardly yielded the desired results: the specification of the 

short story as a distinct literary form. Indeed, the very idea of a determinate textual form that 

could be defined in terms of intra-textual, immanent characteristics and relations, had itself 

become untenable with the decline of formalistic literary methods. Moreover, while the 

aesthetic reception of the text by a reader, whether real or ideal, had been articulated in 

greater detail by interdisciplinary contributions from cognitive psychology and 

psycholinguistics, and had been assimilated to text-immanent analysis, this had the 

consequence of rendering specification and consensus impossible. 

 Even without having been rigorously defined thus, the short story had gained 

acceptance as a genre of prose fiction. Consequently, a mere skeleton remained of Poe’s 
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aesthetic by this time; the short story was neither novel nor poem, and it somehow produced 

an effect in the reader. Every attempt at definition had been unmasked as the attempt to define 

a historically contingent literary form, while at the same time any definition must as well be 

historically contingent. As such, the classic short story of modernism, the traditional object of 

short story criticism, could no longer pretend to universality. Reception theory implied this 

historical character and, additionally, introduced the possibility of an infinite variety of 

possible readers.  

 Neither hermeneutics nor reception theory would be sufficient to take this seemingly 

radical historicity to its logical conclusion—in both, vestigial traces of timeless, universal 

claims remained. Furthermore, both schools of thought were fundamentally non-political in 

orientation, which amounted to neglecting at least one fundamental dimension of the 

historical character of the aesthetic form, object and subject.  

 Nevertheless, all three theoretical positions contained vast critical potential. It is thus 

unsurprising that it was their successor-movements and confluences that would provide the 

theoretical supplements which would finally dislodge and debunk the “white mythology” of 

timelessness, universality and identity, whether of the subject or of the object. It was therefore 

post-structuralism, deconstruction, and other, less rigorous or well-defined, so-called 

“postmodern” theories which would act as theoretical agent provocateurs. Most influential, at 

least on the surface, was the last category, that of the “postmodernism” championed by Jean 

Baudrillard and Jean-François Lyotard (a category which for the purposes at hand can also 

include the “postcolonial”), which proclaimed the end of all “grand narratives,” or “master 

narratives,” and the infinite proliferation of micro-narratives. While the preface to 

Postmodern Approaches to the Short Story claims that “postmodern theorists make no 

distinctions among literary genres, treating short stories, novels, poems, and other storytelling 

media alike as narrative forms” (xi), it is a gross over-simplification—for, while narrative as 
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such is indeed placed into question by postmodern theory, it is rather “incredulity toward 

metanarrative . . . [and] the obsolescence of the metanarrative apparatus of legitimations” 

(The Postmodern Condition xxiv), that defines the postmodern position. That is to say it is 

specifically unitary and totalizing narratives that are cast aside, which is precisely the 

condition of possibility for the emergence of a plurality of distinct narrative “dialects,” not to 

mention new genre categories, such as l'écriture feminine and postcolonial writing. These 

“minor” narratives, genres, and identities then came to be organized according to categories 

of identity, such as gender, race, nationality, etc. Moreover, the “post” of postmodernism and 

post-colonialism “suggests the end . . . and the beginning of another state,” and a move 

“beyond” the end of the previous state and implies the duty to “resist the fixity of binary 

oppositions” (Ramsdell 98-99), not the least of which has been the traditional binary 

opposition of the novel and short story. 

 Consequently, critics (themselves readers), seized upon these theoretical developments 

for application to literature and to debunk the idea of the short story as a specific literary 

form, hierarchically subordinate to others, and at the same time, to partition off this formerly 

unified domain according and in relation to various categories of identity, such as gender, 

ethnicity, nationality and sexual orientation, etc. Moreover, it is interesting to note that this 

process of genre-fragmentation has, particularly in post-colonial theories, resulted in renewed 

emphasis on the origin of the short story, or tale, in oral culture. In other permutations, 

emphasis is placed rather on the constricting role played by form itself, with the rather 

unsurprising result of genre experimentation and blending, as well as critical reappraisals of 

key concepts such as closure.  

 This occurred in the name of a critical Otherness, in the name of an Other, against 

whom the dominant identity group had defined itself by means of subjugation and 

subordination. Moreover, in the introduction to part III of Postmodern Approaches, it is noted 
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that as a consequence of developments in postmodern and feminist theory, “is also useful to 

cast a critical eye on the norms of established cultures in order to question, and in some cases 

subvert, dominant paradigms, and in doing so offer a new definition of oneself” (107). It 

would do well to note that subversion does not take place only in some cases, but is part and 

parcel of postmodern theory in general, and specifically in theories concerned with gender, 

sexuality and nationality. With regard to all of these, Barbara C. Ewell writes, “being the 

Other of America, the alter ego where the struggle of American identity can be played out, the 

South already occupies the space that has typically been reserved for women, and for writing” 

(65). This is first to say that this otherness is what allows for dominant groups to attain 

identity, but also that this other identity must construct itself by the same means, which is the 

act of writing itself. Telling and writing stories is thus a means by which a particular identity 

can be defined. Moreover, in Ewell’s account, this narrative identity, to borrow the words of 

Ricoeur, defines a distinctive world, place therein, and perspective: 

It is the stories that we tell about place, the names that we give to the 

landscapes about us that give the shapelessness of space its form and 

significance. . . . Invoking Heidegger, we might say that naming calls space 

into the house of being, into language, onto maps. Stories turn the vertigo of 

wilderness into places where we can stand, perhaps even take a stand, to 

defend the boundaries, the names, the stories themselves that allow us to make 

sense of where we are . . . . On newly familiar ground, we have a point from 

which to view other spaces, other places. We have a perspective. (64) 

 Story-telling, writing, and language itself are thus socially and politically significant 

acts. Most importantly, they constitute the principal means by which a particular, meaningful 

place can be identified. In a similar vein, Roger Berger comments on the role of place and 

perspective in English language African stories. He writes first, after noting the relatively 
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subjugated, or worse, ignored, place of such stories: 

In terms of place in the Anglophone African short story, what is particularly 

symptomatic is the near absence of place . . . place is never entirely absent . . . 

place in the Anglophone African short story is discursively marked in at least 

two ways . . . in the performative locutions . . . and other speech-act elements 

that inform readers . . . with indexical signifiers of the “African” in the English 

text of the story. (75-6) 

 In this particular situation, place is something that is allusively evoked, a “non-place” 

that is forever evoked. The identity thus described is a colonialized one, one according to 

which, one is never “at home,” and can never even depict that home. Yet a writer, in order to 

evoke that home-that-never-was, “employs ‘pidgin’ English—or even non-English words . . . 

These disruptions of the English text may indeed be sites of textual resistance to a discursive 

imperialism. However, mainly they offer an economic means of suggesting place” (77). 

 The source of identity, the place of home, is thus placed far out of reach. The task of the 

writer or critic, then, would be to use such devices to suggest a “discursive place,” in the same 

way that Sharon Oard Warner writes that “what I know about AIDS—about living with it and 

dying from it—I have learned from literature, from novels and poems and essays, and most of 

all, from short stories” (185), and to thus construct identity or make it legible. The task of the 

writer or critic is, likewise, to use this discursive place and identity as a tool of political 

resistance, or, at least, of subversion. The intended effect of the short story is no longer 

aesthetic, but has now become political.  

 Ian Reid, writing in more abstract terms, articulates a very similar idea in terms of 

framing that he has already used: “Whenever we read or write, we are seeking significance by 

applying or creating interpretive frames . . . anything can serve as a frame if it is perceived as 

enclosing an area within which meanings take shape. Frames place things in relation to one 
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another and mark off insides from outsides, albeit ambiguously. Without framing, 

signification itself would be impossible; so would self/other distinctions, and so would any 

differentiation between types of text” (“Generic Variations” 83). Specifically regarding the 

question of identifying a particular sub-genre of the short story, Reid writes tellingly, that “we 

need to separate the “I” character within the framed utterance from the framing I-narrator” 

(“Generic Variations” 85). 

 Reid’s discussion applies not only to the specific distinction between Australian colonial 

and post-colonial discourses, but to all of the previously noted identity categories and 

positions. It could be argued convincingly that all of these particular specificities are only 

distinguishable and meaningful on the basis of a frame that is peculiar to the age of identity 

politics. By the same token, however, the same argument could be made of the short story as a 

form itself; that is to ask whether the “short story as form” was merely the illusion given by a 

particular cognitive frame that no longer has any real existence. 

 The historical and literary evidence suggests an affirmative answer, for the differences 

between the short story and the novel, like its purported affinities with the poem, were 

numinous and indefinable. At the same time, there was a relative silence on the part of critics 

and theorists, with the notable exceptions of Luckacs in his pre-Marxist period, M. L Pratt, 

and all the more exceptional, Frank O’Connor, in his famous The Lonely Voice. Aside from 

these few, no one investigated the link between story-writing, the reasons for writing, and the 

locus in which this takes place. We might thus be within our rights to write off “the Future of 

the Short Story.”  

 Perhaps this is the death knell of the short story, but not of short stories, for, in her 

eponymous article, Claire Larrière argues that the very nature of the short story, as it is, has 

been, and will be, lends itself to these developments. She writes “the short story has always 

been, and will always be, a voice of rebellion. Extending literacy and the widening of 
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publications have allowed minorities . . . to express themselves . . .” (196), and thus, if not 

succeed in establishing a new community, at least subvert the world as it is given. The future 

of the short story, if it indeed has one, is not to be found in regression into the archaism of 

formal definition, but rather in its childish, willful, malleable nature—in its capacity to persist 

beyond the decline of identity politics, and thereby, to become new again. 

 If it is the short story, thought of as a unitary genre category, rather than “short stories,” 

which postmodernity had revealed as an illusion, whether cognitive or ideological, then it 

follows that closure has been called into question and criticized not only on the level of the 

story itself, which will discussed presently, but on the level of the genre. The genre category 

(as have all genre categories), has indeed undergone a process of fragmentation; rather than 

the short story, there are short story genre categories that correspond to various categories of 

identity. The genre of the short story is thus no longer a closed one, nor is it held to be so.  

 On the level of the story itself, rather than the genre, David Sheridan, in a chapter 

entitled “The End of the World: Closure in the Fantasies of Borges, Calvino, and Milhauser,” 

attempts to “rethink closure” in the context of stories which not only, “need to end a world, 

but they first need to create one.” (9) He specifically takes up “Fictions by fantasists such as 

Jorge Luis Borges . . . are frequently concerned with building alternate worlds for the 

reader—worlds that, like our own, are infinite . . .” in which “closure for these fictions 

represents a special problem” (9). 

 The fictions of Borges do indeed present a special and problematic case—generally 

speaking, they are shorter than most short stories and, in terms of closure, they frequently end 

abruptly, and yet “although they usually achieve some degree of closure,” (11) they only 

approach closure asymptotically, even if the remainder is infinitesimal. Sheridan refers to 

such stories as “alternate world fiction (AWF)” (11), in which strategies such as lists and 

catalogues attempt to exhaust and bring closure to such fictive alternative worlds. He 
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concludes that the interaction and “resolution of . . . tension between worlds . . . [and] 

resolution of the conflict between those two worlds [the alternative and the one of the 

narrator]” (22), constitutes a somewhat more effective closural strategy in such fictions. 

However, this closure is never any more total or complete than the world is finite. Most 

importantly, short stories of this type, replicates the postmodern proliferation of generic forms 

and categories in miniature. One might rightly make the argument that by introducing 

incompletion into all closural forms, postmodernity finally permitted American short story 

criticism to catch up with what had been achieved by German critics even before 

postmodernity began.53 

4.7. Conclusion.  

Whether due to the accidents of historical or of social context, neither text-immanent 

approaches, nor those operating according to the aesthetics of reception were able to make 

substantive contributions to the problem of genre and the short story. While eminently 

capable of taking into account the various contexts which pertain to genre, particularly the 

historical in the latter case, neither in fact did. It is quite possible that this was the case 

because of a particular vicious circle, which we shall discuss in the forthcoming chapter, in 

which the definition of genre was hindered by the absence of a representative corpus, which 

could not itself be defined without a (provisional, at very least) definition of the genre. This 

circle, however, is only “vicious” if both genre and corpus are conceived as independent of 

history, temporality and change.  

It is here that we may draw a critical conclusion—one which is highlighted when the 

relatively early emergence of short prose fiction in French literature is recalled, particularly in 

light of the apparent lack of interest in the quintessentially American definitional task among 

French literary scholars, despite Poe’s early reception—namely, that the short story is, like 

                                                 
53  See “Appendix I” for a full discussion of the work of German short story criticism. 
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any particular genre, a historically contingent literary form. By contrast to the American 

debacle it is clear that European critics readily concluded with little difficulty that the short 

story must be fundamentally historical in character, with the aforementioned results. By 

contrast, and largely as a result of the influence of Poe’s implicitly essentialist and a historical 

aesthetic and definitional criteria, American short story theory and criticism has largely 

resisted the theoretical implications of this undeniable conclusion. 

In short, unable to renounce the quest for an unchanging, universal genre definition, 

American theory and criticism was, thereby, prevented from constructing a canon of short 

fiction that would serve as a common object of study in view of its use in the task of 

articulating a suitable generic description! Until the late 1960’s, the time at which French 

literary theory rose to prominence in the American academe, and the 1970’s, the decade 

which saw the revival of American short story criticism, short story criticism in America 

amounted to seeking out a universal and timeless definition of a historically contingent and 

ever-changing literary form.  

In light of these persistent, yet fruitless, endeavours by American scholars, the critical 

insight to be drawn becomes very nearly self-evident: If the short story is a historically 

contingent literary form that is subject to change over time, such an object of study requires a 

suitably historical and flexible definition, regardless of whether the operative theoretical 

framework is equally so. That is to say, the stultifying effect of Poe’s aesthetic heritage was 

not so much to be found in the particular content of his theory, or in variations upon his, but 

rather in the insistence of Poe and his followers upon a universal and timeless definition of a 

particular and historical genre. It may indeed be accurate to say that due to Poe, American 

theorists remained Platonists, while, by contrast, their European counterparts became 

Nietzscheans54; for American efforts amounted to the attempt to deduce an eternal genre-form 

                                                 
54  This is not to be understood in a merely historical sense (for which it might easily be mistaken, given the 
centrality of Nietzsche in contemporary French and German Philosophy and Literary Theory), but rather in the 
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from an unstable and changing historical object.55  

The impasses, missed opportunities and confusions of short story theory are thus 

rooted in one fundamental miscegenation, that of genre and mode, as has been highlighted by 

the polemical exchanges of Charles May and Suzanne Ferguson, in which neither operated 

with an adequate conception of mode, distinct from genre. This, along with other “missteps,” 

were rather unfortunate, for, as we shall discuss at length in the following chapter, a robust 

understanding of genre, mode and subgenre would readily disentangle genre from mode, and 

allow short story theory to move beyond its impasses toward an equally robust definition of 

the properly historical genre with which it is concerned. 

 

                                                                                                                                                         
sense of Nietzsche’s rejection of Plato’s insistence on eternal, unchanging forms, in favor of affirming history 
and change—i.e. his rejection of Being in favour of Becoming. This is to say that behind Poe’s aesthetics—
supporting it—stood the philosophical framework laid out by Plato and the subdivision as used by Aristotle for 
Drama. It is perhaps this “theatrical” heritage which was sensed by Brander Matthews, a professor of Drama. 
55  On the other hand, it would be entirely appropriate to attribute some measure of the success of the German 
Kurzgeschichte scholarship to accommodation and an affirmation of the historicity, contingency and changing 
nature of the short story, both as a genre and as a literary form. Again, see “Appendix I” for a discussion of 
German short story theory. 
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Chapter V. The Portuguese Short Story as a Genre. 

5.0. Introduction: Genre, Mode and Sub-genre. 

 According to recent work conducted by Ana Paula Arnaut and published in a book 

based on her doctoral dissertation concerning the postmodern novel, a double movement can 

be detected within the last decades of literary production. In her estimation, sub-genres, which 

had until recently been considered rather marginal, have surfaced as important; demonstrating 

an ever intensifying process of blending that has evolved into the construction of hybrid forms 

from existing genres, leading towards a tendency to “implodir e esbater os contornos das 

fronteiras inter-genológicas e, com isso, dificultar a inserção da obra” (142). 

 In the very same work, Arnaut further states that norms are subverted, and that the 

concept of genre is thus rendered irrelevant or is fundamentally questioned by a transgression 

of genre frontiers, consequently producing the concurrent emergence of new and rather 

uncommon and unconventional forms (142). The phenomenon here addressed and described 

as one of the primary features of Post-Modernism in the Portuguese contemporary novel is 

not so recent an experience in the history of the short story, which has from its very birth been 

considered as a transgression of frontiers (namely prose towards poetry), or, in other words, 

as having consisted of an admixture of divergent modes of writing. It should here suffice to 

recall the painstaking efforts undertaken to define this elusive genre, which have been noted 

in the previous chapter. Furthermore, the movement of the short story from a position on the 

periphery to one at the centre of the canon can also be seen as a manifestation of this process, 

namely as the itinerary of a marginal and subordinate sub-genre moving inward and upward.  

 The rather dramatic story told by A. P. Arnaut should also not be seen as a hindrance 

to the study of both the meaning and functioning of genre in present day literary theory and 

criticism. On the contrary, genre studies have, if anything, proliferated considerably and 
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proven their utility precisely at the specific time at which they were discerned by Arnaut, for 

they offer explanatory guidance, historical orientation, and provide theoretical concepts and 

frames of reference. Genre studies thus have served to orient and guide attempts to isolate and 

define a particular genre within the modern system of genres, as well as to provide such 

efforts with suitable conceptual tools.56  

In recent works dealing with the genre question, we can clearly read how the study of 

literary genres has given rise to numerous and contradictory theories, as a result of the fact 

that literary works always somehow challenge established norms. This phenomenon can be 

demonstrated both logically and empirically as literary history provides ample evidence. It is 

highly probable that this critical function has accelerated in the course of the last century; 

nevertheless it is important to note that one particular distinction remains pertinent and has 

endured, even becoming more prominent: that is, the distinction between genre and mode, the 

importance of which becomes immediately clear in the extensive critical literature concerned 

with genre57. The recurring element is that the term and category of mode has been 

understood as designating specific, universal, trans-historical and atemporal qualities of 

literary forms. As a category distinct from and more specific than mode, genre is understood 

as a particular, historical, transient and temporal quality, or set of qualities, of a group of 

                                                 
56  Moreover, it is informative to note in passing that Arnaut herself, belongs to group of scholars (Aguiar e 
Silva, Reis, Mello), related to the University of Coimbra (Portugal), in whose works on literary theory the 
notions of genre and mode have played a pivotal role.  
57  The following works are cited as cornerstone works in the study of Genre: Bakhtin, M. M. “The Problem of 
Speech Genres.” Speech Genres and Other Late Essays. Austin: U of Texas P, 1986. - Derrida, Jacques. “La Loi 
du Genre/ The Law of Genre.” Glyph, Textual Studies.7, 1980. - Dubrow, H. Genre. London, New York: 
Menthuen, 1982. - Fowler, A. Kinds of Literature. An Introduction to the Theory of Genres and Modes. 
Cambridge Mass: Harvard U P, 1982 - Frye Northrop. Anatomy of Criticism. Four Essays. Princeton: U of 
Princeton P, 1973. - Genette. Fiction et Diction. Paris: Seuil, 1991 and Introduction à L’Architexte. Paris: Seuil, 
1979. - Guillén, Claudio. “On the Uses of Literary Genre.” Literature as a System. Essays Toward the Theory of 
Literary History. Princeton: Princeton U P, 1971. - Hamburger, Kate. Logique des Genres Littéraires. Paris: 
Seuil, 1986. - Hernadi Paul. Beyond Genre. New Directions in Literary Classification. Ithaca, London: Cornell U 
P, 1972. - Kent, T. Interpretaion and Genre. The Role of Generic Perception in the Study of Narrative Texts. 
London, Toronto: Associated U P, 1986. - Schaeffer, Jean Marie. Qu’est-ce qu’un Genre Littéraire? Paris: Seuil, 
1989. - Strelka, J.P. Theories of Literary Genres. University Park, London: The Pennsylvania State U P. 1978. - 
Todorov, T. Les Genres du Discours. Paris: Seuil, 1978. - Viëtor, Karl. “L’Histoire des Genres Littéraires” 
Poétique.32 (1977): 490-506. 
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works. Genres, in other words, are, unlike modes, susceptible to change and mutation—they 

can emerge, disappear, or be displaced within the system of genres in the course of history. It 

is thus reasonable to argue that the short story belongs to the mode of prose fiction, and that, 

as a specific genre, it is both temporal and historical in nature.58 Furthermore, we can read 

about two clear and opposing trends in the historical evolution of genres: strong codification 

and a struggle for total liberty, or, in the terms of Paul Ricoeur, sedimentation and innovation. 

Strong codification leads towards rigorous prescriptive poetics, exemplified in the poetics 

characteristic of the periods of Classicism and Neo-Classicism. On the other hand we can 

observe a struggle for total liberation, or at least innovation during Romanticism but also by 

the early twentieth century (for instance in the work of Bendetto Croce). 

In contemporary literary theory, genre has thus, once again, assumed a central role, 

which can be observed in the secondary literature. More specifically, Russian Formalism has 

demonstrated a particular affinity and interest in the meaning and functioning of genre. 

Russian formalists saw genre as a dynamic entity bathed in historical and sociological 

contexts, which we can learn from the biological model of Tomesevskij. Genres are like 

living organisms: they live and develop, change rapidly or slowly, disintegrate and disappear, 

and give birth to new genres. Tomaschevskij, furthermore compares the dynamism of the 

literary system to the dynamism of the social systems and even likens the conflict between 

minor and major genres to that of the class struggle.59 Certain genres can be integrated into 

the system after some time and minor genres can become part of the system and eventually of 

the canon. This is what clearly happened to the short story in the last decades of the 

                                                 
58  During the course of both Chapters I and II, it became clear that the birth of the genre took place in the second 
half of the nineteenth century, and, in itself, also constituted a metamorphosis of traditional and popular tales, 
especially in Europe. In its evolution, this genre has shown at least two rather distinct subgenres (that is in 
American short story theory), the plot-driven story which proceeds according to the examples of Guy the 
Maupassant and of E. A. Poe, and the plot-less short story, which entered prominently in the western canon with 
Chekhov and his Anglo-Saxon—modernist successors like Mansfield, Joyce, Woolf, Hemingway, etc. 
59  Implicitly this process can be seen very well at work in the discussion of the Kurzgeschichte in “Appendix I.” 
Within the vast field of short story studies, the evolution of the short story in post-war Germany is a perfect 
illustration of how new genres emerge and disappear in lockstep with social change. 
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nineteenth century. It should be remembered here how the short story or, at least, how early 

American short story criticism, now known as first wave short story criticism, waged a fierce 

battle against the novel and used the alleged similarity of the subgenre of prose with poetry as 

a major weapon to push the short story up into the hierarchy of genres. 

Not far removed from Russian formalism are the ideas put forth by Jacobson, namely 

that the function of the sub-dominant should be attributed to genre. The dominant can be 

identified as a poetic function for instance in the epic mode, the focus is shifted upon the third 

person giving prominence to the referential function; in the lyrical mode, it is oriented 

towards the first person and is strictly likened to the emotive function, while in the dramatic 

mode, it has special recourse to the second person which gives expression to the cognitive 

function. One of the major tasks of this chapter will be to analyse the sub-dominant in order to 

determine the manner in which the sub-dominant can be identified and its function evaluated 

within the corpus. In addition, this chapter will also explore how it is that the most 

distinguishing feature shapes or at least contaminates other aspects of genre thus revealing 

that at the forefront, the sub-dominant’s function is to produce a cluster of family ties.  

If mode is thus a descriptive category, applicable to various texts in different and 

mutable generic forms, the category of genre has both descriptive and prescriptive 

dimensions. In relation to this point, Guillén writes: “Now, genres change . . . [and] as they 

change, they affect one another and the poetics, the system to which they belong, as well. 

Although genres are chiefly persistent models . . . it has been generally known since the 

Enlightenment . . . that they evolve, or fade, or are replaced . . . [and thus] . . . all genres are 

potentially useful—and expendable” (121). Genres are, “taken together . . . like coordinates 

through which the individual poem can be apprehended and understood . . . [and] are 

instrumental—i.e. essentially critical,” but, on the other hand, “literary works have to exist . . . 

before they can be questioned . . . [and] the traditional target of poetic theory has been the 
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writer” (122). This is to say that as genres and the system of genres undergo change, 

according to the course of history, they serve a descriptive role, however both the existing 

texts and the “unwritten poetics” instantiate a prescriptive role as well. Consequently the 

“unwritten poetics” of their time is expressed vis-à-vis the actions undertaken by the writer 

(i.e. generic norms) for instance, the notions expressed in Poe's aesthetics, both reflect and 

give form to his literary works. Here recalling writers such as Poe and the first generation of 

American short story critics who brought about innovations to the forefront of the early 

twentieth century, demonstrates how dangerous it can be not only to explicate the implicit 

essence of poetics which inevitably becomes worn out by the patina of times, but to sustain 

such an essence as the ultimate reference for future short story writers. 

There is, however, yet another way of seeing the distinctions between genre and mode. 

Concerning the current state of affairs regarding genre, mode and subgenre, in an attempt to 

bring a usable and unified theory on genre, Carlos Reis takes the concept of arquitextuality 

and uses this notion developed by the French scholar Gérard Genette, as a point of departure. 

Reis moves on and explains that genres and modes can be reconsidered as categories 

possessing an arqui-textual quality. The reader is confronted with a review of the various 

modern theories about genre, which, despite their distinctions all go in the same direction and 

end up with similar conclusions. The critic then links the notion of arquitextuality to the 

concepts of mode, genre and subgenre and explains that the idea of arquitextuality is much 

more evident within the concepts of genre and mode. Furthermore, Reis suggests that the 

question of literary genres refers to an even wider domain, namely that of discourse genres (O 

Conhecimento 231). Here Reis clearly relies on M. M. Bahtin’s essay “The problem of 

Speech Genres” in which Bakhtin had contended that: 

In each epoch certain speech genres set the tone for the development of literary 

language. And these speech genres are not only secondary (literary, 
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commentarial, and scientific), but also primary (certain types of oral dialogue- 

of the salon, of one’s own circle, and other types as well, such as familiar, 

family everyday, socio-political, philosophical, and so on). Any expansion of 

the literary language that results from drawing on various extra literary strata 

of the national language inevitable entails some degree of penetration into all 

genres of written language . . . and entails new generic devices. (65-66) 

 Cristina Mello offers yet another perspective on the topic and argues that Reception 

Aesthetics has offered an important contribution to the theory of genre because it is capable of 

“valorizar os condicionamentos estéticos da recepção, situando-a primordialmente no leitor, 

chamado a pôr em acção o seu “horizonte de expectativas” (67). Mello also writes of a 

“genologic” competence (competência genológica), whereby the reader is actively and 

consciously taking part in the interpretation process. She sees in the tenets of Reis (and 

Aguiar e Silva) what she describes as a “delimitação do conceito de modo, que implica, por 

um lado, a consideração da enunciação e do discurso, na dimensão formal do conceito, e, por 

outro, a consideração de uma dimensão antropológica (atitudes do homem perante a vida e o 

universo), no plano do contéudo”(69).60 

                                                 
60  However, what has not become quite clear in generic studies, which have been inspired by Reader-Response 
Aesthetics, is how the reader acquires this “genologic competence.” In the case of the conto literário moderno in 
contemporary Portuguese literature these questions are a tremendous challenge to the literary theorists. As the 
arguments and the evidence in Chapter I have demonstrated, literary criticism has not paid a great deal of 
attention to the subject matter and as far as we can observe, contrary to the situation in American Universities, 
the short story has not really invaded literary and cultural studies in the Portuguese academic setting. Also, 
contrary to what happens in the U.S.A, anthologies do not proliferate excessively although in the last years there 
is definitely some change under way. This is the main reason why this dissertation has assumed that the popular 
anthologies like the ones by Mello and Graça Moura do indeed play a primordial role in the shaping of the 
“genologic competence.” This is also the main reason why the dissertation has focused upon these anthologies 
for the selection of the corpus. However, this is not the place to discuss the differences in the concept of the short 
story anthology between the U.S.A and Portugal, but a rapid glance at some works demonstrates that one very 
important difference, as far as the principle of gate keeping is concerned, does indeed exist. In Portugal 
anthologies are in fact collections of short texts—excellent short prose fiction texts according to the anthologists 
- written by the most important names in different literary aesthetics from Romanticism till the present day. In 
other words, the brief narratives proposed by most anthologies reflect the traditional general literary history from 
Romanticism onwards in as far as those canonised writers have written short prose fictions and with a stronger 
presence of twentieth century writers than let’s say realists or romantics or even modernists. This is a refutation 
of the results gathered in Chapters I and II of this dissertation, demonstrating that, in fact, the short story does 
write quite a different story on the fringes of the established literary canon. In the U.S. on the other hand, where, 
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In their turn, genres can be further subdivided into subgenres which constitute “uma 

particularização em contextos histórico-culturais bem caracterizada” of literary genres. In the 

case of the short story, as described by Baldeshwhiler in the previous chapter, we can see how 

the plot-like story was succeeded by the plot-less story and how at a certain point in time 

metafiction and surfiction took over realist writing. These are not the only ways to sub-

classify the short story genre. Due to the historical reasons established during the first 

generation of short story criticism in America which was later followed by the Chekhovian 

aesthetics of mood and plotlessness, it is only natural that sub-classifying on the basis of plot 

was a very logical path to follow. However, there are also accounts of other sub-

classifications, such as the “initiation” short story which was proposed by Mordecai Marcus 

in his article “What is an Initiation Story” (1960). Yet another sub classification was 

suggested by Gregory Fitzgerald in an article entitled “The Satiric short story: a Definition” 

(1968). However such proposals to single out particular types of short stories and to then 

better define them have not been successful in American short story poetics where the hunt 

for the timeless definition was always at the centre of critical activity. Within the scholarly 

circles yet another mounting phenomenon was clearly observable: that of a parallel movement 

to further subdivide the short story according to the author’s social classification and standing, 

thus creating the Afro-American short fiction, Native-American short fiction, gay short fiction 

and women’s short fiction. Although there are some indications within literary criticism that 

the short story is especially susceptible to subdivision along these lines as short prose fiction 

is often considered the medium of the people walking on the fringes of society, it however 

remains to be investigated whether this correlation is indeed representative of the short prose 

fiction or if it is a characteristic held in common with most other genres. (Bostrom, Sex, Race 

and Family) 

                                                                                                                                                         
as depicted in Chapter IV, the reader is presented with a large body of criticism in respect to short fiction, 
anthologists select more according to genre than according to official literary history. 
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5.1. The Corpus and a Methodological Approach. 

 After this too short an overview on the functioning of the notions of genre, sub-genre 

and mode, it is now possible to explain and understand the two debates which have raged in 

American short story poetics, namely, those between The London Academy and Matthews 

(Chapter III) and later on, between Ferguson and May (Chapter IV). Both the anonymous 

writer in The London Academy and, later, in a different and updated critical terminology, 

Suzanne Ferguson, had relied upon the formal part of mode, that is, on the techniques prose 

fiction uses. It is important to note that both scholars had a difficult time going beyond the 

intuitive understanding of the short story as a story which is short and the novel as a story 

which is long, leading to a biased insight which belittled the short story genre. If the effort of 

writing does not vary according to the writer or specific genre, it follows that the longer work 

is more painstaking, more difficult, and hence, is of higher merit. 

 Poe, during the first wave of short story theory and May during the second wave, have 

demonstrated a tendency to side with genre, at least according to their own accounts. In fact, 

they too relied upon mode, but in a different manner, a mode necessitated by the evaluation of 

the content, which Frye has designated by the term: “radical of presentation,” and which is 

different from Guillién’s gloss, viz. a particular, contingent, historical and synchronic form—

which, like “the narrative, is a challenge—but the kind of challenge that sets up a 

confrontation between the poet and the “matter” of his task” (120). 

 The practice of focusing upon timelessness and mode, particularly in May’s older 

work, has led only toward a definition of mode, but never one of genre. It is only after the 

debate with Ferguson regarding genre and mode, which had been won by May by means of 

the Wittgensteinian concept of family relationships, that he sought out to find a series of 

characteristics that built upon one another as opposed to isolated characteristics or clusters 

thereof, in order to arrive at a plausible definition of genre which, has been presented as a 
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genre definition specific to the post-Chekhovian short story, for the majority of the texts 

which May had relied upon were those of Anglo-Saxon Modernism or Minimalism. 

 Within the vast secondary literature concerning the study of the (American) short 

story, there has been only one attempt thus far to engage in a serious effort to select a 

representative and legitimate corpus of stories, going beyond May’s tentative and preparatory 

“Prolegomenon,” which finds its limitations in constituting precisely what its title 

announces.61 This effort was undertaken, or at least proposed as a programme, by Austin 

Wright who proposes to compile a corpus spanning every limiting, or bounding case—i.e. 

“borderline cases”—and a representative sample between these bounds. He articulates this 

process as follows: 

If I were to try it, my procedure would be as follows. I would begin by 

recalling the widest possible variety of works called short stories by 

respectable critics, readers, and writers of all kinds. I would not confine myself 

to the kind of stories that began with Irving and Poe, and I would be prepared 

for one or more subgenres of the modern short story. Therefore my initial list 

would indeed go back to Boccaccio as well as the Bible and the Arabian 

Nights; it could include Irving and Poe and Maupassant and Chekhov, Joyce 

and Anderson, and now forgotten figures of the turn of the century like 

Katherine Fullerton Gerould and Wilbur Daniel Steele. It would include O. 

Henry as well as Joyce, the short Tale of James to which some critics react as 

condensed novels (by what can only be an a priori definition), and in the 

contemporary scene Jorge Luis Borges, Donald Barthelme, and Robert Coover. 

                                                 
61  This essay stops short of delineating, programmatically and methodologically, specifically which 
characteristic or, rather, set of characteristics would be used to select a corpus, and which would thus be central 
to the genre's definition and principles of canon selection. However one can hardly criticise Charles May for his 
essay is the first in the field of short story studies to make an inventory on the meaning and functioning of genre 
and mode, a practise which could never gain popularity thus leading to the desultory results known today. 
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I would also allow works generally recognised as borderline, though I would 

perhaps star them or tag my memory not to forget that most critics do indeed 

consider them borderline. (“On Defining” 49) 

Wright then proposes two methodological procedures for the subsequent analysis of this 

corpus. By explicitly including extreme cases the result would be a minimal definition: 

With this sample, I would undertake two operations. First, I would try to 

identify characteristics applicable to all the works in question, including the 

borderline cases. This would give me minimal criteria that would constitute 

necessary outer limits: criteria without which a work could not be considered a 

short story at all. Second, I would search in as systematic a way as possible 

(consistent with an inductive approach) for common conventions generally at 

work through the canon. I would not expect all characteristics to be found in 

all works, but I would look for those that tend to recur, those that constitute 

what we expect to encounter when we sit down to read what we have been told 

is a short story. (“On Defining” 49) 

However, Wright does make one problematic error, or, at least an oversight. He 

appears to cast the historical net a little too widely; he proposes to draw from a historical 

interval that would, if put into concrete practice, result either in too sparse a selection (i.e. 

only limit cases), or a massive corpus containing stories from the renaissance i.e. from 

Boccaccio as well as from Borges. Such a wide corpus would automatically lead once again 

to the quest for a wide universal definition, or permit one to be obtained all too easily. Even 

more so, Wright's method not only takes up a larger span of time than would be feasible or 

productive, particularly given the historicity of the object of study, but it also extends beyond 

the legitimate spatial, geographical and cultural boundaries. Here, both errors appear to arise 
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as consequences of having not fully accounted for the historical and spatial specificity of the 

object of study. 

 As to the corpus, it became clear from Chapter I and Chapter II that in Portuguese 

literature, three peaks can be discerned of both high literary output and critical activity: 

Realism, Second Modernism and the last decade of the twentieth century. These moments in 

time are privileged moments both as to the turnout and consequently as to the critical 

accompaniment. Therefore, fifteen short stories have been selected from these three peaks. 

The traditional hermeneutic circle which is bound to appear within the study of genre has 

been evaded by taking refuge within genre pragmatics. There is thus no longer the question 

which was first: the short story definition or the short stories. Only those stories from the 

indicated literary currents which appear in recent anthologies have been selected. “Recent” 

here is important since it does not necessarily connote a specific time frame but rather the 

relevance of the written work, for instance the stories which do not belong to the last decade 

may still be incorporated within the corpus as those short stories are still considered short 

stories by the current scholarly community. In other words, the stories from the time of 

Realism and from around the time of Second Modernism have “something in common,” i.e. 

possess features or qualities which make that anthologists and critics alike consider them as 

being at the centre of the genre called conto literário moderno.62  

 The stories that have been selected for the period of Second Modernism are from the 

anthology by João de Melo. The selection of short fictions of the last years of the twentieth 

century were taken from Ficções, Revista de Contos, numbers II and III since it is in the 

volumes of this anthology-magazine that the younger generation of short story writers found a 

                                                 
62  The principle behind this choice is actually a well-established one and dates back to Mukarovsky and the 
distinction between the work of literature and an artefact. Mukarovsky’s work was interpreted by Douwe 
Fokkema and Elud Ibsch who write the following comment in relation to their analysis. As the cultural and 
social background against which the artefact is perceived changes, the interpretation and evaluation of the work 
of art will change accordingly. In the course of art history, various aesthetic objects have been constructed on the 
basis of one and the same artefact. (31). So, in the corpus we have chosen for the “interpretation and evaluation” 
component in Fokkema and Ibsch’s citation. 
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forum. Some of the short stories e.g. “O Cadáver de James Joyce” by José Luís Peixoto also 

appeared in Vasco Graça Moura’s anthology, which indicates that the selection takes into 

account both canonized short stories (e.g. Miguel Torga, José Régio, José Rodrigues Miguéis) 

and short stories at the fringes of the canon (Claudia Clemente) as well as the then semi-

canonized fictions (e.g. J. L. Peixoto, Mário de Carvalho, J. E. Agualusa). Moreover, some 

authors were explicitly asked by editor Luísa Costa Gomes to write a conto, thus providing an 

even greater certainty that the text in question is considered a conto both by the editors and 

writers and very possibly accepted as such by readers (Teresa Veiga e.g. “Confidência 

Barreirense”). 

 It is important to mention that a problem arose while trying to select examples of 

realist/naturalist short stories. Apparently, anthologies do not generally contain many realist 

short fictions, a fact which is particularly evident if we take into account the hard-core of 

literary aesthetics: Eça and his epigones. The selection is rather to be seen as a selection from 

the time of Realism continuing on, until the disintegration of Naturalism. Most anthologies 

(Massaud Moisés, José Viale Moutinho, João de Melo, and also Vasco Graça Moura), shift 

rapidly from Eça to Fialho de Almeida and Trindade Coelho and/or Alberto Braga.  

 What we can see in the anthologies also confirms what we have argued in the second 

chapter, that is that the short stories which integrate, or, which at least aim at integrating the 

realist (or naturalist) literary aesthetics are only a few and have a tendency to become longer 

and thus more difficult to anthologise due to their length. The selection contains five short 

fictions: Eça de Queirós, “Singularidades de Uma Rapariga Loira”; Júlio Lourenço Pinto, “A 

Orfã”; Abel Botelho, “A Consoada”; Fialho de Almeida, “A Velha,” and last but not least, 

Trindade Coelho, “Idílio Rústico.” 

Selections from the time of Second Modernism: José Régio, “O Caminho”; Miguel 

Torga, “O Alma-Grande”; Domingos Monteiro “Ressurreição”; Branquinho da Fonseca “A 
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Prova de Força” and José Rodrigues Miguéis “O Viajante Clandestino” can all be said to have 

been selected from the anthology by João de Melo and were published in the first half of the 

twentieth century. 

 While selections close to the new millennium: Mário de Carvalho, “O Celacanto,” 

José Eduardo Agualusa, “O Homem da Luz”; Teresa Veiga “Confidência Barreirense”; 

Claudia Clemente, “Por Acaso”; José Luís Peixoto, “O Cadáver de James Joyce” are short 

stories which were taken from Luísa Costa Gomes’ experiment called Ficções, Revista de 

Contos. In the first issues, especially in issues 2, 3 and 4, it seems as if Ficções aside from 

being a space for dissemination of classical short stories such as those by Poe, Diderot and de 

Mauspassant, also made it possible to publish for a younger generation of Portuguese short 

story writers. Unfortunately this quickly changed namely with the publication of the 6th and 

7th issues whereby it has not always been easy to detect the philosophy behind the editor’s 

choice. 

 The question now remains as to what method is to be chosen in order to analyse what 

is in our opinion a justifiable corpus of Portuguese short prose fiction. In particular, which 

method, given the knowledge that the short story is in many ways, like the novel but that at 

same time, both novel and short story are also distinct and historical genres which participate 

in the same mode namely, prose fiction in a narrative/diegetic mode.63 

Reviewing for a while the theory of the previous chapter, it became clear that in 

American short story poetics, and irrespective of the theoretical perspective (reader aesthetics 

or text immanent, etc.), plot and plot construction/perception, received an overwhelming 

degree of attention from the majority of critics. Plot even accounts for a major sub-

classification of genre into sub-genre: plot-story and plot-less story. This means that the 

organisation of story into discourse was, and is, at the centre of attention. This was the case 
                                                 
63  Three hierarchical narrative levels can be identified. The extradiegetic level refers to the narration that takes 
place outside the story, the intradiegetic or diegetic is the story itself, while the metadiegetic is the actual story 
within the story.  
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from a less rigorous critical point of view in the case of Baldeshwhiler, Gordimer and De 

Moravia. It was technically refined in Friedman and Bonheim and it was definitely at the very 

centre of attention in German short story poetics, where the structure of plot was compared to 

a torso, all middle and no beginning or end.64  

In Reader Aesthetics, “plot” was reviewed on the basis of closure which actually also 

meant looking for the plausible end in the story, which in its turn entailed, reconstructing the 

plot from the point of view of the real, ideal or possible reader. The question at hand 

amounted to asking: how does a reader perceive the construction of a fictional reality by the 

text as it is read, and, the construcution of short texts, in particular? 

 However, one point should now be strongly underscored. In American short story 

poetics the adjective short was always strongly emphasized. Short story whether one 

originally imagined the genre with capital letters and/or a hyphen, to stress the qualitative 

dimension, in the first place, or whether one just used short story, meaning “short fiction,” 

there was always a quantitative factor which was palpably present. What also became clear in 

the very first chapter when dealing with generic labels was that the label did not change in 

Portuguese and that only slowly and gradually the kernel term conto became to be post 

modified with “de autor,” “literário” or even “literário e moderno.” It was also in the very 

first chapter that the hypothesis was formulated that this might mean the presence, overtly or 

covertly, of someone, who tells a story (within the story) aiming at a certain degree of (lost) 

intimacy. This hypothesis is one that was well thought out and came about in a logical manner 

since it takes into account the fact that every historical genre that stimulates change in the 

modal concept that governs it, is necessarily influenced by previous historical forms; thus 

every historical genre is inevitably impure for its generic features become mixed with a 

variety of other generic characteristics (May, “Prolegomenon”). 
                                                 
64  According to German short story poetics, the short story, i.e. the post war Kurzgeschichte, starts in medias res 
and leaves open what the future of the main character will be, concentrating on the significant moment narrated, 
mostly en ralenti. See “Appendix I” for greater detail on German short story poetics. 
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 A first and even superficial reading of the corpus selected demonstrates that the 

general rule seems to be that the characters are being seduced by the initial narrator to tell 

their story to this initial narrator and/or to other possible characters present, who then in their 

turn become “narrates,” thus causing the listeners, for the most part, to disappear, as it were 

bodily, from the second story.  

 Within the context of Realism and Naturalism, i.e. in the short stories selected from 

the last quarter of the nineteenth century, all authors clearly bring in a second narrator to tell 

the story.65 Eça de Queirós in “Singlaridades de uma Rapariga Loira”: “Começou por me 

dizer que o seu caso era simples—e que se chamava Macário . . . Devo contar que conheci 

este homem numa estalagem do Minho” (43). Abel Botelho in “A Consoada”: “- Conta lá . . . 

- disse-lhe a mãe, momentaneamente distraída.—Foi assim . . . Quando Nossa Senhora fugia. 

. . . Fialho de Almeida in “A Velha”: “Entretanto, os senhores ficam avisados de que esta 

história é um pouco triste” (113). Trindade Coelho in “Idílio Rústico”: “Mas ele contou que 

viera por ali muitas vezes, muitas, sempre na fé que a encontrava” (123). Júlio Lourenço Pinto 

in “A Órfã”: “Linda como uma Nossa Senhora, aquela Josefina”—informava a Sra.D. Ana de 

Jesus, minha respeitável hospedeira, uma boa criatura, viúva de um major reformado das 

campanhas da liberdade.—Fazia aflição, a todos que conheceram aquele primor de rapariga 

vê-la nos últimos dias da sua vida—prosseguia a minha informadora” (190). 

 In the selection of short stories historically relevant to the Second Modernism in 

Portugal there are also some excellent examples of the very same process. For instance, 

Domingos Monteiro, in “Ressurreição”: “Ela lançou-lhe um olhar furioso e não respondeu. 

Depois, numa voz suplicante, insistiu: - Conte. . . . Não faça caso do que ele diz. É uma alma 

perdida. . . . E, depois?” (220). Branquinho da Fonseca in “A Prova de Força”: “Compreendi 

                                                 
65  All underlined passages, sentences, part of sentences and words in the citations of this chapter are ours. All 
page numbers refer to the pages of the stories as selected from the anthologies. If a short story was selected from 
a Brazilian anthology, as is the case with some stories from Realism (Naturalism), the Brazilian spelling has 
been preserved. 
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que para o seu monólogo íntimo precisava de ter na frente outra pessoa. Por isso falava diante 

de mim, que lhe tinha calhado na hora própria” (226).  

 Finally, in the fictions selected from the magazine-anthology Ficções, there are 

evident instances of the appearance of a clearly present narrator who tells a story within the 

story, a technique which can be immediately detected after a first reading. The female narrator 

in Teresa Veiga’s “Confidência Barreirense” states that “Em Alvalade mergulhou na leitura 

de um caderno dactilografado. Vendo o tempo passar reuni toda a minha coragem e abordei-o 

com uma frase longamente estudada. A facilidade com que ele se dispôs ao diálogo fez-me 

sentir envergonhada dos meus cálculos” (96). Isabel Boavida in “Por Acaso” also suggests 

that “O escritor lia. A voz do escritor lendo a sua escrita recortava o silêncio do auditório. A 

voz dizia palavras e pausas e modulava mansamente o tom através do sistema sonoro da sala 

alcatifada e estofada” (111). 

 The underlined examples indicate that the method of analysis should be able to 

account for the differences in story and discourse due to the clear presence of a narrator in the 

Portuguese short story. The only existing consistent and thoroughly tested model of analysis 

to account for these two basic characteristics is the system developed by Genette in Figures 

III, namely Discours du Récit. 

 Finally, and most importantly, the following should equally be taken into account. As 

demonstrated in the previous chapter, American short story poetics has always had recourse to 

the novel, particularly, the difference between the short story and the novel. We have 

explained that this was due to the autoritas, and the inherent characteristics of Poe’s aethetics, 

which, at least until the advent of the poetics of identity, had dominated short fiction studies. 

The difficulty which then arose, only overcome by Bonheim, was how can one compare the 

novel with the short story? How many novels and short stories and from which period or from 

which literary aesthetics? Genette’s narratological model is well suited to this problem in the 
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sense that it is a technical description of prose fiction tout court. This is not to say that his 

model is complete, however, it is beyond doubt, remarkably consistent and useful. If, as noted 

in the first paragraph of this chapter, the short story and the novel are part of the same mode, 

then Genette’s model is applicable to both the novel and the short story, thus enabling us to 

exclude the novel as a palpable artefact by a technical compositor model.66 In this sense, we 

change the objective once posited by Friedman: not what makes a short story short, but given 

a general and universally accepted system of narrative procedure for prose fiction as a mode 

(both novel, short story, epic, postmodern novel etc) which procedures, which narrative 

strategies do serve the conto literário moderno in periods of high popularity best? 

5.2. The Corpus Analysed  

5.2.1. “Realist” Short Stories 

 The selection of realist-naturalist short stories opens with the often discussed and even 

more anthologised conto moderno “Singularidades de uma Rapariga Loira” by Eça de 

Queirós. The Story is a narration told posterior to the events which take place in the story. 

This is very clear right from the beginning of the story, e.g. “Começou por me dizer que o seu 

caso era simples—e que se chamava Macário. . . .” (46). It also becomes clear from the 

following fragment here quoted where reference is made to chronological and historical time: 

“Macário disse-me que nesse tempo, em 1823 ou 33, na sua mocidade, seu tio Francisco tinha 

em Lisboa um armazém de panos, e ele era um dos caixeiros” (46), and from the intra-intra 

diegetic story about the manas Hilária: “ . . . e as manas Hilária a mais velha das quais tendo 

assistido, como aia de uma senhora da Casa de Mina, à tourada de Salvaterra, em que morreu 

o Conde dos Arcos. . . .” (53). The story, which can be read as a mise en abîme condemning 

the romantic short story for what one of the manas Hilária experienced in “Singularidades,” 
                                                 
66  It is assumed that narratological concepts French style are well-known and sufficiently understood. However 
when specific concepts are used, or particular terminology might raise questions, a footnote succinctly providing 
the necessary explanation is inserted. 
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is narrated in “A Última Corrida de Touros Reais em Salvaterra” by Rebelo da Silva, a 

follower of Alexandre Herculano. 

 The rather long short story contains only three levels which can be characterised as an 

(1) extra-diegetic narration here referring to the encounter of the first level narrator with 

Macário in an inn in the Minho province (2). The story of the second level in which Macário 

tells the first level narrator of his passion for the mysterious blond girl and the disastrous 

resolution of the conflict, namely when the main protagonist is suddenly confronted with the 

very fact that the blond girl is (and was, together with her mother in uncle Francisco’s shop) 

actually a thief. (3) The intra-intra-diegetic level were we must situate the story told by one of 

the Hilária sisters about the Conde de Arcos’ pathetic death in a bullfight in Salvaterra in the 

presence of El-Rei D. José I and the Marquis of Pombal. 

 After various re-readings, it is rather difficult to sub-divide the story in segments. We 

rather deal with one narrative continuum which only through analepses67 leaves the 

impression of three independent stories. However, contrary to what is generally assumed in 

Estudos Quierosianos,68 the story “Singularidades de uma Rapariga Loira” does not contain 

three different narrators related to the three levels of narration. In the first level story, the 

narrator, clearly homodiegetic,69 participates as a protagonist in the story he tells us, but 

cannot be characterised as the principal character of the first level as we can derive from the 
                                                 
67  Analepsis is the discourse interrupting the normal narrative flow of the story in order to return to the past. 
Analepses can be categorized as three types: external, mixed or internal. External referring to an analepsis, 
which is completely outside the time of the primary action. A mixed analepsis is partly within and partly outside 
the boundaries of the primary action. Its amplitude to use the appropriate term begins before the primary action 
and joins it later on. An internal analepsis is completely inside the time bounds of the primary action. Its 
amplitude is thus posterior to the starting point of the primary narrative. Internal analepsis can be subdivided in 
heterodiegetic, not interfering with the interrupted story or homodiegetic, and interfering with the interrupted 
action or story line. A homodiegetic internal analepsis can be completive or repetitive. Finally analepses can be 
partial or complete.  
68  See e.g. the analysis made in Introdução à Leitura de Contos de Eça de Queirós. 2nd. Ed. Coimbra: Almedina. 
2001, written by Henriqueta Maria A. Gonçalves and Maria Assunção M. Monteiro, where the authors depart 
from the idea of three narrators in the story “Singularidades de uma Rapariga Loira.” 
69  According to Genette two types of authors are to be found: heterodiegetic (the narrator is absent) and 
homodiegetic (the narrator is present). In the homodiegetic type there can be found once again two types: the 
protagonist-narrator and the witness-narrator. Genette then combines these two types with the levels and thus 
comes to a classification of four types of narrators: the extradiegetic-heterodiegetic, the extra diegetic-
homodiegetic, the intradiegetic-heterodiegetic and the intradiegetic-homodiegetic. 
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following examples: “Começou por me dizer. . .” (43), “ . . . conheci este homem. . . .” (43), 

“Vinha de atravessar a serra. . . .” (43). However, the not so attentive reader can easily be 

trapped when Eça starts intermingling dialogue with narration often under the form of 

summary, with instances of a daring free indirect style, a technical acquisition of Realism. For 

illustrative purposes, a long quote is given here of the scene when Macário has just 

desperately fallen in love with the blond Luísa. He is secretly writing a love letter when from 

his window sill he sees his friend with the straw hat passing by, who takes off his hat for 

Luísa’s mother as an act of courtesy.  

Macário ficou radioso: logo nessa noite procurou o amigo, e abruptamente, 

sem meia-tinta: 

- Quem é aquela mulher que tu hoje cumprimentaste defronte do armazém? 

- É a Vilaça. Bela mulher. 

- E a filha? 

- A filha! 

- Sim, uma loira, clara com leque chinês. 

- Ah sim. É filha. 

- É o que eu dizia. . . 

- Sim, e então? 

- É bonita . . . (51) 

 The procedure just described becomes even more elaborate when Eça depicts speech 

and dialogue as mixed with the descriptions of the dialogue setting but without referring to 

the fact that Macário is talking to him or—handily—only referring to the fact that Macário is 

actually talking to him, much later on in the story. The scene when Luísa tells Macário that 

her mother found out about their secret love affair and moves on to insist that he ask her 
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mother for permission to continue on with their relationship is yet another example of Eça’s 

elaboration: 

- Porque não vens pedir à mamã? 

- Mas, filha, se eu não posso. Não tenho arranjo nenhum. 

- Espera. É mais um mês talvez. Tenho agora aí um negócio em bom caminho. 

Morríamos de fome. 

Luísa calou-se, torcendo a ponte do xaile com os olhos baixos. 

- Mas ao menos, disse ela, enquanto eu te não fazer sinal da janela, não subas 

mais, sim. 

Macário rompeu a chorar; os soluços saíam violentos e desesperados. 

- Chut! Dizia-lhe Luísa. Não chores alto!... 

Macário contou-me a noite que passou, ao acaso pelas ruas, ruminando 

febrilmente a sua dor, e lutando, sob a nudente friagem de Janeiro na sua 

quinzena curta. (59) 

 Strange as it may seem, the narrator of the second level, here referring to Macário’s 

story, is the same, but this time disguised as a heterodiegetic narrator, who as it were 

integrates himself into the story, which Macário recounted some time ago as was 

demonstrated by the quote. Except from certain excerpts, notably from dialogues where the 

reader has the impression Macário is telling the story, the whole second level narration is 

written in the third person singular. “Macário aos vinte e dois anos, ainda não tinha . . . 

sentido Vénus . . .” (47), “Macário que tinha visto naquela visita uma revelação de amor . . .” 

(50). The same uncommon procedure holds true for the third level in the story: “Ela, Hilária, 

ficara atarracada de pavor, sentia os urros dos bois, gritos agudos de mulheres, os ganidos dos 

flatos e vira então um velho todo vestido de veludo preto, com a fina espada na mão . . . ela 

desmaia nos braços de um padre da congregação” (54). Eça then lets the mana Hilária regain 
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consciousness, once again by using the present tense which causes the reader to become 

further intimate with the details of the story: “. . . quando veio a si, achou-se junto da praça; a 

berlinda real está à porta, com os postilões emplumados.” It is an excellent example of how 

realist writers in the short story juxtapose the present tense with the past to create a certain 

visual effect. This will become clearer in the story written by Abel Botelho entitled “A 

Consoada.” 

 This new perspective on the story has also implications for the narratee. The narratee 

throughout the story is the same extradiegetic undefined and never mentioned narratee, the 

same as the one belonging to the first level. However, it is not unusual to see two other 

narratees; the first level narrator becomes the narratee of the second level narrator and 

Macário and the other people present at the sarau become the naratees of Hilária’s story in 

Vilaça’s house. 

 The story “Singularidades de uma Rapariga Loira” contains a clear and traditional 

instance of “telling” at the very beginning of the story: 

Existe, no fundo de cada um de nós, é certo—friamente educados que sejamos 

–, um resto de misticismo; e basta às vezes uma paisagem soturna . . . para que 

esse fundo místico suba, se alargue como o nevoeiro . . . como um velho 

monge poeta. (44) 

 However, the very technique described above leads to the fact that Eça can 

overwhelmingly rely on scenes and dialogues in order to reach out to the reader and thus 

predominantly uses showing, which can still further be inferred from the following fragment:  

. . . o homem estava defronte de mim, comendo tranquilamente a sua geleia: 

perguntei-lhe, com a boca cheia, o meu guardanapo de linho de Guimarães 

suspenso nos dedos—se ele era da Vila Real. 

– Vivo lá. Há muitos anos, disse-me ele. 
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– Terra de mulheres bonitas, segundo me consta, disse eu. 

O homem calou-se. 

– Hein?, tornei.” (44) 

 Focalization70 in “Singularidades de uma Rapariga Loira,” is primarily internal on all 

levels of the narration, as can be derived from the following examples. The first level: 

“Compreendi que tinha tocado a carne viva de uma lembrança. Havia decerto no destino 

daquele velho uma mulher. Aí estava o seu melodrama ou a sua farsa.” The second level 

offers various descriptive settings, for example we can find in this level the first appearance of 

the mother and her daughter (the blond girl): “A outra vestia de luto, mas esta, a loira, tinha 

um vestido de cassa com pintas azuis, um lenço de cambraia trespassado sobre o peito. . . .” 

On the third level the reader encounters the description of the Conde dos Arcos who will die 

in a bullfight in Salvaterra: “. . . a figura do conde dos Arcos de cara rapada e uma fita de 

cetim escarlate no rabicho. . . .” 

 The relationship between story and discourse is one of great distortions in which 

external analepses play a major role. The second level and third level narratives are 

completely retrospective and are complete external analepses. Besides these, two other 

analepses occur on the first level of narration. “Eu tinha descido da diligência . . . num 

cobrejão de lisas escarlates” (43) (external and partial) and “ . . . nesse tempo, em 1823 ou 33, 

na sua mocidade, seu tio Francisco tinha em Lisboa um armazém de panos, e ele era um dos 

caixeiros” (46) (external and complete). 

                                                 
70  According to Genette, there are three types of focalisation. Zero or non-focalisation occurs when the narrator 
tells more than what the characters know. It is the traditional omniscience, typical of the classical novel. External 
focalisation takes place when the narrator tells only what is perceptible to an (hypothetical) observer without 
having the possibility to penetrate the consciousness of any of the characters. Internal focalisation, on the other 
hand, means that the story is told through the consciousness of one or more characters. The narrator is then the 
main character. It implies that the “point of view” is a restricted one. It can be fixed, meaning restricted to only 
one character; variable or multiple. Obviously, due to the restricted space in the short story (i.e. to the restricted 
narrating time) one can expect that fixed internal focalisation will be the rule rather than the exception. 
Presenting the same story as told by different characters would hopelessly expand the short story. As is well 
known, variable focalisations occur rather frequently since focalization does not always remain constant. 
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 Aside from analepses, ellipsis and summary shape the relationship between story and 

discourse. This happens especially—and naturally—to summarize the years Macário was in 

Africa after having been expelled from tio Francisco’s house, as well as other places visited 

by the character71. Besides ellipsis, the principle of summary also plays a predominant role. 

(1) “E todos, a quem Macário se dirigiu . . . E todos sentiam, mas . . .” (58). (2) “Conheceu as 

viagens trabalhosas nos mares inimigos . . . aonde se exale a morte” (60). (3) “À tardinha ia 

visitar Luísa . . . cheiamente trabalhado” (61). 

 Júlio Lourenço Pinto’s “A Órfã” is also a posterior narration of the events in the 

story. “Conheci-as ambas” (189), “Depois da morte de Josefina a mãe da Laurinha quis levar 

a Luísa. . . .” (184). These are two quotes from the beginning of the story in which the very 

short lives of two adolescent girls are described: “Conheci-as ambas, pobre crianças! E, desde 

que as conheci, segui-as sempre, na curta elíptica que descreveram nos horizontes da vida. . . . 

” (189). Luisita is the child born out of wedlock, whose mother Josefina had an affair with an 

unknown man, while Laurinha is the “legal” daughter. In the story they are both “sentenced” 

to die prematurely and the narrator is particularly interested in the causes and the 

circumstances of their deaths. 

 The story contains two levels of narration, the elliptical lives described by the story 

can be analysed by reviewing the information supplied by the hospedeira and the outside 

observations carried out by the first level narrator. The first level is extradiegetic and can be 

seen as the primary narrative. It is the story of the unhappy “Luisita” and how she survived 

after her unmarried mother had died of tuberculosis (presented as a hereditary disease) 
                                                 
71  The use of ellipsis can be inferred from the following quotes serving as illustrations. “Não direi os motivos 
porque ele daí a pouco . . .” (46) (explicit ellipsis); “Depois o tio compenetrara-se de certos instintos inteligentes 
. . .” (47) (implicit ellipsis). This is when tio Francisco decides after some time (non-specified) to give the 
bookkeeping to Macário: “Tinha-se passado uma semana . . .” (49) (explicit ellipsis). This is after the first full 
vision of the two ladies and their visit to the armazém of tio Francisco—“. . . Logo nessa noite. . . .” (51) 
(implicit elipsis); “oito dias depois . . .” (53) (explicit ellipsis); “E quando saíram,” (55) (implicit ellipsis); 
“Enfim meu amigo, para encurtamos razões resolvi-me casar com ela.” (56) (implicit ellipsis); “Nessa tarde. . . .” 
(57) (implicit ellipsis) - “No outro dia . . .” (57) (explicit ellipsis); Um dia porém Macário encontrou-a excitada.” 
(59) (implicit ellipsis); “. . . donde se exala e morte voltou” (60) (implicit ellipsis).- “Mas um dia o amigo do 
chapéu. . . .” (61) (implicit ellipsis). 
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unaware of her father’s existence or whereabouts, a secret which Josefina took to the grave. 

The story moves on to describe how Luisita continued to dwell in the house in front of the 

first level narrator’s home and his hospedeira-informer’s windowsill, living her modest life in 

hard toil until finally fate struck. 

 The second level narrative, an intradiegetic story about Luisita’s mother runs from 

“Fazia aflição a todos que conheciam. . . . E fez-lhe muito bem durante a doença” (190-191). 

This is the story told by the Major’s widow, a Sra. D. Ana de Jesus. The widow had been 

married to a major in the liberal (civil) wars and is depicted as someone who is both 

trustworthy and reliable in respect to the information which she supplies to the first level 

narrator. In fact the credibility bestowed on the informante by the first level narrator is of 

utmost importance to the story for her character will supply the reasons surrounding the 

circumstances of Luisita’s future death and that of her mother’s. By using this manoeuvre the 

author, who presents his first level narrator as a first class observer in line with realist-

naturalist aesthetics, has the ability of compressing the long story into a shorter discourse. His 

own story is condensed by the very fact that he can only study the lives of the other characters 

from the point of view of his window, narrowing the visibility and hence the technical 

possibility of description. 

 The first level narrator is a homodiegetic narrator; this means that he participates in the 

story but without being the main protagonist. This can easily be derived from the use of the 

first person singular and the morphology of the verb in Portuguese: “Conheci-as ambas, pobre 

crianças!” (185) and “. . . a esse tempo, quando eu fui habitar a casa que me convizinhou da 

Luisita, já eu não lhe conheci a mãe. . . .” (190). This participation in the story becomes even 

clearer, when the narrator goes to the funeral and makes use of the descriptive terminology 

known to the late nineteenth century reader in order to give his societal critique; rich is rich 

and poor is poor, even in the hour of our death and independently of our lifestyle in the here 
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and now. “No dia seguinte assisti ao enterro de Luísa no Prado do Repouso: a minha simpatia 

pela desventurada órfã impeliu-me até à beira da sua obscura cova” (197). 

 The second level story is told by a heterodiegetic narrator, who does not take part in 

the story that the narrator recounts. This secondary level story is narrated in the third person 

singular. The second level narrator is the informante who supplies the details to the first level 

narrator and, in this particular case, is presented to the reader as a reliable widow who had 

been married to a major who fought in the civil wars: “tinha uma dignidade” (190) “. . . 

Quando para aí veio já trazia a pequena. . . .” (190). 

The narratee, who corresponds to the narrators, is the classic extradiegetic narratee, 

and is never explicitly referred to in the story. On the second level, the narratee is an 

intradiegetic one, namely and not surprisingly, the first level narrator. . . . E aquela linda 

criança que vem tantas vezes a casa da Luísa com uma criada? Continuei de inquirir. . . . A 

Laurinha . . . Isso já vem de longe. . . . ” (190). This distinction becomes even clearer in the 

next quotation where the mechanism of an intra-textual narrator is overtly mentioned: 

“Estava, pois, todo suspenso da narração da minha hospedeira; queria saber toda a biografia 

da Luisita que já era para mim um interesse na vida” (190). 

 As to distance, there are both instances of telling and showing with a clearer 

predominance of showing. There is a rather great variation in focalization. On the first level 

narrative both omniscient and internal focalization are present, whereas on the second level 

omniscience clearly dominates. The omniscience further adds to the credibility of the 

informer’s account. The following are some examples which illustrate this omniscient 

focalization. On the first level the omniscience is presented as follows: “E a Sra. D. Ana de 

Jesus prosseguia na sua narração, muito condoída da sorte da malaventurada costureira” 

(292). The first level internal focalisation is illustrated in the following quote: “Se não a via 

avergada, em um esforço desmaiado, sobre a mesa alvejante, achegada ao peitoril da janela, 
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movendo o ferro de engomar com penosa e contristadora lentidão é porque, lá mais no 

interior, ela se acurava com uma contensão afanosa . . . sobre a máquina de costura. . . .” 

(189). Furthermore, omniscient focalisation is also present on the second level of narration 

and can be perceived in the following example: “fazia aflição, a todos que conheceram aquele 

primor de rapariga vê-la nos últimos dias da sua vida—prosseguia a minha informadora. . . . ” 

(190). “A Luisinha nem fazia apreço destas coisas tão caras, e em troca. . . .” (191). While the 

second level internal focalisation is made evident in the following quote: “Quando ela ia ao 

domingo por essa rua abaixo muito direitinho tac tac nos seus tacões, era para ver como todos 

os olhos se ficavam naquela perfeição!” (190)72 

 The story, how could it be otherwise, is almost infested with anachrony in which the 

principle of analepsis takes on the leading position: “eu não lhe conheci a mãe que pouco 

antes se finara” (190) (external and complete). “Fazia aflição . . . mas já para fim da vida” 

(190) (external and complete). “Pecou, é verdade . . . mas ainda alegre como um pardal” (190) 

(external and complete and actually an analepsis within the analepsis). “Quando a mãe da 

Luísa para aí veio . . . E fez-lhe muito bem durante a doença” (190-191) (external and 

                                                 
72  The two existing levels of narration can be further subdivided in eleven segments. The author has invented an 
almost perfect balance like in a zig-zag motion, alternating segments from the first level (own observation) with 
those from the second level of narration. As a result the information supplied by the trustworthy informer 
generates a reliable depiction, while at the same time captivating the reader’s attention by creating a sense of 
suspense. The first segment goes from “Conheci-as ambas . . .” (189) till “. . . pouco antes se finara” (190) (first 
level). The second segment is indicated by the statement: “Linda como uma Nossa Senhora, aquela Josefina . . .” 
(190). Followed by a third segment which can also be found on the first level of narration: “Informava a Sra. D. 
Ana de Jesus . . . campanhas de liberdade” (190). The fourth segment however is situated back on the second 
level: “Fazia aflição . . .” till “. . . mais ao pai” (190), whereas the segment which runs from “Luisita já me tinha 
cativado . . .” till “- coninuei de inquirir” (190) is to be understood as the fifth segment. Segment number six 
begins at: “A Laurinha . . . isso já vem de longe. Quando a mãe de Luísa para aí veio . . .” (190) and continues on 
until the small revelation “Laurinha sai a mãe” (191) which belongs to the second level of narration. Segment 
seven then moves back again to the first level and runs from “- e muito parecidas . . .” (191) to “a minha 
hospedeira viu a Luísa dirigir-se muito alvoraçada para o leito da mãe” (192). These last lines move slowly into 
segment eight, which can be placed between “Olhe, mãezinha, veja, é o retrato do pai da Laurinha . . .” until “. . . 
fitando na mãe olhares apavorados” (192) and is alternated with subpart number nine which belongs again to the 
first level of narration which runs from: “Mas a Josefina reagiu com energia contra a emoção . . .” till “Mas a 
minha hospedeira ia preparando-se para o irremediável e próximo desenlace” (193). Segment number ten spans 
from: “Melhor ele tivesse ficado daquele; por fim tem de ser . . .” till “Deus a aliviasse . . .” (193) and is a 
section of the narration which belongs to the second level. Finally for the eleventh segment we move back to the 
first level of narration with a the section which stretches from: “De facto estavam contados os dias de Josefina,” 
until the end of the story on page 198, where the narrator of the first level wakes up after having had a terrible 
nightmare caused by the event of the previous day (the procession of three funerals). 
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complete). “Nos primeiros tempos a Josefina vivia feliz . . . Isso valeu à Josefina para não 

experimentar sobre a doença e a miséria” (191-192) (external and complete). “Dias antes 

ninguém pudera avistá-la e a Luísa interrogada . . . e no dia seguinte nos aparece murcha, 

pendida da haste sem brilho, nem frescura” (191-192) (external and complete and again an 

anlepsis within the analepsis). “Fora também, em romagem ao cemitério do Prado do 

Repouso . . . extremos do seu amor e saudade filial (internal and complete) (194) “O dia 

estivera frio e húmido . . . estava absorvendo a morte nesta comunhão espiritual com a mãe” 

(195) (external and complete). 

 As to velocity73, we can speak about a heavy acceleration through, almost always, 

implicit ellipsis. For example: “A esse tempo, quando eu fui habitar” (190) (implicit); “Veio 

porém, um dia em que a Josefina apareceu transfigurada” (191) (implict).74 Additionally, the 

principle of summary plays a considerable role in this short story to make the story move 

forward, as is illustrated in the following quotes: “. . . segui-as sempre, na curta elíptica . . . 

em pleno reflorir de perfumado Abril” (189). “Quando me levantava opresso da banca de 

trabalho . . . uma zombeteira e uma ironia . . .” (189-190) (iterative); “E os acessos de tosse a 

mim davam se . . . Ainda viveu assim um ano em intermitências de torpores e frenesis de 

trabalho” (192).75 

“A Consoada” which is written by Abel Botelho, a writer who is generally classified 

as belonging to Eça’s epigones, is a short story in which the fictional events are narrated 

                                                 
73  Translation of Vitesse in Genette—for the central role played by these techniques, see Discours du Récit 
(Paris: Seuil, 2007), (89-92) and Nouveau discours du récit (313-317); the latter text, published a decade 
following Figures III, in which Discours du récit initially appeared, follows the former in the 2007 re-edition.  
74  The other ellipses are:  “Era já noite quando despertou” (193) (implicit); “Depois da morte de Josefina” (194) 
(implicit); “Uma vez quando eu entrava” (194) (implict); “Durante os primeiros tempos” (195) (implicit); “Mas 
ultimamente” (195) (implicit) “Pouco tempo depois” (196) (explicit); “Custou-me conciliar o sono naquela 
noite” (199) (implicit); “Ao romper . . . saltei da cama” (199) (implicit). 
75  The other examples in the the story discussed are: “Um fastio mental e uma melancolia tenebrosa 
apressavam-lhe o aniquilamento. A Laurinha, sempre compassiva. . . quando alguém entrava na alcova . . .” 
(193-194) (iterative); “. . . trabalhava com ardor . . . alivantava-lhe o moral quebrantado” (194) (iterative); “Era 
este o espinho que mais lhe doía na sua íntima sensualidade” (195); “Este pensamento torturava-a” (195); 
“Sentia como que uma opressão . . . lhe minava a vida com surda lentidão” (195). 
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posterior to their taking place. Throughout this short story both the past tense (pretérito 

imperfeito) and the present tense peacefully co-exist. However this is not sufficient to talk 

about a simultaneous narration. Some examples of this balanced co-existence are illustrated in 

the following quotes: “A mesa estava posta . . . na cal fendilhada da parede resplandecia . . .” 

(105); “No silêncio álgido da noite retina ainda alegre o bimbalhar dos sinos” (105); “E já à 

mesa o bom do Simeão se dirigiu, direito à grande poltrona de coiro. Tome-lhe a direita a 

mulher. . . .” (105). The very co-existence of the historic present and the imperfeito 

(sometimes also pretérito perfeito simples) enhances the scene-like quality of the short story 

here under discussion. It should be remembered that Abel Botelho belongs to the realist-

naturalist faction of writers and that showing and illustrating the wrongs and wrongdoings of 

society is one of the major priorities. As a genre, the conto literário moderno is limited in 

space and thus cannot provide the required detailed background information to present a 

complete picture, however the historic present is a means which adequately resolves the 

problem of explaining, for it shows almost cinematographically what is at stake. This is even 

more stimulated through the use of durative aspect: 

Toca de arrimar na cozinha, ao canto da chaminé, os guarda-chuvas pingando, 

largam-se as capas, descalçam-se as galochas, ruidosamente sacodem-se os 

vestidos; enquanto de rodilhão invade a sala a tropeada cantante das crianças; e 

erguendo-se de salto do escabelo, a esfregar os olhos, a velha serva Leonor, 

perdida de sono, resmoneia num alívio: —Ora louvado seja Deus. (105) 

 The short story “A Consoada” consists of only one main level of narration although 

two small stories within the main story appear. The narratives, although interrelated, also each 

serve another purpose. Josézito’s story has the quality of an omen, which is not realised. It is 

as if it were giving the reader false hope that the story will not end happily, as can be expected 

in the context of Realism and Naturalism, however the reality is quite the opposite, thus 
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defying the expectations of the informed reader. The story as completed by José Ventura who 

could not possibly have heard Josézito’s story during his homecoming, is one of the “all’s 

well that ends well”– type. The story containing the omen then was simply a means of 

enhancing the suspense and the relief about the outcome of the story. On page 109, right at 

the beginning, “Foi assim . . .” till “. . . só as pernas” (109), is equally a variation of the “Era 

uma vez”– theme (Once upon a time). The other intradiegetic story spans from “Quando 

Nossa Senhora ia a caminho, as bisbilhoteiras . . . .” till “. . . por isso, Nossa Senhora 

abençoou estes e amaldiçoou aqueles” (110). 

 The very structure of having one main narrative and some smaller intradiegetic 

narratives is reflected in the number of narrators and narratees. The first level narrator, telling 

the main story line, is a heterodiegetic narrator who does not participate in the story which is 

narrated in the third person, often, in the plural: “Tinham chegado havia um instante, da 

igreja” (104). The narrators of the small stories are intradiegetic narrators. Josesito and José 

Ventura are heterodiegetic narrators. The following quotes are two specific examples which 

clearly illustrate their positions as narrators: “Quando Nossa Senhora fugia . . .” (109) and 

“Quando Nossa Senhora ia a Caminho . . .” (110). The narratee(s) of the first level is an 

omitted extradiegetic narrator. He/she/they are never referred to. The Narratees of the small 

intradiegetic stories are, in fact, all the family members present at the Christmas Eve dinner, 

which can clearly be derived from “Aplaudiram todos, encantados” (109). 

 The main story line can further be subdivided into constituent narrative segments. The 

first, is a rather small segment, “Tinham chegado, havia um instante, da Igreja” (104), a 

“false” in medias res opening referring to an omitted preceding story line and therefore 

“false,” since no reference will be made to the omitted preceding story later on in the short 

story. It is up to the reader of the story to use his own cultural framework and fill in the empty 

blanks that is that the family had participated in the traditional Missa de Galo the holy service 
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on Christmas Eve. The second segment which runs from “No silêncio álgido da noite. . . .” till 

“. . . casada ia para sete anos” (104-105), is a description of what happens after the family 

returns from the holy service in church up until the moment when the narrator focalises all 

attention onto one protagonist, Eugénia. 76 

The third segment is a long drawn analepsis, as further on it will become clear that, 

“Casada com José Ventura. . . . Depois de muita hesitação, muita tormentosa luta interior, 

muita lágrima represada . . .” (106) till “Por fim, perdera já por completo a esperança” (107). 

This third segment actually corresponds with the narration of what happens before and during 

José Ventura’s stay in Lourenço Marques. The last segment starts with “E agora à mesa . . .” 

(207) till the end of the story (110), and narrates the mysterious coming of José Ventura and 

the various reactions by the different family members. 

 “A Consoada” contains both showing and telling elements. Telling is mainly 

engendered by the long drawn analepsis, yet another hallmark of Realism and Naturalism: “. . 

. dolorosamente concertou com a mulher e a partir de Lourenço Marques” (106-107). 

“Showing” starts almost immediately after José Ventura’s arrival: “E, ia e vinha, a um e outro 

lado, irrequieto, gárrulo, feliz . . .” till “. . . que saúde ao corpo, que refrigério à alma!” (109) 

 The focalisation is external in “A mesa estava posta . . . luarentes contrastes de 

diorama” (105), but turns into an omniscient focalisation: “Depois, na adolecência, a mesma 

comunicativa e franca liberdade afeiçoara-lhes os corações, irmanando-lhes os destinos” 

(106). And still later: “Colada ao dever como lapa ao rochedo, alumiada e forte sempre a alma 

do alimento ázimo do Passado. . . .” (106). Last but not least, the omniscient focalisation is 

also made aparent through pertinent use of free indirect discourse: “. . . para a alma ansiosa de 

                                                 
76  The narrator fully uses this dip in narration to describe the family as a traditional petit bourgeois family. It is 
fascinating how he goes about presenting the order of importance in social status, gender role and family 
relations; from closely related members to those who are furthest away, removed from the family nucleus: “. . . 
os filhos que vieram de longe, empregados no comércio, na magistratura, no governo civil em Viseu; um 
cunhado capitão do 14; as respectivas esposas, tias, sobrinhas, primas, ao todo trinta e tantos comensais . . . 
.”(105). 
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Eugénia se foram então fechando interminavelmente as horas. Repercutia-lhe dolorosa o bater 

do pêndulo no pulsar do coração, e o seu adorado marido não vinha!” (107) 

 In the story, not taking into account the stories told by José Ventura and Josézito, there 

are two analepses. The one already mentioned at the beginning of the story: “Tinham 

chegado, havia um instante, da Igreja” (104), which is a complete and mixed analepsis and 

then also the segment running from “. . . vizinho seu na cidade,” (106) till “. . . Por fim, 

perdera já completa a esperança” (106). 

 The story contains a high concentration of ellipses making the story move and these 

ellipses are mainly implicit, consequently rendering them almost unnoticeable to the reader. 

When the ellipses are presented as explicit, it means that the author wants to signal that large 

chunks of time have been left out, such as years.77 

Velocity is stepped up, when the ellipsis is combined with the summary78 within the 

same fragments. (1) “Ao cabo de três anos de inalterável bonança conjugal três inocentes 

eram o vivo penhor do seu afeto” (106). (2) “Depois de muita hesitação, muita tormentosa 

luta interior, muita lágrima represada” (106). (3) “. . . paralelamente morta para o exterior, 

                                                 
77  Examples of the use of various ellipses are as follows: (1) Implicit: “. . . acostumado a ver inseparável dos 
brinquedos . . .” till “. . . a mesma comunicativa e franca liberdade” (106) (describing the youth of José Ventura 
and Eugénia). (2) Implicit: “. . . irmando-lhes os destinos . . . o rapaz era sério, honesto, trabalhador, tinha bens 
bastantes” (106) (describing the late adolescence of José Ventura and Eugénia). (3) Explicit: “Ao cabo de três 
anos de inalterável bonança conjugal!” (106) (this is the description of the unfortunate times leading to José 
Ventura’s departure to Africa). (4) Implicit: “Depois de muita hesitação . . . dolorosamente concertou . . .” (106) 
(José Ventura making his decision to try his fortune in Africa). (5) Implicit: “Tivera uma hospedaria agora era já 
senhor de prédios, tomava empreitadas . . .” (106) (the information the family gets from José Ventures indicating 
that his fortune in Africa changed for the better). (6) Explicit: “Passados os dois primeiros anos, estava fazendo 
rapidamente fortuna” (106). (7) Implicit: “Ultimamente anunciava ele uma próxima vinda à metrópole . . .” (107) 
(very close to the moment when Christmas Eve is celebrated in Portugal). (8) Implicit: “Por fim, perdera já por 
completo a esperança.” (107). 
78  Velocity can be seen as a modification of Duration, which, according to Genette, can change in two ways: 
acceleration and deceleration. Indeed, summary is subsumed under the category of Duration. Acceleration means 
that a long story is severely shortened by discourse. Deceleration means that a short story is extended 
deliberately by discourse. There are four different movements on the acceleration-deceleration scale: pause, 
scene, summary and ellipsis. Pause corresponds to a maximum of deceleration. The story is then infinitely 
longer than the discourse. When scene occurs it means, at least in theory, that story and discourse are of the same 
length, like in dialogue or in certain physical actions. Summary is actually the opposite of pause. It means that 
the discourse is severely shortened compared with the story because the actions are of no or less importance, to 
the plot. Ellipsis, often difficult to distinguish from summary, constitutes the maximum of acceleration achieved 
by the absence of time in the discourse. Ellipses can be explicit, implicit, hypothetical, determined or qualified. 
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para a luz, para a alegria, arrastando, como um burel, a sua resignada saudade, paralelisada na 

mansidão duma irremediável tristeza.” (106)79 

 The short story “A Velha” by Fialho de Almeida, is a posterior narration as clearly 

can be derived from the incipit which is in fact a variation on the “Era uma vez” opening 

lines: “Era uma velha que vivia em companhia do filho, numa aldeia da Bairrada, lá para as 

bandas do Luso. E o filho era casado. A mulher dele não gostava da sogra, como é d’uso . . .” 

(113). The story contains only one narrative level. It is the first sad and than suddenly happy 

story of a poor old woman, who after having lived for years in the house of her son and his 

wife, finally decides to leave because she can no longer bear the hostile reaction of both her 

son and daughter in law. The old man, for whom she had fallen passionately in love as a 

young woman, eventually rescues her from the street life and the little time they have left to 

live they share together living happily ever after. 

  The story can be further subdivided in four narrative segments. (1) From “Era uma 

velha . . .” till “. . . na sua boca murcha de não rir há muito tempo” (113). This fragment 

provides the reader with details concerning the state of affairs of both the old ramshackle 

house as well as the human relationships; the fragment can be clearly understood as being 

expository in nature. (2) From “Uma noite, era por Dezembro” (114) till “. . . que ele estava 

de sobejo, entre os que lá vivem, estuporado granizo!” (115) is narrating the day when the old 

woman decides to take manners in her own hands and leaves her family and home. (3) From 

“Aí vai ela, aí vai, trôpega . . .” (115) till “. . . E cai para o lado, fechando os olhos, numa 

suprema agonia” (115). Here we have the journey of the old woman who eventually having to 

endure the bad weather, collapses from fatigue and is later rescued by her old forsaken lover. 

                                                 
79  For completeness sake, here are the other examples: (4) “Com uma resignação de freira, alheia por completo 
ao mundo. . . . Ouvia, ouvia tudo, num desdenhoso silêncio, ao cabo abanava negativamente a cabeça, cerrando 
as pálpebras” (106). (5) “Sempre cartas consoladoras ainda era o que valia” (106). (6) Passava sempre de alto, 
num leve reçagar de desdém, pela questão de interesses . . . tornarei eu a ver” (107). (8) “Foi então na modesta 
casa do rocio de Pinhel uma alegria doida . . .” (107). 
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(4) From the sentence “Desperta ao calor dum lume crepitante . . .” (115), until the end of the 

story, is a segment which encompasses the narrative sections of the old woman awakening 

near the grate of his house, his recounting of the old couples past love affair which 

subsequently leads to their decision to spend what little time they have left together in order to 

finally have their “happy ever after.” 

 The story is told by a heterodiegetic narrator for he does not participate in the story 

which is told in the third person: “Abriu docemente a porta do casebre, e foi-se embora” 

(114). Contrary to what happens in many short stories told by a heterodiegetic narrator, in “A 

Velha,” the narrator establishes a clear contact with the narratee which can be derived from 

the underlined sections in the following quotations: “Entretanto, os senhores ficam avisados 

de que esta história é um pouco triste” (113); “Eu bem dizia: é um poucochinho triste a 

historieta” (114); “Triste um pouco triste, a historieta” (115) “Eu bem dizia aos senhores—

esta história é um pouco triste” (117). From these very same quotations it becomes equally 

clear that in this story, the narratee is undefined but plural. This is a clear remnant of the oral 

and romantic story telling such as that found in “Os Contos do Tio Joaquim” (Rodrigo 

Paganino) and even more so evident in a “Dama Pé de Cabra”80 (Alexandre Herculano). The 

storyteller also sets out to establish a clear contact with the reader. The reader is addressed so 

much so that through the use of the diminutive, the story which is being told is modulated to 

resemble that of the oral tradition. 

 Strangely enough, it is not telling but showing which clearly dominates “A Velha” 

which becomes very clear from the following quotation:  

                                                 
80  In the story “A Dama Pé de Cabra,” the audience addressed is still outside the text of the story. In the first 
paragraph of the story the audience is actually invited to come close, sit down and listen to the story: “Vós os 
que não credes em bruxas, nem em almas penadas, nem nas tropelias de Satanás, assentai-vos aqui ao lar, bem 
juntos ao pé de mim, e contar-vos-ei a história de D. Diogo Lopes, senhor de Biscaia.”(“A Dama Pé de Cabra,” 
21). It is part of the evolution of the short story from the beginning of Romanticism till the disintegration of 
Naturalism that this exterior communication scheme will become interiorised. Note also the importance of the 
lar as the centre of gathering to listen to stories. Reference to this phenomenon was also made in Chapter II of 
this dissertation. 
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Despertar ao calor dum lume crepitante . . . o velho tem-se aproximado, 

risonho, carinhoso. 

Eh lá! Tia mulher . . . 

Ela só vagamente percebe as suas vozes de aconchego. 

Eh lá! Repete o homenzinho (115) 

 Yet another surprising element in “A Velha” is a very unstable focalisation. “A mesma 

doce melancolia inclina a face aos dois, para uma carícia que nem sequer se chega a esboçar, 

pois eles calam-se a ouvir dentro do peito canções reverdecidas . . .” (117). If the passage just 

quoted is omniscience, the following is an example of internal focalisation through free 

indirect discourse: “. . . é uma casa já velha, muito pobre e um velho aperta a fogueira com 

ramos de pinho seco que vai partindo e deitando. O velho tem-se aproximado, risonho, 

carinhoso” (115). The following quotation demonstrates a switch to the external focalisation, 

“Então a pobre mulher pôs-se de pé, desenfurrejando as juntas para se dispor a caminhar. 

Tirou da arca meia dúzia de trapos que lá tinha . . .” (114). 

 The story is told rectilinearly from beginning to end without anachrony, but with a 

rhythm managed and dominated by a combination of summary and ellipsis. Ellipsis: (1) 

implicit: “Uma noite, era por Dezembro . . .” (114); (2) explicit: “Uns poucos segundos 

passaram ainda . . . (114); (3) implicit: “As suas forças esgotaram-se . . .” (115); (4) implicit 

“desperta ao calor dum lume crepitante . . . ” (115); (5) explicit: “Pouco depois contava-lhe 

ele a sua vida” (116). Summary: (1) “. . . lá vinha sempre a assonhada moça meter-se com a 

pobre da velha . . .” till “. . . que ainda restavam na sua boca murcha de não rir há muito 

tempo” (113). (2) From “Aí vai ela, aí vai, trôpega . . .” till “. . . e sobre as mãos 

encarquilhadas” (115). (3) “Era uma tranquila história de trabalho . . .”  

The time of narration in “Idílio Rústico,” one of the renowned short stories by 

Trindade Coelho, can be clearly characterised as posterior. “Quando atrevessou a povoação 
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rua abaixo, com o rebanho atrás dele, era ainda muito cedo” (119), and contains only one 

level of narration, namely, the story of two adolescent shepherds (Rosália and Gonçalo) 

whom we follow in their daily routine, their friendship and to whose dialogues we as readers 

listen to during almost one full day. 

 The narrator is a heterodiegetic narrator, who does not participate in the depicted scene 

which is told in the third person singular. E.g. “E foram-se ter conta no rebanho, que choviam 

as coimas e as denúncias” (124). The heterodiegetic narrator tells the story to the extradiegetic 

narrator(s) which is/are omitted but which is nevertheless near through an overwhelming 

predominance of showing. The scene in which Rosália tells about how her mother cut her 

tranças as a promise to the heavens if she would cure from a disease is one such example, 

which ends in an almost concealed free indirect speech. “Mas o cabelo assim cortado . . . 

disse com mágoa, mirando-lhe a cabeça nua, e passando a mão pela dele- é que te não fica 

bem!; Melhor fora que lhe tivessem deixado as tranças! Negras, de mais a mais, que era como 

ele gostava . . .” (124). At the same time, it is the only dissonant referring to disease and 

difficult life style and a sugary-bucolic account of idealised Portuguese life on the 

countryside. 

 Focalisation vaccilates between omniscience and external focalization: “Era um poder 

de passos e de paciência, —refletia o pastor, a quem aborreciam de morte os intermináveis 

torcicolos da vereda. (121); “—E pensava aliviado: —Nada mais fácil do que terem-me saído 

os lobos! (121); “. . . pensava: —Ora se será ela? (121); “Uma ideia lhe acudiu que o fez 

sorrir de contente “(122); “Ao pastor parecia-lhe agora . . . Se lhe parecia agora a Rosária” 

(124). External focalisation can actually be found in all the long descriptions as can been seen 

in the following example serving as a mere illustration: “A esse tempo ia-se já definindo a 

manhã, na luz, no som, na cor . . . onde algum réptil passasse vagoroso” (120). 
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 When it comes to an enumeration of narrative segments it is almost impossible to 

subcategorize this short story, which can be read as one continuum, coming close to Trindade 

Coelho’s own definition that the short story is a bola de marfin. The separations made by the 

triple asterisks are nothing more than mere signals in the alteration of time (morning, high 

noon, evening, early morning) but it is still the very same story which continues. The coda: 

the next morning is an indication that the life of the shepherds will continue in the same way. 

 The story order is disturbed in the discourse by four external analepses, all on page 

124. (1) “—Mas se eu estive doente”; (2) “Umas quartães que me tiveram mondada!”; (3) 

“Febre que era mesmo lume desde manhã até ao escurecer. . . .”; (4) “Sonhara com ele.” The 

first three are complete; the last one is a partial analepsis. 

 Furthermore there are ellipses and summaries, as in most stories analysed so far. “Mas, 

passadas as últimas casas . . .” (120) is a hypothetical ellipsis; Quando passou rente ao meloal 

do fidalgo . . .” (implicit ellipsis); “A esse tempo, no céu alto e lavado a estrela de Alva 

fenecera por fim . . .” (implicit ellipsis) (124); “No entanto ia descaíndo a tarde (implicit 

ellipsis) (124); “Daí a pouco, estavam de marcha para o curral” (127) (explicit ellipsis); “Até 

que por fim chegaram . . .” (128) (explicit ellipsis); “Quando ao respontar da manhã se 

levantaram, e saíram a ver o céu . . .” (Implicit ellipsis) (129). 

5.3.2. Short Stories: The Period of Second Modernism. 

 José Régio’s short fiction “O Caminho” is a narrative which recounts a nightmare 

experienced by the main protagonist and is told posterior to the events taking place in the 

story. Expressions like “porque depois pensei claramente” which look like prolepses should 

not to be confused as such, for they are an integral part of the posterior narration. At times, 

however, the story “O Caminho” looks like a simultaneous narration but this is only an 

impression the reader gets; there is no present tense to be discovered in Régio’s short fiction. 

Discourse is indeed as in a dream with, as a fatal consequence for a detailed analysis, a 
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persistent blurring of both time and place which makes it nearly impossible to follow, or even 

keep track of the time on the clock. Hence, reconstruction of the short story, event after event, 

in a logical, causal and temporal way is almost impossible. The logic is that created by the 

dream: 

Certamente me adiantara muito, se é que não mudara de estrada. Como, a 

espaços, me perdia num devaneio que nem por ser vago, sem objecto definível, 

deixava de ser profundo e absorvente, era isso possível: ter mudado de estrada 

e não ter dado por tal. Continuava, todavia por uma estrada perfeitamente 

semelhante à primeira, se primeira e segunda houvera. Os mesmos campos 

rasos, verdes, se estendiam estáticos de um lado e outro, e nenhuma árvore, 

nenhum arbusto. Não soprava a mais leve aragem. Também não passava 

ninguém. (183) 

 The short story consists of only one primary narrative level. It is the rather surreal 

account of a man who rents a holiday house in Vila Meã and who decides to go for an outing 

and who gets lost in the process of exploring his surroundings. The roads are all similar, 

apparently the man cannot judge by the sun what part of the day it is and he is compelled by 

an unknown force during his tour of the countryside. 

 The account of this Dantesque journey is told by an autodiegetic narrator, as can 

clearly be derived from the deixis, “. . . e eu deixei-me. . . . Mas já não me atrevi a perguntar 

mais” to an undefined, entirely implicit, extradiegetic narratee. 

 However, the self-referential and question fraught nature of the interior monologue 

makes it appear to be, rather, a dialogue told to someone secretly present. This is especially 

explicit at the end of the story when the narrator wakes up and signals to the reader that his 

journey just described had only been a bad dream: 
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Uma garra me atenazava a garganta, ou um chumaço me estrangulava, eu 

gorgolejava no esforço por que o meu berro se ouvisse. . . . E, neste esforço 

acordei. Acordei? Mas digo eu que acordei? Acordei na minha rica, na minha 

querida cama pobre, de onde todos os dias me levanto para seguir todos os dias 

o mesmo caminho, o caminho da Repartição em que trabalho . . . ?! Acordar 

isto? (189) 

 The status of an autodiegetic narrator logically leads to the construction of dialogues 

and scenes: 

O monstrozinho levantou a cabeça, encarou-me longamente como 

examinando-me, e, sem dizer nada, recomeçou a esgaravatar na terra . . . a sua 

cara não era de criança. Estava retalhada de rugas, encorrilhada como um papel 

amarrotado, e, sob as pálpebras tumefactas, os olhinhos escuros brilhavam de 

malícia. Ao mesmo tempo, como acreditar que fosse homem? (184) 

 As for the focalisation, in “O Caminho,” the narrative deals mainly with an external 

focalisation. Even though the story is of a nightmarish dream, the reader is only made aware 

of this fact from an outsider perspective. The narrator, as mentioned, even openly debates 

with the not explicitly referred to narratee about what he perceives. The questions which arise 

about what is happening to him, is a method he uses in order to understand the weird and 

illogical events: 

E, também não sabia se bastaria voltar, refazer em sentido inverso, ou que 

julgasse inverso, o que supunha ter andado, para na verdade regressar a casa... 

Não sabia ainda o que verdadeiramente andara, ou por onde passara, pois 

desconhecia estes caminhos. . . . (184) 

As can also be observed in the following quote: 
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As bruxas haviam desaparecido. Teriam metido por qualquer outro atalho; ou 

talvez se tivessem desfeito, evolado, sumido pelo chão dentro,—sabia eu lá o 

que havia de pensar! (187) 

 The short story consists of two narrative segments: the dream and the awakening. In 

the first part a supposedly middle aged man (described as an office clerk) is on a holiday trip 

in Vila Meã and has decided to venture into the surroundings. The trip turns out to be a 

nightmarish experience in which the main protagonist loses his bearings, as was previously 

suggested. Nature is presented as an obstacle to finding his way back as it is obstructing his 

capacity to regain his point of return. Moreover the deformed people he encounters are not in 

a co-operative mood. “O monstrozinho” (184) only laughs without being interested in the 

main protagonist’s question; the second, “um rapazote espigado,” only cries after the 

protagonist repeatedly asks for the way back “Não faça caso. . . . Siga o seu Caminho!” (185) 

The journey finally ends on a small square which is portrayed as gradually growing into a 

building, consequently bringing the narrator closer to his tomb, which is the moment when he 

awakens from the nightmare. This abrupt awakening is the second segment of the story. 

 The narrative and discursive times are rather similar, although, owing to the dreamlike 

character, measurable elements referring to time are not readily grasped. Already at the 

beginning of the story, the morning is described as having a clear and high noon sun. On page 

185, we discover a further blurring: “Porque a luz ao princípio fresca, matinal, ia-se tornando 

ofuscante, e começava a afligir-me como se tivesse peso.” Later in the story, the sense of 

oddness is placed at the forefront of the narrative by the author’s use of a constant redefinition 

of the protagonist’s environment and his sensory perception: 

. . . mas de uma luz que subtilmente eu percebia ia agora esmorecendo, 

esfriando, não sei bem como diga: porque a verdade é que o sol, parado, era o 

mesmo, e de modo nenhum se poderia supor que viesse caindo a tarde ou 
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aproximando a noite. . . . Melhor se diria que eram os meus próprios olhos que 

toldavam a luz. (187) 

Unfortunately, the temporal aspect of the verbs and vague references to time and space 

do not offer appropriate foundation for a more profound analysis “. . . deixei-me ir indo pela 

estrada fora” (183); “A dada altura” (183). “Mas já estou longe . . . pensei com terror. Como é 

que andei tanto? Como é que hei-de voltar?” (188). Just as it is difficult to speak of story and 

discourse it is even more difficult to give an analysis of summary, omission and analepsis, as 

the story as a whole presents itself as too difficult to dissect. 

 José Rodrigues Miguéis’ story “O Viajante Clandestino” is also a posterior narration 

which recalls an event, namely the escape of a stowaway on the shores of the city of 

Baltimore on the Eve of Christmas. The heterodiegetic narrator, who as we know does not 

participate in the story, explicitly states that the event took place a long time ago under 

peculiar circumstances. In this sense, Rodrigues Miguéis brings a modern variation on the 

“Once Upon a Time” theme: 

Nesse ano—hoje tão distante no tempo e nos usos dos homens, que por vezes 

julgamos viver noutro mundo—o Dezembro correu menos frio do que 

habitualmente ao longo da costa do Atlântico: nevoento e chuvoso e morno. . . . 

(193) 

 The story actually contains one narrative level, but contains two narrative segments. 

The first segment is a reflection of the significance of Christmas and especially Christmas in 

America, leading to the question as to why it is that Christmas, as depicted in the short story, 

is different from the previous Christmasses:  

O Natal estava à porta, e a neve sem chegar. Ora um Natal sem neve nem frio 

não é festa nem é nada. Não rangem trenós nas encostas e caminhos, não se 

vêem homens de neve . . . não há batalhas de bolas de neve . . . não há gritos de 
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júbilo e susto no ar cristalino, nem o tinir das guizalhadas . . .—que enche as 

noites estreladas dum eco de tempos lendários. (193) 

 Without being able to speak of prolepsis, the description of a different Christmas, in 

combination with the stark contrast between a typical North-American family having 

Christmas at home and that of a solitary passer-by who looks on, are also important elements 

in helping the reader predict what is to come. The second segment of the narration is about the 

escape of the stowaway: 

E o viajante solitário e sem família que passa na estrada pode entrever com 

melancolia os pares que dançam, ou os rostos saciados e felizes em volta da 

mesa bem guarnecida, a que preside um gordo e tostado peru. . . . (194) 

 Due to the fact that the story took place a long time ago and that the story is being told 

from the standpoint of a heterodiegetic narrator, moments of classic storytelling are frequently 

present in this particular short story. There are also clear examples of an explicit narrator with 

evident authorial intrusions: “ou seria do estômago” (198), “que é quase sempre o mais 

ariscado” (198), “Chamemos-lhe assim” (195), where it is very apparent that the voice of the 

narrator is intervening. 

 However, it should also be noted that there are also obvious examples of mimetic 

representation. In the description of the boat, due to Miguéis’ writing techniques, we but 

merely feel the presence of the narrator. 

Pela posição e balanço mais amplo do cabo percebeu que ia a meio caminho. 

Mas nem podia olhar para trás, nem via um palmo adiante do nariz, além do 

negrume do casco. . . . Era como se nunca tivesse existido. (200) 

 The “absence” of the narrator is also manifest in the detailed depiction of the 

protagonist’s interior monologues, whereby his projections of possible comments in respect to 
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the perceptions of others, leaves the protagonist wondering what people would think if the 

stowaway were to die and wash up on the shore: 

Mas esta devia estar ainda fora do seu alcance. . . . Se agora caísse era 

verdadeiramente um homem ao mar: ninguém dava por isso. . . . No dia 

seguinte, ou só Deus sabe quando, o cadáver seria pescado, meio roído dos 

peixes e dos caranguejos . . . seria mais um desaparecido, ou um cadáver 

anónimo, sem parentes amigos nem conhecidos que o viessem identificar e 

reclamar. . . . Quanto aos destinatários, lá em cascos de rolha, que lhes 

importava? Nem sequer o conheciam. O comentário indiferente—“aquilo, se 

calhar o homem nem chegou a embarcar!”—seria todo o seu responso e 

epitáfio. (200) 

 As to the focalisation of the narrative, we can here talk about zero focalisation with 

this restriction, that without being able to talk about an unreliable narrator, the narrator does 

not tell everything he knows to the reader so as to create suspense. 

 Narrative time and discourse time are quite near to one another, except in the segment 

which recounts the escape of the fugitive from the ship, whereby the discourse time is slower 

thus leading to the filmic effect of the actions being played out in “ralenti”: 

Encolheu-se todo e, com um esforço desesperado, conseguiu deslizar mais um 

pouco: o pé tocou por fim na beira do molhe, e um bafo de lume veio-lhe dele, 

subiu-lhe os membros, reanimou-o como um calor de ressurreição. O cais 

molhado e escorregadiço, estava ao seu alcance! Mas por baixo era ainda o 

abismo de água. Encavalitado na amarra, crispado e dorido, desembaraçou a 

custo a outra perna, e agitou as ambas, à procura de apoio. As solas delgadas 

patinavam na viscosidade do madeiramento gasto, ou no rebordo de aço. Se 

tentasse firmar-se nela, podia escorregar, perder o suporte do cabo, e dar o 
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mergulho definitivo. A suar em bica, trémulo do esforço, ficou com as pernas 

pendentes e imóveis. (201) 

 “Ressurreição” is a short fiction story by Domingos Monteiro, and is a posterior 

narration containing two narrative levels. The first narrative is told by an extradiegetic 

narrator. The narrative of the second level is told by the main protagonist Jesus Christ and is 

consequently an intradiegetic narration. The narrators of both levels correspond to different 

narratees. The extradiegetic narratee corresponds to the first narrative, and is to be understood 

as not one, but two intradiegetic narratees (the painter and his model Mary Magdalene) who 

are Jesus Christ’s (the main character of the intradiegetic story) audience. 

 The telling or narration of the story is here the predominant mode with a strong 

narrator presence. “Ironicamente o pintor fez as apresentações . . . (218), Estava encolrizado . 

. . (219). Depois atentando melhor na figura miserável do interlocutor, acrescentou 

asperamente elucidativa. . . . ” The focalization in this short story is one of omniscience: “. . . 

tinha uma teimosia humilde e inabalável” (217); Parecia-lhe que aquele homem . . . estava 

com pena dela.” 

 Although there are two levels of narration we can only detect one narrative segment, 

which contains two analepses. On page (219-220), the reader deals with an external 

focalisation and an analepsis (although debatable) and on pages (220-221), the focalisation is 

also external and complete, thus making a connection with the final part of the short story. 

 The story and the discourse also contain a clear thematic relationship which in 

Genettian terms can be called a metalepsis without actually being a classical “mise en abîme”: 

Uma tarefa deve levar-se até ao fim . . . e tu ficaste a meio caminho . . . a sua missão estava 

cumprida que já te tinha restituído a fé em ti mesmo e que afinal, também tinhas acreditado 

nele” (221). As to the velocity, it can be said that there is a clear attempt to create an accurate 
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and purely mimetic reconstruction of the scene. In other words, narrative time and discursive 

time can be seen as approaching isochrony. 

 Branquinho da Fonseca’s “A Prova de Força” is a posterior narration containing two 

levels. The first narrative is told by an extra diegetic narrator; the second is told by an 

intradiegetic narrator, which is the main protagonist’s strange story. However, the 

intradiegetic story is not a story set apart rather it is clearly interrelated with circumstantial 

dialogue. The strange person’s story in other words is a prolongation of the dialogue. 

 To the two different levels of narration belong to different narrators. The first level 

story is told by an intradiegetic—homodiegetic narrator, the second narrator is a 

heterodiegetic—intradiegetic narrator. The narratee of the first level story is a typical 

extradiegetic narratee only present by inference but never referred to during the story. The 

narratee of the second story is exactly the heterodiegetic-intradiegetic narrator of the first 

level strangely coinciding with the narratee of the first level. With two story tellers in a rather 

“short” short-story, one can only expect the telling to be the predominant mode which in 

actuality is the case. 

 Focalisation is fixed and internal in both constituent narratives. All facts are perceived 

by only one participating narrator which makes the story look like a classical authorial 

omniscience. 

 As to the relationship between the story and the discourse, we are definitely dealing 

with three partial external analpeses dominated by summary and ellipsis. “Ela olhou para mim 

e vi que era bonita. Casámos . . .” (227). There are also instances of summary: “Eu era 

escriturário na alfândega: não dá prestígio para muito tempo: um conto e duzentos. E tudo 

sempre mais caro.” Elipsis: “De tal maneira que um dia . . . . Histórias com moral,” is here 

describing the dramatic boat trip (228). 
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 Miguel Torga’s “O Alma-Grande” is by far the longest of the short stories in the 

group close to the period of Second Modernism and confirms the expectation that, in longer 

prose fictions, more than one segment, more than one ellipsis, and that more than one 

anachrony are bound to appear. Also “O Alma-Grande” is a narrative told posterior to the 

events taking place, containing one extradiegetic level of narration, by a heterodiegetic 

narrator, told to the already classical extradiegetic narratee who is never openly referred to. 

Some examples to illustrate the notion of heterodiegetic narrator are as follows: “. . . o Padre 

João benze, perdoa, baptiza e ensina o catecismo por perguntas e respostas” (233); “Quando a 

hora do Isaac chegou, foi um filho, o Abel, que trepou a ladeira. O garoto vinha excitado, do 

movimento desusado de casa . . .” (234); Quando o Alma-Grande entrou, o Isaac estava no 

auge de um combate que quase sempre se trava de corpo estendido” (235). 

  As to the distance, there is a clear predominance for showing rather than telling thus 

concealing the narrator and reducing the distance. However, focalisation in this particular 

narrative is of the omniscient kind masterly revealed through the partial sentence “mas está” 

(233) and in “Atrás dos seus passos lentos e pesados pelo corredor ficava com uma angústia 

calada, com a respiração suspensa (234). The focalisation in the story however, is not 

completely stable and there are also instances of external focalisation: 

O Isaac, porém, olhava o Alma-Grande com os mesmos olhos implacáveis que 

lhe vira nas horas de agonia. . . . O pequeno, do penedo, via a cara 

congestionada do Alma-Grande, e ouvia o esforço da respiração a forçar o 

garoto. (238) 

 “O Alma-Grande” can be subdivided into five clear narrative segments. (1) (233-234), 

which is iterative; “Baldademente, pelo ano fora, o Padre João benze, perdoa, baptiza e ensina 

o catecismo por perguntas e respostas . . . antes que o abade venha dar os últimos retoques à 

pureza da ovelha, e receba da língua moribunda e cobarde a confissão daquele segredo. . . .” 
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(2) Depicting the singulative case of Isaac’s agony (234-237). (3) The ellipical “. . . vinte dias 

depois.” (4) “O tempo foi deslisando . . .”, which here is referring summarily to that part of 

narration between Isaac’s convalescence and his vengeance. (5) “E esse momento finalmente 

chegou” here relating to the vengeance and the death of o Alma-Grande as well as to Abel’s 

“process” of comprehension (238). 

 Discourse and story time is different for all five segments with a major abbreviation in 

segments (1), (2) and (3). Small oftentimes almost unnoticeable analepses do appear. (1) 

“Tinha adoecido havia quinze dias . . . mandou-o chamar o abafador” is a complete and mixed 

analepsis. (235) (2) Quantas vezes o abafador tinha escutado aquilo . . . . Quantas vezes” is an 

external and complete analepsis (236). (3) “Bem que se extremeara nele o assassino . . . em 

vão” is a mixed and complete analepsis (236-237). 

 The velocity of the narrative is enhanced by the ellipsis. (1) “vinte dias depois” (237), 

(2) “O tempo foi deslizando” (237). This passage is rather hybrid in nature for it can be seen 

as an ellipsis since it signals a chunk of time which has been left out, while at the same time it 

can also be interpreted as a summary “E esse momento finalmente chegou” (238). Here we do 

not know how much time has gone by, but taking into account the meaning of finalmente we 

can expect that a large amount of time has elapsed. 

 One summary can be found in the first segment of the narrative because of its 

iterativeness. One can wonder and debate whether this is a summary in the real narratological 

sense of the word. Segments (2) and (5) are the segments with the highest scenic quality: 

Em casa havia lágrimas desde a soleira da porta. Mas a entrada do Alma-

Grande secou tudo. Atrás dos seus passos lentos e pesados pelo corredor ficava 

uma angústia calada, com a respiração suspensa. —O que é que ele lhe vai 

fazer? —perguntou de novo o Abel agora à mãe, quando a porta do quarto se 

fechou. (234) 
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5.3.3. Short Stories from the Magazine: Ficções. 

 “O Cadáver de James Joyce” written by José Luís Peixoto is a posterior account of 

how the main protagonist in his odyssey to bring home and burry the “bones”of James Joyce 

under a tree in Dublin, plans a trip to Zurich in search of the remains of the deceased. The 

short story contains only one narrative level but can be further subdivided in two clearly 

separate narrative segments. (1) From: “Quando acabei” till “. . . porque fechava os olhos a 

muitas coisas” (121) to (2) “No primeiro dia . . .” and until the very end of the short story. 

 In the first part the narrator tells what happened to him during the two weeks 

following the completion of his first major novel. In the second part, he provides a detailed 

account of everything from the first day he left home (after these two weeks) to taking the Sud 

Express and going to Zurich, digging up the corpse of James Joyce, bringing it back to Dublin 

and then finally going home to Lisbon. The narrator of these two segments is the same and is 

clearly an autodiegetic narrator who takes part in the story as the principal and only really 

defined character. This can easily be derived from the following quotation: “Nesse tempo, eu 

era o único leitor de mim próprio e ninguém esperava nada das minhas palavras” (121). 

 The story is told to the omitted extradiegetic never referred to narratee. The distance 

between the teller and the events narrated can be circumscribed as a strong predominance of 

telling with clear examples of pure authorial presence. The following examples show us 

nothing as to the characters, descriptions or dialogues, which may have been present in the 

other selected short stories. “A lógica, o absurdo da lógica e a lógica precisa milimétrica, do 

absurdo são para mim assuntos que me absorvem, como se fossem, de facto, a primeira regra 

da minha vida.” (121) and “. . . esse pânico não tinha ainda atingido as dimensões actuais que, 

juntamente com outros pânicos e cansaços, acabarão por ser o meu fim” (121). 

 In “O Cadáver de James Joyce” we deal with an internal focalisation, the narrator tells 

the story from his perspective as he is the main protagonist: “No primeiro dia em que saí para 
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a rua, depois dessas semanas, trazia ainda no olhar o olhar das personagens . . .” (121). 

Focalisation is stable during the entire account of the re-burial of James Joyce’s remains. 

 The story is a simple one and contains rapidly progressive action. There are neither 

anachronies to be found nor can we spot the presence of any prolepses and/or analepses. The 

velocity of narration is rather high, implying the diligent use of both summaries and ellipses 

as the story is longer than the discourse. Elipses: “. . . Eu só podia fazer coisas grandiosas. Em 

casa,” (122-123) “Troquei de comboio e cheguei a Zurique” (123); “. . . empurrei de novo a 

pedra sobre a campa. De manhã, estava na estação de comboios” (123). The underlined parts 

illustrate the beginning of a new fragment after the ellipsis. 

 Summaries: “. . . fechei-me em casa durante duas semanas. Nesse tempo fechado do 

mundo, vivi cada olhar de cada personagem, cada esperança, cada angústia . . .” (121); 

“Troquei de comboio e cheguei a Zurique . . .” (123); “Passaram três meses de que não me 

orgulho” (126); “Fui para Lisboa” (127). It is evident from the above quotes that the 

combination of omission and summaries give the reader a very good idea of how the rapidity 

in this short story is achieved; the combination of both summary and implicit ellipse make the 

narrative move at an incredible speed. 

 “Confidência Barreirense” by Teresa Veiga is the longest short story in the 

collection of stories selected. The story is told after the events have taken place: “Já passou 

quase meio século desde o dia em que fui tomar posse . . .” (84), but, contrary to José Luís 

Peixoto’s short story “O Cadáver de James Joyce,” the result of this narration format is not 

the predominance of the telling mode, but surprisingly that of the showing mode. At the same 

time and once again, creating a large distance between the moment of action in the story and 

the now moment of the telling of the story thus creating space in the reader’s imagination for 

the acceptance of the improbable. 
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 The story contains two levels of narration. The first level is the story told by the 

female narrator. The account details the narrator’s stay in the suburb city of Barreiro while 

exercising her function of “conservadora do registo civil” (registrar). The narrative reveals 

that the city turned out to be a rather hostile environment, a fact that is portrayed when she is 

taken in while registering the marriage of Luís Martinó (bridegroom) and his already 

deceased young bride. The second story, intradiegetic in nature, is exactly Luís Martinó’s 

account of the events and the strange story of his family in Portugal told by the first she-

narrator during a train trip from Tunes to Barreiro (96-106). 

 As suggested, in the short story “Confidência Barreirense,” two narrators are at work 

in this narrative. The first level female narrator who tells the story in which she is the main 

protagonist is also an autodiegetic narrator which can quickly be derived from the incipit of 

the story: “Até então a vila do Barreiro não existia para mim . . . .” (84). The second level 

story’s narrator, the bridegroom is also an autodiegetic narrator “Nasci no Barreiro . . .” (96). 

The narratee corresponding to the first level female-narrator is the extradiegetic and omitted 

narratee. The narratee corresponding to the second level intradiegetic narrator is the first level 

homodiegetic she narrator-protagonist. 

 As to the distance between the narration and its actual narrators, it is clear that being 

both autodiegetic narrators it would be difficult to leave any traces of their presence in their 

own stories. Everything which is told in the two stories is narrated according to the perception 

of the reality as experienced by narrators. On the one hand there is the perception of Martinó 

as experienced by him and on the other hand there is the account of the same event as 

experienced by the she narrator-protagonist of the first level story. So, there are indeed clear 

instances of telling. Here are examples from both viewpoints, the conservadora do registo 

civil: “Até então a vila do Barreiro não existia para mim senão como o lugar a que pertencia 

aquela estação onde se cruzam os passageiros em trânsito entre o sul do país e Lisboa” (84). 
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Luís Martinó: “Três gerações de engenheiros químicos à frente da mesma empresa não é nada 

de surpreendente a não ser quando se repara na rapidez com que sucedem uns aos outros” 

(97). Both narrators (first level and second level) are using omniscient focalisation. To cite an 

example of the first level narrator: “Era o meu primeiro dia e sentia-me dividido entre um 

sentimento de entusiasmo pueril e um certo receio . . .” (84). Furthermore, an example of clear 

omniscience from the narrator of the second level: “Os meus pais acharam-na encantadora.” 

The unexpected and rather strange encounter of the first level narrator and the second 

level narrator, years later, during a train trip is recounted in the lines that go from “morando 

três minutos a pé da estação . . . ” (95), till “. . . filtrar toda a realidade através da emoção” 

(96). Segment five is Luís Martinó’s account of falling apart in the story of the Martinó 

family and young Luís Martinó’s love affairs. From “Nasci no Barreiro . . .” (96), till “. . . a 

facilidade como foi enganada” (106). Finally, there is the last segment, running from “não fui 

capaz de lhe dizer . . .” (106) till the end. The final segment is the conclusion in which the 

first level narrator says goodbye to Martinó and reveals her final impressions about what the 

second level narrator told her: 

Para voltar a gostar do Barreiro precisava de tornar a ver os Martinó, o pai e o 

filho ou só um deles, e dizer-lhes abertamente: deixa-me olhar para tua cara, 

tocar com as mãos no teu maravilhoso rosto envelhecido. Deves-me isso em 

troca da vergonha que me fizeste passar. Mas isso já não faz parte da história 

da família Martinó . . . e não é absolutamente certo que faça parte da minha. 

(108) 

 In this double story, anachrony is surprisingly sparse, but this is only the case on the 

surface of the narrative. The second level story is told in the form of an analepsis. In the first 

level narration only one external and complete analepsis appears: “Tinha projectado uma 

viagem de reconhecimento . . . Barreiro” (84). The second level intradiegetic narrative is, as 
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mentioned, an analepsis in itself. It is also of a mixed and complete nature. “Vou recuar uns 

anos, a um período que foi dos mais felizes da minha vida . . .” (98). It is mixed in the sense 

that the story Luís Martinó tells, began before the events of the first level narrative. 

 As to the velocity or the rhythm of the story, there are several ellipses to be noticed. In 

the first level narrative, the implict ellipsis is “Num sábado de madrugada acordei . . .” (88). 

Also implicit in kind is the ellipsis “Tinha passado pouco mais de meia hora e a vila 

continuava imersa . . .” (93), and finally another explicit ellipsis is “Pouco tempo depois, 

quando surgiu . . .” (94). At the same time various summaries are also present and can be seen 

in the following quotes: “Nascimentos, casamentos, mortes . . . ” (94) “. . . mas foi durante 

muito tempo uma ocasião privilegiada para aceder ao luxo de estar sozinha . . .” (95), 

“Durante a nossa conversa que durou mais de três horas apercebi-me de como o estimulava 

falar das fábricas . . . .” (96), “Ora conversando, ora guardando um silêncio sem 

constrangimentos, chegámos finalmente à vista do Barreiro. . . .” (106). 

 In the second level narrative there are also various ellipses: “Já vê como os Martinó 

eram precoces e convencidos em relação às mulheres. Na segunda visita sentei-me de frente 

para ela . . .” (99) (implicit). “Marcámos a desforra para minha casa e aí, já mais consciente 

dos seus pontos fracos, consegui ganhar” (99) is also implicit “. . . um belo dia de praia em 

que Leonor fora a Lisboa . . .” (103) is implicit, while “um ano depois casávamos . . .” (106) 

is explicit. Finally there is one significant summary: “Passei dois meses terríveis em que à 

incerteza sobre o que se ia passar se acrescentava a necessidade de confrontar . . .” (105). 

 “O Celacanto,” written by Mário de Carvalho, begins with “Eu não tinha o privilégio 

de saber o que era um celacanto . . .” (91). Thus, already right from the start and rather 

ironically, we are told that this is a short story told after the ficticious events had taken place. 

 There is only one level of narration in this particular story that is the story of the 

Celacanto’s escape and its capture by Jacinta and the “I-protagonist.” The narrator is a 
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homodiegetic narrator who participates in the story he recounts, but is not to be confused with 

the main character. The narratee is an extradiegetic first level narratee who has been omitted. 

 In the distance between the narrator and the story he tells, we can find both instances 

of showing and telling. Showing can be seen in the following example “um enorme pássaro 

de bico esponjoso” and “guarda-te em casa!” The example also offers the additional 

description of the “instalações,” which represents modern contemporaneous art or a critique 

of it (93-94). There are also instances of clear showing when the Jacinta and the “I-narrator” 

enter a building at Monte Olivete to re-capture the “robbed” celacanto: “Numas escadas 

melancólicas acudiu à porta um velho magríssimo . . . formalmente se estávamos autorizados” 

(100). A clear instance of intervening telling is when the “I-narrator” talks about the telephone 

calls and gives comments on the workings of modern telephones: “má invenção a dos fios 

espiralados. . . . Parece que praticam em filmes de terror” (91); “. . . poupa–se-me o trabalho 

de as reproduzir” (91). 

 The focalisation is, in this case, an internal one, in the sense that the narrator narrates 

about a character that is integrated in the main action: “Foi breve nos cumprimentos, como se 

nos tivéssemos encontrado ainda ontem e entrou logo na matéria, começando pelo respectivo 

contexto (93). We are dealing here with an internal and fixed focalisation that is that all of the 

narrated facts are recounted by the same, intradiegetic character, in the short story. 

 In “O Celacanto” there is only one narrative level which can be all the same 

subdivided into four narrative segments. (1) From the very beginning until “. . . em qualquer 

lado” (92). (2) From “Mas, pouco tardou . . .” till “. . . mas autoritária,” (93) and (3) from 

“Daí a nada . . .” (93) till “. . . injustiça do despedimento”(102). (4) From “Ah, mas a 

curiosidade é defeito humano . . .” (102) till the end of the story. The third segment is the 

longest as it recounts the escape and capture of the Celacanto: “A minha relação com Jacinta 
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havia esmorecido há meses . . . se tornava fastidioso. . . . Fui deixando de aparecer . . . como 

se eu me tivesse tornado numa espécie de consultor de sensaborias” (92). 

 These four narrative segments are interlaced with two mixed analepses. This means 

that they have their beginning before the start of the narration but relate to the facts which 

lead up to the moment of the narration in the first level. The analepsis at the end of the story 

deals with the fact that despite Jacinta having angrily sent the narrator away forever, he 

cannot resist going to the exhibition to see what has become of the re-captured celacanto: “A 

inauguração tinha sido na véspera” (102). Both analepses are complete because they bear a 

clear relationship with the narrated facts in the first level story. Jacinta telephoned only for 

sensaborias and this time she will bother the nameless narrator because the celacanto has 

escaped, but once her lost fish back well and safe in the museum for exposition, he is sent 

away and asked explicitly to never appear again. 

 The ellipses are very important in this story for they deal with swift external actions: 

“Mas pouco tardou . . .” (92) (explicit); “Daí a nada . . .” (93) (explicit); “Ainda alcancei 

Jacinta . . .” (101) (implicit); “. . . e, dias depois . . .” (102) (explicit). 

 The short story as a whole can be seen as a scene and/or the construction of scenes 

taken out of the daily life of the protagonist. In this sense the discourse is an imitation of the 

story by use of description and dialogues. 

 “O Homem da Luz,” is an account by José Eduardo Agualusa of a strange man called 

Nicolau Peshkov which is also a posterior narration: “Nicolau Alicerces Peshkov tinha uma 

cabeça enorme, ou talvez o corpo fosse mirrado para ela” (105). 

 The story contains only one level of narration, namely the story of a man in Angola 

who is trapped, caught off guard by a guerrilla fighter and who is then taken away to the 

guerrilla headquarters for interrogation. His life is eventually spared thanks to the collage of 
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films his father left him as a legacy, which he showed to the guerrilla fighters for their 

viewing pleasure. 

 The narrator is heterodiegetic, a narrator who, in other words, does not participate in 

the story which is told in the third person: “Arrastavam pelo pescoço, empurravam, faziam 

avançar a pontapé . . .” (107). The narrator tells his story to an omitted narratee. 

 The distance between the narrator and what he tells is a mixture of showing and telling 

as in the following examples. “Peshkov ligou a máquina à corrente e uma luz puríssima caíra 

sobre o lençol. Na primeira cena via-se uma família a ser atacada por pássaros dentro da sua 

própria casa . . .” (111). 

 Focalization is very unstable in Agualusa’s short fiction. It is predominantly external 

as is evident in the following fragments: “Nicolau Alicerces Peshkov tinha uma cabeça 

enorme, ou talvez o corpo fosse mirrado para ela, o certo é que parecia colocada por engano 

num físico alheio” (105); “Os outros começaram a espancar o grupo, não poupando sequer a 

criança, ao mesmo tempo que um sujeito com uma câmara de filmar dançava em redor” (108). 

But there are also various instances of omniscient focalisation: “. . . tudo isso se devia à 

passagem pelas terras altas do Huambo de um russo extraviado, um russo branco . . .” (105); 

“. . . Nicolau Alicerces Peshkov herdara do pai a paixão pelo cinema e uma velha máquina de 

projectar” (105); “. . . abriu a janela do seu quarto para se inteirar das razões da guerra” (106); 

“Pensou em James Dean. O que faria o garoto naquela situação?” (107) (the underlined 

passage corresponds to indirect free discourse). “. . . mesmo com os olhos fechados viu dois 

dos jovens com fitinhas violarem uma das senhoras . . .” (108); “era tal o tumulto do seu peito 

franzino . . .” (108). 

 The story can be subdivided into two textual fragments. The first segment goes from 

“Nicolau Alicerces Peshkov . . .” (105) till “. . . que quase o levou a enfrentar um pelotão de 

fuzilamento” (105). This segment is the actual introduction to the story told by the narrator 
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and gives a functional but relatively small description of the main protagonist and by doing so 

allows the reader to anticipate some of the upcoming content of the story. The second 

segment goes from “Antes disso havia passado dois dias . . .” (106) till the end of the short 

story. In fact, this is the principal segment of the story where we learn how Peshkov escapes, 

how he was taken prisoner and how he was brought before the “interrogation commission” 

and later released on the premise that he leave behind his Russian inheritance; the films given 

to him by his father. 

 The story also contains various analepses: “Nicolau Alcerces Peshkov herdara do pai a 

paixão pelo cinema e uma velha máquina de projectar” (105). The following is an example of 

an external and complete analepsis: “Na época colonial viajava de comboio . . . não havia 

melhor sala de cinema” (109-110). There is also an analepsis within the analepsis: “Chegara 

ao entardecer . . . e fora-se deitar” (106), which is an external and partial analepsis. “Antes 

disso havia passado dois dias e uma noite escondido dentro de uma caixa de peixe seco . . . 

(107) is a mixed and complete analepsis. As to the velocity, there is only one ellipsis: “Saiu 

da caixa ao entardecer do dia seguinte” (108), which is implicit. 

 “Por Acaso” by Isabel Boavida is also a posterior narration “atravessou o átrio e 

tomou o caminho da sé. . . .” (113). The story consists of two separate narratives. The 

narrative of the primary level, which is the story of a female protagonist who participates in a 

congress where she is listening to a story told by one of the partakers in the congress, 

probably a short story writer. After the congress while waiting for the train in the São Bento 

Station (City of Oporto), the short story she has just listened to will partially unfold before her 

very eyes. 

 The second level story, the intradiegetic level, is the story read aloud by the author at 

the closure of the congress. It is the story about a man whose leg was amputated and who is 

on his way to bury his leg in the shrubwood somewhere in the United States. 
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 The story “Por Acaso” can be subdivided in two separate storylines. The first runs 

from the very beginning of the story till “. . . e a ordem das coisas quotidianas” (112). It 

corresponds to the participation in the congress, the listening to the short story and the effects 

this particular story had on the female listener. 

 The second fragment runs from: “só depois do almoço . . .” (112) till the very end of 

the story, and corresponds to what happened after the congress, namely how the female 

protagonist spent her time, her personal impressions and finally a sort of concretisation of 

what she had heard that morning at the closing of the congress. 

 There are no anachronies and, as far as anisinchrony81 is concerned, there is only one 

instance of ellipsis and one instance of summary. The focalisation is omniscient. The narrator 

knows everything about the story he recounts as well as the feeling and thoughts of the 

characters that appear in the story: “Entendia a perplexidade do homem a desvanecer-se . . .” 

(112); “Que patetice, pensou, deixar-se apanhar assim pelos meandros de um conto!” (113). 

 On the second level of the story, it is impossible to capture the focalisation, since the 

second level narrative is transmitted to the reader in an indirect way through the mediation of 

the first level narrator. This strange procedure only underlines the curious way in which one 

story has been placed within another story. 

5.3.4. Conclusion. 

 The clearest conclusion to be drawn from the analysis of these short fictions, after they 

have been laid on the Procrustes’ bed, is that all fifteen stories are told (stress is on told) 

                                                 
81  In Discours du Récit, Genette defines the term isochronisme first as a “constance de vitesse” (Genette 83), as 
the phenomenon exhibited where narrative time and reading time (determined spatially, by the length of the text) 
correspond. However, the absolutely isochronic narrative is, as Genette continues, articulated as a hypothetical 
limit-concept, likening it to a situation only truly achievable in the manner of a laboratory experiment: “Le récit 
isochrone... serait doncici un récit à vitesse égale, sans accélérations ni ralentissements, où le rapport durée 
d'histoire/longeur de récit resterait toujours constant” (83). Therefore, he concludes, “un récit ne peut se passer 
d'anachronies, il ne peut aller sans anisochronies, ou, si l'on préfère (comme c'est probable), sans effets de 
rhythme” (83). Completing this conceptual articulation after several pages of analysis, he notes four particular 
forms that manifest anisochronie—pause, scène, sommaire, and ellipse (90-1). 
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posterior to the events taken place in the story. Some short fictions here do exhibit an 

apparent deviation. One such deviation is “A Consoada,” by Abel Botelho, where the use of 

the present tense gives an air of simultaneity, but this desire for simultaneousness is higher in 

fictions which are closer to Second Modernism. It is definitely the case in “O Caminho” (José 

Régio) and in “O Viajante Clandestino” (José Rodrigues Miguéis). In the last fiction 

mentioned here there is also a tendency towards “proleptic” telling. In the fictions from the 

magazine anthology Ficções the air of simultaneity disappeared. As will be seen presently in 

the counter analysis with four neo-realist fictions, simultaneity however is not the hallmark of 

the period of Second Modernism alone. 

 On the story-discourse level, so dear, overtly or covertly, to American short story 

criticism (in particular, to second wave short story criticism) and to German post-war 

Kurzgeschichte theory, the most surprising, and interesting conclusion of this narratological 

analysis of fifteen Portuguese short stories, is that only one short fiction contained an internal 

analepsis. This is all the more surprising as the story was taken from a specialized anthology, 

and not from the popular ones marketed for the common reader. It is a rather important 

conclusion as to genre pragmatics. It means that what was considered a short story at the time 

of Realism (Naturalism) is not necessarily considered a short story now, i.e. by the 

contemporaneous Portuguese “learned community.” On the other hand, it might be an 

indication for those American short story scholars who have tried—for decades—to capture 

the difference between the novel and the short story in order to define the genre, that 

narratology French style is perhaps capable of offering clues as far as discourse analysis is 

concerned. The presence or absence of an internal analepsis might be a start of a new 

investigation. It contradicts quite clearly Susan Ferguson’s rather bold statement that both 

short fiction and long fiction use exactly the same narrative strategies from the prose fiction 

mode. Without having the intention to cry Eureka there is something to be said here even 
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though—admittedly—the corpus of short fiction is very restricted, it belongs to another 

language (Portuguese) and to another short fiction tradition. Ferguson is, beyond a doubt, 

correct when—like the magazine London Academy before her—arguing that the narrative 

strategies and procedures are used in a lesser degree in the short story owing to the very 

shortness. However here we have the first indications that some narrative strategies and 

procedures may be deliberately left out in short fiction due to its shortness, the whole area of 

internal analepses and its variations and possibilities. 

 On the third level, that of narration, most stories show a clear outreach towards the 

reader through the use of basically three principles. The first strong trend is one where the 

narrator of the first level becomes the narratee of the second level. This is a recurring 

principle in the three groups, i. e. for fictions from the time of Realism, from the time of 

around Second Modernism and from those published at the turn of the millennium. 

 The second principle is when various levels of narration disappear and the short story 

contains only one level of narration. Here the narratee is referred to mainly through the use of 

rhetorical questions, which actually are questions for the supposedly absent narratee. Finally, 

when none of the two principles apply, there is an extremely strong predominance of showing 

(versus telling) where the reader is not addressed via the narratee but through the painting of a 

scene: dialogues and description. In some cases, especially in Trindade Coelho’s short fiction, 

these dialogues actually look more like short stories which are told from one protagonist to 

the other but which did not have the internal force to take wing and grow into a story in the 

story. 

 On the level where story turns into discourse, it can be said that internal analepsis can 

be discarded. In none of the fictions analysed which belong to present day generalised 

anthologies aiming at giving a picture of the canon, none of the short stories contained, as 

said, an internal analepsis. On the other hand, external analepsis showed a strong presence. 
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This is especially true for those fictions which have two levels of narration. The second 

narrative, mostly an expansion of a dialogue between the narrator of the first level and the 

main protagonist, is basically an external analepsis. The very fact, that all fifteen short stories 

are posterior narrations adds up to the use of analepsis. 

 As could be expected in a short prose fiction, there is a preponderant role for summary 

and ellipsis, as these are two principles of velocity, making the story move forward. These 

two principles occur overwhelmingly in the second level narration, when the external 

analepsis serves as an explanation of an event in the first level narrative. Sometimes they even 

occur in the same sentence or paragraph so as to enhance speed even more. This is equally a 

result of the type of plot in the Portuguese short story. Most describe outer action and not the 

psychology of a character or stasis, except in some instances in José Régio’s “O Caminho” 

and in José Rodrigues Miguéis’ fiction “O Viajante Clandestino.” This is also why scene and 

pause are almost absent here, or not very valid in their contribution. 

 Summary in the Portuguese short story is not only used to shorten the analepsis, but it 

is of a special type. It serves mainly as a backdrop to describe the routine in the past of the 

main character. It then contrasts with the events narrated and with the episode singled out. 

Summary, thus, plays an important role when the nature of the short story is under discussion. 

Its presence clearly reveals that the events are singled out and that the short story always 

focuses on a special chunk of time. In its turn, this means that there is a “before” and an 

“after” for the events discussed, and that, as to narrated time, the short story is a connecting 

boundary zone between present and future. It represents the iterative mode making possible 

the singulative in which the core of the conto literário moderno is written. 

 Prolepsis, in the sense as defined by Genette, is completely absent in the discussed 

short stories which does not mean that there are no indications in the stories which can be 
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called: flash forwards which they make the attentive reader aware that something is under 

way. Mostly they are omens or elements in the build up of suspense. 

 Finally, one of the most surprising conclusions is that the Portuguese short story 

predominantly relies on showing and not on telling. This is quite surprising, taking into 

account that it is probably the only language where the generic label still kept the component 

“telling” (contar). The exception here is the short fiction by Domingos Monteiro. The high 

degree of telling can be explained from the fact that so many different narrators appear in the 

painter’s atelier. 

 If we consider genre as a time bound intermediary category, an aspect which became 

clear at the beginning of this chapter, the next question we can ask is whether within the conto 

literário moderno, which reached maturity during Realism, any traces are left from the 

literary aesthetics through which it passed. As the corpus is not very extended, and also more 

importantly, as the stories selected come from a particular time span, not from within the hard 

nucleus of literary aesthetics, it is quite dangerous to draw conclusions here without a prior 

warning. One can hardly argue that Trindade Coelho is a perfect realist. Neither can one say, 

for even better reasons that Torga belongs to the Presença group. Moreover, as it became 

clear from Chapters I and II, the short story writes a different history on the margins of the 

predominant literary aesthetics, presumably due to its very shortness. 

 Nevertheless, there is something which remains to be said, if we study the 

narratological results with an eye on a possible evolution or difference in stories belonging to 

different currents. The fictions selected from the time of second modernism aim at a closer 

relationship between story and discourse, whereas in the contos from the time of realism story 

was considerably longer than disourse; the fictions from the beginning of the new century use 

both strategies, ironically or not. 
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 Two questions now arise if we are to take seriously the very congruent results and to 

continue the debate on genre. The first question is a very natural one. What happens if we use 

the same analytical method with a corpus of texts from a different period outside the time 

span defined as the age of the conto literário moderno? To answer this question, the following 

can be said. During the preparation of the corpus of Portuguese texts, it became clear that the 

two most popular, i.e. most sold anthologies in Portugal, namely João de Melo’s and Vasco 

Graça Moura’s contained both a considerable number of short fictions from Neo—Realism. 82 

This fact is a contradiction to what Carlos Reis states in his Doctoral dissertation on Neo-

Realism. Reis is convinced that during the hayday of Neo-Realism, theoretical reflexion on 

genre and subgenre was not the most important intellectual activity of the group and that most 

writers and critics as far as the opposition conto-romance was concerned, basically due to 

their ideology, preferred the novel. Nevertheless within the confines of critical writing from 

the time of Neo-Realism, there are some rudimentary theoretical insights concerning the 

nature of the conto literário moderno such as those by Afonso Ribeiro and by Mário Dionísio, 

a writer-critic we already cited in the first chapter of this essay. Moreover, Dionísio, still 

according to Reis, was quite unique “rejeitando a óptica de subalternização em que muitas 

vezes, o conto era perspectivado, parece pretender, de algum modo, contrabalançar o peso 

teórico e estético-literário de que o romance disfrutou no contexto do Neo-Realismo 

português” (124). 

Therefore, it would be interesting to contrast the obtained results so far, with short fictions 

from an epoch in which the short story did not receive so much attention and in which the 

subgenre was not—according to the writers themselves—the most adequate means of 
                                                 
82  These findings prove what has been suggested about Portuguese anthologies throughout this disseration. Very 
seldom do anthologists have a genre concept in mind as a structuring principle for their anthology. This is not to 
say that special anthologies on short fiction do not exist, like e.g. Vasco Graça Moura’s Gloria in Excelsis, as 
mais Belas Histórias de Natal (2008), or, like the already mentioned anthology by Ana Paula Fereira on women’s 
short fiction, A Urgência de Contar and so on. In general however the anthologies here used which we have 
called, “of a generalistic kind” simply offer a receptacle of short stories per literary aesthetics in which the 
anthologists try to have one fiction per important author. In other words, reading a short story anthology in 
Portuguese is very much like studying Portuguese literary history from Romanticism till the very present present. 
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expression in literary prose. Indeed if we carefully read Reis’ dissertation, it becomes clear 

that the novel was the most used form to propose the ideology of Neo-Realism. The counter 

analysis is made with four fictions which have all been taken from Vasco Graça Moura’s 

anthology. We have opted here for Vasco Graça Moura’s anthology because selecting once 

again from the anthology composed by João de Melo could be dangerous in the sense that the 

definition of the short story would become the implicit poetics of the editor of the anthology.  

The counter analysis, (see appendix II) showed that Neo-Realism brings another 

picture than the one we were able to give in the conclusion after having analysed our original 

corpus of fifteen carefully selected Portuguese short fictions. Moreover it showed that there is 

thus no interaction between the narrator and the narratee in the sense of the “narrator-turned-

into-narratee.” All stories in the restricted corpus of this dissertation contain only one level. 

Nevertheless the story by Alves Redol, “A Vendedora de Figos,” is quite different in the 

sense that the author clearly addresses the vendedora without revealing who she is or without 

her responding to the questions addressed to her in the story. It ought to be remembered here 

that the short story “A Vendedora the Figos” is rather a late publication and therefore actually 

outside the scope of the hardcore years of neo-realist short story writers. “A Vendedora de 

Figos” also makes use of a fake dialogue which is presented to the reader as an interior 

monologue and the rhetorical questions which the reader can identitfy with, are very much 

like those in Régio’s short ficition “O Caminho.” The difference between the two stories is 

that in “O Caminho” there is no indication, at least not overtly, of the possible presence of a 

narratee. 

 There are three conclusions that are worth mentioning here, confirming the findings of 

Carlos Reis, as written in his doctoral thesis, namely that o conto was not really of great 

concern for the neo-realist fiction writers, and that many of the shorter works were considered 

a try-out for later novel writing. On the other hand, and more importantly, as far as this work 
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is concerned, the results clearly confirm the three peaks described in the first chapter from 

which we departed to make a selection of the corpus. The three peaks of fiction are where 

criticism and posterior theory making come into the picture and are considered fictions on two 

levels. In other words, the reason for not changing the label might be a generalised feeling by 

literary criticism that the short story in Portuguese is a conto, someone who tells a story 

(be)for(e) someone else, and that the events which are told or narrated have taken place in the 

past. In this sense it also can be remembered here that critic João Gaspar Simões had 

problems in labelling neo-realist fictions especially after he had anthologised North American 

short stories mainly those from the period of modernism as was illustrated through the use of 

citations in the first chapter of this dissertation. The very fact that he felt biased to rather use 

novella and the more neutral história can be explained from the fact that in many neo-realist 

short stories the narrator and narratee are not characters in the story and as was mentioned 

earlier on, Simões theory revolved exactly around this narrative armature which he originally 

had found represented in the Contos do Tio Joaquim. Thirdly and most importantly in the 

understanding of the notion of genre, there seems to be quite some value in what Claudio 

Guillén suggested about the progress(ion) in genre. Even if the neo-realists and probably other 

short fiction writers from other literary currents in Portuguese recent literary history, stand out 

from the peak moments, there is still a line of continuity to be noticed; there is no use of 

internal analepsis rather the author chooses to make use of the ellipsis and summary in order 

to reach out to the reader and rely on the showing rather than on the telling and in the case of 

Alves Redol’s fiction the use of questions to an absent narratee who might be considered as a 

substitute for the reader. 

The second question is a more profound one and questions the nature of genre as a 

mediating principle in the field of literary studies: do formal characteristics, however neatly 

fleshed out and however justifiably obtained, define the nature of a genre? Or, are they just a 
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step up for further speculation on what constitutes the essence of the genre conto literário 

moderno. We are convinced of the second hypothesis and to contribute to this debate, we will 

compare the results obtained within existing Portuguese theory namely that of Reis and 

Moisés with our own analysis. This is all the more interesting because the critics mentioned 

have also worked with text immanent characteristics and have, in their turn, relied on the 

acquisitions of Anglo-Saxon short story poetics, a topic which we discussed thoroughly in the 

fourth chapter of this essay. 

5.4. From Discourse Description towards the Concept of Genre. 

5.4.1. Narrators and their Space. 

 If this poetics of intimacy, where a narrator feels inclined to become a narratee is the 

hallmark for Portuguese short fiction, i.e. in this corpus of short stories selected at the peaks of 

literary output as described in Chapter I, this is not without consequences for the other narrative 

categories in the short story. First and foremost, the short story must present a possible space 

where the narrator and narratee can meet to tell their stories. Space must account for the 

encounter of the narrators, and must be capable of realistically motivating this meeting in order 

to assure the progression of the narrative. The possible reader, who during the act of reading is 

supposed to side with the “narrator-turned-into-narratee” must at least have the impression that 

both the exchange process between the narrator and narratee and the story told by the narrator is 

in accordance with the decorum. In other words, space and place should not only realistically 

motivate the meeting of the narrator and narratee but the story as well as. Such a statement 

presents this initial building block in the story as an attack to the existing Portuguese short story 

poetics as proposed by Carlos Reis and Massaud Moisés who, following earlier stages of 

American short story poetics, namely second generation and first generation short story poetics 

respectively, had given the absolute minimum importance to the narrative category of space. 
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Moisés departs from the tri-partite division found within classic drama, a notion borrowed from 

Brander Matthews and his followers. He is convinced that action is the dominant category to 

which time and space is subjected to: 

A unidade de ação condiciona as demais características do conto. Assim, a noção 

de espaço é a primeira que cabe examinar. O lugar geográfico, por onde as 

personagem [sic] circulam, é sempre de âmbito restrito. No geral, uma rua, uma 

casa, e, mesmo, um quarto de dormir ou uma sala de estar basta para que o enredo 

se organize. Raramente as pessoas se deslocam para outros sítios. E quando isso 

ocorre, de duas uma: ou a narrativa “procura” abandonar a sua condição de conto, 

ou o deslocamento advém de uma necessidade imposta pelo conflito que lhe serve 

de base, vale dizer preparação da cena, busca de pormenores enriquecedores da 

ação, etc. (Criação 22) 

Later on, when dealing with description, Moisés posits the following: 

A descrição da natureza ou de ambiente, por sua vez, ocupa lugar ainda mais 

modesto. . . . Na verdade, o drama expresso pelo diálogo geralmente dispensa o 

cenário. E, quando se impõe descrevê-lo, o narrador não se demora: apenas nos 

fornece, em rápidas manchas de cor e linhas, o pano de fundo da ação. A natureza 

não aparece em pormenores nem possui valor em si. (Criação 31) 

Following Bonheim’s narratological work, Carlos Reis in his entry in the Dicionário de 

Narratologia, an entry which as mentioned earlier is not without influence in the Lusophone 

world, states that: “Como observa Bonheim, as categories da narrativa que de modo mais notório 

são atingidas pela reduzida extensão do conto são a acção, a personagem e o tempo” (79-80). 

According to Reis then, the only noteworthy aspect concerning space is that the protagonist can 

be confused with space: “A personagem tende a ser, neste caso, não uma figura complexa mas 

um elemento estático, eventualmente identificando-se com o espaço”(79-80). Reis, then gives 
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the example of “Fronteira,” a character with the same name in the conto with the same title by 

Miguel Torga. It shows once again the lesson learned from German short story poetics, namely 

that it is dangerous to transpose theoretical acquisitions of genre from one language (literature) 

to another and that it is even more dangerous to hold theoretical insights from one period of time 

as universally applicable. In other words genre is not only a concept bound by time but it is also 

spacially diverse. 

 Strangely enough and very much in contrast with the presupposition in Moisés’ second 

quotation, the protagonists in most of the Portuguese short stories in the corpus are in transit. 

Basically the itinerary brings protagonists from one space to another as a sort of passing a 

frontier. This theme is explicitely explored in “Idílio Rústico,” where the itinerary of the 

shepherds shows protagonists perennially in transit and if they are not moving around, they tell 

each other a story of people in transit. From the moment Gonçalo leaves his house, until his 

encounter with Rosália and finally at the end of the day where the two shepherds stop to stay the 

night in a shack, the protagonists walk almost literally through various spaces magnificently 

described by Trindade Coelho: “Quando atravessou a povoação, rua abaixo. . . . Ao longo das 

ruas tortuosas. . . .” (119) “Mas passadas as últimas casas, o silêncio condensava-se para toda a 

banda. . . . Nem vivalma pela ladeira que levava ao rio . . .” (120); “Quando passou rente ao 

meloal da fidalga, ouviu-se o ruído de um tiro . . .” (120); “À medida que descia a ladeira . . .” 

(121); “E dando o sinal de partida, o Gonçalo pôs-se em marcha. Daí a pouco entrava, mais o 

rebanho, pela velha ponte mourisca . . . A meio da ponte, mão piedosa fizera construir . . . ” 

(122); “iam os dois conduzindo as ovelhas para sítios mais ensombrados, para se livrarem da 

estiagem, que ia valente.” (126); “Daí a pouco estavam de marcha para o curral. Quando 

passavam a velha ponte . . .” (127); “Ao sair da ponte . . . E de novo se puseram em marcha . . . 

Até que chegaram a um topo de serra . . .” (128); “Dentro da cabana, os dois conversavam algum 

tempo . . .” (129).  
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 The short story by Eduardo Agualusa, “O Homem da Luz,” also depicts the distance in 

time and place as the backdrop to support a proganist who is forever in transit. This also openly 

contradicts the established view on the functioning of space in Portuguese short fiction, as is 

illustrated in the following examples: “. . . chegara ao entardecer . . . alugara um quarto na 

pensão de um português . . .”; “Saiu do quarto em cuecas, entrou pela cozinha, abriu a porta e 

encontrou um quintalão estreito . . . achou-se num outro quintal . . . assim meteu-se dentro da 

caixa e aguardou.”; “Saiu da caixa ao entardecer no dia seguinte. . . .” (107) 

The same treatment of space can be observed in the short story “Confidência Barreirense” 

by Teresa Veiga where the transition in space is omnipresent engendering the meeting of the 

main protagonists. Immediately in the beginning of the story the trip the female narrator 

undertakes from her parent’s house in the Algarve to Barreiro allows the character to transition 

into her first job: 

Tinha projectado uma viagem de reconhecimento antes de me instalar de armas e 

bagagens no Barreiro mas, de adiamento em adiamento, acabei por me despedir 

da família na estação de Tunes na madrugada do próprio dia em que devia iniciar 

funções. . . Até então a vila do Barreiro não existia para mim senão como o lugar 

a que pertencia aquela estação onde se cruzavam os passageiros em trânsito entre 

o sul do país e Lisboa. (84) 

 Afterwards the most decisive moments in the story take place during various journeys. 

The first trip is made to the Martinó house under the cover of the night, while her final and last 

train trip is presented as being the journey which enables her to meet Martinó many years later 

after his marriage. Each of these “displacements” is an affirmation of the “in transit”concept and 

marks a frontier between origin and destination. It is also in transit that the conservadora do 

registo civil meets with Luís Martinó and learns about the real and complete story in respect to 

his deceased wife. In this case, the transport opted for is the train, which creates a meeting place 
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for people with different origins and different destinies and destinations to come together. It is 

this in transit space which generates the confidentiality needed, even if only for a while, to assure 

the intimacy required by the characters and the narrative:  

A viagem, aliás, era sempre a mesma, entre Tunes e Lisboa. . . . Em todas essas 

viagens nunca aconteceu nada de verdadeiramente extraordinário. . . . A 

excepção foi o momento em que, da janela do comboio, avistei o homem na 

estação de Garvão. . . . (95) 

Curiously enough or perhaps orchestrated on purpose on the part of the author, on all these trips 

significant events occur in the life of the main protagonist, so much so that the destination is 

often deliberately confused with destiny: 

Mas basta de considerações de ordem geral quando o que lhe quero contar só 

diz respeito a mim e ao que realmente se passou naquela noite em que a 

chamaram a nossa casa. . . . Para voltar a gostar do Barreiro precisava de tornar 

a ver os Martinó . . . e dizer-lhes abertamente: deixa-me olhar a tua cara . . . 

Deves-me isso em troca da vergonha que me fizeste passar. (108) 

 The two characters who become interchangeably narrator and narratee in “A Prova de 

Força,” a short fiction written by Branquinho da Fonseca, are also portrayed as being in 

transit and meet each other in a double transit zone, a public garden in a harbour area where 

the requisites appeal to evasion: 

[A]queles navios e comboios, as docas, os guindastes, o formigar de gente, que 

se via daquele jardim como um terraço sobre o rio . . . E um grande paquete 

estrangeiro dormia encostado ao cais, abandonado. (225) 

 What becomes evident in this short story is how the transit zone or borderland is 

rendered as an invitation to the poetics of intimacy, as described above, and presents the 

reader with one of man’s most intimate depictions of emotion, crying:  
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Vi-lhe os olhos vidrados de lágrimas. E batia no peito, com murros que soavam 

a oco. . . . Com as duas mãos enclavinhadas na grade do jardim, olhava lá para 

baixo como se estivesse agarrado à borda do barco que se virava. (228) 

 In the short stories “Confidência Barreirense,” “O Viajante Clandestino” and “A Prova da 

Força” not only is the concept of meeting in transit an integral part of the stories but these 

particular narratives demonstrate what Valerie Shaw has called a borderland. Shaw writes: 

It is a notion which we understand by seeing the relationship between two areas, 

though the frontier itself is a borderland, a third entity. Applying this to the 

aesthetic of the short story, it can be proposed that the combination of chiselled 

definiteness and tantalizing suggestiveness inherent in the form makes it ideally 

suited to exploring that third entity, which is itself both a distinct line and a 

borderland whose features are shadowy and indistinct (193). 

So, it is no coincidence that Macário and the narrator meet in a estalagem:  

Nas estalagens do Minho, às vezes, cada quarto é um dormitório impertinente . 

. . . Às portas dos lados os passageiros tinham posto o seu calçado para 

engraxar: estavam umas grossas botas de montar, enlameadas, com esporas de 

correia . . . Todos dormiam. Defronte do nº3 estavam os sapatos de casimira 

com atilhos. . . . (45) 

Moreover, it is by no means absurd that in the short story “A Prova da Força,” the two men meet 

in a harbour area: “E nada falta tanto ao coração do errante solitário, como este apelo eterno do 

mar, junto aos cais (194). And, it is on the train that the narrator of “Confidência Barreirense” 

becomes the humble narratee listening to Martinó’s double story. The town Barreiro is described 

as an actual borderland for in reality it borders between the Alentejo and Lisbon. 

Até então a vila do Barreiro não existia para mim senão como o lugar a que 

pertencia aquela estação onde se cruzavam os passageiros em trânsito entre o 
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sul do país. Mesmo a estação em si não chegava a ser uma referência. Nítida, 

só a imagem dos magotes de pessoas, carregadas de malas e sacos, que se 

fintavam habilmente na ânsia de alcançar o primeiro ferry boat para conseguir 

um lugar sentado e o atropelo final no cais de tábuas movediças, cercado do 

ruído de correntes e chapadas de água, a que se seguia um momento libertador 

depois de transpor o estribo metálico do portaló e entrar no ventre quente a 

cheirar a óleo da baleia-embarcação que nos acolhia. (84) 

Dealing, after all, with Portuguese literature, it does not come as a surprise that the sea 

and more specifically the harbour sector is portrayed as the symbol of the exodus for 

emigration is also a predominant concept in Portuguese short fiction. In “O Viajante 

Clandestino,” a picture is painted of a “cidade algo sombria, pacata e ordeira,” Baltimore, an 

American habour city: 

Quanto aos cais, são soturnos, caóticos, confusos. . . . São tristes os portos 

decadentes. . . . Há cidades que parecem viver na intimidade dos dramas e 

segredos do mar. . . . E nada fala tanto ao coração do errante solitário, como 

este apelo eterno do mar, junto ao cais. (194) 

 This particular story presents the epic journey of a stowaway who is transported from 

the tropics to the cold eastern shore of the United States in sub-human conditions in search of 

a better life. It is in fact the classic story of the pursuit of the American dream.  

[E]ncangonchado no grosso cabo, áspero e encharcado. Alguns metros abaixo 

dele, era o cais, a terra firme, a liberdade, o pão amassado com o suor do seu 

rosto. . . . A água clapotava contra a estacaria, que rangia brandamente. Aquela 

água era o seu terror, e talvez viesse a ser o seu túmulo. . . . Encolheu-se todo e, 

com um esforço desesperado, conseguiu deslizar mais um pouco: o pé tocou 
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por fim na beira do molhe, e um bafo de lume veio-lhe dele, subiu-lhe os 

membros, reanimou-o como um calor de ressurreição. (199-200) 

 The cable is a symbol of connection between the land and the sea but also between the 

past and the future and on a micro level between the small and closed space of confinement as 

a stowaway “cubículo sem ar nem luz,” (195) and the wide open spaces offered by a country 

which symbolises liberty: “Correu às cegas, a mastigar palavras sem tom nem som, a esbarrar 

em paredes, a trepar em caixotes . . .” (203). The cable is also a link to the stowaway’s 

Christmas wish for a better life in a country renown for being able to change the fortunes of 

those who seek change “Estava na América, a dois passos do trabalho e do pão, a um salto do 

seu destino” (198). 

 It would be wrong now to imagine that these transit zones or borderlands are merely 

restricted to urban spaces. This could be the generalised impression imposed upon the “modern” 

short story as many of its settings happen to be places like train stations, hotels, hospitals 

congresses and so on, furthermore the typical settings illustrated by these short stories may also 

be bound by the fact that the stories are understood as exactly that, “modern” and thus explicitly 

referring to an urban scenario. 

 A good example of how this “modern” understanding affects the stories which focus 

more on the aspects of the countryside or the rústico can be seen in Miguel Torga’s Contos da 

Montanha and Novos Contos da Montanha. Mountain range by its very geographical status 

constitutes a double borderland. Horizontally, mountains form the frontier with the lowlands. 

Obviously such a frontier is not impenetrable and old customs have been contaminated by 

“civilization” or lie hidden, afraid of change. Vertically proportioned, mountains are the third 

entity between ground base and the limitless sky. This framework opens up endless possibilities 

for the writer to apply both the concepts of frontier and borderland metaphorically. The short 

story “O Alma-Grande” is an example of how societies create their own borders, thus here in this 
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narrative the frontier separating Christianity and Judaism has engendered a borderland. It has 

become a special blend where elements from both religions, which in reality are very similar to 

one another, combine to form unusual customs. In “O Alma-Grande” the reader is introduced to 

a particular form of euthanasia i.e. killing someone to end their hopeless suffering and agony, 

thus illustrating a peculiar borderland between life and death. The practice of the abafador is 

said to be shared by a selected number of adults while the practice remains a mystery to the 

younger members of the community. In this sense Miguel Torga masterly combines two 

opposites very near to each other: the transition from life to death (Abel) and from adolescence 

to manhood (Isaac). Adolescence in turn is also depicted as a metaphorical borderland namely 

between childhood and adulthood.  

 In “O Caminho” by José Régio, the notion of borderline-borderland is used in still 

another manner, specifically reconnoitring and exploiting the thin line which separates dream 

from reality. This borderland is what is referred to as the nightmare in which elements from 

reality are intertwined with objects and subjects from another reality (dream). A man is on a 

holiday in Vila Meã and decides to go on a small outing; however he quickly loses his way. In 

the micro cosmos of the short prose fiction the Dantesque theme of losing one’s path is used to 

create tension and suspense within the narrative. Gradually the reader is given indications that 

“something is wrong here.” These indications are thus utilized by Régio to successfully provide 

the reader with an increasing sense of fear. “Era isto possível: ter mudado de estrada e não ter 

dado por tal? Continuava todavia, por uma estrada perfeitamente semelhante à primeira, se 

primeira e segunda houvera” (183). 

The sun stays high in the sky although the reader walks for a long time, the people to 

whom the protagonist asks for directions appear human at first but upon closer investigation 

emerge as impish creatures. Although there is movement throughout the narrative there is an 

overwhelming feeling that the protagonist is at a standstill. But the narrator continues: “Não era a 
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primeira vez que o natural me parecia penetrado de sobrenaturalidade. Várias vezes tenho tido 

sensações em sítios solitários cheios de luz ou, pelo contrário, mergulhados na sombra” (184). 

The binary structure of description: the possible and the impossible, the real and the 

surreal form a sort of third impression which can be referred to as mood. Similar expressions 

of doubt are implanted by the author, as the protagonist moves forward with his journey and 

as he encounters other individuals, which he believes will guide him onto the right path: “. . . 

Havia Gente! Dois garotos estavam à entrada da vereda; e mais longe um vulto que não 

cheguei a diferenciar como homem ou mulher” (184). 

 Finally the narrator ends up in a kind of labyrinth which at first appears to be a 

building but eventually becomes a tomb. In this final scene the protagonist shouts in a 

desperate attempt to make some sort of human contact but no sound is produced. “Dei um 

berro de supremo pavor, mas que não produziu nenhum som” (188). 

5.4.2. Narrated Time in the Portuguese Short Story. 

Extrapolating Valerie Shaw’s terminology to the level of narrated time, the transit 

zone or borderland is susceptible to be associated to the concept of a twilight zone. Like a 

borderland is capable of uniting two different pieces of place or space which very often do not 

belong together and when mixed, result in a third unit, a twilight zone brings together two 

periods of time blending them together to become a temporal tertium genus. This third 

category is something like dusk and autumn in “Singularidades de uma Rapariga Loira,” or 

like the early morning in “Confidência Barreirense” and in “Idilio Rústico.” While on a more 

symbolical level there is the example of Christmas in “O Viajante clandestino” and in “A 

Consoada.” Stretched even further into the metaphorical sphere is the undefinable time in “O 

Caminho,” the post-colonial times in “O Homem da Luz,” and the time of the gradually 

fading of a relationship in “O Celacanto.”  
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If the spacial borderland has offered, as explained in the previous paragraph, a realistic 

motivation for the encounter(s) of the narrator(s) and narratee(s), narrated time “covers” the 

act of telling the story while at the same time creating an atmosphere. Very often the creation 

of atmosphere is due to the harmony in nature and quality of narrated space and time: the 

narrator in “Singularidades” meets Macário in an inn at dusk, the stowaway escapes into the 

harbour area and is overjoyed with his new found freedom which he receives on Christmas 

Eve, Eugénia meets her husband on Christmas Eve in the living room, etc. 

Returning now to the examples of described time (autumn, dusk, early morning, 

Christmas Eve, etc.), we come to yet another suggestive conclusion, namely that narrated time 

in the conto literário moderno is a metaphor for narration time. As became clear from the 

narratological discourse analysis, the short story through its plot conception lifts a piece out of 

the continuous flow often referred to through analepsis or by proleptic hints, strongly 

suggesting a “before” and an “after” for the story told by the protagonist of the second level 

of narration.  

The same process can be seen at work in narrated time. In “A Consoada” for example 

both present and future time are united in the waiting process of Eugénia for the homecoming 

of her husband, José Ventura. This waiting process is furthermore symbolised by the author’s 

choice of Christmas Eve, a strong symbol of a transition time in Western Literature. The 

prolonged waiting thus shows some similarities with the period of the Advent. In this process 

of intense waiting both the past and the future are united into a third category in which past 

(dis)illusions and future aspirations unite. 

Also in “Singularidades de uma Rapariga Loira,” this transition time is quite present 

both in the seasonal elements and in the indication of the time of day: “Era isto em Setembro: 

já as noites vinham mais cedo, com uma friagem fina e seca e uma escuridão aparatosa . . . 

Eram oito da noite. Os céus estavam pesados e sujos.” The timeframe in which the meeting is 
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to take place between the narrator and Macário is illustrated by the seasonal elements of the 

month of September, a month in which the summer is almost gone, but winter is still not yet 

announced, if not for the “aragem fina e seca.” The moment of the day is chosen in harmony 

with the season of the year: dusk, around 20.00 hours, a transition moment or rather a 

transition period between night and day. The nature of narrated time is in harmony with the 

special quality of the inn as a space of transition 

 In quite a considerable number of short stories from the selected corpus, the narration 

takes place at a time when the neatly drawn frontier gives way to a third period of time in 

between. In “Confidência Barreirense,” the moment when the registrar-narrator is called to 

the Martinó mansion is a time situated in between the day and night, namely the very early 

morning: “Num sábado de madrugada acordei com o barulho de um punho a bater na vidraça 

do meu quarto. . . . O nevoeiro não me deixava ver bem o caminho que seguíamos. . . .” (88). 

 Similarly in “Idílio Rústico,” Gonçalo’s itinerary to shepherd his flock of sheep starts 

at the moment of the day when morning has just broken, neither day nor night and makes a 

transition into the new day, a typical day in the life of the shepherds on the bucolic Portuguese 

country side: 

Quando atravessou a povoação. . . . era ainda muito cedo . . . dormia-se a sono 

alto por todas aquelas casas. . . . De onde, galos madrugadores entoavam 

matinas sonoras . . . nalguma estúrdia, desoras. . . . A toda a largura, a 

paisagem era torva e indecisa, imersa numa luz muito mortiça que nem era 

bem a da madrugada nem era bem a da noite. (119-120) 

And later on even quite explicitly: 

A esse tempo ia-se definindo a manhã. . . . Invadia a amplidão da cúpula 

celeste uma tinta alvacenta, onde as estrelas feneciam o seu brilho. . . . Nesse 
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assomo de alvorada, as coisas iam despertando sob aquele céu ainda estrelado. 

. . . (120) 

As is the case with space and as discussed in the preceding paragraph, the short story 

of “Idílio Rustico” presents time as demonstrating clear signs of people forever in transit. 

Time is thus not such a static category as Portuguese short story poetics claims it to be. In this 

particular narrative, action takes place the whole day long and time is described in measure 

with the movement of the flock of sheep grazing along the riverside (yet another borderland) 

while accompanied by the repetitive phrase “a esse tempo.” 

As suggested earlier, the Eve of Christmas is also another moment of the year which 

has proven to be useful in the conto literário moderno. It is the end of the year, a few days 

away from the New Year; it is also the end of four weeks eagerly waiting for the coming of 

the Messiah, signifying both birth and death and at the same time regeneration. 

Unquestionably it is not a coincidence that in the small corpus which was selected for this 

dissertation there are two Christmas stories present, namely “A Consoada” and the other “O 

Viajante Clandestino” by Jose Rodrigues Miguéis. The time of narration in “O Viajante 

Clandestino” also takes place on Christmas Eve but as the story reveals, it is a Christmas quite 

different from all other Christmasses.  

 What the examples in the preceding paragraphs equally demonstrate is that the nature 

of the categories of space and time do not stand on their own but show a correlation, if not an 

interrelation. This is a fact in most short stories selected but it is especially so in “O Viajante 

Clandestino” whereby the harbour zone, Christmas time and the stowaway all represent some 

form of transitional point in both time and space thus demonstrating that character, place and 

time can exhibit the same sets of features It is an example of how the density comes about in 

the short story by combining those sets in what is traditionally called “narrative categories.” It 

is a double belonging which, with some imagination, we might extrapolate to the level of 
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genre as such: the short story belongs both to the realm of prose fiction and to the lyrical 

mode. 

5.4.3. Characters: Larger than Life, less than Real. 

 Looking now at how characters, narrators and narratees, fit in the picture, we can 

observe, and at times observe quite well, that the notion of a double belongingness as 

explained for the categories of narrated time and narrated space, is also present in the 

protagonists who occupy an important role in the short stories selected from the corpus.  

 In Portuguese where conto remained at the centre of the genre label, critics easily 

resort to the knowledge on characters gained from the conto tradicional or from the conto 

popular. The main result is then that protagonists are mainly described as flat and static 

characters that do not have the time to change owing to the restricted number of pages. In the 

already mentioned Dicionário de Narratologia, Carlos Reis symptomatically writes the 

following: “A personagem tende a ser . . . não uma figura complexa mas um elemento 

estático, eventualmente identificando-se com a categoria do tipo . . .” (80). In the Anglo-

American tradition, character as a narrative category is also seldom studied. Frank O’ 

Connor’s description of characters in The Lonely Voice is literally a lonely voice dealing with 

the notion of character in short fiction. O’Connor’s theory revolves around the concept of 

marginalized people in society: 

There is no form of society to which any character in it could possibly attach 

himself and regard as normal. . . . In fact, the short story has never had a hero. 

What it has instead is a submerged population group—a bad phrase which I 

have to use for want of a better. . . . Always in the short story there is this sense 

of outlawed figures wandering about the fringes of society, superimposed 

sometimes on symbolic figures whom they caricature and echo– Christ, 

Socrates, Moses . . . (87) 
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 What O’ Connor seems to suggest is that characters are allegorical representations not 

very capable of change as they live on the fringes of society and thus, contrary to protagonists 

in the (realistic) novel do not participate in the dynamics of society. However, this is not the 

case in the Portuguese conto literário moderno as represented by the corpus selected. For 

characters do indeed change and they all do so practically according to the same principle as 

can be seen in all the short stories selected. To make physical description and psychological 

evolution possible within the narrow confines of a few pages, most characters in the stories 

selected possess two series of distinctive features belonging to a different nature, personality 

or temperament.  

Like in the categories of space and time, the narrative category of protagonist 

demonstrates that the characters constitute a juxtaposition of things that do not belong 

together and turn into a third entity which can be characterized as “less than real” or “larger 

than life.” 

Besides this notion of the third entity, the concept of “in transit” is also very present. 

Most characters are in transit, heightening tension and sharpening their consciousness and 

therefore predestined to change. As mentioned, they do so while at the same time containing 

or exhibiting a series of two opposite qualities and as the story unfolds, they transit from one 

end of the spectrum to the other, while accomplishing a mission in life, which is the so called 

action carried out or undergone. This mission almost always comes out of, or is part of, a 

legacy (spiritual) leftover by forerunners or forefathers and is carried out actively or simply 

undergone.  

This transiting between one series of qualities and another is very present in the short 

story “O Caminho” by José Régio, where the fictional world is made up of a mixture which 

makes it difficult to separate dream and reality precisely to question the nature of reality and 

the reality of nature. The following are some examples of the above explanations in regards to 
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transition and the ability of characters to evolve and develop throughout the narratives they 

are part of:  

Dois garotos estavam à entrada da vereda. . . . Um dos rapazes era gordo, 

acachapado, com umas pernas curtas e curvas como as dos anões. O 

monstrozinho levantou a cabeça . . . a sua cara não era de criança. Estava 

retalhada de rugas, encorrilhada como um papel amarrotado. . .os olhinhos 

escuros brilhavam de  malícia. Ao mesmo tempo como acreditar que fosse um 

homem?” (184) . . . e repentinamente, riu-se, deixando ver uns dentes negros, 

tortos e com falhas. . . . Revoltado, voltei-me para o outro . . . com ar 

perfeitamente normal. . . . Já o seu rosto mudara de expressão e o seu ar não 

me parecia perfeitamente normal . . . e que percebi ser um homem sem o 

distinguir perfeitamente . . . gritou-me a criatura. (185) 

 

Voltei-me com alvoroço, e vi duas mulherzinhas . . . pequenas e largas, 

atarracadas, muito iguais entre si como gémeas ou copiadas uma da outra . . . 

as sapatorras brutas apareciam-lhes de sob as saias compridas. . . . Mas os 

estafermos pareciam ter asas nas sapatorras. . . . As bruxas haviam 

desaparecido. (186-187) 

 

Era um velho, de barbas que lhe cobriam todo o peito. E certa aparência 

oferecia de não ser um indivíduo vivo, talvez porque estava todo coberto de pó 

ou cinza finíssima . . . parecer ele uma pedra ou estar coberto de cinza. (187-

188) 

 What we can clearly see at work in the three blocks of citations quoted, is that these 

two worlds provide two lines of corresponding characteristics namely, the human and the 
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grotesque, the real and the surreal. These characteristics are clearly present in the narratives of 

the two young boys, the little ladies and that of the man who is almost turned into a statue. All 

the characters are described as endowed with both human and fantastic features, perhaps 

better semi-fantastic features, turning them into supernatural beings of sorts. Their accelerated 

change from one end of the spectrum (human-like) to the other (non-human) is made possible 

by bringing the narrative closer to the point of focalisation. The characters seem human at 

first sight; at least to the naked eye their appearance is normal but the main protagonist is 

depicted as uncertain and decides to further interrogate by approaching the subhuman 

characters. As the protagonist moves closer the human features fade away and become 

contorted and grotesque. They become third entities which are neither human nor identifiable 

living creatures. 

 The same principle is at work in the short story “Confidência Barreirense.” Here the 

reader is presented with a description of the physical characteristics of the Martinó family 

members; this descriptive technique enables the author to create an unsympathetic setting 

allowing the character of the registrar to feel estranged from the family. This effect is also 

sustained by the narrator/narratee interplay on the part of the reader. The following quote 

introduces Martinó senior on the occasion of the early morning marriage, as well as depicts 

the fatal error which leads the registrar to withdraw from her position: 

Este homem não se parecia com ninguém nem era fácil calcular que idade 

tinha pois todas as hipóteses eram igualmente admissíveis e inviáveis. De 

velho tinha a pele distendida sobre os ossos, rugas concêntricas à volta da boca 

. . . alertando para o facto de que ainda eram capazes de amor, raiva e 

concupiscência. (91) 
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 The following extract is how Teresa Veiga describes, quite disturbingly, Martinó 

junior, already making clear that distinguishing between “senior” and “junior” will be quite 

difficult just as the distinction between young and old is impossible: 

Havia no entanto uma outra razão para eu me sentir tão perturbada. A 

fotografia do noivo, colada no bilhete de identidade, não coincidia com a 

imagem de um rapaz de dezasseis anos. . . . Estava ansiosa por o ver, confirmar 

se era possível aos dezasseis anos ter a beleza de um adolescente e o acréscimo 

de sedução de um homem experiente e envelhecido. (92) 

Later on in the story, the author combines this dichotomy with yet another, but similar 

dichotomy, namely that of the human and the superhuman. In other words the juxtaposition of 

opposites turns the Martinós into heroes “Luís Martinó . . . tinha as feições espessas e 

sobressalientes que se vêem nos bustos dos heróis da antiguidade.” When the female narrator 

enters the house of the Martinó family, she observes that in this mansion the living 

“creatures” actually look like “estátuas de pedra”—“Os rostos do pai e do filho ora me 

apareciam destacados ora confundidos num único rosto mas mais sobre a forma de estátuas de 

pedra do que de criaturas vivas” (93). The narrator is unable to identify the age and the 

identity of the man she first encounters in the house. Her comparison of Martinó with a bust 

from classical antiquity obviously adds to the heroic image which is gradually being created. 

The presentation and appearances of the Martinós are thus developed by the concept of “in 

transit.” They rapidly grow old even when young, so much so that they begin to unite features 

of both ages making them a third entity: “Os Martinó não morrem jovens, entram em declínio 

por volta dos vinte anos e a partir dos trinta estão para morrer” (97). 

The abrogated biological life cycle of the members of the Martinó family forces the 

male members of the family, here depicted as engineering tycoons, to secure continuity in the 
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success of the family business. The Martinós thus are motivated by a double mission: the 

biological and corporate continuity of their family for it is their duty to preserve the legacy: 

Eu nasci em 1936 e quando chegou a altura de escolher um curso limitei-me a 

entrar naquele que me estava naturalmente destinado, o mesmo do meu pai e 

do meu avô, sem me interrogar sequer sobre se teria preferido escolher um 

outro rumo para a minha vida. (97) 

The evolution they thus undergo is from less than real (frail humans) to larger then life 

(heroes) while accomplishing the mission they were predestined to.  

 In the short story “A Órfã,” Josefina and Luísa are described as phantasmagorical 

characters, a species of living dead. While alive, they also take on features of a corpse. This 

juxtaposition of two opposite elements life and death makes them again creatures which stand 

out as surreal entities: 

Activa, sim, mas não daquela actividade que brota espontânea . . . havia a 

lentidão cálida e mórbida” (190); “Então o bistre das olheiras acentuava-se 

mais intenso e as faces cetinosas desmaiavam no róseo lácteo para uma 

tonalidade lívida. . . . Veio porém um dia em que Josefina apareceu 

transfigurada . . . ao passo que a víbora da doença, que lhe fizera ninho no 

peito, lhe ia sugando a vida”(191); “à luz soturna do candeeiro, amortecida 

pelo abat-jour esverdeado, a sua lividez acentuava-se lugubremente, e nesta luz 

funerária parecia mais um cadáver galvanizado do que um ser revogado à 

vida.”(193); “Luísa detençara-se no cemitério . . . mal sabia ela que estava 

absorvendo a morte nesta comunhão espiritual com a mãe.” (195) 

Living in this limbo somewhere between life and death, the characters Josefina and 

Luísa are part of yet another dichotomy which the author gradually inserts into the narrative 
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description of the characters: youth and adulthood which can be seen as a concomitant 

dichotomy are thus utilized by the author as a means of concentrating the meaning: 

[Luísa] era uma mulher num corpinho de criança débil . . . a sua estatura 

delgada ainda mais destacava com a magreza do corpo escanifrado e do 

pescoço esguio. . . o peito chato, reentrante, deprimia-se, enquanto que as 

costas faziam corcova . . . o mesmo perfil macilento da velhita que pouco antes 

ali se finara no verdor dos anos. (194) 

 Also Eugénia in “A Consoada” shows a clear evolution from less than real to larger 

than life through her application of exceptional qualities like fidelity, devotion, self negation 

and resignation while ardently waiting the homecoming of her husband José Ventura. The 

character of Eugénia is thus described as transforming herself through her diligent actions into 

a superior human being in order to pursue her mission in life: family happiness and reunion: 

. . . e à esquerda senta-se-lhe a sua boa e paciente Eugénia, a filha mais nova, 

de preto, fisionomia macerada e longa, repassada toda desta austera 

diafaneidade tranquila que é feita de castidade e abstenção, de isolamento e 

saudade. . . . (105) 

Eugénia has given up on being a happy individual: “Esquivava-se invariável às mais inocentes 

diversões” (106), she has chosen instead to completely and fully dedicate herself to her 

children “na eclusiva preocupação dos filhos” (106). 

 So it is quite clear by now that the characters in the short story are not static at all and 

certainly not one dimensional as Portuguese short story poetics would have it. On the 

contrary, characters are not only in transit of space so as to transit through time but are also in 

transit in their vey own state of being. This is nowhere clearer than in “Singularidades de uma 

Rapariga Loira,” where Macário is shown as completely transforming himself not once but 

twice in order to adapt to the circumstances surrounding his life. He is introduced to the 
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reader at the very beginning of the narrative through a confession he makes as both the 

protagonist and the narrator to the never referred to narratee: 

Disse-me ele que sendo naturalmente linfático e mesmo tímido, a sua vida 

tinha nesse tempo uma grande concentração. Um trabalho escrupuloso e fiel . . 

. um apuro saliente de fato e de roupas brancas, era todo o interesse da sua 

vida. A existência nesse tempo era caseira e apertada. Uma grande 

simplicidade social aclarava os costumes. . . . (46) 

 Before having “sentido Vénus” (47), Macário is depicted as a grey office clerk; a 

stereotyped character. However the coming of the Vilaça family in front of Uncle Francisco’s 

armazém, enables the character to undergo his first profound transformation. Eça describes 

this change attentively through the transformation of Macário’s handwriting as the mirror of 

the hart. Macário’s second transformation is driven by his outward obsession for Luísa which 

leads him to become a romantic hero capable of formidable deeds. “Macário não me contou 

por pulsações—a história minuciosa do seu coração” (48). It is at this very moment in the 

narrative where the reader is shown how Macário changes from a flat one dimensional 

character to a full three dimensional hero; a transformation which has enabled him to change 

psychologically and thus become a more intense persona. 

In Torga’s story, Isaac is presented to the reader as the “loser,” but as the narrative 

evolves, he is revealed to be the real hero in the end. His transition is completely opposite to 

that of Alma-Grande. He agonizingly transits from a less than real state to become a larger 

than life hero, killing Alma-Grande and thus becoming the allegory of life. This is most 

evident when Isaac liberates himself from the deadly grip of Alma-Grande: “Um esforço 

supremo do Isaac para se livrar das garras que o apertavam . . . tiraram às mãos e ao joelho do 

Alma-Grande a força habitual” (236). It is an internal force which trespasses the normal 

human effort or instinct to survive. So Isaac is a character transiting from death to life whose 
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mission is to survive and expel Alma-Grande who represents the force of pre mature death; a 

remnant of the early laws. 

 As mentioned earlier in this text, Alma-Grande‘s evolution is in complete opposition 

to that of Isaac’s. As the one who inflicts death, he is ironically killed by the one he is unable 

to kill. More so than anyone else Alma-Grande’s mission which has been passed down to him 

as part of a legacy, is one that can be described as an animal instinct. He transits between life 

and death but also between a religious and sacrilegious state (“Insensível à profundidade dos 

mistérios da vida . . . .” (235).  

 Being larger than life enables the character to be seen as a supernatural and superior 

entity but living life by instinct is dangerous for when instinct fails, extinction sets in. As is 

illustrated in the following scene: 

Um pano escuro que até ali vendara os olhos do Alma-Grande queria rasgar-se 

de cima abaixo. E o abafador, paralisado entre as trevas do hábito e a luz que 

rompia, lembrava uma torrente subitamente sem destino. Ergueu-se. Com o 

rosto coberto por um pano de lividez igual à do agonizante, voltou-se. E sem 

coragem para encarar os arregalados e aflitos olhos do pequeno, que o 

varavam, silenciosamente, saiu. Atravessou a sala cabisbaixo, longe da 

grandeza trágica das outras vezes. Deixava atrás de si a vida, e a vida não lhe 

dava grandeza. . . . O Alma-Grande, cada vez mais culpado, olhava, olhava, e 

via o medo. (236) 

So, before being killed by Isaac, Alma-Grande is transposed to a less than real state where he 

has failed at his mission primarily due to the fact that the legacy handed down to him was one 

hidden in the obscurity of time and in the substrate of customs.“Um esforço supremo do Isaac 

para se livrar das garras que o apertavam e a presença atónita do Abel, tiraram às mãos e ao 
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joelho do Alma-Grande a força habitual.” For it is important to note that until that moment the 

actions performed byAlma-Grande were driven by his legacy:  

o outro, o velho, a aceitar aquele destino de abreviar a morte como um rio 

aceita o seu movimento. . . . Por desgraça o Alma-Grande não podia ver aquilo 

. . . avançou para o leito num automatismo rotineiro. . . . Quantas vezes o 

abafador tinha escutado aquilo, gritos de desespero, apelos sôfregos e 

angustiados, sem se deter na sua missão sagrada. (235-236)  

The moment in which Alma-Grande begins to doubt the validity and value of his 

actions, brought on by the instigations of a naive and unknowing individual ignorant of the 

cultural motivations of the ritualistic acts, is the moment when Alma-Grande loses his quest 

and his character shifts from a larger than life figure to a less than real form. 

 In “O Viajante Clandestino” the description of the physical conditions of the 

stowaway and the description of the space in which the stowaway has been transported serve 

to emphasize the invulgar character of the stowaway and his high degree of resistance. In 

other words, a character less then real and nameless who has been walking on the fringes of 

society (poor and destitute), is suddenly turned into a character that is larger than life because 

of his goal which we could define, taking into account the setting of the story, as the pursuit 

of happiness: 

[E]scondido nas entranhas gemebundas do calhambeque, num cubículo sem ar 

nem luz, junto das carvoeiras, na companhia das ratazanas . . . um destes 

homens magros, de rosto antes do tempo engelhado pelos trabalhos, as 

privações e os ventos forasteiros, com os olhos a luzir sombriamente de medo 

e desconfiança no fundo das órbitas encovadas . . . Não comia desde que, 

manhã cedo, lhe tinham levado o café amargoso e a bucha do pão; a fome roía-

o . . . o frio húmido inteiriçou-o . . . Atirou com as pernas entanguidas para 
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fora o esquife, mas quando se quis pôr em pé elas recusaram-se a aguentá-lo; 

doía-lhe a barriga, tinha a bexiga a arrebentar, e uma sede de morte. (197) 

The miserable conditions of the stowaway are narrated and described through space, 

an indication that space and character really do have something in common. This description 

of someone who is portrayed as less than life walking on the fringes of society and forced to 

emigrate in order to escape misery, is definitely the picture of someone who can be 

understood as less than real. This less than real state is in sheer contrast with the feeling of 

being larger than life which the character of the stowaway moves into, once he has left the 

closed space and is heroically depicted as freeing himself of the confines of his imprisonment 

thus shifting the character of the stowaway into a larger than life state: 

Atirou com as pernas entanguidas para fora do esquife . . . doía-lhe a barriga, 

tinha a bexiga a arrebentar, e uma sede de morte. . . . Tinham retirado a 

prancha, mas nem que lá estivesse. . . . O que ele tinha a fazer era transpor a 

amurada descer por um cabo da amarração, como uma ratazana.” (199) 

This process continues for a while: 

[I]mpelido pelo súbito terror de não existir, escorregou mais, tomou a agitar a 

perna, em vão . . . Mais alguns minutos, que tanto lhe durariam as forças, e a 

queda era fatal . . . a boca negra da morte à espera dele, em baixo, como um 

tubarão insaciável.” (200) 

Bringing the process of escape from the boat to an end by exploiting a binary structure of 

possibilities, evoking suspense: 

[O] pé tocou por fim na beira do molhe. . . . Encavalitado na amarra, crispado e 

dorido, desembaraçou a custo a outra perna. . . . Se tentasse firmar-se nelas, 

podia escorregar . . . e dar o mergulho definitivo . . . Como uma mosca teimosa 

tornou a fazer esforços para se apoiar no cais. . . . (201) 
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 The same process of transition between less than real and larger than life can be neatly 

observed in Domingos Monteiro’s fiction, “Ressurreição.” The character of Jesus Christ at the 

beginning, still incognito, is seen as less than real thus depicted as a poor beggar lying to get 

some money in order to model for the “realist” painter, even though there are indications that 

this character also possesses two lines of characteristics which will later be exploited to 

finilise the transition process: 

Havia uma ironia maldosa na interrogação.—Ah, ele manda chamar muita 

gente e depois não a recebe. . . . Às vezes é uma romaria. . . . Sentiu-se 

chocada e, ao mesmo tempo, intimidada. A sua vaidade agressiva de porteira 

de casa rica diluíra-se. . . . Teve um sobressalto de vergonha e inquiriu quase 

humilde. “É por causa de algum anúncio, não é?. . . . A mulher afastou-se 

deixando a porta entreaberta.” (217) 

 The short story here takes on the contours of the biblical parable. Not only are some of 

the characters easily recognizable as biblical figures (Jesus Christ, Mary Magdaline etc.), the 

short story also has the effects of that quintessential and irradiating quality encountered in the 

parables of the New Testament. The main characters, Jesus Christ and the (realist) painter, 

transit from a mission unaccomplished to a mission accomplished. Jesus Christ in his Second 

Coming, is still capable of restoring faith in people and the painter does no longer need his 

realist models to paint as the encounter with Jeus Christ has restored his faith, probably not in 

God, but at least in his capacity as an artist. This is very well illustrated in the following 

change. “Não lhe vou pôr uma barba e um cabelo postiços, nem vou imaginá-los. . . . Sou um 

realista, percebeu?. . . Preciso de ver e palpar . . .” which ends in “O pincel tremia-lhe na mão 

e uma emoção violenta penetrava-o” (221). 

 Also in one the most recent short stories found in the selected corpus, the transit from 

larger than life to less than real by losing one’s inherited mission is the central theme in “O 
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Homem da Luz,” a fiction by José Eduardo Agualusa. Here the main protagonist, Nicolau 

Alicerces Peskov, stands out of the crowd due to his physionomy which is painted by rough 

brushstrokes, resulting much more in a caricature than in an actual representation. Both the 

colour of his skin and his body set him apart from the rest of the crowd:  

[T]inha uma cabeça enorme, ou talvez o corpo fosse mirrado para ela, o certo é 

que parecia colocada por engano num físico alheio. O cabelo, o que restava, 

era daninho e ruivo e o rosto coberto de sardas. O nome improvável, a 

fisionomia ainda mais extraordinária. . . . (105) 

The selected features make him mythical in appearance: “. . . a quem os mucubais chamavam 

o Homem da luz . . .” (106). Like in “O Alma-Grande” the protagonist, Peshkov, is also part 

of a tradition that has been given to him as a legacy, here specifically referring to the films his 

Russian ancestor left him: “Além do nome e das sardas Nicolau Alicerces Peshkov herdara do 

pai a paixão pelo cinema e uma velha máquina de projectar” (105). 

Like the Martinó family, Nicolau Peshkov too has a mission that is to elucidate and 

make sense of the pieces of classic American films. “O filme era, de alguma forma, obra sua. 

O trabalho de uma vida. Montara-o, quase fotograma a fotograma, recorrendo ao que sobrara 

dos filmes do pai” (106). Peshkov is like the bard of the visual arts: rhapsoding and stitching 

together parts of an imported cultural heritage. Nicolau also transits from a larger than life to 

a less than real state when he is cross-examined by his less than kind interrogators and finally 

forced to hand over the film inflicting not only a loss of a valuable possession but also the loss 

of his heritage thus making him disappear into nothingness. He has lost his ambitious 

mission; leaving the protagonist with only one hope that perhaps his friend who is said to 

symptomatically listens to the name of James Dean will have the answers: 

Há quarenta anos que percorria o país com aquela máquina. Orgulhava-se de 

ter levado a sétima arte aos desvãos mais longínquos de Angola . . . . A guerra 
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após independência destruiu o caminho-de-ferro e ele ficou amarrado às 

cercanias das grandes cidades. Perdeu em pouco tempo tudo quanto havia 

conseguido nos vinte anos anteriores. . . . (106) 

5.5. Conclusion. 

 The theoretical aspects of this final chapter have focused on the difference between 

genre and mode, even if only succinctly, and, even if only analysed and reviewed from the 

standpoint of the secondary literature. The most important conclusion to be drawn is that 

scholars seem to agree upon the fundamental difference between the two concepts. Whereas 

mode deals with universals such as prose fiction, poetry and drama, genre on the other hand is 

a time bound category susceptible to evolution and to further sub-categorization. 

 The lack of a genre-mode related theoretical underpinning in especially second wave 

short story theory together with the omnipresence of the Poe-Matthews paradigm, explains 

why critics have searched for a timeless definition of the short story and have reached only 

minimal agreement on what the prose mode could stand for when being restricted to a few 

pages, while at the same time admitting any fiction called short story regardless of the time 

and language in which it was written. The most significant side effect is that the definition is 

too wide to encompass a selected corpus of short stories in order to further study the 

characteristics of genre. 

 Relying on the results of the questions posed in the first two chapters of this 

dissertation, a distinction was made between the conto literário moderno and the conto 

popular or tradicional. A selection of short stories to constitute a corpus should thus start at 

the time when the genre in Portuguese literary history reached its maturity, i.e. at the time of 

Realism and Naturalism. Furthermore, the selection of fiction to be studied requires that the 

narrative take place at so-called peak moments. This means that at times when the publication 

of short stories forced criticism to philosophize on the nature of the genre. This happened 
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during the period of Second Modernism and at the turn of the millennium. For a further 

selection, anthologies were brought in because these supposedly both purport a canon and 

shape the genological competence of the reader. They do so especially in Portugal where 

criticism dealing with the nature of the genre is a rather minimalistic practice. 

 Having obtained a rather restricted corpus of fifteen short stories, French inspired 

narratology was brought in as it can be considered a compositor model which excludes the 

novel while at the same time offering a systematic body of narrative procedures and strategies 

for prose fiction analysis. Now that the heyday of narratology is over, it seemed nevertheless 

justifiable to work with this method as the story-discourse dichotomy is the hallmark of both 

Anglo-Saxon and German post-war short story criticism. At the same time a close reading of 

the selected corpus revealed the presence of an overt narrator something the model as 

developed by Genette had the capacity to explain. 

 The results of the analysis were significant enough to provide the sub-title for this 

dissertation, namely the poetics of intimacy, as all fictions showed a very clear and oftentimes 

desperate outreach to the reader. This outreach can happen in various ways, but one strong 

trend is the interiorization of the old communication scheme dating back to the days when the 

conto was not yet defined as moderno and literário. This means that within any given short 

fiction the original narrator recounts the word to the initial listener and then becomes the 

narratee of the story. His presence is evoked to side with the real time reader an intimacy 

enhancing strategy. This arquitextual armature seems especially strong at the peak moments 

and is the recurring sub-dominant in Portuguese short prose fiction. Neo-realist short fictions 

selected from another anthology used in a counter analysis showed quite different results. On 

the story-discourse level the shortness of the narrative in the Portuguese conto literário 

moderno was attained through ellipsis and summary which means that the story is longer than 

the discourse due to the type of action and the type of protagonist present in the short fictions 
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from the selected corpus. This can best be explained by repeating a citation from Chapter IV 

by Baldeshwiler: external action developed “syllogistically” through characters fabricated 

mainly to forward plot, culminating in a decisive ending that sometimes affords a universal 

insight, and expressed in the serviceably inconspicuous language of prose realism. 

 The results of the analysis also countered some of the common ideas scholars have 

proposed about the conto literário moderno in Portugal. The dominant feature, namely the 

poetics of intimacy contaminates such categories as narrated time, narrated space and the type 

of protagonist found in Portuguese short fiction. Space is not such a superfluous notion as 

some critics will have it and the protagonist is not a static or one dimensional character in the 

first place while narrated time is a metaphor for time of narration. The three categories 

constitute a tertium genus which can be read as a final metaphor on the genre itself: neither 

poetry nor novel. 
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 VI. Final Conclusion.  

 The present dissertation has treated both the short story as such and the specific case 

of the short story in Portuguese, the conto literário moderno or conto de autor. The study of 

continental Portuguese criticism has shown that it has been rather limited in quantity, in spite 

of the fact that the genre of the conto (literário moderno) is highly esteemed in Portuguese 

fiction studies. Two further points can be raised concerning Portuguese short story criticism. 

In the first place, the discovery that criticism turns into theoretical discourse concerning the 

nature, that is, the ontology of the genre at certain moments in time. Incidentally, these 

moments during which criticism shows a strong tendency and indeed, an insistence to 

establish a definition come about during periods showing a high degree of creative output. 

This very frequently results in the presentation of this output in short story anthologies, not 

infrequently in a covert attempt to renew the canon of existing “classic” short stories. 

 This has occurred very clearly at least three times in the course of Portuguese literary 

history. The first time was during the period conventionally described as Realism/Naturalism 

(i.e. last decades of the nineteenth century), when the genre entered into modernity. There is a 

second notable peak of creative output, both in the form of anthologies and accompanying 

criticism (which very often served as an introduction to the anthology), during the middle of 

the twentieth century, from the time of Second Modernism until well into the period of Neo-

Realism. Furthermore, a third period during which short story activity intensified along the 

lines described, took place around the turn of the Millennium. 

 Upon a close reading of the rather limited theoretical and critical literature in Portugal, 

and following a study of the critical distinction between genre and mode, the conclusion that 

Continental Portuguese short story criticism and theory had been under the spell of Anglo-

American short story theory becomes readily apparent. This influx of Anglo-American 

theoretical positions came to pass in two fundamental and different ways. It happened first 
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and foremost by the mediation of Latin-American theories and theorists, in particular, 

Brazilian (Massaud Moisés, for example), who in their turn had been influenced by the 

theories of E. A. Poe and his successors. Second, as a consequence of the powerful influence 

narratology has had in modern Portuguese Fiction studies (in the work of Carlos Reis and 

Saraiva Jesus, for example); in these studies, theorists relied heavily on later works of second 

wave short story criticism in the Anglo-American critical tradition (for instance, Bonheim and 

Pratt). However, this reliance on Anglo-American criticism carried over a fatal error, as it 

were: for Anglo-American criticism mistook genre for mode and ascribed a false universal 

nature to genre description, in part as a result of a retrospective illusion which represented 

Poe's critical writings on the short story as authoritative and complete. It was thus necessary 

to conduct an in depth study of Anglo-American short story criticism, which was the only 

tradition—with the notable exception of post-war German criticism—to have produced a 

number of successive generations, or waves, of short story criticism.  

 Concerning American theory, it can be said that from the middle of the nineteenth 

century until the beginning of the twentieth century, there has been a clear and recurrent effort 

to elevate the short story as a genre within the larger literary canon. This effort can also be 

viewed in terms of shifting the short story from a peripheral position within the canon toward 

a central position. During this epoch the now common genre label came into use: the “Short-

story,” a terme d’art, which subsumed and displaced every other existing term referring to 

short fiction. At the same time, a theoretical paradigm was in the process of becoming 

established: the short story—were it to be defined as a genre according to this paradigm—had 

to be defined in terms of a positive comparison to (lyrical) poetry and also in contrast to the 

novel. The contrastive practice was—in the particular context of the American situation—

initially negative in nature, but in the course of subsequent theoretical developments it 

became more or less value-neutral. This theoretical paradigm and its practice of genre 
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definition, which would have great influence in the tradition of short story theory and 

criticism was derived from the critical writings of E. A. Poe, who engendered this paradigm.  

 The ensuing years would see a period of degeneration in both the theory and practice 

of the short story, due in a large part to the proliferation of prescriptive poetics in the form of 

handbooks and manual and the large-scale production of formulaic short fiction during the 

latter years of the nineteenth century and the early years of the twentieth. Subsequently, the 

short story entered into a period of neglect, with little serious critical literature to be found. It 

was not until 1976 that we can see a serious revival of interest in the short story and a new 

beginning for short story criticism and theory as a discipline. In this so-called second wave of 

short story theory and criticism, we can see two distinct theoretical tendencies: first, a New 

Critical inspired text-immanent method of study (e.g. Charles E. May); second, a method 

oriented more toward the reader, in which the concept of closure figured prominently, and 

which was informed by the Aesthetics of Reception (e.g. Susan Lohafer). The end of the 

twentieth century saw the rise of the Poetics of Identity, which largely left the question of 

genre definition by the wayside, as if already answered by the rather desultory and recurrent 

definition: i.e. the short story is a form of short prose fiction which is deliberately constructed 

by the author to constitute a work of art. 

 Among the theoretical debates which took place during the second wave of short story 

criticism, it was important to take note of the polemical exchange between Charles May and 

Suzanne Ferguson concerning the distinction between genre and mode. The salient point here 

is the fact that this distinction proved difficult to clearly define. Here a paradoxical situation 

comes to light: critics had sought to develop a universal, a-historical definition of the concept 

and function of genre, while genres are actually historical, mutable and transient concepts (as 

opposed to literary modes). It is clear then, that only the simplest and broadest genre 

definition could meet the criteria of timeless universality imposed by the paradigm of Poe, for 
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greater specificity would run up against the historical nature of the genre. Consequently, it 

proved impossible to select a representative corpus of short stories so as to elaborate a more 

determinate definition of the genre. Moreover, the comparative method, also inherited from 

Poe, contributed to the impossibility of this task: the reference points for comparison or 

contrast were likewise historically contingent. The answer to any question of canon selection 

thus proved either impossible or entirely arbitrary.  

 Bringing these insights, drawn from the Anglo-American tradition of short story 

theory and criticism, to bear upon the Portuguese short story, while taking into account both 

the history of the Portuguese short story and the findings of genre pragmatics, it has not 

proved impossible to select an appropriate literary corpus for further analysis. In order to 

justifiably do so, it has been necessary to introduce a theoretical method drawn from an 

altogether different tradition: narratology. Specifically, Gérard Genette's model in Figures 

III—almost post-mortem—has been used, for it can be seen as a compositor model, 

concerned with prose as such, and it provides an inventory of useful analytical methods 

equally applicable to both short and long prose forms. It is thus possible to select a corpus for 

analysis drawn from contemporary anthologies, focused on fictions written during the 

aforementioned three peaks of literary production, the periods of Realism/Naturalism, Second 

Modernism and the turn of the Millennium. By drawing upon fictions included in respected 

anthologies, we may rightly consider this sample to consist solely of works considered as 

conto literário moderno, as publishers, editors and readers all agree that these works should 

be considered as such. 

 Narratological analysis has produced clear results concerning the specific strategies 

utilized most frequently by the fifteen writers selected, in order to enhance the “short” 

character of their fictions: techniques of deletion, summary, and acceleration. By contrast, the 

situation is different when analepsis is concerned; it became clear that internal analepsis is 
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curiously absent from all but one fiction (one which was not included in popular anthologies). 

External analepsis, however, is clearly present in virtually all of the selected fictions, 

demonstrating a clear difference between the Portuguese short story and the Anglo-American 

short story. In the Anglo-American tradition, the short story has been characterized by 

beginning in media res and flowing without interruption or hindrance toward its (open) 

ending. The presence of analepsis—whether internal or external—in the Portuguese short 

story suggests precisely the opposite. 

 This discovery alone is a strong indication that the results of a narratological analysis 

stood in opposition to existing Portuguese theory. If Portuguese critics have principally relied 

upon the results of Anglo-American research, this implies that there is a wide gap between 

theory and practice in Portuguese short fiction studies. There is something peculiar to the 

praxis of short fiction writing in Portuguese which renders Anglo-American theory 

inapplicable. The most prominent feature: that the original (oral) communication scheme of 

story-telling is internalized in the fiction, that is, both a narrator (homodiegetic or not) and 

narratee are present, almost bodily. The resulting strategy is one in which narrator and 

narratee exchange positions: the original narrator merely serves as a device to communicate 

the story to the reader. We have called this exchange between the narrator and narratee the 

poetics of intimacy, which is a characteristic feature of short stories from the aforementioned 

periods. This poetics of intimacy and the strategy of narrator-turned-into-narratee, does not 

occur in the same degree in fictions from outside the peaks, as was shown in a counter 

analysis of four neo-realist fictions.  

 Three specific categories have been consistently highlighted by Portuguese theorists: 

the protagonist, time and space. As a consequence of the poetics of intimacy, frequently 

taking the form of a confession, space is of considerable importance, for it must provide for 

the encounter, and often takes on the character of a borderland or a third, mediating entity 
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between narrator and narratee. Narrated time likewise takes on the character of a borderland, 

for periods of transition such as dusk, autumn, etc. figure prominently. Protagonists are hardly 

static, as traditional criticism has claimed, for they do in fact change according to a recurrent 

principle: they shift from somewhat less than real to hyper-real, as it were, and vice versa. 

 The results of the analysis, in terms of these three categories, helps account for the 

density of the short story and suggest a suitable metaphor for the place of the Portuguese short 

story as such. Inhabiting the interstices of space, time and reality as a third term, the 

Portuguese short story can likewise be seen as a tertium genus: between poetry and prose. 

From a more universal point of view it can be argued that given its interstitial nature, it was 

natural that the Poetics of Identity found the short story to be a particularly attractive genre. It 

was until recently a marginalized genre on the periphery of the literary canon, and with its ties 

to the oral tradition, the short story lent itself to appropriation by any identity group. As such, 

this tertium genus, the short story, was ripe for elevation within the hierarchy of genres and 

into a more privileged position within the literary canon—it is indeed between poetry and 

prose, but it is dependent upon neither for definition. 
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 Samenvatting in het Nederlands. 

 In de Portugese literatuurkritiek kreeg het moderne kortverhaal—o conto literário 

modern—een vooraanstaande plaats toegekend: tweede beste genre na de poëzie. Paradoxaal 

genoeg vindt men in diezelfde literatuurkritiek zelden een (grondige) beschrijving van de 

wezenskenmerken van het genre. Bij nader inzien komen dergelijke pogingen tot definitie wel 

voor, maar dan wel op geprivilegieerde momenten in de literatuurgeschiedenis: tijdens de 

laatste decennia van de negentiende eeuw (wanneer het genre tot volle wasdom komt), tijdens 

de middeljaren van de twintigste eeuw (wanneer de grote vertellers het woord hebben) en—

meer recentelijk—rond het begin van het nieuwe millennium. Wat opvalt, is dat in deze 

periodes van zowel creatieve output en daaraan gerelateerde kritische bedrijvigheid ook 

nieuwe kortverhaalanthologieën verschijnen, al dan niet met de intentie de canon te 

vernieuwen. 

 Een tweede belangrijke constatering is dat wanneer de Portugese literatuurkritiek het 

genre wil definiëren, dit vrijwel altijd gebeurt op basis van bestaande Amerikaanse theorieën 

die infiltreren via de Latijns-Amerikaanse kortverhaalkritiek, in het bijzonder de Braziliaanse 

(Moisés) en/of via de narratologische studies (Pratt en Bonheim). De sterke influx van de 

Short story theory hoeft overigens geen verwondering: met uitzondering van een substantiële, 

maar zeer tijdelijke bijdrage van de Duitse naoorlogse kritiek, is de studie naar de aard van het 

kortverhaal een bij uitstek Amerikaanse bedrijvigheid. De status questionis moest zich dan 

ook noodzakelijkerwijs verplaatsen van Portugal naar Amerika.  

 Een grondige studie van de Amerikaanse kortverhaalkritiek leidde tot een 

verbijsterende conclusie. Short story studies, een discipline die sinds 1976—de publicatie van 

Short Story Theories van Charles May—streeft naar een definitie van het korte vertellen, 

kwam in haar vaak frenetische poging tot definiëren niet veel verder dan: “het kortverhaal is 

een door een auteur bewust gecreëerde fictie in proza die kort is.” De oorzaak van dit 
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ontgoochelend resultaat vindt haar oorsprong in een strak omlijnd paradigma dat tijdloosheid 

vooropstelde, terwijl genre—zo wil het de moderne literatuurwetenschap—een historisch 

bepaald concept is. Het kortverhaal werd (en wordt) vergeleken met poëzie en gecontrasteerd 

met de roman, zonder echter te bepalen welk type roman of welke soort van poëzie. Deze 

werkwijze gaat in essentie terug op drie publicaties van E.A Poe, die zijn eigen kritische 

geschriften tot theorie wist te verheffen door gelijktijdig de intentio autoris, operis en lectoris 

(termen van Umberto Eco) te benadrukken. In die zin voorspelde Poe de toekomstige evolutie 

van de literatuurkritiek en bleef zijn methodiek overeind zowel tijdens New Critisim (intentio 

operis) als tijdens Reader-Response Criticism (intentio lectoris). Poe’s invloed zou maar 

langzaam verdwijnen, met name, door de komst van de poëtica’s van de identiteit. 

 De bijna onverklaarbare afwezigheid van een grondige voorstudie betreffende genre, 

subgenre en modus als mediërende categorieën tussen het individuele kortverhaal en literatuur 

alsdusdanig, heeft ertoe geleid dat bij het streven naar een definitie, het historische en 

vergankelijke karaker dat het begrip “genre” uitademt, werd veronachtzaamd. De tijdloze en 

bij gevolg zeer minimalistische definitie is het resultaat van een theoretische reflectie—met 

een fatal error—en niet van een concreet en corpus gericht onderzoek. De samenstelling van 

een representatief corpus werd overigens niet alleen onmogelijk gemaakt door de 

universaliteit van de a priori definitie, maar tevens ook door de omslachtigheid die een 

vergelijking van kortverhalen en romans met zich brengt.  

 Voor het in deze verhandeling gepresenteerde corpusgebaseerde onderzoek, werden in 

eerste instantie vijftien kortverhalen geselecteerd uit recent verschenen Portugese 

anthologieën, maar die dateren uit de drie al eerder vermelde periodes. Uit een narratologische 

analyse, bleek dat het moderne Portugese kortverhaal zich structuurgewijs laat omschrijven 

als “een poëtica van de intimiteit.” Bijna altijd is er een eerste verteller die het woord geeft 

aan de initiële luisteraar. Deze wordt op zijn beurt de echte verteller en de eerste verteller 
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neemt de rol over van luisteraar die hij als het ware doorgeeft aan de lezer. Daarnaast waren 

de te verwachten strategieën aanwezig: uitsparing, afwezigheid van pauzes, maar ook—

verrassend, en in tegenstelling tot wat bestaande poëtica’s verkondigen—retroversie 

(analepsis). De bijzonder eenduidige resultaten wekten de nodige argwaan, dermate zelfs, dat 

over werd gegaan tot een tegenanalyse van vier geanthologiseerde kortverhalen uit een 

stroming (neorealisme) die niet tot de al vermelde hoogtepunten behoorde. Het relatief 

afwijkend resultaat, liet toe te concluderen dat een genre niet alleen afhankelijk is van de 

literaire stroming, maar dat het, ongeacht de literaire stroming, op bepaalde momenten in de 

moderne literatuurgeschiedenis zijn wezenskenmerken beter laat zien dan op andere. 

 De interpretatie van de narratologische analyse liet ook toe sterk te twijfelen aan de 

bestaande beschrijving in de Portugese kortverhaaltheorie van drie centrale concepten: 

personage, vertelde tijd en ruimte. Het resultaat van de eigen analyse strookte niet met de 

beschrijvingen uit de Portugese kortverhaaltheorie. Tevens werd het ook mogelijk—via 

diezelfde eerder genoemde interpretatie—aan te tonen dat het kortverhaal, als resultaat van 

een horizontale verdichting, wezenskenmerken gemeen heeft met proza en met de poëzie, 

zonder dat deze echt noodzakelijk zijn als vergelijkingspunt om het conto literário moderno 

te definiëren. 
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Appendix I. A German Lesson in Genre Description. 

 

In Germany, during the years following the end of the Second World War, a rather 

extensive body of criticism had been developed on the Kurzgeschichte, the German variant of 

the Anglo-American short story (a strain of short fiction in its own right). Although the 

importance and influence of German short story criticism in Anglo-Saxon and in Portuguese 

criticism remains virtually non-existent, there are at least two good reasons to discuss its 

principal theoretical contributions. In the first place, a brief study of German criticism 

confirms the hypothesis that Anglo-American criticism had indeed remained under the spell 

of the authority of Poe’s original writings, to the extent that not only has it been impossible, 

but that this impossibility and the consequent failure to break away from the paradigm 

established by Poe and Matthews has signified a setback, or even a barricade, to the 

advancement of genre study. Even in instances in which German theory has been very much 

influenced by American criticism, including even those dating back to first generation short 

story criticism, not to mention by the example set by the American short story (Hemingway 

and Faulkner), German criticism rarely, if ever, relies on the novel-short story dichotomy as a 

central method used to distil a set of defining features of the Kurzgeschichte. Additionally, the 

favourable comparison with poetry is, correlatively, rather restricted to a few lines aiming to 

provide textual “dress up,” rather than to establish or provide an explanation for the ontology 

or epistemology of the genre.  

The paradigm in question, or theoretical armature within and according to which the 

short story had been defined in comparison with the lyric and in contrast to the novel is, in 

light of post-war German Kurzgeschichte criticism, revealed as an illusion that had been 

produced and maintained by short story critics themselves. It is beyond doubt that this is so, at 

least in part, as a result of the organic force immanent in Poe’s writings. And yet there are 

more differences in play than this one. American short story scholars, in contrast to the 

Germans, have only European forebears to draw upon when writing short fiction. These were, 

with few exceptions, texts written in another language, on another continent and in another 

cultural context (German and French); thus they were difficult to access and transpose. This is 

and was not the case in Germany, where the newly emergent Kurzgeschichte could readily 

rely and draw upon differences from the nineteenth century novella; critical literature could 

mobilize and apply theoretical writings written on the Novella, which had surged in number 

during the second half of the nineteenth century, some of which has intentionally been 
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discussed during the first chapter. As the novella had been debated quite extensively, students, 

writers, and theorists of the Kurzgeschichte could both indicate the discontinuities between it 

and the nineteenth century Novella and also sense the affinities, all while remaining within the 

uncontaminated class of short fiction as such. This is a first and very important indication that 

the study of genre generally follows a historically contingent trajectory. 

The second and more important reason to include German short story criticism here, if 

only briefly, concerns that which follows. Various sections in the dissertation, especially in 

Chapter IV, should suffice to clearly demonstrate within Anglo-American criticism that the 

problematic attempt to characterize the short story as either a specific genre or exemplifying a 

particular discursive mode was, first of all, one of the theoretical impasses which prohibited 

the establishment of a corpus for study, and, second, the distinction between genre and mode 

is hardly clear. But it was neither the sole nor primary cause of this remarkable absence; 

further, it has been precisely the traditional opposition to the novel that played a greater role. 

As the work of Bonheim has shown, it is a quite cumbersome task to collect an adequate 

sample both of novels and short stories for analysis. Furthermore, in addition to three 

interrelated practical questions, “what type of novels?”, “What type of short stories?”, 

“Compare them on the basis of what?” There remains a fundamental, theoretical question 

hovering on the horizon: is the novel truly necessary in order to discuss the short story as a 

genre? M. L. Pratt in her previously cited article, “The Short Story, the Long and the Short of 

it” has responded in the negative. Pratt contends: 

Characteristically in short story criticism, the short story is conceived as an 

autonomous genre, and the novel and the lyric are brought into the picture 

simply as a rhetorical means for highlighting its particularities. Nothing about 

the novel is really needed to explain the short story. (96)  

Pratt then however, rapidly brings in elements of structuralism as a deus ex machina, 

to assert that genres are never autonomous but that they are always defined within a system of 

genres with respect to each other. Pratt further rather unconvincingly adds:  

The statements relating the short story to novel and lyric are thus not gratuitous 

or simply rhetorical, though one understands why defenders of the short story 

might want to see them thus. Any attempt to describe a genre must make 

reference to other genres. But this does not mean relations between genres have 

to be symmetrical. (97) 

Pratt goes on to explore this so-called “highly asymmetrical” relationship between the 

novel and the short story. In eight propositions that she makes, which partially have been 
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subject to scrutiny in an earlier part of chapter IV, however overtly or covertly, Pratt makes 

skilfully use of the history of both genres without openly admitting her method, which can 

hardly be called “structuralism” sang-pur.  

Post-war criticism in Germany, as has been noted, did not need the novel as a point of 

reference, for these theorists could both draw upon the tradition of the Novella and upon the 

pertinent theoretical literature on the Novella. Upon examining a representative sample of 

critical articles from post-war Germany, a remarkably unified picture as to short story or 

Kurzgeschichte theory readily emerges. German theorists therefore achieved that for which 

American theory had striven, a robust, unitary definition of the short story, by virtue of a 

number of specific historical factors: the unified social, cultural and philosophical outlook of a 

defeated country lying amidst the ruins of war, the invasion of the Allied Powers, and the 

collective guilt and shame of the atrocities committed in the name of Germany by the Nazi 

regime (1933-1945).  

The unified picture that may be apprehended in a restricted time-period (1949-1965) 

gives yet another indication that one must necessarily account for historicity in order to 

successfully describe any genre or subgenre. Reviewing German Kurzgeschichte criticism, 

one gradually becomes aware of a certain scepticism regarding the possibility of defining the 

post-war Kurzgeschichte which creeps into critical and theoretical writings. The dates chosen 

to delimit a historical period, 1949 and 1965, are rather arbitrary, however, the rationale 

behind the selection of these dates will presently become apparent. 

On the one hand, in 1949 Wolfgang Weyrauch published Tausend Gramm, which 

constitutes the first collection of post-war German short stories, or Kurzgeschichten as the 

genre will later be called. This anthology contains the now famous, particularly so within the 

milieu of Kurzgschichte criticism, “Nachwort” (postscript), which put on display the first 

signs of a new and distinct genre coming into being. On the other hand, in 1962 two critics, 

namely Hans Bender and Walter Höllerer, both published articles in Akzente, Zeitschrift für 

Dichtung, both of which bore the same and quite significant title, “Zur Definition der 

Kurzgeschichte.” These were two articles which sought after a definition of the genre, which 

could also be read as a summation of the state of affairs to which previous developments in 

post-war criticism had led. The venue chosen for publication, namely the magazine Akzente, 

was not at all without significance. The magazine was actually the continuation to the 

magazine Story, which had introduced the Kurzgeschichte, as well as the short story 

(Hemingway, Wolf and Faulkner), in Germany following the Second World War. Later, in 

1965, Kurt Kusenberg would raise strong doubts as to the possibility of a conclusive 
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definition, relegating any certainty to be found in the study of the Kurzgeschichte solely to a 

pattern in its deep structure which he calls the Grundfigur. Between these two symbolic dates 

(1949 and 1965) lies a period, more than a decade in length during which a vast production of 

Kurzgeschichten took place. According to numerous critics at the time, no other genre could 

take root and flower and still take into account the disastrous situation. In retrospect and on a 

rather different note, these years were one of the most fertile periods in the history of short 

story writing and criticism in western literary history. 

If Weyrauch’s anthology and his comment at the end of the collection, Tausend 

Gramm, form the basis for that which was to come later, the diptych presented by Höllerer 

and Bender can be considered as a movement of theoretical closure. Kurt Kusenberg’s article 

on the other hand is the coda, a cautionary tale to any attempt to define. Indeed, during the 

second half of the sixties, and progressing more rapidly from the seventies onward, the 

Kurzgeschichte would gradually fade out of the limelight of German literary practices. For, 

while the Wirtschaftswunder restored democracy and returned the historical-social situation to 

a relatively normal state—at least within the then Federal Republic—at the same time 

consumer capitalism would, in this changed context, generate other forms of culture and 

writing. Desperate attempts on the part of significant short story writers as Siegfried Lenz and 

Nobel Prize winner, Heinrich Böll, to re-animate the ailing short story would fail—badly. 

This vast and high flown literary output triggered a vast outpouring of criticism or, 

rather, a critical assessment which accompanied this sudden flowering of short fiction. 

Therefore, for the present purposes, a selection had to be made such that only those articles in 

which the very nature of the genre is questioned have been included. Additionally, the 

selection has been limited to critical and scholarly articles published during the particular 

historical period, excluding all later secondary literature. 

Returning now to the Wolfgang Weyrauch’s “Nachwort,” it does not, as one might 

expect, explicitly discuss the Kurzgeschichte as such. Rather, this piece is directed more 

toward the author who would write such stories, as well as the conditions under which the 

short story writer must work as a member of the Heimkeher Generation, as opposed to the 

disinterested critic-theorist concerned with defining the genre and its poetics. Weyrauch calls 

this particular writer, one returning home after the war, the Kahlschlagwriter. The metaphor 

Kahlschlag refers to a situation of what is left when a thick tree trunk has been cut, which is to 

say, in other words, to a catastrophic ruination. For literature, this means having to start ab 

ovo, even to the extent of inventing a new language, one in which words, idioms and 

collocations are to be freed of connotations referring to Nazi propaganda. 
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As Weyrauch himself articulates this situation, the “Kahlschläger fangen in Sprache, 

Substanz und Konzeption, von vorn an . . . ganz von vorn, bei der Addition der Teile und 

Teilchen der Handlung, beim ABC der Sätze und Wortes . . .” (214). As a way of writing, the 

method of making an inventory of what is left over after the carnage is important. Weyrauch 

asserts that in this situation of total loss, after decades of bald-faced (ideological) lies, truth 

plays an important role. It, moreover, has a specific meaning for the Kahlschläger for they are 

very well aware of the fact that “. . . dem neuen Anfang der Prosa in unserem Land, allein die 

Methode und die Intention des Pioniers angemessen sind. Die Methode der Bestandaufnahme. 

Die Intention der Wahrheit” (216). This is why Kahlschläger can only write of what and how 

they see, but not at all about what was or about what might be. They can do nothing but 

describe reality, not so much like photographers, but rather more like surgeons, equipped with 

X-ray vision instead of machines. The metaphor Weyrauch uses is that of a bird of prey which 

circles continuously until prey is spotted, upon sight of which the bird swoops in for the kill at 

an impossible velocity: “Sie kreisen und kreisen, immer enger und schneller fliegend, und 

dann stürzen sie sich auf die Beute, das Ergebnis, den Akzent, das Fragezeichen herab.” (218) 

The penultimate word here, Fragezeichen, the question mark, is already an indication 

of a short story poetics to come. As critics will emphasize time and again, the fundamental 

function of the Kurzgeschichte is to raise questions with its themes and through its structure, 

not to give answers. Structurally speaking, this leads to an open-ended short story. 

At this very early stage in Post-war Kurzgeschichte production, and curious as it may 

seem, the first attempt to discuss the nature of the new genre appeared in negative terms. In a 

book review, the Süddeutsche Zeitung of the same year (1949), writer and critic Elisabeth 

Langgässer attacked Weyrauch’s idea of the Kahlschlag author and the type of fictions 

constituting the anthology Tausend Gramm. For the short story scholar familiar with the 

frequently harsh criticism levelled against the short stories coming out of the handbook 

schools in the first decades of the twentieth century, Langgässer’s criticism will sound 

remarkably familiar. According to Langgässer, post-war German short stories had been 

steeped in repetitious mediocrity, like tea in lukewarm water. They are all written according to 

the same structure which Langgässer scornfully denotes, making use of a pleonasm to 

highlight the repetition of the same, “Klisschierte Schablone” (14). Langgässer attacked those 

publishers and writers who would profit from the spirit and the poetics of the Age. The first 

structural description of the nature of the post war German short story was thus one painted in 

negative terms and it was published in a newspaper. Could it be more any appropriate than 

this, given the history of the short story? 
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What Langgässer criticizes is the interchangeability of the German short story. She 

states this critique as follows: 

Der Leser stellt fest: das erste Symptom dieser Art Kurzgeschichten ist ihre 

Vertauschbarkeit. Das zweite, nicht weniger deutlich und fast schrecklicher als 

das erste, ist ihre Sprachlosigkeit. Weil das Personsein aller dieser Menschen 

gründlich amputiert ist, ist es auch ihre Sprache. . . . Sprache, Person und Geist 

sind nicht voneinander zutrennen; wo der Geist verkümmert, verdorrt die 

Sprache und mit ihr die Person. (14) 

The most painful word used by Langässer is amputation, a word, beyond doubt, not 

without any significance in Germany in the forties and fifties. According to her account, in 

short stories, characters, structure and language, like the bodies of many homecoming 

soldiers, have been amputated. What Langgässer means is that most Kurzgeschichten are all 

middle, no exposition no closure just as when legs and arms are amputated and only the torso, 

head and neck is left to the quadriplegic amputee. What she also criticizes is the over 

simplified language, in which most of the short stories were written: 

Ich weiß nur noch, dass alle diese Geschichten in eines graues diffuses Licht 

gehüllt und unspezifisch sind: wenn ein Mann auftaucht und zu sprechen 

anfängt, lässt er aus, was man eigentlich wissen müsste, um seinen Schmerz zu 

verstehen; und weil der Kurzgeschichtenerzähler wahrscheinlich einmal gehört 

hat, dass die Kunst ein dauerndes Weglassen ist, lässt er nicht nur da 

Überflüssige fort, sondern zuletzt auch die Kunst. Er vollzieht eine Amputation 

der Personen, bei der von ihnen nichts übrig bleibt als Rumpf und Eingeweide; 

Mann ist Mann, und was sonst noch gefällig ist, mag der Leser selber 

montieren. (13) 

Thus, according to Langgässer, the short stories contained in Tausend Gramm are all 

middle: they have neither beginning nor end. The characters’ language is under the spell of 

deletion. This process of deletion, says Langgässer is a dangerous one for oftentimes not only 

the superfluous is deleted, but so is the essential and finally art as such is deleted. 

Leaping over almost ten years of sparse and occasional short story criticism of mere 

book review, we might indicate Hermann Pongs as the first critic who turned Langgässer’s 

negative criticism into a positive critical and carefully descriptive discourse on the 

Kurzgeschichte. In his article “Die Anekdote als Kurzform zwisschen Kalendergeschichte und 

Kurzgeschichte,” Pongs, first of all, gives a detailed historical overview of the evolution of 

German pre- and post-war short fiction. From this overview, Pongs draws the conclusion that 
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it is rather difficult to draw clear dividing lines between the subgenres of short fiction. 

Reading Pong’s contribution from the wider perspective of short story studies one cannot help 

but remember certain phrases from Brander Matthews’ The Philosophy of the Short-story, 

wherein he, as has already been shown, tried to distinguish between the Short-story and the 

short story and between the Short-Story and the Sketch and the vers de societé. 

Contrasting the Kurzgeschichte with the Anekdote, Pongs nevertheless encounters 

some distinctive features which specifically apply only to the Kurzgeschichte. The most 

prominent one is that the Kurzgeschichte, contrary to the Anekdote has an open ending. This 

statement is quite in line with what one could read in Langgässer’s “amputated body” and 

Weyrauch’s “question mark,” almost ten years earlier. As was noted in Chapter I, the Novella 

was the most prestigious form of short prose fiction in nineteenth century Germany, and that 

German post-war critics will very often rely on the Novella structure to better understand and 

explain the Kurzgeschichte. For Pongs, the primary difference between the Novella and 

Kurzgeschichte is that the latter is more capable of expressing the Angst, alienation and terror 

as a cultural outcome of the Second World War. Focusing on the protagonist in both short 

fiction forms, Pongs comes to the conclusion that in the Kurzgeschichte real heroes have 

disappeared. Characters in the Kurzgeschichte are predominantly suffering antiheroes, 

belonging to the class of ordinary people. 

In keiner gelingt eine Art Novellenschickal, das ins symbolische, schließt. 

Überforderung von innen, Gericht von außen her überstürzen den Menschen, 

liefern ihn wehrlos dem Grauen aus. . . . Nur Kurzgeschichten beleuchten 

noch, wie überall das Grauen hineindrängt. (15) 

Trying then to further refine what he had found so far in his attempt towards a 

definition of the Kurzgeschichte, Pongs brings in Borchert’s Skizzen (Skizze = sketch) and 

Augenblicksbilder (momentary image, fleeting image) but also Berthold Brecht’s 

Kalendergeschichten. He readily admits being unable to fully distinguish and that there are 

both overlapping and contrasts between these types of short prose fiction, suggesting, without 

explicitly saying so, a family type relationship between the three. 

Anekdote, Kalendergeschichte und Kurzgeschichte sind drei einfache Formen, 

deutlich von einander abgrenzbar und jede auf ihnen eigenem Ursprung zurück 

zufuhren. Als einfache Formen sind sie zeitlos, stellen sich immer wieder her. 

Die Anekdote um den kern einer Persönlichkeit; die Kalendergeschichte um die 

Einfalt der Volksseele, ihre ehrfürchtige Weltoffenheit; die Kurzgeschichte um 

das Schockhafte Grauen, wie es den wehrlosen Einzelnen von den wilden 
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Zufällen eines Menschenzeitalters überkommt.” (20) 

Before discussing other critics with similar views of Pongs’ it is perhaps worthwhile 

here to draw a first preliminary conclusion. Critic Pongs is well aware of the difficulty 

inherent in drawing neat dividing-lines between the subgenres short prose fiction. Pongs has 

also introduced history as an essential component in the study of genre and finally, using 

André Jolles’ Einfache Formen, be it in a doubtful and curious way. Pongs then concludes that 

short fictions have a basic deep structure which is given content in accordance with the epoch 

in which they are written. On the typical trait for the Kurzgeschichte namely terror and Angst, 

Pongs further comes back by stating: 

Drei markante Typen traten uns entgegen in begrenzten deutschen Bereich: das 

Grauen als Schatten,den die Überforderung Charaktere wirft, unter vererbtem 

Pflichtgefühl; das vom Urgrauen durchgeschütterte Leidengesicht der den 

zweiten Weltkrieg verhafteten Generation und das Grauen, als gereicht an der 

bürgerlichen Welt schlechthin. (20) 

In Pongs’ essay, the Novella was used only marginally to define the Kurzgeschichte. 

Helmut Motekat, however, in his contribution: “Gedanken zur Kurzgeschichte, mit einer 

Interpretation der Kurzgeschichte‚ So ein Rummel” von Heinrich Böll,’” clearly and without 

hesitation capitalizes on the opposition Novella vs. Kurzgeschichte. Motekat strongly believes 

in a subgenre of prose which has certain qualities and or properties and which can be called 

Kurzgeschichte. Once again, like Brander Matthews, Motekat contends that within a larger 

category of stories which are short (Kurze Geschichten) it is not impossible to detect a specific 

subset that could be called Kurzgeschichten (Short-stories, in Matthews’ terminology). 

Motekat then sets out to explore what he calls the “Kurzgeschichte in ihren Deutschen 

Aussprägung”(20), from the very beginning restricting his study to only German short stories 

(from the post-war period, as we can understand from reading his article). Motekat’s particular 

poetics of the Kurzgeschichte consists of a series of steps, or rather, interlocking building 

blocks of characteristics which follow logically one upon the other, other using two Novella 

theories as a backdrop, namely Heysse’s Wendepunkttheorie and Goethe’s one line definition: 

“eine sich ereignete unerhörte Begenheit.” Relying then on Goethe’s open definition, Motekat 

says that the Kurzgeschichte in the forties and fifties brings out only the Begebenheit, 

excluding the developmental plot construction process. His method is a very ingenious one, as 

each and every characteristic he singles out naturally leads further to the next, to the extent 

that this chain of features leads to a definition. As said, his point of departure is the novella 

and more specifically the Goethe one-liner. If in the Novella then was about “eine sich 
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ereignete unerhörte Begebenheit,” in the short story there is only “eine Begenheit” tout court. 

No extras, no details regarding the question of “how?”: 

Legt man diese Auffassung der Novelle zugrunde, so gestaltet die 

Kurzgeschichte im Unterschied zu ihr gewissermaßen nur die “sich ereignete 

Begebenheit” ohne Hinführung, ohne Schlussfolgerungen und ohne irgendwie 

geartetes erklärendes oder ausschmücken des Beiwerk. Die Erzählung blendet 

sich ein in das lebendige, gelebte und erlebte Leben im Augenblick der “sich 

ereigneten Begebenheit.” (27) 

The short story thus immediately concentrates on the event itself and immediately knows 

how to achieve suspense and the peak of action. It means the scheme from Heysse is 

completely effaced: 

Das verlangt äußerste Konzentration auf das Geschehen selbst: seine 

Durchleuchtung unter dem geeigneten Aspekt, rascheste Einführung in die 

Geschehenssituation, schnellste Erzeichnung des Höhepunktes und der 

äußersten Spannung. (27) 

This is only possible on condition that the correct word is chosen, a particular way of telling 

the story and Raffung (28). Raffung refers to deletion (cp Langgässer’s complaint) and in 

classical narratological terms it signifies that the basic narrative strategy behind the structure 

of the Kurzgeschichte consists in deleting narrative information pertaining to the story level, 

while the story is being transposed through the writing process onto the level of discourse. 

If one observes well the contrast Kurzgeschichte-Novella and studies the composition 

of modern short fiction, writes Motekat, it becomes clear that the short story is still very close 

in character to the journal article. Like an article in a journal, the short story tries to rapidly 

penetrate to the essence of things and describes the situation as economically as possible (cp. 

Weyrauch’s bird of prey). In the same sense, the short story writer is very much a 

spokesperson of the epoch in which he lives and of the prevailing Zeitgeist. Using Heinrich 

Böll’s short story “So ein Rummel,” Motekat seizes the possibility to further discuss the short 

story as a genre in post-war Germany. The characteristics Motekat detects in Böll’s short 

fiction were also mentioned, albeit at times with different words, by Langgässer and by Pongs. 

The short story begins in medias res and poses questions regarding the meaning and 

significance of an ordinary event taken out of the daily life of just any person (128). The 

question (cp. Weyrauch and Langgässer) is again more important then the solution, leading up 

to the claim that the Kurzgeschichte is a fiction with an open ending, a writerly text. 

Ruth Lorbe in 1957 brought a fully fledged analysis, by means of strategies of 
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comparison and contrast, of five short prose fiction subgenres: Kurzgeschichte, Anekdote, 

Skizze, Kalendergeschichte and lyrical prose. Before focusing on the result of Lorbe’ 

undertaking, it is perhaps here the best possible place to note one of the major drawbacks in 

German genre theory. Just like American theorists on the short story also in Germany, rather 

more aware of the functioning and nature of the concept genre, none of the critics discussed 

and those which will presently be discussed has made a serious attempt to come up with a 

corpus of texts to substantiate their theories. What is said on the nature of the post-war 

Kurzgeschichte is the result of a personal reading experience and of theoretical comparison, 

e.g. the novella and the Kurzgeschichte. Lorbe’s rather interesting study is no exception to that 

general rule.  

In “Die Deutsche Kurzgeschichte der Jahrhundertmitte,” Lorbe departs from the 

observation that the German post-war short story and probably just any modern short story 

lives by the grace of the momentary or instantaneous. The main feature of the Kurzgeschichte 

contrary to the other theoretically discussed subgenres of short prose fiction in her study, is in 

uniting in the now moment lived or experienced by the main protagonist. In this now moment 

past and present experiences of a different kind and of different periods in time, merge in the 

mind of the head character. Such a procedure obviously excludes a linear plot development in 

the short story and predicts an open ending, or, perhaps, lack of conflict resolution at the end 

of the story. This is what we now call lack of closure, and according to Lorbe this very lack 

invites the reader re-read the story once again: 

Im Gegensatz zu der Erzählung und zur Anekdote ist die Kurzgeschichte nicht 

in sich geschlossen, sondern sowohl über ihren Anfang und über ihr Ende 

hinaus offen. Sie gibt kein abgeschlossenes Ereignis und keine festgelegte 

Moral, sondern sie setzt den Leser in Bewegung, ist ein Hinweisezeichen . . . . 

(38) 

Other than this main feature affecting the total construction of the Kurzgeschichte, 

Lorbe is further convinced that short stories come into being or get their shape and their 

character due to hidden and latent contrasts in the short story. Lorbe calls it “Ja und nein” in 

spanning [a latent tension between yes and no] (my translation). 

Neither the great events and important happenings nor heroic themes are at the centre 

of attention as had been the case in the Novella in the 19th century. Instead, the German post-

war Kurzgeschichte offers a place to what is insignificant and not important, at least on the 

face of it. The apparently trivial event and the unimportant nameless men and women, become 

the most important aspect of the Kurzgeschichte (38). Lorbe’s essay—at times—is 
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reminiscent of those short story theorists, especially Frank O’ Connor who by stressing the 

importance of the characters walking on the fringes of society has made a major contribution 

to push it further to the centre of the canon. 

Aside from this attention to common life of ordinary people, also style plays a most 

important role in Lorbe’s genre concept. Words, Phrases and collocations are, just like the 

protagonists who utter them, ripped away from their natural surroundings and cut off from 

their daily routine business, ordinary discourse foregrounded as artistry. It is exactly this 

stylistic procedure which Lorbe calls, remembering Weyrauch, wirkliche Wirklichkeit. (Real 

reality)—i.e. reality freed from the cliché by over exposure and linguistically purified. Lorbe 

writes: 

Ähnlich wie die Einzelgegenstände, so bekommen auch die einzelne Worte, 

Wendungen und Gesten in der Kurzgeschichte besonderes Gewicht. Auch sie 

treten aus den Alltäglichen, sie treten dem Leser neu und ummittelbar 

gegenüber und erzeugen so jene wirkliche Wirklichkeit auf die es die 

Kurzgeschichte anlegt. (38) 

In its totality, the just discussed concept is called Untertreibung, (downplaying, 

understatement) the negative correlate of exaggeration. Not that which is important is being 

discussed, but the apparently unimportant—the ordinary, the trivial, the banal- creating for the 

reader a feeling of wonderment and estrangement, at its best (or worst) a sense of 

alienation.This means, once again, that the short story at least the post-war Kurzgeschichte 

starts in medias res and has no resolution. Questioning without answering, by lifting the daily 

routine event and ordinary character out of its natural and unimportant and uninteresting 

course of events is the Kurzgeschichte’s most prominent asset. 

Immediately after her logically constructed definition Lorbe seems to suggest that her 

definition is a basic pattern leaving possibilities for variation in literary practice. Here, Lorbe 

proposes of a tripartite sub-categorisation. A first type of short story occurs when the 

Kurzgeschichte is restricted to one significant moment: the so called now moment in the life 

of a character. From the way then in which Lorbe writes about this sub type we can easily 

derive that she is actually dealing with a concept rather well known in Anglo-Saxon criticism 

namely; the epiphany short story. This is: when an insignificant moment in the life of the 

protagonist starts illuminating suddenly and unexpectedly the hidden reality behind the 

observable reality. This particular type of short story, often seen as the real modern short story 

initiated by Anton Chekhov and completed by James Joyce and Katherine Mansfield, and 

very often confused with the modernistic short story, is only one type in Lorbe’s vision. 
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The second type which can be detected in the Kurzgeschichte production in the forties 

and fifties of the former century in Germany, according to Lorbe is the mosaic-like short 

story. In essence this boils down to the juxtaposition of various and different moments from 

the life of the main protagonist which come together in the moment with which the short story 

deals. It is, just like the first type an action-less, plot-less type of short story made up of 

disparaging pieces of memory. The now moment in which nothing happens, i.e. no progress in 

real time, consists thus of short chunks of stream of consciousness representing time in mind. 

It is this juxtaposition of chunks of time from different periods in the life of a character which 

will generate new meaning. 

A third type Lorbe that takes into consideration is parable-like short story. Contrary to 

the former two, here plot consists of outward action but the anecdotal is to be read and 

interpreted as the symbolical (e.g. Kafka) (54). Lorbe, just like Motekat and Pongs discovered 

both similarities and contrasts between the just defined Kurzgeschichte with its threefold 

variation and other short forms of fiction such as Anekdote, Skizze and lyrical prose but Lorbe 

here does not really develop a theory. 

Finally, and this was quite new in German Kurzgeschichte theory, Lorbe draws 

attention to yet another further subdivision based on quantity. Besides the Kurzgeschichte says 

Lorbe, one can also find the Kürzestgeschichte (short short story).This subject matter was 

discussed in chapter one when dealing with genre labels. It must also be mentioned here that 

as discussed in the footnote on the cultural debate between endogenous Kurzgeschichte and 

imported short story, that as time went by the American short story and American short story 

criticism started percolating down in the German theory. This subdivision Lorbe talks about, 

is such an example. 

The growing awareness of American theory is also a contributing factor to scepticism, 

critical scepticism that is, as to the possibility to define the short story. This feeling obviously 

coincides with the fact that the days of the bloom of the post-war Kurzgeschichte were 

drawing to a close. The first real signs and clear signs at that, of such scepticism can be found 

in an article written by critic Doderer. In his contribution “Die Kurzgeschichte als Literarische 

Form” Doderer follows the same trail as Pongs, Motekat and Lorbe, although very clearly 

stating right at the start in his introductory lines, that defining the short story is an impossible 

undertaking. His motivation, in the first half of the sixties, is that the evolution of the German 

post-war short story is still under way. The development is not yet over. However stating this, 

means as much as to say that the short story is no longer what it was at the time of Weyrauch 

and Langgässer. And, continues Doderer, only at the end of a trend or a period of time can 
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critics, with hindsight, define a genre (93). By this statement Doderer articulates one of the 

most modern acquisitions in genre theory, namely that genre is a historical and closed class. 

As mentioned earlier, Doderer must have sensed that the bloom was gone in the German short 

story and probably due to this sentiment, Doderer more outspokenly than his contemporaries 

bets on the historical nature of the genre without condemning the notion genre as such. This is 

a great difference from the American concept of genre where it almost always was considered 

a universal and timeless notion. 

The scepticism Doderer’s critical text exhibits, as said, do not withhold the critic from 

trying to go beyond the individual short story. Doderer does so, like most of his 

contemporaries by compiling a list of distinctive features in as far as these contribute to the 

larger picture of the genre. Almost naturally Doderer’s historical awareness will make him 

concentrate on the Novella as a starting point for his definition. The Novella then becomes the 

most prominent forerunner of the Kurzgeschichte. Both are short fictions but their structure 

completely differs, as they were emanations of different times and high brow consumer goods 

in different epochs and societies. Studying the novella automatically makes one predict that, 

also for the short story the time will come to close and that after the short story another new 

type of short fiction might emerge. 

Doderer’s first argument is an obvious one and a quantitative one. The Novela is 

basically longer than the short story. But, says Doderer so are the Witz, the Anekdote and the 

Skizze. The conclusion then is a natural one: still other features, qualitative ones, must be in 

play, which make the Kurzgeschichte a Kurzgeschichte. One such prominent feature, a well 

known one in the mean time, is that the Kurzgeschichte starts in medias res. The reader is 

immediately immersed in the middle of things in the story. The Novella outspokenly has an 

exposition leading up to a culmination point around which plot can be stitched. The modern 

short story, on the contrary only brings one chunk of reality, a fragment as it were. As to the 

nature of this fragment, in the post-war Kurzgeschichte it deals with significant moments from 

the life of a protagonist: 

Die Kurzgeschichte deckt höchstens Schnitt um Schnitt einen Zustand auf. Sie 

wille in Stück Wirklichkeit freilegen. Da jeder Augenblick zur 

Wirklichkeitsmittel werden kann, kann auch die Kurzgeschichte jeden 

Augenblick angreifen und in seinen Offenheit vorwärts und nachwärts 

darstellen. So ist die Einleitung überflüssig. (93) 

The full focus on the present moment basically hinders the forward movement in the 

Kurzgeschichte’s plot. That is why its structure is a linear one as was definitely not the case in 
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the nineteenth century Novella where subplots and occasionally secondary counterplots hinder 

this rapidly forward movement. High points and low points of tension and suspense are 

mostly absent in the Kurzgeschichte. This is the ultimate consequence of the break-up of the 

traditional novella structure and from the structure as present in Freytag’s pyramid: 

exposition, action, culmination point, denouement and closure. Outward and anecdotal action 

is very absent in the Kurzgeschichte where the description of main character and mood and 

atmosphere hold the centre of attention. As Doderer himself explains: 

Die echte Kurzgeschichte legt auch wenn sie voller epischer breite ist, keinen 

Wert auf eine Entwicklung der Handlung, sondern auf die Charakterisierung 

der Personen und die Erzeugung der Einheitlichen Atmosphäre…Sie ist 

demnach eine “reine” Literatur Form, die sich von aller herkommelichen 

Erzähltradition dadurch abhebt, dass nicht starke Handlung sondern die starke 

Stimmung ihren Wert ausmacht. (94-95) 

Aside from its in medias res opening, the short story in post-war Germany also shows 

an open ending. It is, once again one of the significant main differences between the short 

story and the Novella. The short story only brings the unerhörte Begebenheit. This is a clear 

repetition of Motekat’s sub theory. What is equally of repetition of what already was studied 

in this paragraph is the concentration on the type of author. According to Doderer the writer of 

Kurzgeschichten does not want to write about a classical hero like, once again, in the novella, 

nor does he want to deal with the unheard of events or even heroic deeds. Daily routine in 

small life is interesting enough to become the main ingredient of the Kurzgeschichte. This is 

what makes the Kurzgeschichte one of the most democratic art forms. It is also this basic 

democratic drive which accounts for the distinction between Anekdote and Kurzgeschichte. 

Even when also in the Anekdote the novella structure cannot be detected it differs from the 

Kurzgeschichte because the Anekdote (97). 

Thus far, and already a few times, scepticism of the possibility to find a universal 

definition of the Kurzgeschichte has been discussed. One result as shown was the quest to 

historically embrace genre. Perhaps the most sceptical contribution to the definition of the 

genre Kurzgeschichte comes from Kurt Kusenberg. Kusenberg writes in 1965 which means 

already twenty years after the end of the Second World War. Kusenberg is aware of the fact 

that the post-war Kurzgeschichte is slowly taking on other themes and materials than the 

Grauen of the Second World war as Germany was slowly rising from the ashes of the ruins of 

the Second World War and slowly also a new generation of writers, different from the 

Heimkeherer, had started writing. Kusenberg is a de facto manifesto that the times were 
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changing. According to Kusenberg, the short story can be just anything. It is too variegated a 

form to even attempt a definition. For each prominent example capable of contributing 

substantially towards a genre definition a counter example can be found, making piecemeal of 

the hypotheses: “Sie [i.e the German post war short story] ist etwas, das sich jeder Festlegung 

entzieht. Es ist unmöglich zu sagen wie sie sein soll; viel leichter gelingt es zu sagen, was sie 

alles sein kann und das sei hier versucht” (831). 

Nevertheless Kusenberg does not resist the temptation to try and describe the 

Kurzgeschichte; in all the appearances short fiction has shown one basic pattern according to 

Kusenberg remains the same. He calls it the Grundfigur typical short fiction whether German 

and post-war or not. Kusenberg comes to this conclusion after having found out that the 

structural possibilities in a Kurzgeschichte are threefold. As he writes: 

(1) Jemand schätzt seine Position falsch ein. Er hält sich für ungreifbar, ist 

aber, im Gegenteil, sehr verwundbar oder gar aufs äußerste gefährdet. (2). 

Einer, der seinem Schicksal entgegen will, läuft diesem durch seine Flucht 

geradewegs in die Arme. (3) Jemand plant etwas Böses und bewirkt gegen 

seines willen etwas Gutes oder umgekehrt . . .(436) 

Kusenberg then generalizes his findings to the Grundfigur. The main characteristic of 

the short story, the only sensible thing one can say about it is that it is dominated by a 

paradoxical change (436-437). 

Once again post-war criticism comes very close to the perception that the notion of 

genre as an intermediary concept between the individual piece of writing and the larger 

category of literature as such, is basically historical in kind, and not, as held by the majority of 

the American critics a universal or timeless category. 

The short story is susceptible to mutation which means that the Kurzgeschichte 

continually and continuously engenders new forms which again in their turn will slowly die 

and engender yet again new forms of short fiction: 

Wer sich aus Leidenschaft mit Kurzgeschichten befasst erlebt zu seinen 

Verwunderung, dass diese Gattung unter dem Einfluss eines Phänomens, das 

man Mutation nennen könnte, unablässig neue Arten hervorbringt, die allen 

falls klassifiziert, schwerlich jedoch in ein System gebracht werden können, 

weil es ein System nicht gibt. (432) 

The article by Hans Bender and the contribution by Walter Höllerer appear under same 

short and phlegmatic title: “Zur Definition der Kurzgeschichte.” Chronologically speaking 

they were published before Kusenberg’s contribution but due their all embracing and 
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finalising character they are here treated at the end of this paragraph about the German post-

war short story. The twin essays can be considered, as mentioned, the theoretical closure. The 

critical diptych is both the apogee of theory and the signal of the turning point in literary 

practice. Very symbolically this critical diptych is published in Akzente the continuation of 

the magazine Story; a periodical publication which had played a primordial role in introducing 

both endogen Kurzgeschichte and American short story in post-war Germany. 

Hans Bender, in the first place stresses the origin and development of the 

Kurzgeschichte, putting the subgenre into a historical perspective even more than the already 

discussed critics had done so far but which for the present purpose is of no importance. 

Although the study of the nature of the genre was apparently a task left to co-writer Höllerer, 

Bender nevertheless too attempts at a definition. Like Kusenberg before him, also Bender is 

rather sceptical when it comes to a try out a neat and universally applicable definition. Even 

more at a loss then Kusenberg, Bender writes in an air of surrender: 

Mehr zweideutige als eindeutige Kennzeichen der Kurzgeschichte lassen sich 

entdecken. Wenn wir behaupten, sie gebe meist den Schnitt eines 

mittelmäßigen Lebens, dann fallen uns auch gleich Gegenbeispiele ein: 

Kurzgeschichten die einen Höhepunkt der Historie oder Biografie, die wir 

bereits kennen nacherzählen; behaupten wir die realistische Schreibweise 

bekommen ihr am besten- es gibt viele Beispiele phantastischer, irrationaler 

oder surrealer Kurzgeschichten. Den naiven, einfach erzählten stehen die 

komplizierten, psychologischen stories entgegen. (206) 

Thus, as is very clear, the Kurzgeschichte is difficult to define and taking into account 

what contemporary German short story critics have said so far, it seems clear that Hans 

Bender makes the equation Kurzgeschichte-short fiction, a trend which was also visible in 

Portugal (conto literário moderno for any kind of short fiction) and short fiction or short story 

in America as discussed in the Chapter I of the dissertation, when considering genre labels. 

How then can one draw dividing lines, asks Bender to the critical reader of his essay, 

between Anekdote and Kurzgeschichte and between Anekdote, Kurzgschichte and Novelle if 

contamination is the general rule: “Schließlich, es gibt anekdotenhafte und novellenhafte 

Kurzgeschichten . . . . Es gibt Romane, die treffender als Kurzgeschichte gekennzeichnet 

waren; es gibt sogar Gedichte mit Kurzgeschichtenhaften Charakter. . . .” (207). 

In fact, writes Bender, the metaphor which one can best use to describe the short story 

is that of the humming bird. This type of bird mimics the environment in which it is placed or 

to which it moves and it is therefore, as mentioned already various times, that also Bender is 
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under the spell of scepticism when a definition is concerned. As a result of the malaise after 

the Second World War and due to intense contact with the United States and especially the 

American short story practice, Bender says that during a few years critics lived with the 

impression that defining a short story was possible because one had the idea that it was a fixed 

genre, not susceptible to change and variation. However this impression is contradicted by the 

reality of literary practice: “Während die Kurzgeschichte, sowie hier charakterisiert wurde, 

abgeschlossen zu sein scheint—als Resultat ihres Zeitklimas—beginnt sie auch schon sich zu 

spatten und strebt zu neuen formen und Kompositionsmöglichkeiten” (225). 

Benders counterpart, Walter Höllerer starts his contribution with the same feeling of 

unease when it comes to defining the short story. An all embracing and widely applicable 

theory is impossible says Höllerer. What the critic however can do is depart from an in-depth 

study of individual stories which he has read and try to figure out what are the possibilities of 

short prose fiction. In other words, what can a genre such as the short story do in the field of 

literature compared to other genres, especially other prose fiction genres?  

In his reply to this question, Höllerer comes very close to the ideas M. L. Pratt would 

write almost thirty years later. Höllerer’s contention is that the short story is a Sammelplatz, a 

receptacle as it were, in which fit all the characteristics other prose fiction such as the novella 

and the novel were not able to take up or could only take up marginally. When trying to 

explain then what these characteristics are, Höllerer resorts to a comprehensive list of seven 

features. In the first place, says Höllerer, the Kurzgeschichte more than any other form in 

prose fiction is able to give full prominence to one particular and decisive moment in time. A 

moment of considerable importance in the life of the main character in the story is understood. 

By moment, once again, the German concept of Augenblick, as also articulated by Heinrich 

Böll, is the intended meaning. The extrapolation of one singular small moment gives 

prominence or sheds a light on certain objects or gestures. From this first observation almost 

in a causal lockstep relation, follows that the short story re-evaluates the meaning of important 

and not important. In the Kurzgeschichte, apparently unimportant situations and events 

suddenly become important without clear explanation as to why they become so. Höllerer 

formulates this in the following terms. Actions, as part of plot composition, are dubiously and 

even labyrinthically represented. In many short stories what happens is merely insinuated. 

Persons and objects become difficult to separate. The subject, i.e. characters, does not control 

what happens to them. To the contrary, objects and situations take over control so much so 

that they manipulate the main protagonists: “Subjekt und Objekt, Personen und Gegenstände 

näheren sich in den Moment an einander an. Die Objekte bleiben nicht manipulierbar, sondern 
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spielen mit; sie werden zuweilen grotesk vergrößert und erscheinen übermächtig” (233).The 

action in the short story is built up of interchangable elements of cells or blocks of narration 

which interlock tightly with and support each other: “. . . die Handlung baut sich auf einzelne, 

unverwechselbar festgehaltene atmosphärisch genau bezeichnete Abschnitte auf, auf Kabinen 

des Erzählens, die in sich zusammenhalten, die sich gegenseitig stützen oder sich Widerpart 

geben” (233). 

The narrator does not conceal that he/she is narrating and does so openly and full of 

disillusion. This is clearly in counterpoint with the narrative situation in the novella: “Es steht 

im Gegensatz zu versuchen einiger Novellen, durch Erfinden eines Berichtes, durch das 

Auffinden einer Chronik das Erzählen zu motivieren” (233). 

We can readily see that another distinctive feature of the short story is its open ended 

structure. This feature stands in contrast with and, in cases where it is difficult to determine 

whether a story is, properly speaking, short, or merely a brief Novella; it becomes a specific 

mark of distinction between the two forms. 

Höllerer does also undertake a well succeeded attempt to distinguish between other 

short prose fictions. He compares the short story with the Anekdote, the Witz (short humorous 

story close to the classical joke), Fable, the serial story from magazines and lyrical prose. 

Here the difference with American criticism is immediately clear: the comparison is not with 

poetry but with lyrical prose.  

The Anekdote deals with a specific place in a specific time and has a determinate 

“point at the end.” Contrary to the Novella, the Anekdote describes a personality, certain 

period of time, a part of society, a character or a philosophical current: 

Eine Kurzgeschichte ist keine Anekdote. Auf die Anekdote treffen unsere 

sieben Punkte nicht zu. Sie ist örtlich und zeitlich fest angesiedelt und mit 

einer abschließenden Pointe versehen. Sie ist, im Gegensatz zur Novelle, ein 

“erzählter Vorfall, der eine Persönlichkeit, eine Gesellschaftsschicht, einen 

Charaktertyp oder eine geistige Ströming scharf charakterisiert,” und sie endet 

nicht selten in einem Witzwort. (237) 

The Witz, then, in opposition to then to the Anekdote is not bound by historicity and 

deals with anonymity. The Witz is also very short but contrary to the Kürzgeschichte, the Witz 

contains a strong point at the end. 

The Fable, like the Kalendergeschichte, is didactic in method and the intention to 

teach to the reader a moral lesson. The fable can be easily distinguished from the 

Kurzgeschichte says Höllerer, however it often occurs that short stories show strong 
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characteristics of the fable. Höllerer uses the term “moderne Parabelhaftigheit” which can 

serve to designate and illuminate the modern, realistic short story. 

Finally, Höllerer draws attention to the fact that two genres have heavily influenced 

the Kurzgeschichte: the serial story and lyrical prose. The main difference between the serial 

and the short story is that the serial normally is easier to read for a larger public and has a 

simple writing style (238). Lyrical prose to the contrary is very akin to the short story 

especially when the latter has no outward action. The influence of both is an opposite one, 

whereas the serial can turn the short story more superficial, lyrical prose can make the short 

story “darker” and burden its reading and the interpretation (238-239). 

At the end of his article Höllerer also comes to a sub-classification of the 

Kurzgeschichte: the Augenblickskurzgeschichte (concentrating on the now moment in the 

protagonist’s life), the Arabeskenkurzgeschichte (defying reality and verisimilitude), and the 

Ueberdrehungs-und Ueberblendungskurzgeschichte (using the filmic technique fading to let 

episodes pass over into one another). 

In two decades, during which American short story criticism languished most, German 

criticism was capable of achieving the very task to which American theory had unsuccessfully 

set itself for more than a century: establishing a canon of short prose fiction along with 

formulating a definition of the Kurzgeschichte variant of the short story genre.  

It is here that we may draw a critical conclusion—one which is highlighted when the 

relatively early emergence of short prose fiction in French literature is recalled, particularly in 

light of the apparent lack of interest in the quintessentially American definitional task among 

French literary scholars, despite Poe’s early reception—namely, that the short story is, like 

any particular genre, a historically contingent literary form. Whether it took the form of 

French scholarly disinterest or that of the intense, successful study of the German 

Kurzgeschichte, it is clear that European critics readily “concluded” with little difficulty that 

the short story must be fundamentally historical in character, with the aforementioned results. 

By contrast, and largely as a result of the influence of Poe’s implictly essentialist and 

ahistorical aesthetic and definitional critera, American short story theory and criticism has 

largely resisted the theoretical implications of this undeniable conclusion. 

In short, unable to renounce the quest for an unchanging, universal genre definition, 

American theory and criticism was, thereby, prevented from constructing a canon of short 

fiction that would serve as a common object of study in view of its use in the task of 

articulating a suitable generic description! Until the late 1960’s, the time at which French 

literary theory rose to prominence in the American academe, and the 1970’s, the decade 
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which saw the revival of American short story criticism, short story criticism in America 

amounted to seeking out a universal and timeless definition of a historically contingent and 

ever-changing literary form. In light of these persistent, yet fruitless, endeavours by American 

scholars, the critical insight to be drawn becomes very nearly self-evident: If the short story is 

a historically contingent literary form that is subject to change over time, such an object of 

study requires a suitably historical and flexible definition, regardless of whether the operative 

theoretical framework is equally so.  
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Appendix II. Counter Analysis: four Neo-Realist Fictions.  

 
In the short story “O Pástiure” by Soeiro Pereira Gomes, the time of narration is 

posterior to the events taking place in the story as can be derived from the following quote: 

“Ele era mesmo mau.” (318). There is only one level of narration, a narration in the first 

degree. It is the story of a small boy who is accused of all possible and impossible things. 

Most important is the fact that the good intentioned acts performed by the boy are never 

witnessed by anyone. Due to his unusual name and his bad reputation, all the inhabitants of 

the small village think that the film about the life of the famous chemist Louis Pasteur is about 

the boy. 

The narrator is a heterodiegetic narrator, i.e. a narrator who does not participate in the 

actions described, or in the events taking place in the narrative. The story is told in the third 

person singular as is demonstrated in the following example: “Os homens batiam-lhe, as 

mulheres detestavam-no, e até os garotos seus iguais fugiam dele a sete pés, mal punha os pés 

na rua” (318). 

The narratee is equally extradiegetic, and is to be characterized as a narratee from the 

first level of narration. It is an undefined narratee who is omitted without leaving clear and 

obvious traces of his or her presence in the text. The distance between the narrator and what 

he tells to the absent narratee is dominated by an almost equal division between showing and 

telling. Examples of showing: 

- Quem foi? 

- O Pástiure, senhor professor. 

De zangado que estava, o mestre nem se lembrou de corrigir a pronúncia. 

- Quero provas. Alguém viu? (318) 

And in other, similar dialogue: 

- . . . Foste tu quem assaltou o pomar da Tapadinha... 

- Fui. 

- E quem varejou as amendoeiras do Cruzeiro... 

- Sim senhor. 

- Ora, pois, “cesteiro que faz um cesto” (319) 

Examples of telling: “Mau como as cobras, só ele. Pior. Porque as cobras, na verdade, 

não fazem mal a ninguém. E ele era mesmo mau . . . mal punha o pé na rua.”; “Era o seu 

nome . . . mas fruta . . .”; “E era mesmo . . . Fosse a quem fosse” (318). 
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As to the focalisation of the narrative, the narrator is omniscient, i.e. one who knows 

everything about the story, including the strands of thought and inner feelings of his 

characters, as is depicted in the following example: “Mas deu tudo—e mais daria, se tivesse. 

Nunca pensara ser menino para alguém, depois que sua mãe se finara.” (319)  

The short story cannot be further subdivided into narrative fragments for it contains 

one continuous narration. The time of discourse is dominated by five anachronies of the 

external partial analepsis type which are presented in the following quotes: (1) “Dera-lho na 

pia do baptismo havia quinze anos. . . . Aqueles olhos vivos não o enganavam” (318), (2) “A 

mãe, antes de morrer. . . . Homem já eu sou” (318), (3) “Ainda o vestido do baptismo não se 

puíra . . . fora o fim do mundo e a carreira do sábio” (318), (4) “O mesmo que no Posto, há 

um ano quando preso por suspeita . . . Antes chorar de raiva, apesar da troça dos guardas” 

(318-319), (5) “Escândalo tamanho, que, por vergonha, até o senhor professor deixou a 

escola” (319). Rhythm, i.e. the relationship between the story and discourse, is shaped by one 

significant fragment which is to be categorized as an explicit ellipsis: “E ele, longe, muito 

longe, num mundo em que todos os garotos eram meninos e as quintas não tinham muros.”; 

“Porém, tempos depois, fez aquela patifaria dos vidros partidos no cinema” (319). 

In the short story “Sempre uma Companhia” by Manuel da Fonseca, the time of 

narration is apparently a simultaneous one. However, the substantiation that the narration is 

indeed simultaneous is to be questioned for even if the narrator uses the present tense, he only 

could have started narrating this story after the events had taken place. For example: “António 

Barrasquinho, o Batola, é um tipo bem achado” (320). It is worth mentioning that almost all 

the verbs are in the present tense form. 

There is only one narrative level of the first degree. The story actually deals with the 

peaceful life of ordinary people, a couple who own a commercial business and who lead a 

very pacific life without many disturbances. The narrator actually forces himself to give an 

account of the monotonous peacefulness. This peaceful small bourgeois life changes, with the 

coming of the telephone to the village. In the beginning, the wife is strongly opposed to the 

installation of the telephone, but after some time she resigns herself to the idea. 

The narrator is heterodiegetic, one who does not participate in the story he tells, which 

is narrated in the third person. A few examples by way of illustration: “É a mulher quem abre 

a venda e havia aquela meia dúzia de fregueses de todas as manhãzinhas” (320); “Batola 

demora os olhos na portinha que dá para os fundos da casa” (320). The narratee is an 

extradiegetic narratee of the first level, never explicitly named or explicitly present.  
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As for the narrator’s distance from what he narrates, a direct representation is present 

to a greater extent, and more prominent than the description, as is illustrated in the following 

examples. Examples of Showing: 

Ás vezes, um rapazito entra na venda: 

Tio Batola, cinco tostões de café. 

O chapeirão redondo volta-se, vagaroso: 

Hã?. . . 

Cinco tostões de café!” (320) 

- Tem cerveja? 

Ná. Só vinho. 

Traga o vinho.” (323) 

Examples of telling: “Que pessoas tão diferentes” (320) and, “Tais momentos de ira são 

pedaços de revolta passiva contra a mulher” (321). 

The short story is focalised through an omniscient narrator in the strongest sense; one 

who knows the sentiments and the ways of thinking of the protagonists, as the following 

examples demonstrates: “Mas é inútil esperar mais.”; “Ah, se a mulher não vem aviar o 

rapazito é porque não quer, pois está a ouvir muito bem o que se passa ali na loja!” (320). The 

use of free, indirect speech is the clearest evidence that the narrator is omniscient: “A raiva do 

Batola demora muito, cresce com o tempo, dura anos” (321) “E aqui começa uma conversa 

que ele não entende. Só percebe, e isso agrada-lhe, que o homem é simpático e franco” (323). 

The short story can be divided into three segments. These fragments encompass the 

very first moment, at the beginning of the text until: “. . . lá se vai deitar o Batola, derrotado 

por mais um dia” (322). In the first fragment the narrator describes the monotony of the 

married couple’s lifestyle and of the village before the arrival of the telephone. The second 

segment begins with “De facto, na tarde seguinte . . .” (322) and continues up until “. . . 

observa magoadamente a preciosa caixa” (326). This segment gives an account of the changes 

and the altercations which occurred to the village and its inhabitants with the arrival of the 

telephone. A third segment begins with the sentence: “Assim está, quando um pressentimento 

. . .” (326) and runs until the end of the short story. This segment gives an account of the 

wife’s decision and consequently to the shift in power within the relationship of the married 

couple.  

The time of the narrative is disturbed by two partial external analepses: “Mas o velho 

Rata matara-se” (321). Here the analepsis is considered partial because the suicide of the 

friend has repercussions in the psychological state of Batola. The occurrence of the second 
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analepsis is clearer: “Nos últimos tempos, o reumatismo tolhera-lhe . . . atirou-se para dentro 

do pego da ribeira da Alcaria” (321). 

 The velocity of the narrative is enhanced by the anisochronies. Especially the ellipsis 

which is explicit in: “De facto, na tarde seguinte apareceu uma nuvenzinha . . .” (322). But, 

implicit in: “Também silêncio para ouvir as melodias que vêm de longe até à aldeia, e que são 

tão bonitas! . . . . Acontece até que, certa noite, se arma uma festa na venda do Batola” (325). 

As well as in the following fragment: “E os dias custaram tão pouco a passar que o fim do 

mês caiu de surpresa em cima da Aldeia da Alcaria” (325). There is a clear instance of 

summary in: “E tudo isto se repete durante uma longa hora” (324). 

 In the short story “A Vendedeira de Figos” by Alves Redol. The time of narration is 

dominated by simultaneousness as is illustrated in the following examples: “Nesta hora em 

que o passado se prolonga em mim, neste momento exacto em que não sei o que sou nem o 

que quero, sinto-me envolvido por vozes e aleluias . . .” (327). Although the underlined 

elements are an indication of the present time, the story should be considered as a clear 

posterior narration from the second narrative moment until the end of the short story: “Olho lá 

para o fundo do tempo . . . e penso como foi bom o que vivi . . .” (327); “Estávamos todos no 

terraço da escola” (327). 

 There is only one level of narration present that is a narration of the first degree. The 

narrator remembers a day from the time of his adolescence when he was in high school 

(colégio); he was with his colleagues when a lady who sold figs happened to pass by and how 

he was elected by a female colleague to go and get her some figs. In this particular story the 

narrator is homodiegetic thus he participates in the story, which he narrates even though he is 

definitely not the main protagonist. The fig-vendor is presented as the main character whose 

importance is also reflected in the title of the short story. We derive this from a multitude of 

examples in which the pronouns are either in the first person singular or in the first person 

plural: “Eu procurava descobrir o Tejo para além do areal . . . .” (327); “Estávamos todos no 

terraço da escola” (327). 

 As to the narratee, we can say that we are dealing with a special type of narratee. The 

narrator addresses the narratee in the second person singular. However, perhaps we cannot 

consider the narratee intradiegetic here, because in reality, the narratee is not to be found in 

the presence of the narrator at the moment of narration, as the narratee is a protagonist in the 

narrated story itself. The following quotes illustrate this particular aspect of the narration: “. . . 

no único em que te vi. . . . Nunca aprendi o teu nome, mal te toquei na pele, e és ainda hoje 

uma das mulheres mais verdadeiras da minha vida”(327); “Foi nessa abstracção que a tua voz 
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. . . que trazias no cesto para vender” (327); “E foste rectificando até chegares a mim” (328); 

“Estendeste um punhado na tua mão . . .” (328); “. . . tu ergueste a mão e eu respondi-te com a 

minha num aceno tímido” (329). 

 The distance between the narrator and the story he tells, also here falls apart in the 

traditional instances of direct representation, or showing: “– Bom dia!—Sussurrei com medo 

de que a minha voz quebrasse o sonho. Bom dia! Gostas de figos? . . . Gosto . . . Estendeste 

um punhado na tua mão, que eu segurei, trémulo, incapaz de te contar o que sentia e o bem 

que me fazias, meu amor” (328). 

 Examples of telling, or narration are as follows: “Olho lá para o fundo do tempo que 

fiz eu de todos esses anos? . . . e penso como foi bom o que vivi, como será bom o que ainda 

me fica para morrer ou para viver . . . Uma das poucas que morrerão à minha cabeceira . . .” 

(327) This fragment can be considered an almost perfect example of telling. 

 As to the focalisation of the narrative, the narrator is once again presented as 

omniscient, a narrator who knows his characters inside and out. For example: “Foi nessa 

abstracção que a tua voz moça e galharda apregoou os figos que trazias no cesto para vender. 

E logo toda a malta da camarata dos maiores se debruçou ainda mais na balaustrada de pedra, 

indo buscar-te lá abaixo, à rua, com os olhos perturbados de amor jovem para te erguerem 

num balancé, onde tu, rapariga descalça, ficaste a vogar nas longas noites da camarata e em 

romances que nunca pudéramos viver . . .” (327-328). “Abri os braços, hesitei um instante, e 

sei que me pus a correr, voando pelas escadas de pedra, tonto e feliz, sem cuidar do que me 

interditavam” (328). 

 However, the omniscience is mildly tempered by one clear moment when the narrator 

becomes an intradiegetic, that is, when the narrator speaks as a character and takes part in the 

story: “. . . respondeste a sorrir, vaidosa, por certo, de te veres admirada com tanto fervor por 

rapazes de escola” (328). By using the expression “por certo” the narrator is questioning the 

motives of the “vendedeira” for he is not quite certain as to why she is content. 

 The short story can be subdivided into three parts: the first section runs from the very 

beginning of the short story until “Uma das poucas que morrerão à minha cabeceira . . .” 

(327). In this first segment, the narrator introduces the reader to a time in the past where he 

learned to know the fig vendor. The second section runs from “Estávamos todos no terraço da 

escola” (327) till “. . . não me interessou tentar a fuga” (329), and relates to the moment of the 

encounter as well as introduces the third segment which spans from “Fiquei oito dias sem 

recreio” (328) until the very end of the short story. It is in this last fragment that the reader is 
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made aware of the immediate consequences created by the encounter with the the rapariga 

descalça. 

 When dealing with time of narration, there is not much distortion to report. There is 

one external and partial analepsis, namely “E muito ao longe, e tão esplendorosa como nesse 

dia . . . abre-se o meu deslumbramento de rapaz de catorze anos” (327). Finally, as far as the 

velocity is concerned, there are no anisinchronies to report either. 

 In “Entre Profissionais,” a short story by Mario Dionísio, the narration is clearly 

posterior. This becomes evident through the author’s use of an overwhelming predominance 

of preterito perfeito and imperfeito as far as the tense system is concerned. The following are 

a few examples: “Meteu a chave à porta, entrou e disse logo” (330); “Ela pôs-se 

repentinamente muito séria” (331); “Mas o Carlos, com olho de gestor, avaliava a situação” 

(333). 

There is only one level of narration in this particular short story. We are thus dealing 

with a narration in the first degree, whereby the narrator tells a story about his personal and 

professional interests. The one-level story is told in the third person singular by a 

heterodiegetic narrator. For instance: “Quanto tinham amigos para jantar, costumavam ir ao 

Esquina d’Ouro . . .” (330); “Ele passou a mão na cara vagarosamente, de patilha a patilha. 

Correu-a pelo bigode” (331); “No dia seguinte, saiu mais cedo do emprego, comprou o que 

lhe faltava num virote, encafuou-se na cozinha” (332); “Fumaram os primeiros cigarros, 

folhearam revistas, falaram de tudo e nada” (333). 

The narratee is extradiegetic, omitted and without being overtly referenced to in the 

text. The relationship between that which the narrator tells and the distance to what he 

narrates, demonstrates an almost equal division between showing and telling. Examples of 

showing: “Meteu a chave à porta, entrou e disse logo”; “Convidei os Carlos para amanhã.” 

(330); “Ele passou a mão na cara vagarosamente, de patilha a patilha.Correu-a pelo bigode. 

Não, não há nenhum problema” (331); “- Já não é director de serviço, quem? O Carlos? Pode 

lá ser! Que história é essa? E desde quando? Nada. Ele não sabe e eu quero que saiba. Apenas 

isto” (331). Examples of telling: “Peixinhos ágeis nos turbilhões do oceano” (330); “Ironia 

para a frente” (331); “Agora a tempestade estava mesmo em cima da cabeça deles. Ia cair o 

raio” (336); “Ninguém gosta de sentir-se abandonado” (341); “Agora, sim, ia cair o raio” 

(344). 

The story is focalised by an omniscient narrator, entering into the thoughts and inner 

feelings of his characters. Very often this omniscience is linked to the indirect free speech, for 

example: “Tentou um desvio grande na conversa, na esperança de o fazer mudar de ideias” 
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(331); “Mas este não gostava nada que ela lho lembrasse, mesmo de brincadeira. Por isso ela 

lho lembrava em certas ocasiões” (331); “Ou ele bebera, ou estaria com febre, ou ela já não 

entendia nada deste mundo” (331) (free indirect discourse by the protagonist); “Nem de 

mais—pôs-se a gente de cócoras, espera lá!—nem de menos” (332) (free indirect discourse by 

the protagonist); “Sem deixar de pensar: para aquele estupor do Carlos, para a dengosa da 

Judite!” (332) (free indirect discourse); “O que, falando francamente, não lhe agradava nada” 

(333); “. . . se sentia bem paga no seu vestido discreto” (334); “. . .- pensava o Jorge -. . .” 

(335); “Um secreto desejo” (341); “O que ela percebeu e lhe agradou” (341); “Porque 

pensava: vai falando, meu filho, que a mim não me enganam eles. E disposto a recusar 

qualquer resposta . . .” (343); “. . . querendo e não querendo acabar com aquilo de uma vez . . 

.” (344); “Aguardou uma explosão de cólera, um insulto” (344); “Mas o outro nem o ouvia . . 

. . Tinha sido levado. Isso o enervava mais que tudo. Tinha sido levado” (344-345) (free 

indirect speech, what the character thinks); “Apetecia-lhe quebrar tudo, dar murros, 

bofetadas” (345); “Que mais lhe faltaria ouvir?. . . . Não soubera defender-se, precaver-se” 

(348) (free indirect speech—the thoughts of the character); “Arrependia-se de ter jogado mal 

mais uma vez . . . a amarga consciência de já não ser Carlos Souto” (349). However, there are 

also moments in which the narrator is an internal narrator, moments in which the narrator 

tells: “O Jorge precipitou-se para a porta, abriu. No patamar, estava o Carlos, passado a ferro 

da cabeça aos pés e, a seu lado, a Judite . . . um pequeno Watteau” (332); “Fumaram os 

primeiros cigarros . . . . Vinha aí uma noite de prazer tranquilo” (333). 

The text can then be subdivided into three basic segments of narration. The first 

segment runs from the beginning of the story until the fragment which starts with “Faltavam 

cinco para as nove” (332). In the first segment the narrator relates the details of the 

preparations for the dinner and focuses on the dialogue between the hosts. In the second 

segment which begins with: “O Jorge precipitou-se para a porta, abriu” (332) and spans until 

“. . . que o novo director e o novo subordinado ver-se-iam todos os dias na Permex” (350) is 

the fragment in which the dinner occupies the most important place.  

The narrator concentrates his attention on the relations between the friends and the 

power relationship between the two couples thus considering all four individuals 

independently. The third segment runs from: “O elevador desceu” (350) until the end of the 

short story which brings about the conclusion of the story; that is that when there are no 

witnesses, individuals will react according to their own standards. 
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There are no anachronies in this particular short story which would signal any 

distortion in the order of the segments. As to the velocity, there is only one explicit ellipsis: 

“No dia seguinte saiu mais cedo . . .” (332). 
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